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Abstract
Underground hard-rock mining is an important segment of the Canadian mining industry. Its
survival, however, is being threatened by both extemal and interna1 forces. In the external front,
low cost producers such as local open-pit mines and foreign operators keep raising their
production rates and lowering the price of hard-rock rnining cornmodities. InternaIly. everincreasing depth of mining of rxisting underground operations and the depth of the new
discoveries mean higher capital and operating costs.
This research has identified five ractors that most cntically affect the profitability of deep
underground hard-rock mining: vertical ore and waste transport: horizontal ore and waste
transport; ventilation; mine development: and personnel and materials distribution. Each of such
factors has been analyzed, theoretically and through nvo case studies, in order to determine their
relative strategic significance. Solutions to the problems currently being faced by deep mine
operators have been discussed as well.
Stntegic analyses indicate that deep mines cm be designed and planned so that their profitability
is not seriousiy atTected by such factors. S~lutionsto ventilation and vertical and horizontal
transport problems are strongly iniluenced by technological innovation (air conditioning,
automation, slurry pumping, etc.), reducing the ability of the operator to strategically address
thern. On the other hand, hard-rock mine development is a critical phase of the ore production
process that cannot be carried out by automated or continuous equipment. It requires careful
design and planning and. thus. has a very high strategic cornponent. Decisions made at the
development stage have protound efftxt on the economics of an opention over its entire
productive life. The case studies included in this thesis emphasize the importance of properly
evaluating mine development alternatives. particulariy in the areas of equipment selection and
opening design (e.g.. cross-sectional area and inter-level spacing). Given the sizeable resources
and long periods devoted to mine developrnent. it also has a significant economic impact by
itseIf, and usually constitutes the Iirniting factor in production rate detmnination.
The economic evaluation of the mining scenarios constnicted as part of the second case smdy
clearly indicates that production cost by itself is not a sound parameter for the evaluation of the
economic performance of a rnining operation. It also showed the benefits of using discounted
cash flow methods techniques and demonstrated the existence of a mine development
configuration which resuIts in a production plan that rna..imizes the return on the investment.
Finally, the need for and main characteristics of a computer-aided underground mine design and
planning tool were critically discussed in this thesis. The development of the second case study.
which required the use of AutoCAD, spreadsheets. and project management pro-gams to
manipulate large quantities of data and involved caIcuIation-intensive tasks, highlighted the
complettities and interdisciplinary nature of underground mine evaluation. This type of analysis
would be very beneficial to the industry, but the time and resources demanded due to the Iack of
proper cornputer tools make it impracticai to carry it out routinely.
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1. Introduction
The mining iniiustry worldwide has always been characterized by its dynamic and global nature.

The sarne forces that brought the Europeans into the Americas at the end of the 15Ih Century and
developed the Chilean copper industry in the early 1800S1are now carving the shape of what
might be the mining areas of the hture in countries such as Argentina, Ghana. and Tanzania. Not
surprisingly, rnining recently has been detined as an "environmenr which con onlv be churirabdescribed as tirrbirlent. irnprellicrabk. trncertain and uncontrollable. " (Richardson, 1993).

The response fiom major North Arnerican mining corporations to the latest trend in expIoration
and mine development has been varied. Some have moved their main exploration ofices
overseas, into countries such as Chile (Le.. Falconbridge and TV?( Gold). whereas other firms
actively have begun seeking foreign partners and invested heavily in new foreign operations (Le..
Bamck Gold. Noranda. and Placer Dome). This is not to say that the rnaj~rshave fcrgotten t!!eir
roots: new mines are still doveloped and current operations expanded.' but larger portions of their
budgets are routinely invested elsewhere (Crowson. 1995: Anonymous, 1999. p. 3).
This thesis addresses the challenges hcing North American underground mine operators as their
mines become deeper and the profit margins shrink. The anaIysis is carried out %om an
operational point of view and the option to divest, although perfectly valid to the corporation as a
whole. is not further investigated. The implicit assumption made is that underground mines will
have to remain viable business opportunities if they are to survive the current re-structuring of the
international mining community.

'

British capital started targe-scde copper rnining in Chile in the eady 1800's but the indus@ colhpsed in 1827.
Nonetheless. production increased -endually and in 1850. Chiir became the leading copper producine country in
the world. The e.xhaustion of hi&---de
ore resutted in a npid decline in copper outpur, and the indusuy coIIripsed
risain during the late 1590's. American capital rebuiit it rive- years later (Culver and Reinhari. 1985: Pareja,
1992). Similar tlucnrations have b e n expenenced by the Cornish mining industry in the UK: the North .Amencm
tungsten Uidustry (desaoyed by low-cost producers h m China); and the Europestn irou-ore indusuy {severely
aft'ited by low-cost producer CVRD h m Bnzil).
About 5096 of non-ferrous North American mining companies explore and develop mining properties in Cartada
and SSoh are still active in the USA. (Silver. 1996).

1.1 Underground Mining in Canada
Given the intensity of the exploration programs canied out in Canada during the past nventy
years, it can be expected that most of the new base and precious metal deposits to be discovered

and brought into production in the near future will be medium to high -de

underground

operations. The discovery of the large nickel-copper deposit at Voisey's Bay. Labrador. being an
extraordiiiary exception. only conEms the nile. A similar situation exists in the United States and
rnost of the developed world. On the other hand. the vast majoriry of the developing worid has
not undergone senous or systematic grass-roots exploration. The potential exists for the discovery
and eventual development of a number of low-cost, high-pde open pit and shallow underground
operations. Furthermore. the relative improvement in the economic and political conditions of
some developing countries has opened up entirely new exploration areas in places such as China.
Vietnam, and the republics that used to be part of the former USSR.
Within this framework. the competitiveness of existing Canadian underground base and precious
metal operations is undermined by the following three important factors:
Depth of the deposits.

Most of the deposits are currently Iocated at modente to high depth (900 to 1500 rneues
below surface).' This not only results in long and expensive exploration and development
periods, but also in higher capital and operating costs. and complicated production plans.
Local economic conditions.

The relative strength oFthe Canadian dollar turns imported products. such as ores and metals
produced overseas. cheapef. Furthermore. the higher cost of Canadian labour and the
associated compensation packages significantly increases the labour component of the total
groduction cost.

?

Of the 49 under_eround hard rock opentions that provided shaft data to nvo mine surveys (Scalrs. 1998: Scdes.
1996). 30 had production sh& deeper thm 900 m e m . The average depth of such s h a h was 1235 m. whrreas the
average depth of the 19 shaiiower s h a b was 7 12 m.

''

Since 1991. Canadian copper, nickel. and zinc pmducen have benetited fmm a weaker Canadian doltar and gained
in relative competitiveness. However, this gain has been against American producers mainly. since the currencies
of other minerai-producing counuies aich as Ausualia ireland and Sweden, have continued to be much Iower
reiative to the US dollar (Naturai Resources Canada. 1994).

Envirotmental concerns.

This factor will becorne even more important in the future. Most environmental groups
oppose the types of mining that are considered disruptive to the environment such as open
cast, mountain-top, and large-scale open pit operations. However. radical goups would like
to prevent the development of underground mines as well. Evident achievements of the
environmental movement are that it takes longer to obtain the exploration, development and
rnining pzrmits; kwcr areas are avaiiaoie for expionrion andfor mining; and the number of

financial institutions willing to provide the resources required to develop mining projects is
being reduced.

In addition to being affected by these factors. new underground mining projects in Canada also
will have to face the following chal tenges:
Ekploration cost.

With very few exceptions, the mosr accessible and easily identifiable deposits have been
discovered already. Currently. mining and exploration cornpanies have to look in more
isolated and deeper areas. which can be done only at signiticantly higher costs. Furthermore.
longer exploration prograrns are required and the chances of making an economic discovery
are smaller.
Quaiity of the deposits.

Contrary to what was expected in the mid-seventies, the switch to veiy low--de.

hi&-

tonnage underground operations. with production rates of up to 100.000 tonsiday. never took
place (Gentry. 1976: Thomas, 1976). This is not onIy due to the fact that such operations are
not viabIe under current economic conditions. but atso to the many drawbacks inherent to
large scale underground mining. Those include difficult and expensive ground and -=de
control practices, long development stages, Iack of tlexibility. high capital expenditures. etc.
Furthermore. some of the recent deep discoveries, such as hco's Victor deposit in the
S u d b q - camp, have very hi& grade and Iack the volume to warrant the development of very

hi& tonnage operations. Nonetheless, if the tenn "quaIity" is used as an indicator of the

overall attractiveness/profitability of a deposit, it c m be argued that new discoveries will be
of lower quality than those brought into production within the past decade

Dtwelopmenr Phase.
The developrnent phase which, as discussed above, is extended due to the depth of the
deposits. becomes even longer as a result of the permitting process and the number of
environmental studies/reviews required to stan any rnining activity.

As indicated by the series of studies carried out by the klining Sector, Natuml Resources Canada

(Natural Resources Canada. 1994) and the Intergovernmental Working Group on the Minera1
Industry (IGWG. 1992) the government and the industry are genuineIy concerned about the
impact of global cornpetition on the future of the Canadian mineral industry. In the particular case
of underground mining, the response fiom operators and researchers has been cechnological to a
large extent (Paraszczak. 1995; Scoble, 1994: Baiden et al., 1993a). In nther words. it is thought
that by adopting new technologies the mining cost will be reduced (rnainly througli the reduction
of the labour component). the prot3abiIity increased and the operations will become cornpetitive
again. This is not entirely wrong: little can the industry as a whoIe do to change the econornic and
political conditions of the country or significantly affect (i.e.. increase) the price of the
commodities produced. The solution, thus. has to corne from within the corporations themselves
and an important area to improve is the productivity of the equipment and work force.
Nevertheless. the development of purely technicd solutions is bound to encounter signiticant
obstacles and their success is not guaranteed (Wagner, 1995; Dietze, 1993: Singh and Hedley,
1981). It is posnilated that the response cannot be exclusively technological. Le.. other aspects of

the problem chat directly affect the operations have to be taken into account as weIl. .A
cmnprehensive strategy that encompasses every facet of the probIem and is developed according
to corporate and business objectives is required. In this way, issues such as the impact of the new
equipment and processes on mine personnel, professional training pro-pans and the production
process itself cm be better addressed ideally in an integrated manner (Pareja and Pelley, 1995~;
Vagenas and Clément, 1995; Rosengen, 1988).

ï h e survival of a healthy Canadian underground mining industry depends on the coordination of
efforts fiom the several layers of government (Federd, Provincial, and Local). clear vision from
the business community, and sound operational practices. The govemments can only provide the

adequate environment and conditions for the industry to develop. It is up to the operators to apply
their experience and knowledge in order to benefrt from them.

1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Thesis
The main objective of this research is to identiS, and study the tàcton that most significantly
affect mining at depth and evaluate their impact on the economic viabilil of deep underground
hard-rock mines. Aspects regarding suchficzors that demand special attention include:
1.

the constraints they impose on the mine design and production plan;

2.

the changes of their relative significance as the depth of mining increases; and.

3.

their respective strategic implications. from an operational point of view.

A secondary objective. whirh cm be considered as a natural consequence of the srudy of deep

mining, is to critically discuss a new approach to the design and planning of deep underground
hard-rock mines. The study of the subject of underground mine design and planning inevitably
raises the issue of a compter-crssisred -,stem. Such a system. as envisaged by mine operators, not
only integrates the process but also allows the rapid and efficient evaluation of alternatives
regarding excavation designs and production plans. This thesis defines and discusses the basic
components and tools that must be integral parts of such a system.
Finally, this thesis also investigates the efficiency and adequacy of the cost-collecting methods
currently being employed at most mining operations. The purpose in this case is to detemine if
there is a need for a berter system, more suitable for underground production control and mine
management in general.

1.3

Methodology

To achieve the objectives outlined in the previous section. the research project followed a series
of steps:

a. Background bibiiographical research on the subjects of underground mine design and
planning, mining sequencing, production scheduling, geotechnical mine design. mine
automation and mechanization, and underground mining operations management.
b. Site visits to undergound opentions, including David Bell Mine, Teck Corp - Homestake

Mining Corp.; Kidd Creek Division. Falconbridge Lirnited; Creighton Mine. Inco Limited:
and Campbell Mine. Placer Dome Canada.
c. Compilation and processing of reIevant information provided by various operations. The
following information was requested:
orebody information;
detailed cost data; and,
mining plans.

d. Development of a mode1 and its corresponding çomputer-assisted irnplementation that
would be used to test the applicability and validity of the analysis and conclusions reached

in the snidy. This would be carried out through a case study using real data adcquarely
disguised in order to protect its conîïdentiality.

1.4 Main Factors Considered in the Study
Since the outset of this project, the existence of some factors that most significantly affect the
profitability of deep underground mines was observed. Indeed. afier interviewing the mines'
personnel and discussing the subject with them. several such factors were identified. It was then
agreed that the research should focus on them. as they were perceived to becorne even more
critical in the tùture- Those îàctots are as follows:'

-

-

This Iist only reflects qualitative svaluatiom of the impact of the factors on the profitability of the operritions. The
objective of the discussions heid was to defie a starüng point for the research.

1.

vertical ordwaste transport;

2.

lateral (horizontal) ordwaste transport:

3.

ventilation;

4.

mine deveiopment; and.

5.

cost of labour and supplies.

It is interesting to note that hventy years ago. G e n ~(1976) qualitatively analyzed the
development of deep mining techniques and concluded that the mort significant problems were to
be found in the areas of':
1.

material transport (ore and waste);

2.

ventilation:

3

underground mine development:

4.

underground working environrnent: and.

5.

ground control.

It can be seen that b o h lists are very similar. There are three main differences: Gentry specifically
addresses underground working environrnent and ground control problems. and labour and
supplies are included in this project3 list. The reason for not having ground conaol as a separate
factor is that it is implicitly included in at Ieast three of them: vertical and horizontal transport.
and mine development. Sirnilarly. the conditions of the working environment directly affect
ventilation and the cost of delivering labour and supplies.

It has been

decided that the best way to

study the effects of ground conditions and working environrnent on the profitability of deep
mines is through the anaIysis of the impact they have on such factors. On the other hand. it is
apparent that the issues of labour cost and delive.

of supplies are rapidly becoming major

concems in deep underground operations and deserve speciaI attention.

The problem is, it has been twenty yean since these factors were fint publidy identified as
important issues in deep underground mining, and they have not been properly addressed in a
cornprehensive manner. As will be discussed in a Iater chapter. this apparent lack of interest only
7

c m be explained by the complexity of the issues themselves and the need to rely on special tools
and methods for the analyses involved.

1.5

Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is organized in seven chapters. Chapter L is the introduction to the subject. It discusses
in general terms the hture prospects of the Candian underground rnining industry. outlines the
objectives of the project; and describes the approach adopted. It also presents the basic
background for the research, including the factors identified by the operations involved in the
program, which will b r the focus of the snidy.

The objective of Chapter 2 is to establish the need for and main characteristics of the underground
mining snategy. The importance of underground mining in general and hard-rock underground
mining in panicular are highllghted and their features outlined. The term m i r h g strate= is
expanded to include al1 aspects directly related to an underground opention. and the relative
importance of each of them is evaluated. Strategy development and implementation for deep
mines are investigated in more detail, discussing the impact of the characteristics of the ore
deposit, and operating style and practices on the above-mentioned tàctors.
Chapter 3 is focused on the design and planning process of underground hard-rock mines. The
main aspects specifically addressed are: the objectives of underground mine design and planning;
the impact of technology and technological innovation: and the evolution of mining sequences in
deep Canadian hard-rock operations. The interrelationships between the tasks of -grade control.
underground ore transport and ground control are discussed from a mine design and planning
perspective. The concept of an integrated compurer-assisted mine design and planning systern is
introduced and its (required) main features outlined.
Chapter 4 focuses on the particular case of deep underground hard-rock mines. Each of the five
fucrrors discussed in Chapter 1 is dealt with in detail in order to determine its significance fiom

mine design and operational perspectives. The analysis is based on extensive literarure research
and general information provided by the sponsors of this research project. Furthermore, the
8

comprehensive:'strategic approach is maintained, and the problems and options available in evev
case are presented and discussed in the light of the background prcvided in the tirst three
chapters.

The remainder of the thesis consists of hvo case studies and the general conctusions. The case
studies are used to demonstrate the applicability of the concepts introduced and discussed in the
tint four chapters. and to detemine the validity and relative importance of each of the factors
presented in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 is a case study based on an existing deep underground base metal operation that is
currently considering several options for deepening the mine in order to extend its productive life.

The operator provided a weaIth of information that was used to analyze the current cost structure.
critically discuss important operating issues such as dilution and mine development. and evduate

some of the alternatives available to the futurc deep operation.
The traditional nature of the cost-collecting system and cost-management style of the operation
that provided the data for the previous case study did not allow the investigation of detailed mine
development issues or changes of cost structure with depth. As noted above. they were nvo of the
main objectives of this research project. Thus. it was decided to creare an arrijicicil case study
with the specific purpose of looking into the depthicost structure and mine development issues.

Such a case study. presented in Chapter 6. is based on cornputer-generated orebody models and
mine structures and uses the technique of scenario unaipis to investigate the effect of different
development opening sizes on rnining strategy.

The main conclusions and recommendations are included in Chapter 7.

2. A Strategic Approach to Underground Mining
Traditionally, the expression "mining srrutep" has referred to "mining seqrrence". i.e.. to the
interaction between the mining and extraction methods, the mine layout and the extraction
sequence (Pelley. 1994). The notion of a formal, integrated underground mining suategy has
never received significant attention from the academic and indusuial communities. LargeIy, this
is because a theoretical approach to the problern is not applicable. and the methods and tools
needed to adequately formulate and develop underground mining snategies are not available.
However. the increased erosion of the competitiveness of North Amencan underground
operations is threatening their survival and makes it impentive that oppomnities for improving
overall productivity are identified and pursued (Scoble, 1994). This can only be achieved by
carrying out a cornprehensive evaluation of the factors involved in the production process.
considering the long-term effects of operating decisions.
This Chapter is an extended version of Pareja and Pelley ( 1995a). It presents the basic framework
for the formulation and development of a strategic approach to decision-making in underground
hard-rock mining. Establishing such a fmmework involves the definition of the objectives of the
rnining strategy and understandifig the characteristics of decision-makinç in mining operations. It
also requires the specitication of the methods and tools needed to inte-mte the design. planning
and production processes. The development of an underground hard-rock rnining stntegy is a
compIex process affected by factors such as the financial capabilities of the operator. the
geological and geotechnical characteristics of the ore deposit. the technologies to be employed.
and the market conditions. Not recognizing the importance of such factors at the design and
planning stage may cause serious problems when the actual mining operations take place.

2.1

Underground Hard-Rock Mining in Canada

Underground hard-rock mining is a significant segment of îhe Canadian mining industry. in 1996.
97 underground mines (about 65% of the total number of Canadian mines) accounted for 30% of
the total tonnage of ore produced in Canada (Figure I). Out of the 28 1,000 memc tonnes (tonnes)

of ore mined every day in underground operations. about 207,000 tonnes (74%) were produced
by 79 hard-rock mines (Figure 2). Finally, Figure 3 depicts the importance of bulk mining
methods in underground mines: they were used at 61 operations to produce 92% of the total
underground hard-roc k ore.
The analysis of the data on advanced Canadian mining projects provides a somewhat dit'ferent
picture, more in agreement with current trends in the industry. In 1996. underground mining
projects accounted only for 14% of the total ore production capaciry scheduled to be brought into
operation in the short-term (Figure 4a)". However. underground mining projects still outnumber
their open pit counterparts (Figure 4b). BuIk mining wiIl become even more important in the near
tùture: it will be used to mine 87% of the ore involved in new underground projects (Figure ja).
It is also signifiant that precious metal mining (both bulk and selective) will account t'or about

49% of new underground haïd-rock ore production and 56% of new operdtions (Figure 5a & b).

Figure 6 allows us to put this brief overview of advanced Canadian mining projects into
perspective. The focus of open pit mining and exploration companirs is on gold. In fact. J7?6 of
the new open pit projects will account for 7306 of the new open-pit production capacity. whereas
the corresponding figures for base metai mining are 3594 and 2496. respectiveIy. Nonetheless. it is
reassuring to see that base metal open pit mining (rnainly low-+=de copper mining) is still an
economically viable option in Canada.'
In addition to producing base and precious rnetals, the main tëatures that distinguish underground
hard-rock Canadian mining are as follows:
mine design and pIanning are strongly controlled by the geoIogicai/geotechnicaI
features of the orebody and surrounding rock mas; and.
the strength of the rock (usually having an unconfined compressive strength of more
than 123 MPa) precludes the use of existing continuous mechanical excavating
machines (Bullock, 1994).

'

NO new underground sofi-rock rnining projects were reponed.

The precarious situation of open pit copper mining in Canada and its swng dependence on hi& copper prices are
hightighted by the temporaq closure of HiCland Valley ruid the uncertain future of Gibraltar (bath of h e m
Iocated in British Coiumbia).
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2.2

Strategy: Definition and Levels

The definition of a strategy is multidimensional: it encompasses every activity of a corporation,

provides the basic operational guidelines, and facilitates changes or modifications required by the
environment and growth. A strategy can be best described by indicating what a firm can realize
through its development and application (Hmand Majluf. 199L). In its most generat connotation.
a stmtegy supplies a corporation with the following:
a coherent and integrated pattern of decisions;

the long-terni objectives. action p r o p m s . and resource allocation pnorities:
the definition of its competitiveness:

the proper response to externat and interna1 factors that may affect its competitiveness;

a channet that differentiates managerial tasks at every level: and,
a definition of the contribution that it intends to make to those vho benetit from its
operation.
Decision-making, usoally based on strategic planning'. takes place at several levels within a
business organization. At the highest level, top managers deal with decisions that have full
corporate scope and cannot be decentralized without risking non-optimal solutions. The objective
of corponte strategies is to provide the sense of vision and leadership required by the
organization to properiy cany out its functions and grow. At the second hierarchical Ievel.
business strategies aim at consolidating the long-term cornpetitiveness of a corporation. In
mining, they are concerned with the type of commodities to explore for and/or produce: the
geographic investment areas; and the deveIopment of long-term pro-mms. budgets and
management control systems.
This research project is Cocused on the third and lowest level. which deals with the specific
functional requirements of the firm. Functional strategies define the concrete actions that must be

The tenn "srraregic plmning" refers to the process of providing data. support. and a basis for smtegic decisionmaking. It therefoce legitimizes suategic decisions and offers means for controllin_etheir implernentation. Strate-c
piannine is usually cmied out by ptannrrs (or the planning deparment) whereas acnial strategy is made and
carrieci out by management at different IeveIs. See Minuber_g (1994) for a thorough discussion on the subjat of
stntegic planning and strateey formation.

perfomied in order to implement the business and corporate strategies, and are concerned with
each of the functional areas of a corporation. The number, charactenstics, and relative
significance of such areas vary with the nature of the firm, but usually include finance, human
resources. technology, manufacturing/operations, procurement, and marketing. Functional
strategies are developed according to guidelines provided by the corporate and business levels
and, as is the case of every strategic Ievel. are airned at addressing the challenges created by the
extemal environment. Coupled with the need to support central strategic decisions that at'fect
sevenl of the functions simultaneous1y. this resulü in heavy interdependence arnong them ( H a .
and Majluf: 199 1 ).

2.3 The Concept of Mining Strategy
Mining activities have continued for decades without coosidenng the stntegic implications of
major operating decisions. As indicated by the papers on strategic and financial planning Cound in
Tinsley et al. ( 1985), mining companies have routinely empluyed strategic planning to focus their
business and corporate objectives and decisions.' However, planning and decision-making at the
operations level was until recently exclusively based on short-term, tactical considerations (Sloan.
1983). It should be noted that surface mines have historically been more strategically dnven than
their underground counterparts. Pit operators took advanrage of the relative simplicity of surface
mine design and pianning to develop tools and methods. both empirical and theoretical. that
allowed them to implement efficient mining strategies (Breza and Richardson. 1994: Pippenger
and Neustal, 1994; Koniarîs, 199 1).

The inherent complexity of underground mining has precluded the successfùl development of a
similar approach for underground operations. Complicated design, planning, and production
processes make it very dificult to develop theoretical solutions to the problems involved. This

research postulates that strategic underground mining will only be possible when adequate
empirical tools to produce integrated mine designs and production plans are available.
As noted above. such decisions were typicalIy concerned with the type of' commodity to focus on. verticai
integraion. Iong-range corponte and business planning, and other non-operritional issues (Tinsley et ai., 1983.

It is refreshing to see papers such as those by Momson (1995) and Moss et al. (1995), analyzing
and discussing underground mine design, geotechnicai, and management topics under strategic

frameworks. After years of emphasizing entirely technological responses to complex operational
problems, the industry seems to have realized that both technical and non-technical (Le.,
managerial) issues must be addressed adequately if mining operations are to confiont increased
competition successfu1ly. For example, the di fference between eflectiveness and efficiency. as
noted by Momson. is pertinent and stresses the importance of the comprehensive approach. It is
believed, however. that a mine must c m y out a complete assessrnent of its competitive position
md have a sound understanding of its opentional capabilities before innovative manufacniring
techniques such as jrrst-in-rime production can be applied effectively. Once an operation is
thoroughly optimized. new equipment and methodologies c m be adopted rapidly and with a clear
knowledge of the type of results and benetits that can be achieved.
An intnnsicaily complex operation such as an underground mine rnay be able to succeed in the

short- or even medium-term without paying attention to the stntegic signiticance of openting
decisions. However. its long-term survival can be severel? at'fected. especially under curent
metal market conditions and strong oveneas cornpetition. In fact. the lack of a mining strate2
(forma1 or emergent) does not necessarily prevent an operation from being profitable. but it rnay

affect it in one or more of the following ways:
Additional revenues may be lost due to the lack of an inte-mted p r o p m that
comprehensively considers the design. planning. and production processes. Improper
mining sequencing, for exampte, rnay resutt in an ore feed that does not ma..imize
recovery at the processing facility or might threaten the minable conditions of existing
ore reserves.
The operation rnay lack the flexibility to:
a. adapt to market changes;
b. adopt new technologies; or,

c. eficiently rnodi& the scale of the operation.
Technologies and equipment rnay be inadequately selected, which rnay not only
increase production costs and thus reduce the ability to face the competition. but also
limit growth prospects.

Paradoxically, the very nature of underground mining makes it dificult to develop an operations
strategy and simultaneously demands an approach that is able to support the decision-making
process at the operations level and integrates al1 aspects of mine design, planning and production.
it is necessary, then, to expand the meaning of the expression "rnining srraregy" to include not

only rnining operations but also the interaction with other tùnctional areas critical to underground
mining such as technology, finance and human resources. A mining strategy is based on goals
established at the beginning of the design and planning phases. and is developed according to
financial, technological and operational constraints identified by the corporation. If properly
detined and developed, the strategy provides a logical, consistent and operationaily feasible way

of carrying out al1 the interrelated tasks involved at every stage of the mining process.

2.4

Interactions with Other Functional Areas

From a strategic viewpoint, the underground hard-rock mining indus.

is characterized by the

importance of the operat ions and the cornplex interactions benveen operations and other
functional areas. Such interactions must be appropriately identified and understood in order to
incorporate them explicitly into mining strategy formulation and development. Every tùnctional
area requires attention, but finance, technolog, and human resources are especially significant.
Marketing by itself is not a strategic factor in most underground mines. but market conditions are
important and will be discussed.

2.4.1

Finance

Being a capiral-intensive activity, underground hard-rock mining is very sensitive to financial
management (Caraghiaur, 1985; Robinson, 1985). Most financial decisions are taken at either the
corporate or business level. but their operational implications are sipificant. The impact of
financing on mining strategy varies according to the operation (i.e., production capacity. location.
products, etc.) and is particularly critical at the explorâtion and mine design stages. Several key
aspects of the mine design, planning and opentions are influenced by finance. including:

the thoroughness of the exploration and orebody delineation proaorams. which determine the
quality and reliability of the orebody-related information that Foms the b a i s of the mine
design and production plan;
the length of the mine development stage which, due to the location of the orebodies and

dificult ground conditions, is particularly cntical in desp opentions:
the scale of the operation;
the technologies to be employed:

the ability to phase the development of certain areas of the mine (the so-called jrisr-in-rime
developrnent); and.
the specific final mining products (concentrates, refined metals. etc.).

2.1.2 Technology
The selection of the technûlogy and equipment to be used for the various mining opentions is a
tùndamental underground mine design issue. The choice of a particular mining method commits
the operation to certain types of technologies. equipment. human resources. and processes that
may not lend themseives to short-tenn variations of the operating parameters. For instance. the
current emphasis on bulk mining methods for the tùntre development of existing underground
mines implicitly sets the technological hmework for many years to corne. Once the decisions
regarding technoIo= are made and the respective equipment is commissioned. very few changes
can be made without incumng additionai and sometimes very costly expenditures. On the other
hand, if the mine design and production plan allow for the possibility of future technological

changes, a seamless transition can be achieved.
Much of the effort currently being devoted to increasing the competitiveness of North American
mining operations is focused on the development of technologies that are expected to:
reduce production costs;
rninimize environmental problems;
improve working conditions; and,
improve safety standards.

However, even if such goals are achieved. the impact on the competitiveness of the operation may
be minimal (even negative) or only transitory (Skinner. 1985; Stalk and Hout, 1990).
Furthemore, in the specific case of underground mines. the analysis of the sûategic significance

of achieving the above objectives is very difficult. This is because of the need to explicitly
consider the complex interrelationships that are comrnon in such mining operations. The
effectiveness of technological innovation. thus. can be seriously reduced by the lack of adequate
links between R&D and the mining opention (Singh and Hedley, 1951). Similady. it is impaired
by the development of mine designs and production plans that do not consider the long-terni
effects of the decisions made at this Ievel.

2.3.3 Human Resources
h major concem of mining corporations is reciuiting and maintaining qualitied personnel.

"Quafified"is a reIative terrn thai depends on technology and the organizational structure o r the
operation. In underground mining, they heavily depend on the mining method: it dictates not only
the specific training and skills that salaried personnel must posses. but also that of line
supervisors and management. The principal strategic decisions in human resources management

are related to selection and promotion of personnel: performance evaluation: compensation:
management development; and employee relations. The objective is to establish policies that
motivate the personnel and promote quatity and et'ftciency.

2.4.4 Markets
The mining strate=

must provide etEcient and opentionally feasible responses to market

changes. Typical operational questions related to market co~ditionsinclude when and how to
high-grade (a practice not very cûmrnon in underground mining), the introduction of changes to

the mine development schedule, and the production of by-products. With very few exceptions.
nickel being one of them, Iittle or no marketing is required in the bard-rock mining industry.
Precious m d base met& are sold through international cornmodity exchanges where the pnce is
determîned by the market accoriiing to worldwide stockpiles. demand, production levels. and
;loba1 economic conditions.
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If concentra te^'^ are produced, and if they are "cfean"or have veiy high _mde and can be blended
to allow the treatment of lower gradeicontaminated concentrates, there is some room for
negotiation with the purchasing smelter. In these cases, the net smeiter rentrn c m be maximized
by producing concentrates with the optimum specifications.

In rnost cases. however. mining operations only c m hope to react to changes in market conditions
because it is extremely difficult to obtain reliable medium- or long-tem market forecasts that can
be embedded in the mining strategy." Thus. the volatile nature of the precious and base metal
markets, coupled with the fact that commodities are produced, force rnining corporations to
compete on production cost only: hence the importance of calculating/estimating the acmal cost
figures accurately. Reliable figures enable the operation to determine its position in relation to the
competition and. evennially. face unexpected market conditions success%lly. ''

2.4.5

Discussion

Mining stntegy development must be approached integrally: the process has to consider
explicitly the ovenll impact of each FunctionaI strategy and take into account the tFamework
provided by the corporate and business levels. The relative importance of rach functional area
depends on the characteristics of the opention. Some operations are sensitive to finance. such as

large mines that employ capital-intensive mechanized bulk rnining methods and require extensive

'O

Canada is an important exporter of base-meÿil concentmies. In 1992. it e x p o d concentrates containing 321.100
tonnes of copper (mainly to Japan): 716.000 tonnes of zinc (mainly to Germmy. Belgium and Spain); and 183.300
tonnes of Imd (mainly to Ltaly. Japan and Germany) (Metrillgesellschatt. 1993). Similariy. in 1997 Canada
exponed concentntes and ores containing 5 10.000 tonnes ofcopper (4796of total copper exports) rnostly to Japan
and China; and 515,000 tonnes of zinc (47% of totai zinc exports) mostfy to Spain. Belgium. and Gennmy
(ABMS. I99Sa: ABMS. 199Sb).

"

Metal price Forecasting is 2 difticult task that requires round understanding of the economic pnnciplrs involved
and how technology. institutions. market stnicture and _oovernment policies and replations r i t k t intemationaI
mineral supply and demmd (Tilton. 1992).

"

Porter ( 1980) identified what he cdled the '*threegeneric smuregies " that a t k n may pursue in order ro impmve or
maintain its cornpetitive position. They are ovenll cost Iradenhip. differentiation, and focus. which in rerility is
just a combination of the fmt nvo saategies. As notai in the text. underground hard-rock mines produce
commodities (precious and base rnetals) and. thus, competition is based on cost only. i-r.. with vecy few
exceptions. focusiq and differentiation are aot feasibie sategies. The lowest cost producen will have definite
advantages retpiing issues such as fuianciai plannine (hdthier cash flows result on safer opentions. h m a
market viewpoint); orebody recovery (Iower cut-off grades can be imptemented); and weatheriq market numoi1
(they cm absorb unexpected drops in commodity prices. at least better than the competition). Mahtaining a cost
leadership position. however. is not simple and may impose severe burdens on the operation (Porter. 1980).

and complex financial arrangements. Other mines are forced to rely on technology to remain
cornpetitive, as is the case of gold operations that develop new ore processing methods to expand
their reserve base and neat low-grade or rehctory material. Technology is aIso the key Factor in
deep mines that must resort to "unproven " hoisting technology to bring ore and waste to surface.
Given the high degree of interaction benveen the functional areas of an underground operation. it

is necessary that strategy formulation and development be camed out with adequate coordination
among those responsible for each area. This requires that suitable organizational rnechanisrns be
set up so that tùnctionai communication and coordination are facilitated and encouraged.

2.5

Strategy Development Issues

In spite of the importance of the tiinctional interactions discussed in the previous section (which
cannot be overstated), otrategic mining is primady concerned witfi operational aspects. They
dictate strategy development and decide the applicability of basic tools for decision-making.
Critical to mining stntegy development is the clear definition of its objectives. the understanding
of the mining operations decision-making process. the recognition of the importance of mine
design and planning, and the definition of appropriate pehrmance measures.

2.5.1

Objective of the Mining Strategy

The overall objective of the mining strategy is to support the decision rnaking process by
facilitating prompt and adequate responses to changes in the design. planning and operation
parameters. This genenl objective, however, must be retlected in more specitlc or "operational"
objectives that depend on the features of the corporation and provide basic guidelines for the

various stages of the producrion process. They must be cornplernented with the panicular goals
that other functional areas are to achieve, The operationai objectives are to:
1.

provide safe working environments:

2.

preserve the minable condition of the reserves;

3.

maximize the recovery of the ore reserves;

4.

minirnize the mine development time and cost;

5.

minirnize the cost per unit of commodity produced;

6.

facilitate the operation at the optimum rate;

7.

facilitate grade control practices; and.

5. rnaximize the net present value (NPV) of the investment/project.
As noicd Sj Pslkj+-( 1991). it is imposaiblc ti, clewlup ii mine design anri production pian rhat

simultaneously achieves every single optimum condition. In other words. some mines will find it
more attractive to rnaximize ore recovery

at

the expense of production cost. whereas other

operations may be able to rna~irnizethe NPV without recovenng al1 the minable reserves. From
an opentions point of view. the main objective is to reach a compromise benveen these
apparently conflicting goals and produce an operationaily feasible mining stntegy that is
consistent with the corporate and business strategies. supports other functional stntegics. and
maintains or enhances the long-rem comperitiveness of the corporation.

2.5.2

Decision-iMaking at the Operations Level

Since the focus of the mining strategy is on decision-making support. strategy development
requires a clear understanding of the decision-making process which. in general. follows a
sequence of basic steps:
identification and clear definition of the problem;
gathering of the information needed to anaiyze viable solutions to the problem: and.
selection and implementation of the most beneticial solution.

The operations level of a firm is faced with very distinct decisions that can be classified as
tellows (Krajewski and Ritmian. 1990):
a. positioning decisions. that affect the direction of the company:
b. design decisions. related to the production system; and,

c. operating decisions. concemed with the actual operation of the production system.

Very few positioning decisions must be confronted at the mine operations level because most of
them depend on the orebody features and the mining process itself. In fact. the products and
cornpetitive prionties are determined by the specific cornrnodities contained in the ore to be
mined. Similarly, the capital-intensive, hi&-volume, and linear nature of mining production
approach."
systems entails a pr~dirct~cused
Design decisions imply long-term cornrnitments. have protound et'fects on the ~roductionsystem.
and are panicularly critical to the success of the operation. They not only address ~raditionul

mining areas such as mine design. mineral processing and support services. but also work-force
management, new technology adoption. environmental engineering, and equipment maintenance.

Some design decisions are also intluenced. if not outright decided. by the type of deposit to be
mined. Typical examples are the mine layout, the location of facilities. and some of the
processing tèatures. The input frorn the opentions leveI is always necessary in order to align the
design of the rnining systems with the overall suategy of the organization, to guarantee a uoublefree impiementation of the designs. and to provide long-term guidance to the opention.
Operating decisions are reIated to the management of the resources involved in the production
process. They deal with production plans and detailed short-tem schedules. Mining operations
managers must decide how to administer personnel. matenals, and equiprnent: how to set up and
maintain quality control systems; and how to deal with changes in the vperating conditions.
As a direct consequence of the focus on design and operating decisions, the basic instruments for

strategic decision-making in mining operations are design. planning. and production scheduling
and control tools. In addition to their usuaI functions. they are expected to provide adequate

linkages with the other functional areas and facilitate inte&mtedanalyses and solutions. It can be
concluded, thus. that the strategic approach to underground hard-rock mining is suongly based on

mine design and planning methodologies and tools.

l3

.bopposed to aprocess~ocursedopention. whcre. as the tenn suggsts. the rnanufacntring facihies are organized
m u n d the production procas, and positionin_gis dictateci by a particular segment(s) of the rnarket(s) iiqeted by
the Company. Ptocess-focuseci operations typically rire flexible muIti-product and. thus. have the ability to produce
a socalleci "oprimum" mi.of products (Le.. ri mix of pmducts that rnxcimizes the r e m on the investment).

2.5.3

Strategic Mine Design and Planning

Underground hard-rock mine design and planning are characterized by their interdisciplinary and
iterative features. However, very little effort has been spent in developing the methods and tools
needed to integate the process. and it is usually carried out in stages. As will be discussed in
more detail later, the main reason for this is the difficulty in dealing with the informaticn required
by the various studies and tasks involved. In principle. an intepted decision-making approach to
underground mine design and planning m u t address the following issues:
data exchange at al1 phases must be fast. consistent and error-free:
the three-dimensionality of spatial data must be explicitly taken into account; and.
the impact of changes to the design ancilor planning parameters must be rvaluated in a
simple. efficient. and integral manner.
It is critical that the design and planning process includes the evaluation of severai alternatives;
allows changes in the design parameters as actual conditions v q ; and facilitates whur if:
sensitivity an&or risk analyses. It is widrnt that. dut to the cornplexity of underground hard-rock
mining, these tasks only can be efticiently accomplished through the use of computer-assisted
methods (Badiozamani, 1992).

The complexity of the data-processing problem stems from the nature of the underground rnining
process and the ore deposits involved. Unlike surface mining, in which the existence of a unique

final pit limit simplifies mine design and planning (Koniaris. 1991). underground mining must
rely on trial-and-error methods to determine

optirnilm

desigs and production plans. Open pit

mine design and planning are, for al1 practical purposes, two-dimensional exercises, whereas they
are three-dimensional activities in underground situations. Orebody attributes such as physical
dimensions, grade and tonnage distributions. depth. and geotechnical parameters determine the
three-dimensionality of underground mining. Likewise. key design and planning aspects such as
the mining and access methods, mining sequencing and production rate depend on the ore deposit
features. They also affect the flexibility of the mine production system and the ability to
implement high-grading practices and mine Iow-grade hangingwalls a d o r footwaIis.

2.5.4

Providing Support for Operating Decisions

Due to the stringent data-processing requirements and nature of the design and planning process,
smtegic underground mining is virtually impossible to develop and irnplement without the help
of a dedicated cornputer-assisted system. Integral parts of the system required to support the
underground mine design and planning process are: geological interpretation: ore reserve
estimation; mine openings design; mine layout design; mining sequencing; extraction systems
design; scheduling; and cost and financial analysis. The system must Facilitate the interactive

design of the various cornponents of the mine structure as well as the evaluation of the v a l i d i ~of

such designs in tenns of their stability (wiil this opening collapse'?), economic vicrbili~(is the
grade of this stope high enough'?) and pracricalip ( c m this excavation be carried out in this
penod?). The details of the actual mining plan musc be retlected in development. production. and
resource utilization schedules for the periods under consideration (Wooller. 1992).
The basis of the systern is provided by an integrated database capable of simultaneously handling
spatial and non-spatial data. and a cornputer graphies-based system that allows the representation.
manipulation. and analysis of underground excavations and grological features. Adequate design
tools and graphical user interfaces should let the engineeriplamer carry out the design and
planning tasks interactively. Interfaces with other mine design software that cannot be directly
incorporated into the system. such as numerical stress analysis prognms. m u t also be provided.
Strategic decision-making is supported by software that implernents the approach discussed in
this thesis. It must explicitly incorporate the functional interrelationships and those existing
between the various areas/studies/tasks involved in underground hard-rock mine design and
planning process. It is equally cntical to have access to adequate cost and financial data, which
not only serves to obtain an accurate picture of the ongoing operation. but also to svaluate the
impact of changes in the operating conditions.

2.5.5

Measurements of Strategic Performance

The definition of the quality of the results is an essential part of the strategic approach. Results, or
products, m u t be evaluated in t e m of how they improve the ability of the firm to compete. This
25

is not a trivial task, since the evaluation must be carried out in a cornprehensive and consistent
rnanner, taking into account the impact on the overail hnctional strategy. Standard measures of
perfosmanct in manufacturing are cost, deliverg. quality. and flexibility.
As discussed in Section 2.4.4. most hard-rock mining operations must adopt (either formally or

implicitly) cost leadership strategies, an inhereni characteristic of cornmodity producers. Delivery
and quality are rarely of any significance to hard-rock mines. as long as the standard conditions

specitïed in conesponding sales conwcts are met. Operations that sel1 concentrates containing
unusual quantities of by-products or pollutants, which affect the actuaI value of the product. are
the only exceptions. Flexibility, on the other hand, cm become s stntegic issue. depending on the
market conditions, tinancial capability of the tirm, and the orebody chancteristics. However. an
underground operation cannot be sirnultaneously tlexible and a low-cost producer: the
technology, methods. and mine design required by a tlexible oprntion are very difièrent from
those demanded by a Iow-cost producer. Indeed. low---de.

low-cost bulk mines tend to be very

rigid opentions.

For the reasons outlined in Section 1.4.4. most hard-rock mine operaton opt for a strate9 aimed
at reducing production cost, which protects rhem from market uncertainties and other nsks
inherent to the mining business. The success of a mining strategy, thus, is directly related to its
etTects on the overalf production cost expressed in dollars per unit of cornmodiv produced (e.g..
dollars per ounce of gold: dollars per pound of copper: etc.)." The figure (Le.. the reduced mining
cost) by itself is not enough: it must be compared against those obtained by the cornpetition.
Equally important is

to

examine medium- and long-terrn trends. investigate the effects of the

strategy on other îùnctional areas. and evaluate the impact on the other operational objectives."
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The sipificiince of this paranieter as a measurernent of ovenll operating pertôrmance is obvious: when properly
c;ilculared it is an et'fective indicator of the protitability of an operation and its cornpetitive advancage. However.
the mining industry in senerd still prefers to uc the production cost in dolIars pet ton oj'ore to report. for
example. the success of a cost-reductionprogrm.

"

It is evident thrit throughout this Chapter there is a smng rmphasis on cost teducrion as a saritegic eoal. However.
it is important to keep in mind chat the objective of a mining operation is to senerate 3 profit not just pursuing
never-ending cost-reduction strategies. in other words. it is not enough to d u c e or even eliminate certain cost
components such as labour. Arcomplishing this would be meaningless. h m an overail perspective. if it did not

result in an uicreased profitability and Ion-tenn competitiveness.

Special Features of Deep Underground Mining

2.6

Al1 the points discussed in the previous sections of this chapter apply to deep underground hard-

rock mines. However, because of their particular chmcteristics, deep mines demand a more
careful approach to their development and operation. In fact. they have in general:
more complex mine designs and production plans;
Iess flexibility; and.
increased sensitivity to several key hctors.'"
It should be noted that there is a high degree of interdependence between them. For instance. the

lack of flexibility of the opentions (which makes moditjring the production rate or incorporating
different types of equipment difficult) is reflected in the mine design and corresponding
production plans and schedules. Aiso. because there are certain factors that more significantly
affect these operations. mine design and planning specitically have to address them and determine
(i.e., quanti@)their importance.

2.6.1

Complexity of the iMine Design and Production Plan

The increased complexity of deep mine design and planning stems from the limited amount of
information that is typically available at these stages, and Etom the need to rely on several
additional studies to carry them out. The lack of adequate hard data dernands that a number of
scenarios be investigated in order to determirie the optimum solution (Le.. the optimum mine
design and its corresponding production plan). Usually, most of the parameters to be used in the
scenano analysis must be esrimaten due to the Iack of sufficient data to deretmine them with
acceptable precision or confidence. This introduces additional uncertainty to the process. Also.
the number of options to consider within each scenario, and the intenelationships between them.

significantly expands.
The mine design and plan reflect several studies in the areas of ore reserve estimation.
geotechnical design, mining method selection, mine ventilation, equipment selection, etc. They

''

The case of deep undeqgpund hard-rock minhg will be dealt with in more denil in Chapter 4. This section is
resu-icted to discussing these aspects h m a strategic viewpoint.

attempt to estimate, with varying degrees of confidence, the conditions that would be encountered
at depth. There are inherent risks in such estimates, which are also sensitive to certain factors
(including depth of mining). It is the risk of the team in charge of the design and planning of the
operation to consoIidate al1 such studies and propose a solution that represents the optimum,
given the information available at the time. It has been pointed out already that the difficulties in
handling the information invotved in the underground mine design and planning process have
precluded the development of a strategic approach in underground hard-rock mining. It is
postulated that, belore attempting to implement smtegic mine planning, it is necessary to develop
the methodolog and tools that allow the manipulation and analysis of such data.

2.6.2

Reduced Flexibility

The long development period and large capital expendinires asscciated with Ceep mining
significantiy reduce the ability ta modify the main operating parmeters. For example. once the
mining sequence is defined and the corresponding excavations are started. it is virtually

impossible to switch to a different smtegy without compromising the recovery of large
percentages of the reserves and increasing the overail rnining cost. Similar problems are
encountered when trying to introduce equipment that is substantially different (bigger. more
technoiogically advanced) fiorn the one considered in the original design. Depending on the case.
sorne of' the openings probably would have to be modified. personnel trained. and the suppty of
ventilation and energy re-evatuated.
The limits imposed on the mining strategy by decisions taken at the design and planning stages

must be clearly identified and understood. In this way. if there is ever the need to change the
design and planning parameten in order to adapt to different operational conditions. it can be
achieved with minimal disruption of the production process and loss of competitive position. On

the other hand, a mine could be designed so that it allows such modifications to occur. There is a
compromise benveen the deg-ree of flexibihty that can be provided to the mine and the increased
capital and operating cost that it entails.

2.6.3

Sensitivity to Specific Factors

As discussed in Section 1.4, several factors are known to have a considerable impact on deep
mines. The list of factors is repeated here for the sake of completeness:
1.

vertical ore/tvaste transport;

2.

lateral (horizontal)oreiwaste transport;

1. venrihtion:

4.

mine development; and.

5.

distributionldelivery of labour and supplies.

The degree to which an opention is sensitive to any of such Factors is a function of the acnial
feanires of the mineral deposit. the operator. and the commodity markets. Critical orebody
characteristics include depth of the mining area; geotechnicai properties of the rock mass
(strength. jointing, and stresses): geological features of the orebody (continuity of the
mineralization. average grade. =-de

distribution. shape. and definition of the hangingwall and

footwall contacts); a d the type of commodity being exploited (either base or precious metal).
As discussed in Section 2.41. financial management is particularly important in underground

hard-rock mining: the tinancial stren-mh of the operator determines. for instance. the type of
technologies to be used for. and the length of. the development and mining stages. The mining
method and the educatiodtraining of the labour force also influence choices made at the mine

developrnent stage, and affect the mining strategy by detennining the tlenibility and versatility of
the operation. The market plays an important pan. since the unit value of the ore. expressed in

dollars per tonne. and the definition of ore itself Vary with changing commodity prices.
tt is inreresting to note that the above-mentioned features are interrelated. For instance. there is a

strong relationship behveen the depth of the deposit and the conditions of the rock m a s . Le., the
deeper the orebody the more difficult the ground control is. Precious metal deposits tend to have
ore of higher unit value, and to be more imegular in nature, than base rnetal ones. The choice of

mining method is not only influenced by the conditions of the rock mass and the geoiogy of the
deposit, but also by the financial capability of the corporation."
Empincal evidence provided by the operations visited as part of this research emphasizes the
importance of the five factors listed above. In extrerne cases, the viability of the entire deep
operation cm be threatened by poor control over any one of them. The factors wiII be analyzed in
depth in Chapter 4.

2.7 Summary
Modem Nonh American rnining corporations cannot afford to operate without a mining stmtegy.

The volatility of the rnetals markets and increasingly strong competition from foreign low-cost
producers rna!!e it essential that mining cornpanies clearly know and understand their competitive
position. develop efticient responses to changes in the operating conditions. and continuously
look for integral ways of improving their overall productivity. This can only be achieved through
a strategic approach to mining operations decision-making. Piecemeal solutions to underground
mining pro blems are not acceptable: increased productivity. for instance. is irrelevant if it does
not result in a generat reduction of production cost.
In spite of the strong interreIationships behveen the various tùnctional areas. the focus of strategy
development is on operations, panicularly on decisions regarding mine design and planning. Due
to the complex. interdisciplinary. and iterative characteristics of underground mining, strategy
development requires a methodology that relies on computer-assisted mine design and planning
tools capable of providing decision-making suppon at the operations level. The goal is to be able
to evaluate modifications to operating conditions intekmlly, taking into account the corporate and
business objectives established by top management. and their et'fects on the Lon,-tem
competitiveness of the corporation.

-
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In theory, orebody f e a m dictate the choice of rnining method ( H m a n . 1987). However. the apemor's
previous experience. rtvaiiability and cost of technology, and local mining practices play important roles as well.
This 1s dernonstrateci by the popularity of b u k mining in Cana& drift and fiil mining in Nevada. and cut-and-fil1
stoping in South h e r i c a

3, Underground Hard-Rock Mine Design and Planning
The objective of this Chapter is to analyze the development of underground hard-rock mine
design and planning strategies." The analysis focuses on aspects of the design and planning
pmcess such as mine layouts, extraction systems. and mining sequences. The interrelationships
between mine development. grade control. underground ore transport, and ground control are
discussed From a design and planning viewpoint. The need for and chancteri&~ of an integrated
mine design and plannin_e systern that allows the efficient evaluation of alternative mining
strategies are addressed.

3,l Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2. new technologies have been introduced into the minin: i n d u s l ta
augment its economic and tinancial viability by increasing productivity and et3ciency. These
already have had significant impacts on the organizational and cost structures of mining
corporations (Robinson. 1985). Nonetheless. the evaluation of the overall effect of technological
innovation on an underground hard-rock rnining operation is a dificult task due to the complex
nature of underground mining. Indeed. it is not hard ro estimate the direct consequences of
modifying a process or replacing a piece of equipment (i.e.. lower direct labour costs. more
production per hour. etc.). However. it is not easy to determine their impact on other operational
aspects such as grade control, ground support requirements, or the mine's long-term profitability.
Singh and Hedley (1981) pointed out that the introduction of mechanized underground rnining
methods into Canadian hard-rock mines during the 1970's did not result in an increase in overall
productivity. They noted that this was due to the lack of adequate links benveen R&D and the
operations, and that effective mine design and planninz had to be carried out taking into account
the long-term global effects of the decisions made at this level. For instance. a labour-cost
reduction prob=

IY

must necessarily consider the fact that increases in productivity (e.g.. as

A preIirninary version of this Chapter was presented at the Third International Symposium of Mine Mechanization
and Automation (Parejaand FeUey. 1995~).

measured in tonnes of ore produced per man-shift) can be completeIy offset by the relentless
increase of unit labour costs (in S/hour).19
Currently. underground mines are designed according to the characteristics and requirements of
existing technology, thus imposing an extraneous set of restrictions on the design. planning, and
production processes. Research projects on underground mining technology. in most cases driven
by industry requirements and sponsorship. have focused on specific aspects

of

the rnining

process: blasting, continuous excavation. ore and waste transport. etc. Unfortunately, very ofien
they have neglected to consider the overall operating framework under which they are supposed
to function. As an example. the stoping machines proposed by Brackebusch ( 1991) and Planeta et
al. (1991) require long, flat stope geometries in order to be reasonably productive. This may be

impossible to achieve in deep mines with moderate to high rockburst activity.
In order to take full advantage of the benefits derived Frorn the adoption of new technology. and
to avoid conflicting requirements and objectives. a more comprehensive approach to design and

To 3 large extçnc. this is confirmed by the frict that labour cost as a percentage of total mining cost has not
changed significruitly over the yem. ris illustnted by data provided by Boshkov and Wright (1973). Dmvo
Corpontion ( 1975). and Halls ( 1982). shown in the foitowing cables. Dnvo corporation reponed in 1974 that the
labour cost of 14 room and pillar U.S. mines was. on average. j 2 . j 0 0 of total rninins cost. This perccntage is 20%
higher tha. the one provided by Bcshkov and Wright for the y e m 19551959. and about 13@/0
higher thm that
estirnateci by Halls for 1977. Furthemore. Dnvo noted that a Iaqç biock criving mine (full _mvity extraction) had
a labour cost component crqual to 552.196 of total direct cost. close to the 193'5- 1959 avense show above.
Labour cost as a perccntage of total mining cost, 1955-1959 (Boshkov and Wright, 1973)
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planning is required. Technology must be developed according to the needs of the operation, and
its application must be explicitly incorporated into the mine design and plan. The strategic
implications of technological innovation must be also evaluated, so that the long-term
cornpetitiveness of the corporation is ensured.

3.2 The Underground Mine Design and Planning Process
The development of an underground mine design and production plan requires a number of steps
which, uaditionally, have been carried out in more or less independent stages (see Figure 7). One
of the reasons for using this disjointed approach. which fails to recognize the definite iterative and
interdisciplinary chanctenstics of the process. is the lack of communication benveen the different
tearns involved in the various tasks and projects. Another equally important reason is the
difficulty in etliciently stonng, reaieving, manipulating and analyzing the information required to
carry out such snidies and tasks in an intekmted marner. Typically. underground mine design and
planning relies on large amounts of information that is distrîbuted in three-dimensional space:
consists of numencal. textual, and gaphical elements: and contains very compIex data structures
and reiationships. It is possible to satisfy the individual information processing requirements of
each sub-component of the process. but the implementation of an inte-mted approach dernands
special toois and methods that, to the author> knowledge. are not yet available.

3.2.1

Objectives of Underground iMine Design and Planning

Regardless of the design and planning approach adopted, the main objective of developing a mine
design and production plan is to tàcilitate the achievement of the operational goals established
according to the mining s a t e g y (see Section 2.5). In practice. the definition of such an objective
involves analyzing each of the eight conditions to be optimized and determinhg which one (or
which ones) wilI be the focus of the strategy.

Ir has been posnilated that the ultimate objective of mine design and planning is the mauimization
of the NPV of funire cash flows (Davis, 1995; Cavender, 1992; Koniark. 1991: Yi and Sm@.

1987). It c m be argued that this is t u e only in corporations that are risk-neuîml, Le., in firms that
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consistently are seeking to mavimize shareholder value." However. recent research has indicated
that most mining cornpanies have objectives in adàition to rnaximizing shareholder value. Le..
they are risk-averse (Walls and Eggegen, 1996). Indeed, depending on the financial position of the
corporation, its size and the cornrnodities being mined, other equally important goals include:
Company survival. maintaining market share. and benefiting al1 stakeholders of the fim. A design
and planning strategy, either explicitly or implicitly. must reconcile a11 these factors and the

operationai objectives in order ro provide basic guidelines for the consmiction of the mine
structure and the deveioprnent of production plans and schedules.

i Development Plan i
d

4
I
I

1

Production Pian

1

I

[ Financial Evaluation 1

Figure 7: Main compoaents of the underground mine design and planning process
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It is generally a-med that the overali objective of any fm is to owxirnize the weaith of irs owners (Le..
shareholders). Such a weaIth is best represented by the market price of the corporation's cornmon stock It shouId
be noted that profit murimitarion is not an appropriate god. since it does not consider. among other thines, the
duration of the returns or the risks involved (Gentry and O'Neil. 1984).

It should be made clear that there is no doubt the NPV is the best criterion for investment project
evaluation (Curry and Weiss, 1993). However, as far as mine design and planning is concemed,
the impact on NPV is only one more factor to be considered at the time of deciding the feasibility
of a particular option. Detailed mine design and planning are usually done ~ j i e rthe decision on
proceeding with the project has been made (or when the mine is in production). The objective
then switches to optimizing the operation as a whole. over the medium and long ternis.

3.2.2

Technology

As depicted by Figure 7. the etTects of technoIo9 propagate through the entire design and
planning process. Indeed. by directly influencing cntical aspects such as orebody delineation and
mininp method and extraction system selection. technology determines key katures of the mining
operation. It sbould be pointed out. however, :hat the relationships between technology and the
various design and planning components are very cornplex, and in most cases are characterized
by reciprocal influences. This is in stark contrast to what it is usually observed in the

manufàcturing industry. where there is a one-way relationship benveen technolog and processes

and products."
Technology significantly affects several design and planning elements of underground hard-rock
mines. For instance. it influences the definition and delineation of orebody limits and ore reserves

in two ways. First. it detennines the applicability of grade control strategies. (e.g.. by facilitating
a flexible operation). Secondly, it can increase the minable reserves by allowing the mining of
inaccessible ore, or of low--=de

ore that was previously considered uneconomical (Wagner and

Oberholzer. 1989).

"

7he rypical example of this situation is an orrbody where there is 3 hi@--ende zone md _mdational wall rock i.e..
where 3 continuous mmition %om hi@-+-de ore to b m n wriste is observai. Depending on market conditions

and Iocation. such m orebody could be successfuIIy developed very differently. For instance. a srnail or mediumsized opentor could build a srnail. selective mine to extract the hi~h-_gndeore only. The mining method.
technolog. mine d e s i g and mining s a t e g would be very different from that of a Iarge f m with enough
financial resources (and. probably. in-house know-how) to bui1d a Iqe-scde. low--grade. buik minhg openîion to
recover most of the ore. Thus, technoIogy is determined by the tinancial capability of the prospective apentor. It
imposes a restriction on the defuiition of the ore reserves (throu@ the cur-off -=de). At the same time. the fatum
of the resulthg minable orebody (tonnage, _=de, thickness. shape) will demand (or preclude) the use of certrilli
technologies.

3.2.2.1

Technological innovation in Minina,

New technology introduction is critical to the survival" of any industry and mining has benefited
extensively from developrnents in the areas

O:'

hard-rock drilling and blasting, ore and waste

transport, communications. and gound control. However, there is not a clear procedure to follow
for the implementation of new technologies. Previous experience in Worth Amenca indicates
severe start-up problems and long learnin_o/adoptionperiods in which no rea1 beneflts were
realized (Singh and Hedley, 195 1 ).
Recent underground hard-rock mine mechanization and automation projects have concentrated on
the following aspects of the mining process:
Communication systems (Hackwood. 1993; Baiden. 1993a; Baiden, 1993b).
Continuous hard-rock mining systems (Scoble. 1994: Lombardi. 199 1: Planeta et al.. 199 1).
TunneI bonng machines (Lewis, 1991; Boyd. 1987).
Automated haulage systerns (Whiteway. 199 1).
Rock hgmentation methods (Nantel and Kitzinger. 1990: Anderson and Swanson, 1987).

Robotics(KonyukhandBecker, 1993: Baidenetal., 1993b).
Other projects were more comprehensive in nature and stressed the importance of coordinating
the efforts with other areas of the corporation (Scoble. 1994: Pukkila and Lappalainen. 1993:
Baiden et al., 1993a: Udd and Pathak. 1991). [n most cases, R&D on automation concentrated on
very specific facets of underground mining, which is an acceptable approach given the
complexity of the pmblems involved. However. the projects often disregarded the global
sipificarice of the technologies being investigated, and were not related to the operarions and
overall corporate sûategies. It is obvious that some automation projects are driven by the
exclusive desire to reduce the direct labour cost component (e.g.. Poole et al.. L996). They are
ignonng the failures expenenced by manufacturing and services companies that followed that
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Nickel producers are currentiy facine the challenge of low-cost Xusnalian mines. Anaconda 'lickel, for exampie. is
deveioping the Murrin i M h project that is expected CO produce 115.000 tonnes of nickel and 9.000 tonnes of
cobalt per year h m Iatentic ore (Anaconda NickeI, i99S). Operating cost before cobalt credits ts expected to be
US S 1 . IO/Ib of nickel. The key to the success of this project is the exclusive ticensing of Shenitt [nternational's
..LcîdPressure Leach Process, which allows efficient and cost-effectivetreament of Iateritic nickel-cobalt ores.

approach during the 1980's and 1990's (Skinner, 1955; Abegglen and Statk, 1985;- Stalk and
Hout, 1990'").
This is not to Say that further research is not required. but that the focus and objectives of the
programs should be established fiorn operational perspectives, without neglecting the fact that
their pervasive effect will be felt at every stage of the production process (Momson. 1995).
Nevertheless, it seems as if research on mine automation has advanced more rapidly than the
respective methods and tools required to carry out undergound mine design and planning. Such
tools and rnethods are necessary when evaluating the appiicability and ettèctiveness of new
equipment and processes.

3.2.2.2

Technological Innovation and Risk

Since the introduction ofnew technologies is a critical pan of the design and planning srrategy of
any underground mining operation. its impact should be evaluated integrally. It could be argued.
then, that mining technologies developed without adequately assessing their ovenll effects on the
design and planning of the operation are senously risking their viability.
Sometimes it becomes evident that new technology must be adopted by an existing operation or
new project. However. once the corresponding decision has been made at the highest level. it
should be left up

to

the operators to decide how to implement it. Previous experience in other

industries does not clearly support either rapid or incremental changes (Ganin. 1992). It is

''

Their research provides evidencr that automation and robotics an not the panaceus somr plant opentors thoughc
they would bs. In discussin_e the adoption of just-in-rime (JIT) iystems by Japanese cornpantes. they quoted an
exesutive of 3 robot mmutàcturer that said: "gyort want to know what is wrong with p u r process,
purting a
robot in it " (Abegglen and Suk 1985. pp. 1 16-1 17). In other words. it is impentive that m opentiun be mming
eficiently before it c m be autornated. The example of Hitachi was provided. which took three y m to implernent
its version of JIT.and tiren embarked on a p d u a l automation pro-mrun that \vas expected to take tive more y e m .
3 Company that wants to improve its long-rem competitiveness (and becorne a rime-buseà
cornpetitor) ne& to c m y out a totd trzuisformatiun of its opentional pnctices. With regards to the impact on
personnel and labour cos^ they suessed that, when cornprtred to aditional cost-cutting measures. the benefits of
the cornprehensive rippmach are (Stalkand Hout, 1990. pp. 166-167):
". ,. completelv out of the range of what ïs achievable by thefollowing merhods:
Curring direct labour rvages through renegotiarion or going ofshore
Reducing overheads by de-layering management structures andor narrowing rhe fine o f
producc and services oflered
.-îutomation short of the 'peoplefess 'factory
Obruining superior economies of scule "

They postulrtte that

apparent, though, that carefùl management of the change process and adequate understanding of
the issues involved are critical to the success of innovation. Borrowing concepts and terminolog
from operations research, risk increases as an operation moves away from the current state of
affairs regarding product, market, and technology (Garvin, 1992). Underground hard-rock mining
is unique in the sense that. for a given operation. neither product nor market changes over the
mine life (with very tèw exceptions. see Chapter 2). On the other hand. it is evident that the
introductiun of n r w techndogy brings inro the prociuccion process an entireiy new set or

operating parameters.
For exampte, deepening projects are intrinsically cornplex and have to deal with a large number
of unknowns such as ground conditions. orebody configuration. ore reserve distribution. and new
operating parameten. They have an inherent high-risk component. X mine deepening project
invokes the dtrvetopment o h new mining process (usually, a new or modified mining method is
required). Such a process is applied in a new area. under a different openting environment. and
exploiting ore tiom a new section of the orebody. Paraphrasing Garvin, risk in deep underground
mining could be considered as a two-dimensional problem: mining environment and technology.

Thus, the introduction of new technoiogy in a deepening project couId senously limit the chances
of success. Nonetheless, new technology is usually considered (even demanded) for this type of
projects. This is because sometimes it would be impossible to success%lly proceed (or justify the
investrnent) without the added benetits of new technolo~.:'

3.3 Technology and Underground Mining Sequences
Few areas of underground mining have been more significantly afTected by technological change

than mine sequencing. To the author's knowledge, the relationship between mining sequence
evoIution and technology development was first described by Hendricks et al. (1992). PelIey
(1994), who focused on the parzicuIar case of Ontario underground hard-rock rnining, also found

a definite link between technology and the evolution of mdirional and conremporal mining
'5

For example. at Kidd Creek ttùs process was illusuated by the progressive move frorn m n p cut and fil1 to Xvoca
and fially to blasthole minine. New rnethods and equipment were tested in a new (deeper) minin_em a over m
extended penod m i l the "o@mrn" was mched (McKay and Duke. 1933;Pelley. 1994).

sequences. Pareja and Pelley (1996) and Pelley and Pareja (1996) discussed the economic and
operational implications of mining technology development on deep undergound mines. They
conciuded that the serious challenges of deep mining could be overcome only by adopting a
smtegic approach that incorporates technology. rock mechanics. and mining sequence.

3.3.1 Definition of Mining Sequence
Mining sequence is a general term that refers ro the interaction between the mining and extraction
methods, the mine layout. and the extraction sequence (Pelley, 1994). In general. the objective of
a rnining sequence is to extract the mining units as rapidly and efficiently as possible. withour
affecting the stability of the mine structure. jeopardizing the integrity of the remaining ore
reserves. or creating dangerous conditions for personnel and equipment. Its sub-components are
so interrelated that it is sometimes difficult to clearly separate them for malytical purpsses. A
mining sequence describes. in an operational mmner. how the mine structure is to be developed
and constnrcted. and how the ore is to be accessed. mined and exuacted. In fact. mining
sequencing should provide ansnen to the following questions (Badiozamani. 1992):

a. who'?
b. what?

---

)

mining systems crews:
1

sections of the mine. order of rnining:

c. when'?

-

time frame for the exploitation of the ore: and.

d. how tàst?

-

miningproduction rate.

A case smdy presented by Pelley (1994) highlights the importance of the mining sequence on the

design. planning and operation of mines that employ bulk mining methods. It showed that. even
though ore recovery and productivity were sigrtificantly improved, grade controI was negatively

affected because standard operating practices such as ore-waste boundary determination were
difitcuft, if not impossible. to carry out under the conditions created by bulk mining.

3.3.2 Evolution of Mining Sequences
The evolution of mining sequences was driven mainly by the need to continue existing operations
under more difficult economic a d o r rnining conditions. Significant (the term rewlutionary
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could be used) changes were made possible only by technological breakthroughs and radical
modification of well-established operational principles.
In his study of mine sequencing in Ontario, Pelley (199.1) distinguished behveen naditional and
contemporaty

mining sequences. Traditional mining sequences were developed

CO

exploit both

narrow and wide ore using technology available before the advent of large-diameter blasthole
drilling equipment in the late 1960's. It should be noted that rockbursting prohahly was the cingle
most critical factor in the evolution of such sequences.'' Nonetheless. technological innovation
also played an important role in such a process. In tàct. the developrnent of hydraulic fill.
rockbolts, and cemented hydraulic fiil facilitated the return to cut and fil1 mining with undercut
and fil1 for si11 recovery. In the mid-6O's, traditional sequences were profoundly affected by the

introduction of uackless equipment and mechanized cut and fill. which dernanded the
simultaneous operation of a series o ï stopes to increase the productivity of mobile equipment.

Most of the sequences currently used in Canadian underground mines (Le.. the so-called
contemporary sequences) were made possible by the increased drilling accuracy of large-diameter
in-the-hole drills and precision-machined drill steel (Pelley. 1994). Indeed. they facilitated mining
from widely spaced sublevels and resulted in the development of new mining methods such as
longhole and vertical crater retreat stoping. Furthemore. the use of remote controlled equipment
enabled tlexible drawpoint designs and removed the requirement to condition the walls or backs
of large open stopes atter blasting. Transverse mining sequences were modified to take advantage

of the mechanized equipment that was sining idle in a stope during the drilling or tilling cycles.

The use of such sequences allowed pre-drilling, delayed filling, and further increased pmductivity
and the productive capacity of individual working locations. Consequently. fewer working places

were needed for the same longitudinal area of the mine.
On the other hand, mechanized equipment demands larger openings that are more expensive to

develop and maintain, and requires that more service facihies be available. Al1 levels rnust be
"

The geotechnical chmcteristics of the rock mass have always defined the key Fanues of the rnining sequence.
primarily by irnposing limits on the speed of ore extraction, defining the stope geometry. indicatine the need to use
backfill, and deterrnining the inter-level spacing.

ventilated if equipment is to move to widely disperse rnining areas, thus greatly increasing the
overall air supply requirement. There is a concenmtion of' mining activity and an earlier
interaction between secondary stopes and backfilled primary stopes.
Contemporary sequences include post-pillar cut-and-fil1 mining; ramp cut-and-fil1 mining; the
tertiary mining sequence (Le.. the so-called 1-5-9 sequence): and single-pass mining sequences
such as those used at the Kidd Creek and Creighton mines (Pareja and Pellev. 1996).

3.3.3 Mine Sequencing a t Depth
There is little doubt that mining sequencing will be cntical to the hture of deep bulk underground
opentions. Two concepts are likely to be relevant to deep mining: single p a s sequences and topdown mine development (Pareja and Pelley. 1996).
Single Pass Sequences

Single pass sequences provide bener management of stress at depth. In these sequences. the
venical dimension of a stope is equal to. or exceeds. its maximum horizontal dimensional
dimension. This allows more material to be broken in individual blasts and. since a single
dnwpoint is required. highly productive material handling systems can be used. This
geomeny has eliminated the creation of the large horizontal sills of previous sequences that
proved difficult to recover and ofien resutted in rockbursts.
Single pass mining sequences demand strict adherence to the long range plan as they lead to
localized high extraction rates early in the life of an operation. Ground controt problems and
dilution at that stage can more seriously affect the economic viability of an operation than the
loss of reserves or high cost mining Iate in the mine3 life. Grade control ha been made more
difficult especially in low-tonnage mines where a large proportion of the daily production
may originate From only a few individual stopes. Early high extraction rates also increase the
requirement to monitor ground behaviour sa that methods can be modified and properly
adapted for use in other areas of the mine.

..:i

Top Down Seqrtences
Top down sequences are likely to be widely used at depth as, from a development standpoint,
a sequence beginning at the top of the orebody and proceeding downwards provides the
earliest access to ore. In addition the mining advances towards the main abutrnent and the
stresses are shed to the solid rock mas. Most bulk longitudinal sequences used today,
however, progress upward from ô main access level. The progression may be to the top of the
xebody or :O some prcviousl:; mateci miniiîg scqi.î<ni<-.In rhr iàtter case. a major siii piiiar

is created which requires special methods or a higher level of ground support to complete its
extraction. This situation often develops when the mine's ultimate depth is not determined

and additional ore is discovered at depth or early production is developed at the upper levels
of the mine.

Many of these bulk sequences could progress From the top down if access for dnlling and
tiIling were created in the backfill of the overiying stopes (Pelley. 1994: Wittchen et al..
1990: Pelley. 1990). This would be less productive than the standard pnctice. as the cure
time of the till in the previous tift becomes a factor. and access drifts could not be established

in advance. Doivnward sequences should be considered for second stage extraction when
mining additional ore below a previously established upward advancing sequence. This
would place initial high extraction areas at a mid-mine elevation and allow retreat to occur
towards both the upper and lower abutments. The increased costs of the downward retreating
sequence would be cornpensated by reduced early development at depth and by eliminating
the high costs associated with siIl removal.

3.4

Discussion

ïhere is presentIy no adequate methodology or tools to design and plan underground hard-rock
mines efficiently. Theoretical solutions to the problem are only of academic value and. thus, the
approach must be empirical. There is a real need for an integrated, cornputer-assisted system that
facilitates the exchange of information between the various studies and tasks involved; takes into
account the three-dimensional nature of the underground mine design exercise; and enables the
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plannedengineer to investigate changes to the design and planning parameters. including the
introduction of new equipment and processes.
The analysis of the design and planning process and a review of the evolution of mining
sequences provides insight into the design of the rnechanized and automated systems considered
critical to the economic viability of the mines of the tùture. It c m be seen that, in most cases, the
justification for the ongoing research on automation lies in the area of three of the operationa1
objectives of the mining strategy. In the first place. safety will presumably be increased by
reducing the number of workers required underground. Secondly, there is no doubt that a
continuous and highly productive hard-rock mining machine will decrease development time.
Finally, the reduction in the number of underground workers will increase the productivity per
unit of labour input, and decrease the direct labour costs.
tt should be noted, however. that reaching these three goals does not necessariiy guarantee that
the overall mining cost will be decreased or. in general. that the competitiveness of the operation
will be significantly irnproved. These can only be determined through a comprehensive
evaluation process that is carried out in the light of the long-rem corporate strategy. and
considers the global eff'ects of the technology under consideration.

The danger is that the development of large automated systems or continuous mining machines
will demand large horizontal stopes to achieve the productivity required to justify the substantial
capital invesmrnt. Most. if not atl, of the continuous mining systems described in the current
publications will require a retum to a horizontal cut and fil1 mining cycle even if ore-cutting is
provided by a mechanical excavating device. Sequences such as those used at the Falconbridge
Mines (Figure 8) or at the Golden Giant mine (Figure 9). which demand a multi-level operation
and stopes with high vertical

to

horizontal dimension ratios. would not be possible using such

systems. It is evident that single-pass sequences such as those developed at the Creighton and
Kidd Creek mines (see Figure 10 and Figure I I , respectively) are essential to the success of
productive mining operations at the highly stressed environment of deep mines.

Underground hard-rock mine design and planning is a complex process that requires an inte-mted
approach in order to be carried out effectively. The inte-mtion of the various tasks and studies
invohed demands special tools and methods which are not yet available. More research in this
area, thus, should concentrate on the development of cornputer-assisted design and planning took

which not onIy facilitate the process, but also make it possible to rapidly and et'ticiently evaluate
mining alternatives.
The continuous adoption of new technology is critical to the survival of the mining industry and
has profound efftxts on the mine design and production plan. Nonetheless, hiling to

acknowledge the importance of the strategic implications of technological innovation may reduce
or even eliminate the possible benefits that wouid have othenvise been achieved. New
technology, therefore. should be designed and developed taking into account its overall impact on
the opentions, and particularly on the mining sequence.

A review of the pertinent literature indicates that some of the current research in the areas of

rnechanization and mine automation does not recognize the significance of the mining sequence
to underground hard-rock mining. If tlat. long stope geometries such as those that created gound
control problems in the past are necessary for the new continuous miners. their applicability will
be very limited. The same type of objections c m be raised about innovative rock fragmentation

equipment that requires access to every piece of rock to be broken.

Figure 8: The 1-5-9 mining sequencc at Fraser Mine (Powin and Hudyma. 1989)
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Figure 9: Mining sequence at the Golden Giant Mine (Pelley, 1994)

Figure IO: The deep mining sequence at Creighton Mine (Pelley, 1994)

Figure 11: Kidd Creek extraction sequence, longitudinal section (bIcKay and Duke, 1983)

4. Constraints on Deep Underground Hard-Rock Mining
This Chapter analyzes the particuiar case of deep underground hard-rock mining using the
concepts presented in the preceding chapters. The first five sections are devoted to the five factors
identified as the most critical in this type of operations (see Section 1.4). The objective is to
detennine the impact of each of them on the mining strategy. focusing on aspects such as mine
development, mining sequencing, capital and operating costs. and other important operational
parameten. The final discussion of the strategic significance of these Factors is left to Chapters 5
and 6. tn Chapter 5, cost data from a real case study are used for their evaluation. A sirnulated

case study is used in Chapter 6 to illusate points that could not be analyzed and discussed with
the reui data.

4.1

Vertical Ore/Waste Transport

Deep mines pose senous problems for the design and operation of vertical ore and waste transport
systems. The venical distances involved coupled with difficult gound conditions and increased
ventilation requirements dernand a carehl analysis and understanding of the overall opention
before deciding on a specific system. Furthemore. the performance of such a system will depend
on the actual design features that. in mm. are the result of technical and stntegic considerations.
In general. there are wo different methods of transponing ore and waste up to surface or the
pmcessingishipping facilities: through vertical or near-vertical shah and through inclined
openings (inclined shafts and ramps). Skip hoisting, vertical conveyor. and hydraulic transport
systems can be installed in vertical or near-vertical shah, whereas trucks and conveyor belts are

usually employed to transport broken muck through ramps. Regardless of the selected vertical
transport system. the main issues that have to be addressed by its design include:

production capacity:
capitaI cost;
operating cost; and,
operational features.

41.1

Skip Hoisting Systems

Skip hoisting probably is the oldest and most common method of vertical orehaste transport in
underground metal mines. In fact, drawings and sketches found in Agricola's De re merallica
(Agricola, 1950) show primitive hoisting devices that were (supposedly) in operation more than
140 years ago. There is a large body of literature that discusses the principles of skip hoisting

systems and their application to the mining industry (e.2.. International Conference on Hoisting
ofiMen, Materials and Minerais, 1988; Walker. 1988; Edwards, 1992). A tomal analysis of such
systems is outside the scope of this thesis and. thus. they will be reviewed only tiom a design and
operationai perspective. The focus will be on the comparative advantages of skip hoisting, the
identification of the design aspects that are strategically important, and the impact on the mining
strategy of deep operations.
A hoisting system has tive main components (Edwards. 1992; Edwards. 1988): hoist.

conveyances. rope. headfrarne. and shaft. Only the hoist and the shaî? have strategic signiftcance
and. not surprisingty. have the Iargest impact on the long-term operation of the system.
Furthemore. their main features determine other important aspects of the production process such
as tlexibility and maximum production capacity. and are particularly critical ro deep mines. 'On
the other hand, the conveyances. rope and headframe are designed primarily according to
technical (and. of course, cost) considerations. which to a large extent depend on the main
features of the hoist and shati.

4.1.1.1

Hoists

Strictly speaking, the basic (Le.. purely technical) information required to select and size a hoist
inchde: hoisting distances, production rate (usualIy, expressed in tonnesihour), maximum load.

''

A suaregic approach would be to design the system taking into considention the estimated future requirements of
the operation. including hoisting h m deeper areas or multiple Ievels. and i n m e d production rates. However. the
pressure t3 d u c e the iniual investment (which. of course, improves the NPV o f the project 3t the evahation stage)
usually results in 3 system that ody meers the demands of the original design. As noted by Hemingson (1935) a
reducuon of 10 to 2096 on the initial capital cost of a hoistins system may be the most expensive decision
ever made. For instance. at Kidd Creek the capacity of the Number 3 shafl hoisting system iimits the tonnase thac
cm be provided h m that area.

and type of guides. However, if the operation is expected to expand, deepen or othenvise be
modified in the %me, the foliowing data should be considered also:
surface plant layout;
underground layout;
tèatures of the power distribution system available; and,
ultimate use of the shaft.
The specification of both the surface plant and underground layouts requires tight interaction with
hoist design. even if no Funher modifications to the system are expected. An iterative approach
should be adopted and enforced. so that the final design meets the requirements of the entire
operation. The last item (i.e.. the shafi's ultimate use) is not easy to define since it demands a
clearer undentanding of the future prospects of the mine than is possible to obtain at the eariy
stages of an underground prcject. This is panicularly true in the case of the ore reserve estimates
and changes in ground conditions at depth. Nonetheless. a caretiii analysis of the proposed
operation c m provide a sound estimate of the long-tenn hoisting requirements. Then. it is
necessary to identi% the major differences. if my. beween the original design and the one that
incorporates the feanires needed to sustain the expansion and/or deepening.
A hoist designed to accommodate operational changes that will not rake place within the first 7 to

10 years of operation rnay not be "optimtrm" in the üaditional sense. This is because it rnay not
result in the lowest cost per ton of matenal hoisted during the fiat years of the operation.

However, it will be able to provide continuous service for the entire productive life of the mine.
Edwards (1 992) provided a complete list o f the various types of hoists. A comparative analysis of

the main features of the various hoist types, as applied to deep mining, has been summarized as
follows (see Fairbairn. 1988: and Edwards, 1992):
Dmm-type hoists (single and double d m )
3,

Ideai for hoisting high payloads fiom relatively shallow depths.

* Suited for hoisting from multipk levels (mainly double cimm hoists).
> Limited by the ultimate strength of the single rope used to c m y the load.
> More expensive than m o n hoists, both to install and operate.

> The associated peak and average power demand is higher.
Multiple-drum, Blair-type hoists, which have hvo ropes attached to each conveyance,
can be used to hoist from depths that exceed that of single-rope and fiction hoists.
Friction hoists

> Due to the use of multiple ropes, they have a smaller dnim diameter and Iower
initial capital cost. As the rope size increases. however. the drum diarneter
increases rapidly.

> For a depth range of about 500 to 1500 metres. multi-rope friction hoists have a
higher production rate, mainly because they can cany heavier loads.

> For the same production capaciry, the peak power demand is lower than that of a
dmm-type hoist. They also have a lower overall power consumption.

> Due to their design, there is a limitation on the uitimate hoisting depth.
4.1.1.2
It

Shafts

has been proposed that the design and specification of a shaft requires the previous

identification and description of the following nine items (Edwards. 1988):
purpose

size
configuration
depth and location
inclination
ground support
intemal arrangement

shaft sinking
As indicated in the list, only the first five items have some sh-ategic importance. The other four

are chiefly detemined either by the fearures of the orebody and surrounding rock mass (e-g..
ground support), by the selected hoisting system (e-g., intemal shaft arrangement and shaft
collar), or by h e above-rnentioned five strategic items.

In these times of tight budgets and cornpetitive metal markets, there is increasing pressure to
design mzriti-purpose shafis. Such s h a h can be used for exploration, services (personnel.
equipment, and suppIies handling), ventilation (either downcast or upcast flow), production (both
ore and waste m s p o n ) and escape or emergency use. In deep mines, however, it may not be
possible to design and equip a shaft that can satisb al1 these requirements. While most s h a h
become cntical components of the ventilation circuit of a mine, their use b r the transport of
personnel, supplies and pieces of equipment will be limited by the gound conditions and cost
considerations. In hct, a small excavation with circular cross-section may be the best option to
withstand high horizontal stresses and. at the sarne time, reduce both construction time and cost
through the use of a boring machine. However, this may not leave enough space to accommodate
an additional service hoist. If a new blind shafi is considered for an expansion into deeper areas
(or if a new shatl is sunk from surface in an existing mine), an additional interna1 ramp rnay be
needed for personnel, materials. and equipment transport. A skip-cage combination would limit
the production rate due to the reduced oremaste hoisting hours. If an existing shah is being

deepened, the options depend on the current shaft configuration and uses.

The ske of a shafl must be determined taking into account the fact that in most mines it is a
critical component of the mine ventilation system. representing the laqest single source of
fnctional resistance. Such a resistance is a function of the length of the shafi. its area and
perimeter. The cross-sectional area and perimeter must balance the need to meet production
requirements. the changing gound conditions (usually deteriorating with depth). shah sinking
method, and the type of support to be employed.
The most common shaft configztrarions are rectangular and circular. EIIiptical shafts are not as
popular, but they could become amactive options if efficient continuous excavating machines
(that cm easiiy achieve this shape) are developed for this purpose. The comparative advantages
and disadvantages of each configuration are as follows:

Rectangular shafi

> Makes more efficient use of available space.

+ Not likely to be used at depth, due to poor performance under stress.:'
Circular shafi

> More resistant to lateral ground pressure.
> Offers the least resistance to ventilation air tlow."
Elliptical shaft

> Offers the same advantages than the circular shafi.
> This is the most efficient shape, and taking advantage of the space could be
improved if the shape of conveyances were redesigned.

> Resistance to lateral ground pressure cm be Furcher improved if the elliptical shape
is properly oriented (according to the principal horizontal stresses).

> More difficult to sink, sither conventionally or with co~tinuousexcavators.
The depli and location of a sha%are detemined according to the:
1.

geometnc features of the orebody, including its location, dip and hcrizontal extent:

2.

Iocation of underground ore and waste handling facilities;

3.

mine surtàce layout:

3.

stability of the shaft pillar: and.

5.

Future planned e~pansionideepeningof the shaft.

The mine opentor has no control over the geometric features of the orebody. However. these
constitute the most important factors in deterrnining the optimum depth and location of the shati.
On the other hand, the location and main features of the mine surface layout as weIl as those of

the underground ore and waste handling facilities should be established so that the mine design

and operation becomes optimized. The stability of the shaft pillar and shat't bottom depend on the
quality of the geological and geotechnical information avaiiable at the design stage. Problems

such as those encountered at the Hemto camp (Pelley, 1994) should be avoided at a11 times.

yui

adequate pillar and a stable shafi bottom also facilitate the tùture deepening of the operation.

-

?S

However. a rectanplru shafi was the choice at Macassa 3 shaR and was used to depth at the Lakeshore Mine.

'9

This also depends on type of lining/suppon (concrete. shotcrete). and the internai arrangement o f the shak
including the shape and spacing of sets or buntons and gides.

4.1.1.3

Objectives of Hoisting System Design

As in the case of the mining strategy (discussed in Section Z.j.i), there are several operationd
objectives that must be achieved (or optimizen) by the hoist design. They are:
1.

minimize initial capital investment;

2.

minimize operating costs:

3.

rninirni~econ~tnictiontime:

4.

rnavimize reliability;

5.

rnavimize efficiency;

6.

mavimize tlexibility; and,

7.

facilitate mine development a

e elaboration and execution of the producticln plan.

The conflicting nature of these objectives is obvious. Fur instance. it is virtually impossible to
produce a hoisting system design that minimizes initial investment and operating costs and.
simultaneûusly, mavimizes flexibiIity. The additiona1 flexibility would certainly result in
additional expenditures and some operational inefficiencies. Funhermore. the design probiem is
cornplicated by the fact that. with the exception of the first three items of the list. it is very
dificult to evaluate quantitatively the impact of achieving such objectives, Reliability. etliciency,
flexibility, and optimization of mine development and production are al1 concepts that cannot be
assigned a single hard number and have to be determined based on experience and jud,mement.
The existence of a mining strategy would certainly help in deciding the importance of each
objective and in focusing the design process.

In new deep mining projects. additional issues are the long period of time required for shafi
sinking and the significantly higher hoisting costs involved (on a per-tonne basis). In such cases.
capital cost may not be the critical panmeter to be minimized. In fact. a more intensive shaft
sinking stage, or a larger or more efficient shaftihoist contiguration rnay. in spite of higher initial
capital cost, produce the highest return on the investrnent through a shorter construction phase
andior lower operating costs.

4.1.1.4

Summary and Discussion

From a srrategic point of view, the main advantages of selecting a hoisting system for the vertical
transport of ore and waste are the following:
hoisting systerns have been used in the metal mining industry for several decades and
are very familiar to both operating and maintenance personnel (i.e.. it is a proven
technoIogv);
il cm Se casily ailapied ta the piirti~uiiircunditions OC h e job i i x . . noist cype. shaii

shape, size and inclination, etc.):
it results in relatively low operating costs in tenns of Sitonne of material hoisted: and.
it is not restricted to ore and waste transport only and is normally used for personnel.
supplies and equipment handling also.

On the other hand. hoisting systems have some drawbacks. panicularly when a deep operation is
in rnind:
they lack tlexibility: once the systern is designed. built and installrd. very few changes
can be made to modify the hoisting operation without incumng large and timeconsuming investments:
deepening an existing hoist (a panicular case of the previous point) becomes extremely
expensive due to the loss in production and the strict safety regdations regarding this
practice (specifications of the bulkhead and operating guidelines). It is also timeconsuming and inevitably intertères with the on-going operation: and.
peak power demands are sometimes hi& and require a surplus of installed power
capacity that is not used frequently.

4.1.2

Vertical Conveyors

Although they have been used for decades in the coal mining industry. vertical conveyors are still
extremely rare in hard-rock metal mines. At least hvo manufacturers of bulk transportation
equipment have been trying for some time to introduce their technologies into underground
mining projects: Trellex -4B (Paelke. 1958) and Continental Conveyor & Eptîiprnent Compnw
(Dos Santos, 1993b). Trellex sells the FZe.cowell system, which is designed to transport materiais
vertically. Continental manufactures HACs. E&h

M g l e anveyors, which can be designed to

operate at 90" angles, but are mainly used ai shallower inclinations (around 40'). There are many
other systems that can be adapted for mining applications as well (Roberts, 1994).

1.1.2.1

The ~ l e r o w e l pSystem

Flexowell bel& consist of a cross-rigidified beIt with flexible comigated sidewalls. The added
flexibility of the sidewalls allows them to run over the head and tail pulleys. and to be guided
thraugh any angle. Cross cirats spanning bewrrn the comgateci sidewaiis form a "pocket" that

actually carries the rnaterial. The base belt is reinforced with either a fabric or a metal woven
material (depending on the characteristics of the conveyed material) in order to provide cross
stabilization. Sidewall height is determined according to the particle size of the rnaterial and
required production capacity.
Several vertical and sub-vertical conveying systems have been developed 'ùased on the Flexowell
conveyor belt (Paelke, 1987). The Flexowell beh can cary rnaterial at any angle up to 90'
(vertical), When the conveying angle exceeds 70'. no intermediate structure is necessal between
the head and tail stations. The main advantages of Flexowell systerns include (Paeike. 1982):
require little space tOr installation (relatively speaking):
provide a continuous trmsponation process. from loading to elevation and discharge:
fairly economic and reliable: a single motor is employed:
power consumption is low, roughly equal to the work done by lifting the material only:

can be integrated with existing installations and facilities:
large elevating heights can be achieved in single l i k ; and,
flexible and versatile. these systerns are particularly suitable for underground mining,
where extensive modifications and adaptations are usually required.
A FIexowell systern in operation at the New York Water Tunnel project since A u g s t 1994 is

North Arnerica's highest single Iifi vertical conveyor (172.0 metres). It is designed to lift 500
tomeshour of granite/iimestone with an average density of 1.8 1 tomes/m' and maximum size of

150 mm (Paelke, 1994). An even higher Flexowell system (208-metre hi@) will be later installed
in the same project (Paelke, 1995). A Flexowell system at Placer Dome's Porgera Mine in P a p a

New Guinea is the world's highest single lifi vertical conveyor (203.0 m). Installed in 1992 inside

a 3-metre finished diameter raise-bored shafi, the system lifts gold ore with a densiry of 1.62
tonnes/m3 and maximum size of 200 mm at a rate of 350 t o ~ e s h o u r Two
.
similar systems for
existing mines are being designed: one at a depth of 400 m and with a conveying rate of 1.360
tomedhour and the other at 2,720 tonnes/hour from a depth of 143 m (Paeike, 1993).

4.1.2.2

Thc ~4C%3ystem

HAC systems are improved versions of the "sandwich belt" coccept (Dos Santos and Frizzell,

1983). This approach to vertical and sub-vertical conveying uses hvo ordinary rubber belts that

"sandwich" the conveyed material. Additional force appIied on the belt provides pressure to the
matenal to develop enough friction at the materiaI-to-belt and material-to-material interfaces to
prevent sliding back.
Main advantages of HACs include (Dos Santos. 1993b):
simple approach: conventional conveyor hardware is employec
very high capacity: high conveying speeds can be achieved:
high lifis and conveying angles: single lifis beyond 300 metres (much higher with steel
cord belts) and angles up to 90" are possible:

tlexible design and opention: the system can be easily adapted to changes in
operational requirements:
easy maintenance and repain: smooth surface belts facilitate cleaning and provide easy
access for repais; and,
the operation is vimally spillage-tiee.
The world's highest single lifi hi@ angle conveyor (a HAC with 174.8 m of vertical lift at an
inclination of 41") operates at [sland Creep Corp.. Virginia handling coal refuse at a rate of 450

~ o M ~ s / ~The
o u ~highest
.
single vertical lie installation of this type is at Tums Coa! Co.. [Ilinois
where it carries 1.360 tonnes of coal per hour (Dos Santos, 1993b). Other applications include
continuous ship loading and unloading, eievatim Frorn underground hoppers and tunnels,
midstream nansfer and blending, preparation plants, etc. (Dos Santos. 1987).

4.1.2.3

Vertical Conveyors vs. Conventional Hoisting Systems

Currently, there is only one vertical conveyor system in operation at an underground hard-rock
mine (Paelke, 1993). Thus, a comparison between such a system and a standard skip-hoist system
would have to be canied out at the theoretical level. Furthemore, the conclusions & a m from
such an exercise would be only of a qualitative nature, since there is not enough actual data to
support "jirstprinciples " calculations.~"
A somewhat detailed comparison between a sandwich belt system and skip hoisting was carried

out by the manufacturer of HACs (Dos Santos. 1993a). The smdy is particularly relevant to the
present project sincr it is supposed to demonstrate the applicability of HACs to deep
nickekopper underground hard-rock mining in North Amenca. The case snidy focusa on a mine
producing 9.000 t o ~ e / d a yof nickekopper ore having a bulk density of 2.000 kplm' and a
maximum particle size of 17.5 cm. Ore would have to be elevated from a depth of 1.402 m
venically to surface. A conventional skip hoist system is compared with nvo variations of HAC
systems. The author of the paper indicated that. based on system availability. utilization. and

".

"experience the skip hoist system was designed at a production rate of 54s'ronnehour. whereas

the HAC systems were designed to elevate ore at a nte of 635 tonnahour. Apparently. vertical
conveyor systems have lower availability than skip hoists.
The design of the conventional skip hoist system cailed for a 7.0-metre diameter. concrete-lined
shaft, sunk to a depth of 1.445 metres. A 4.9-m diameter. four-rope. 6.000-hp fiction hoist \vas
equipped with two 20-tome skips designed to travel at l,000 &min. The system also included a

3.5-rn diameter. four-rope. 1.1 50-hp service cage hoist. and an auxiliary 7.5-rn diameter. -150-hp
cage hoist. The first HAC system was also installed in a 7.0-metre diameter concrets-lined shafi.
sunk to a depth of 1.396 rn (HACs receive the matenal directly fiom conveyors and require no
bunkering). It consisted of eight 165-rn main HACs and seven comecting HACs, ail of them
!O

In the rnining industrv, the estimation of operating cos& using "jirsr principles " is equivdent to what Thuesen and
Fabrycky ( t983) caH ëosr estimaring by engineering procedures" md Gentry and O'Neil ( 1984) cd1 "detailed
cost breakdown merhod". As the expression irnplies. it involves using primary data (engineering dnwings. cycle
times, Iabour schedules and rates. materials and supplies consumption rates. etc.) to produce deuifed estimates of
every major operasing cost item. These are then added into the operating cost for the entire project. This method
cm result in very accunte estirnates. but their quality is heaviIy dependent on that of the basic chta and
assumptions made. This is true even when such estimates are b a s 4 on histoncal data-

m i n g at 152 &min, a speed that, supposedly, extends the life of the components. Total drive
power of the HACs was 5,360 hp. The service cage and auiliary cage were in this case similar to
those of the skip hoist system. The second HAC system was installed in a 5.0-m. concrete-lined
shafl sunk to a depth of 1,396 m. Four 3.7-m diameter. 160-m long raises were also required to
provide HAC to HAC transfer. The service cage and auxiliary cage were also sirniiar to those of
the skip hoist system.
Total excavation. construction, and capital costs were US S 50.0 million for the skip-hoist system.
US S 50.8 million for the first HAC system. and US S 41.5 million for the second HAC. Total

operating and maintenance costs were US $ 1.97 million per year for the skip-hoist system, and
US S 1.78 million per year and US S 1.73 million per year for the first and second HAC systems,

respectively. The author concluded that the simple economic analysis carried out demonsnated
the cost advantages of HACs. He also hinted that economies of scale could be quite significant
(Dos Santos. 1993a). Based on the above figures. the use of the second HAC system would result
in a l6.4?'0 reduction on total capital costs and a 12.2941reduction on openting costs. However. it
is believed that they alone would not justify the switch to a technology that is unproven. and has
the potential of intrinsic etriciency and reliability problems.

4.1.2.4

Summary and Discussion

ï h e main advantages of vertical conveyon. regardless of the lifi system. are their lower capital
costs and the ability to hoist material continuously. indeed. for a depth of about 500 m. the capital
cost of a vertical conveyor is aoout 50°h of that of an equivalent traditional skip hoist (Moser,
1990). However, because these are relatively new applications for the technologies. there are not

reliable figures for the corresponding operating costs. Skip-hoisting systems require single
Ioading points (typically. at the bottom of the shaft) to be efficient. whereas HACs have the
ability to load matenal at several levels. This not only reduces the need to have a system of
orepasses to b

~ theg material to the loading point. but also could lead to significantly lower

initial capital requirements (the shafi would be drepened as the mine progresses downward and
additional HACs would be added as required)- FinaIly, vertical conveyors can be operated in a
CO~MUOUS

manner, thus providing the capability to automate the loading and discharggg stages.
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If they were available, continuous hard-rock mining machines would be the ideal matches for
such systems.
Drawbacks of vertical conveyors inctude the limited size of the material that c m be hoisted, the
fact that they c m be used only to transport broken rock (not personnel or supplies), and their
rrnproven nature.

4.1.3 Hydraulic Transport
As discussed by Walker (1985. pp. 361-362). there are three main reasons why hydnufic

transportation of solids should be seriously considercd by deep mining operators:

the sheer potential productivity of a hydraulic transport system:
hydraulic systerns are very tlexible and relatively simple tn install and niaintain: and.

although they do have limitations in terms of maximum particle size and depth of
operation. these are less restrictive than that of existing hoisting systems. and could be
circumvented easily with proper mine design.
Hydraulic hoisting was t i n t attempted in Canada by Falconbridge in the 1970's (Bekkers. 1997.

p. 14).Crushed ore with a SG of 3.2 and maximum particle size of 76 mm was introduced into a
water Stream. and the 16% by volume slurry was pumped through a 15.4-cm pipeline over an
elevation of 730 m. Operational problems plagued the system and it was not developed further.
The concept was investigated again during the 1980's but results have not been published.
Positive displacement pumps have been used in the mining industry t'or handling sludge and
concrete aggregates for many years. In the underground asbestos mines in Quebec. up to 7.650 m'
of cernent were placed annually using Schwing pumps. The purnps were used to place low slump
matenal (material of up to 68% solids) up to 457 m horizontally and 52 m vertically.

In the 1980's. Siemag, a Gerrnan manufacturer of hoisting and fluid transportation systerns.
developed the rhree-chamber pipe féeder system for hydraulic transportation of coal and ore
(Kortenbusch. 1982). The general capabilities of the system are as tollows (Siemag, 1995):

> system capacities of up to 500 tomehour;

> vertical lifis of up to 1,500 metres without the use of intermediate pump stations;
P

horizontal distances of up to 20,000 metres;

S- grain size of up to 100 mm and solids with SG of up to 4.5; and.

> hoisting pressures of up to 250 bar.
An installation in a coal mine reportedly hoists raw coal with a maximum grain size of 30 mm

frorn a depth of 507 metres at a rate of 50 tonnehour. Total installed power in this case is 680 kW
and Ihe hoisring pressure approximateiy 70 bar. Anorher system is used as a heat exchanger at a

1,000-m deep mine. where the circulation of 800 m'h of water resuits in 15 MW of cooling
capacity (Siernag, 1995). Worsley (1990) descnbed a similar system to be implemented at a
South Afncan gold mine. and suggested the operation could take advantage of water "losses" in
the systern in order to hydraulically hoist about 1.000 tonnes of ore per day. Mindmarch (1990)
discussed the use of three-chamber pipe feeder systems to integnte air conditioning, backtill.
water supply, dirty water pumping, and ore hoisting in deep mines.
Initial capital investments are in most cases lower than those required by traditional hoisting

methods. Furthemore. hydraulic ansport can generate sipificant operating cost savings in the

areas of refrigeration, muck hoisting, backfill distibution. and pumping of clean and diIt

water.

is important to note that the entire operation c m benefit also from a continuous and integrated

transport system that runs with minimum human intervention and lends itself to automation.
Hydraulic transportation has the potential of solving many of the economic and operational
problems associated with deep mines. However, several practical issues must be addressed before
it can completely repiace production rope-hoisting systems. For instance. it would require the use

of underground secondary crushen to achieve the required degree of FraCmentation. particularly
in bulk mines." This possibility, unfominately, has not recrived much attention. although iü

economic justification would be enhanced significantly by carrying out some degee of ore

'

At the Cigar Lake uranium mine in Saskatchewan, plans cal1 for the ore to be excavrited using boring machines and
fed into _ginding rnills before being pumped to the surface- Et could be argued that neither the strengh of uranium
ore nor the dtiily production rate at Ci_= Lake compare to that of goId or base metal mines. Nonetheless. a similar
mining approach, Le., one that resulrs in "stopes" with hi@ vertical to horizonml dimension ratios (see Section 3.4)
and finely broken muck could provide considerable advanages if successfully designed for deep hard-rock

mining.

selection or concentration before hoisting." Similady, serious coordination problems could arise
if hydraulic aanspon were coupled with traditional drill-blast-muck mining systems. This would
be particularly tnie if an installation were to be used for more than one tiinction (such as the
integrated backfill and hydrohoisting system proposed by Hindmarch. 1990).

4.1.4

Ramps

Depending on the vertical distances involved. trucking ore and waste up a ramp to surtàce (or to
the processing andor shipping facility) c m be a costly option. Furthemore. very few deep mines

c m afford to drive ramps From surface to the areas under currenr exploitation." On the other
hand. rarnps provide flexibility to the opention. c m be used to transport supplies and personnel.
and are attractive for expansions into deeper areas and accessin~connecinworking levels
internally. They have been described as the lowest cost solution h r ore trampart to a depth of
about 500 m (Moser, 1990) and were used success%lly to a depth of 425 metres at the Trout Lake
Mine in Manitoba. This option is presently being considered for the approximately 300-metre
deepening project at the Creighton Mine in Sudbury.

J.l.5

Conveyor Belts

In deep mines, conveyor belts have limited applicability for the vertical transportation of ore and
waste material. This is due to their shallow inclination (in normal conditions. the maximum
inclination of standard conveyor belts is about EO),
which makes dnving long access openings
necessary in order to reach the discharge area. They are rarely used to transport materials over
37
-A major disadvantage of under-mund comminution processes. (and probably an explanation h r the status quo in
this regard) is the large amounts of hrat that ihey genente. In h c t . Bond (1935) noted that the mechanical
etriciency of comminution is close to 1.0% and that rilrnost d l the energy input required to break die rock rtppws
as bat. This would ceminly be highly undesirable in deep mines. which rilreridy have serious problrrns daling
tvith heat genentcd by the rock mas. diesel and rl~tricrquipment. underground warer. etc. (see Section 4.3).

"

The author is aware of only two such exceptions in Canada. At the Kidd Creek Mine, Faiconbridge Limited. the
cash flow providd by the open pit. which exploited the upper part of the orebody. made it possible to consuuct a
nmp system to the bottom of the under--und
reserves. Subsequent extensions ofsuch a ramp have allowed access
to the bottom of the curent rnining m.at the 6200400~level. The m p is used mostly for transporting materiais
and. occasionaily. persoriel. Ore and waste are skiphoisted to surtàce through various vertical s h a h . .Another
exception is the Williams Mine. WiIIiams Openting Corporation. which has an interna1 ramp that accesses al1
levels for movement of matends and personne1. and extends to the bottom of the active mining areas. .Althou@ not
directly connected ro surface. the ramp nonetheless provides an escape mute by joinins tu the Golden Giant mine
internai ramp and then to the original ramps in the upper "A" zone. which eventuaily lead to a surface pond.

large vertical distances. Therefore, they do not offer any real advantage (strategic or othenvise)
over the other system discussed in this section.

4.2

Horizontal OrelWaste Transport

This activity is defined as getting the ore from the drawpoint to the underground crusher.
Historically, this task was accomplished by transporting on individual levels and dumping into an
orepass feeding a crusher located near the bottom of the mine. The presence of a crusher on an
intermediate level usually reflected the existence of an initial stage of mining. This was a very
labour-intensive method. although level tramming crews were also responsible for disuibution of
supplies to the stopes. It is still camed out at certain low tonnage operations and is still employed
at the Campbell Mine for the ore above 27 Ievel, with trains loaded mainly t'rom chutes.

At larger operations. the trend has been to install a single large-tonnage haulage system near the
bottom of the mine or beneath several levels in one area of the mine. The system is fed by
orepasses located regularly along the orebody to reduce the distance benveen drawpoints and
orepasses (on the mucking levels). The Lateral transpon to the shah has generally been provided
by tracked systems such as those in opention

at

Kidd Creek and David Bell mines. One

exception is the Williams Mine. in Hem10 which has four orepasses located along the orebody.
each serviced by a fixed Eagle crusher installation that feeds a conveyor to transport the material

to a skip Ioading bin. Trucks could be used also on the main transpon levels.

4.2.1

LHD-Based Systems

in most undergound hard-rock mines. the ore is mucked from the drawpoint to the orepasses
using remote-controlled Load-Haul-Dump (LHD) units. Recent research efforts have
concentrated on reducing mucking costs by tele-operatincg mobiIe equipment and providing the
possibility of one operator being able to supenise simultaneously more than one piece of mobile
nanspon equipment (Poole et al.. 1998). This would certainly increase productivity and reduce
the Iabour component of the operating cost. However, LHDs are not very efficient for
nanspomng long distances (Walker, 1988. p. 245). Indeed, LHDs have weight-to-payload ratios
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of almost 3: 1, thus requiring a high-energy input per tonne of material transported (see Figure
12). It could be argued that the efforts spent trying to oprimize the operation of LHDs and reduce

the associated labour cost could be channelled to projects focused on alternative mucking4ateral
transport systems. Such systems, still at the research stage, have the potential of not only lowering
the mucking~transportcost, but also radically changing the design of hard-rock mines and making
them more competitive.
An additional disadvantage of LHDs is the heat and toxic îùmes produced by their diesel engines.
This issue could be somewhat reduced by switching to electric scooptrams. Electric LHDs.
however. would require the installation of high-maintenance trolley lines or the use of cable reels.
drastically reducing their tlexibility (one of the main reasons to use LHDs in the t i n t place).
In deep operations, the difficulty in naintaining orepasses (which cm collapse very rapidly in
highly stressed environments) reduces the et'ficiency and increases the operating cost of LHDbased lateml transport systems. This is because, if gound control problems result in mine designs
with widely spaced orepasses, or if they have to be located outside of the stresses areas adjacent
to the orebody, haulage distances will become longer. In extreme cases. the reduction of labour
costs that could be achieved through tele-operation (or automation) of LHDs may only
compensate the increase in production cost resulting from longer hauiage distances andior
complex orepass designs. Future ovcrall costs in such cases may be comparable to that of prrsent
operations. i.e., no real improvement in the competitive position may be realized.
The prospect of increased haulage distances and hotter mining environments. coupled with the
inherent ineficiency of LHDs, should focus the attention of industry and research centres on
radically rnodiQing the Iateral transport system process. Considerable research etTort has already
concentrated on converting it into n continuous process. Existing continuous loaders, however.

have had dificulties in dealing with the typicd Fragmentation of the muck found in stope
drawpoints of bulk mines. Their productivity can be severely affected by large boulden that
require secondary breakage. Design problems have included the mismatch of the capacities of the
continuous mining system components. For instance, the loader and conveyor rnay have much

higher throughput capacities than the cnisher. which then becomes the bottleneck of the entire
mucking/iransport system. Low system availability is also common due to the inherent
compIexity of the design and operation of such systems.?'

42.2

General Discussion - Continuous Systems

It is believed that the greatest potential for a comprehensive solution to the horizontal transport

problem in deep mines is in continuous loading and haulage systems. Their main advamages
would include:
Low cost operation (in S/tonne of material tnnsported) due to reduced power
requirernents. better mechanical eficiency (lower operating weight to payIoad ratios),
and lower operating labour cost.
Increased prod?ictivity of single stopes. since such systems can wnspon more tonnes
per hour than LHD-based unes.
Improved ground control which, in turn. resuIts in additional direct operating cost
reductions. This would corne h m nvo main sources: tïrst. the mucking phase of the
rnining cycle would be shonened, allowing prompt placement of backtill. hopefully
before senous ground movement takes place. Second. the dimensions of the openings
required to transport, install, and operate these systems are usually smaller than that of
the haulageways used by LHDs and mine trucks. Therefore. the former wouId not only
be cheaper to excavate. support. and maintain. but aIso would cause less disturbance to
the rockmass.
Reduced ventilation requirernents due to the use of smaller. more efficient electric
motors, and the elimination of diesel-powered equipment for mucking and haulage.

On the other hand. only a slow migration to continuous systems should be expected in the tùture,
rnostly because of the following:
Hi@ capital cost In addition, this would probably prechde their use on individual
levels (the desired configuration. from an opentional perspective) except in very thick
and/or rich orebodies."
j4

The above-mentioned resexch efforts resuited in the development of continuous looding equipment including the
oscilip loader. the Voest Alpine loader. and the Adas Copco HmoIoader. in most cases. t h o u - trucks were loaded
by these devices for transport to the orepasses. instead of takine ridvantage of the continuous nature of the loading
process and switching to a more efficient (and cheaper) continuous nansport system. Inco developed the mobile.
low profiIe Eagle crusher to reduce the size of the muck in order to make it more suitable for conveying. Mobile
beIt benders were developed also to accommodate the routing to orepasses (Pelley. 1996).
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Figure 12: Tramming capûcity vs. operating weight Tamrock LHDs

For continuous systems to be able to operate in bulk mining environrnents. muck
h p e n t a t i o n would have to be significantly improved. Othenvise. equipment
utilization would be very low, negating any potential benefits from the new technology.

The inflexibility of the resulting mine designs and production plans, which imposes
serious constraints on the mining strategy. Considerable percentases of production
capacity c m be tied up to each system. jeopardizing the ability of the operation to meet
production requirements in case of equipment failure. and making grade control very
difficult. Although the systems previously tested in Canadian mines were described as
"mobile ",they were not nearly as mobile as LHDs and mine trucks. us. the response
time to unexpected operating conditions (including the need to move to a differenl stope
or level) can be very tong.
The hiIl benefit from the introduction of this technology can be realized only in new
mines (or sections of a mine) that are designed and p l m e d according to the openting
reauirements of contin~ousioadindtrans~ortsvstems.

U

An alternate solution that could justiQ t h e use of continuous Ioaders to muck individual stopes would be to

increase stope heigbts. T?üs couId have the additionai advantage of facilitatins ground control practices, as seen at
the Kidd Creek mine (set: FiI i). Unlas it is cmied out for limited tonnages. the practice of excavating
orepasses in backfilled s t o p s so that the continuous Ioaders do not have to be moved benveen tevels must be
avoided as it usually _generatesdilution and -gound instability.

4.3 Ventilation
Not surprisingiy, the industrial sponsors of this research project noted that ventilation had already

become a major issue at their deep operations. The problem, however, is not new. Several
decades ago, Spalding (1949, p. 238) cornmented about ventilation issues in deep mining
environments in no uncertain terms:

.+(y
el'' ."L4

-.......-3 xhkh i ~ $ j k im h i t ~ g~per~l/iuti~.
hi& ru& wnperumre is [ne one

d t l G ,u'I"t
4-

mosr ofkn likeiy io limit the ciepth tu rvhich those operutions con be extended The
science of ventilation is theref ore rapidlv becoming the most important hranch of'deep
mining. The oki rorrgh-and-rea.

mrthotls of' venrihrion control no longer ufiord

srrflciertrly clcctrrate resrdts. and effiiency in ventilution is becorning, v'possible, more
important than m y other brunch of 'nt ining. "

Similarly. in discussing the importance of considering ventilation as part of an air conditioning

system.'" Hartman et al. ( 1982, p. 4) pointed out the significance of increased depth of mining:
"-4lthorrgh t o d q S technologv is vastlv improveii.

environmenml chcrllenges

undergroirnd still abotrnd Depth. the rvorst, sets the idtirnute Iimits to rock pressure uncf
temperatrire in d l mining. Xot on- do rock pressures rise inexorab& with deprh. but
tempercztrires &o. rvirh subseqirenr dererioration ofthe crtrnosphere. ...
.4t great d e p h . ventilation requiremenrs and costs evenrrial(v climb to rlnsrrstainable
levels. To preserve mine atmuspheric qua&

rinder these intense heat conditions.

venrilation at great depths mzrsr be slipplenlenteci by air conditioning.

"

It is evident, therefore. that the cost of ventilating mines significantly increases with depth. Two
main factors play critical roles in both the cost and effectiveness of ventilation in deep mines: the
ainvays and heat.

Smctly speaking, the title of this section snould be Air Condirioning or Venrilafionand Air Condirioning. In fact,
as noted by Hartman et ai. (1982. p.3), ventilation is concemeci with the control of air movement, its arnount. and
direction, ïherefore, it is oniy one of the processes of air conditioning, which deais with the simultarleous conml
of the quality, quantity, ternpenture, and humidity of the air. However. in order to follow terminoIogy that is
common in Canadian mines, the tenn ventihrion will be used in the remainder of this thesis to refer to both
ventilation and air conditioning issues.

1.3.1

Airway Design

Power must be supplied to air in order for it to overcome the head losses that take place in the
ainvays and flow. Power is proportional to both volume of air (quant@) and head loss. In mm,
head loss is proportional to the square power of volume of air. Thus. the quantity of air should be
minimized to reduce power requirements and ventilation cost. This involves proper determination
of the ventilation needs of every area of the mine as well as adequate leakage control.
Hartrnan et al, (1997. pp. 43235 1) noted that head Iosses depend on four ainvay characteristics:
size and shape, sufice roughness, length, and shock loss. Unfortunately, with the exception of
the main ventilation aiways (i.e.. ventilation s h a h and adits), which are designed with the

specific purpose of providing efficient, low cost ventilation. little thought is usually given to the
ventilation function of most underground openings. An effort should be made at the design and
planning stages to suike a balance benveen the desirable operationai featureî of a particular
excavation (such as a ramp with a tlat bottom) and the need to optimize its ventilation
characteristics. From a ventilation standpoint. an ideal airway would have the largest tèasible
hydraulic radius (Le.. its cross-section should be as circular as possible), the shortest length. and
would be as straight and continuous (i-e.. without changes in shape ancüor area) as possible.
A strategic approach to excavation design would consider the impact of each opening on the

entire ventilation network. The network c m be made more efficient. and the corresponding
ventilation cost reduced. by rninirnizing the total length of the ainvays. reducing the nurnber of
airways, and rearranging the existing airways ( H a m a n et al.. 1997. p. 45 1). These are the basic
tools that the operator may use to improve ventilation.

4.3.2

Heat

The main potential sources of heat in underground mines are (Hartman et al.. 1982):
autocompression. wall rock heat. underground water. machinel and lights. human metaboIisrn,
oxidation, blasting, rock movement, and pipelines. The first four are major sources and capabte of
creating intolerab te environmental conditions. Figure 13 shows the average heat sources of seven
"hot" North American underground mines. Figure 14 presents the heat sources at IncoTs
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Creighton Mine in 1993. It can be seen that the relative importance of the sources varies widely.
In general, the impact of a source will depend on:
location of the mine (elevation, latitude, weather, etc.);
depth of mining;
productivity and effkiency of equipment (the more productive and efficient the
equipment, the less heat is generated for a given production rate):
speed of mine deveiopment (fater rates will result in more heat added to the mine
environment over shoner periods. with high heat tlows at the working faces): and.
excavation size (larger rock walls will result in faster rates of heat exchange).

4.3.3 Air Conditioning
The need to use air conditioning in underground mines cari anse as a result of rock tempennire or
autocornpression. If the critical rock remperarwe of 40.6"Cis reached. air conditioning becomes
essential. panicularly in very hot and poorly ventilated areas of the mine. Such a temperature can
be reached at depths considered as shallow by Canadian standards: at 400 m in Tintic. Utah: at

600 m in Superior. Arizona: and at 800 m at Broken Hill. Australia (Hanman et al.. 1997. p. 59 1).
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Figure 13: Average k a t sources for seven hot North American mines
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Figure 13: Heat sources at Creighton Mine in 1993

A criricul depth is determined by the effects of autocompression." At such a depth. ventilation

air. heated due to autocompression. has no remaining cooling potential and air conditioning is
required. The intluence of autocornpression is relentless and compelIing (Hartman et al.. 1997).
Regardless of the relative significance of the other heat sources which. to a certain extent. c m be
manipulated and controlled by the mine operator. rock temperanirc andior autocornpression will
evennially dictate the need for air conditioning. Figure 15 presents the average heat-rernoval
mechanisms for the "hot" mines shown in Figure 13. It c m be seen that air conditioning alone
rernoved 75% of the total amount of heat generated in the working places of such mines.
As illustrated by the use of water for air conditioning purposes in deep South Xfrican mines. the

approach to the problem must be comprehen~ive.'~
In fact. chilled service water not oniy c m be

y

''

.As ventilation entas the mine and tlows downward. it is compresseci and heated. The temperature of the air
incraes due to potential energ being converted to thermal energ. UsuaHy, such ri t e m p e n m increase cannot
be determined riccurately because of the non-adiabatic airtiow ( H a m m et al., 1997).
cool water can be used as chilleci water semice ancUor distributed to h m exchmgers (Ramsden, et al., 1990). [n
the former case, there is a dual coolin_geffect. Fht. heat is transferred %om the ventilation air to the chilled water
in the pipe network (usualIy in the intake airways). Second dependhg on the water tempennire, there is additional
heat exchange at the face. where water is used to spray the muck and the newly exposed wail m k . In the Ianer
case, chilled water does not enter the workings and the heat exchange takes place in the air conditioning unit.

used for refkigeration, but also to power hydraulic drills (Ashmole and Du Plessis, 1990), cut slots

for mechanical excavation (Fenn and Martowe, 1990), and hydrohoisting (Hindrnarch. 1990).

4.3.4

Discussion

Unless significant changes are made to the way in which underground mines are designed and
operated. the cost of providing them with adequate ventilation will certainly increase in both
relative and absolute terms. This is due to the ever-increasing head tosses (Le.. longer ainvays)
and air conditioning requirements (i.e., more heat to be removed from working places) associated
with deep mines. The importance of addressing both issues at the mine design and planning

stages cannot be overemphasized. Largely, this is caused by the complex interactions between a
number of design and planning aspects, such as:
excavation design. that must consideribalance both operational and ventilation needs:
equipment setection, typically driven by the desire to reduce direct capital and operating
costs:
mining method selection; mostly dictated by orebody characteristics and the
requirements of the technologies available to the opentor: and,
production rate. which should maximize the NPV of the operation and also meet other
tinancial and corporate objectives.
Reduction of head losses can enhance the efficiency of a ventilation system and improve its
economics. in deep mines, the most severe restrictions in this regard are imposed by the ore
deposit itself. It dictates the location and depth of the main ventilation shaft(s) and, through the
mining method, determines the m e , number, location, and dimensions of development and
production openings. The final decision on the size and shape of main ai~vaysis based on
financial considerations. i.e., on the initial cost involved in excavating and supporting them.'"
Most development and production openings are temporary. and are designed based on gound
control and operationai considerations (i.e., shape and size). From a ventilation standpoint,
however, they are extremely important, since most of the actual work takes place in h e m (e-g.,
-
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Maintenance costs, as well as associated operating ventilation costs are indeed important- However. t h q are spread
over a longer period, and only become criticai burdens once the mine is in hl1 openuon. Thus. their impact on
NPV calculations made at the time consmction decisions are taken is not as si-enificmt.

topsilis, bottomsills, drawpoints, sublevels. crosscuts, etc.). Thus. their ventilation characteristics

are critical to providing adequate working environments in an efficient and cost-effective manner.
Mine operators have very little control over three of the four major heat sources in deep mines:
wall rock,w autocornpression." and underground water." In practice, of al1 three sources. only the
reduction of the heat generated by broken rock has the potential of significantly decreasing
ventilation and air conditioning requirernents. This is because up to 60% of the total rock heat
inflow can be due to rock broken by the various mining activities (Hartman et al.. 1997). The
operator, then. can minimize rock heat intlow by reducing the volume of broken rock produced.
andior by transponing the muck to surface as rapidly as possible. hgain. the mining method.
production rate. and geologicallgeotechnical features of the orebody are controlling the
applicability of any potential corrective measure. Nonetheless, the amount of muck produced can
be reduced by minimizing dilution and lirniting mine development (length and cross-sectional
dimensions of excavations). Since dilution c m be very high in operations that use bulk mining
methods (up to 359'0 according to Hamnan. 1987) adequate controI could result in greatly reduced
ventilation requirements. in addition to other economic and operational benetits."

Wall rock heat c m be minimized by reducing the length of the ainvrtys. the tempenture differential benveen rock
and air, and moisture. Ainvay length reduction wris dready discussed in this section. but ir is pertinent to note thrit
it has a double effet: lower head losses and wail h m flow. Matthews ( 1989) noted that hmt tlow tiom rock walls
is the major hmt load component (up to 50°/0) in the stoping areas of drep mines. In most cases. this is due IO heat
picked up by the air as it ventilates mined-out areas. He proposed the use of backfill [O improve the effectiveness of
ventilation systems in deep mines. Computer simulations showed that, when backfill is used. reductions of up to
20% in the ovenll refigention requirernents cm be rerilized. and that up to 35% less ventilation air may be
needed. Maintaining air t e m p e n w e close to that of wall rock is a realistic option only when the latter is relatively
low. not a cornmon occurrence in deep mines. Moistue (and water) reduction is discussed in Foomote 43.
The impact of autocompression also depends un the amount of air tlowing through the mine (less air. less heat due
ta autocornpression). The çffects of autocompression on the cooiing ioad c m only be eliminatsd by locating the air
conditioning plant underground (Hartman et 31.. 1997). It is interesthg to note that Stachulak and O'Connor ( 1393)
did not ùiclude riutocompression ris 3 significant source of heat at Creighton mine (see Figue 14). Aso. Hemp md
Desion. ( 1980) stated that "... if is not s ~ ï c t l correct
y
to comider aurocompression as a heat source ".
There are two main sources of underground water in mines: g o u n d water (naturally occumng) and mine water.
Ground water. which can be 3 significant source of heat if it has a geothermal origin. c m be minimized by
grouting, by isolating it. and by collecting it and transportine it 3way tkom the working areas of the mine.
Obviously. the success of such masures wili depend on the specific chmcteristics of the water tlow. its
telationship to the orebody and adjacent gdogical ~mctures(faults. joints, etc.), and the volumes invoived. Mine
or service water. used for drilline, d u t conuol. ruid backiill opentions. shouId dways be minimized. -4s noted
above, the used of chiIled water to provide air conditioning. introduced by the South .4Fricans, is gaining popuiarïty
in deep mines.
Such as lower minùig cost due to h i b e r grades, production rates, and quipment uulization. Conswnption ntes of
materials and supplies would &O be lower on a per-tonne brisis (both at the mine and mill).

Compressed air
5.09'0

exhaust air
70.0°/0

Figure 15: Average heat removal mechanisrns for seven hot North American mines

The release of heat frorn broken muck takes place over a certain penod. which is a hnction of the
thermal conductivity of the rock. the difference in temperature benveen the air and rock. and the
presence of water. By npidly removing the "hot" muck tiom its sources (stopes or faces). an
important source of heat could be taken fiom the main working places and. in certain cases. From

the total cooiing load of the mine. Obviously. the latter depends on the speed of muck transport to
surface. Rapid extraction of broken rock is dit'ficult to achieve in old. deep mines. since the
transport systems were. most probably. initialIy designed to meet the needs of a shallow
operation. The analysis of this option must consider the mining method. mining sequence. and

backfill practices (if used). Methods such as shrinkage or VCR, which require up to 60% of the

muck to remain in the stopes befure the tinal drawdovm. would facilitate the a n s f e r of broken
rock heat to the mine environment (through mine water ancüor air tlowing through the muck).
Machinery and lights constitute the 1 s t major source of heat in mines. As seen in Figure 13. the
impact of equipment on the total heat generated in hard-rock mines (especially in large, bulk
mining operations) can be quite large: 70% of total heat generated at Creighton Mine. The mine
operator. however. does have some control over the problern and adequate measures cm be taken.
if required, to reduce its effects. Almost al1 the energy consurnption of underground equipment

(electrical, compressed air, and diesel) adds heat to the mine air (Hartman et al., 1997).
Calculations of the heat libented by equipment are, therefore, quite straightfonvmd. and several
alternatives or scenarios, from a ventilation viewpoint. can be evaluated properly and rapidly.
Usually, one the first considerations is to minimize the number of diesel units operating
underground. Electric equipment not only has efficient motors. but also has the advantage of not
emitting any toxic %mes (which, in the case of diesel-powered units. require additional
ventilation air to dilute them). Interna1 power transfer Iosses of equipment are dissipated as a tlow
of heat. Walker (1988. p. 233) noted that power loss heat dissipated by diesel Iocomotives is at
l e s t 15 times greater than that of battery locomotives of similar operating characteristics.
Furthemore. Gundersen (1990) estimated that, for 100-kW duty LHD units, a diesel machine
liberates three times as much heat as a similar electric machine. The main difference, however. is
in the amount of szrrplrrs heat genented: as a result of its poor et'ficiency. the surplus heat of a
diesel engine is nventy times that of an electric motor of the same nominal duty. It is estimated
that, when ventilation requirements are considered, the houriy energy costs involved in operating
a diesel LHD are four times higher than that of an electric machine (Gundersen. 1990).
Unfortunately, elecmc mobile equipment such as LHDs and trucks are not nearly as tlexible and
versatile as their diesel counterparts." Nonetheless, the following factors must be taken into
account during the equipment selection process:
Equipment sire

ïhe main advantage of the use of smaller equipment is that energy and the corresponding
ventilatiodair conditioning requirements are less concentrated. Total energy consurnption,
however, would be higher, since smaller equipment has lower productive capacity per unit of
energy. Moreover, if smaller excavations were used to take advantage of the reduced
equipment dimensions, higher head tosses would result."

Elecmc LHDs can realize hi& productivities in cut-and-fi11stopes. However. elecmc mobile rnuckmg and hauiage
quipment has limited applicabilicy in bulk mines. with the important exception of trolley-powered LHDs and mine
trucks. The latter can compete with other vertical mmport systems for depths of up to 300 m (Wdker. 1988).

On the other hand smaller excavations would sornewùat delay the inflow of rock heat into due to the srnaller
surface areas, a benefit that should not be overtooked. Since less development muck is produceci there could d e
also a reduction in the arnount of heat genented by broken rock.

Continuaus vs. traditional mining systems

From a ventilation point of view, the principal advantage of continuous mining systems
(excavating machines. transport systems, etc.) is that they are powered by electric motors.
Thus, their use would result in drastically l e s heat generated by machinery. and vimially no
ernission of toxic tiimes. Furtherrnore, their srnaller cross-sectional dimensions would allow
the use of srnaller excavations for access and nansport (see discussion above).'" On the other
hmd, the final decision in

tliib

regard is chirîiy basrd on erriciency. producrivity. and.

ultimately, on total production cost." It should be noted that continuous mining systems still
have to demonstrate their applicability to hard-rock environments (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2).
EfJTciency and productivity of the equipment

Regardless of the type of equipment. their etxciency and productivity must be considered in
the selection process. This

1s

in order to minimize the total energy utilized by underground

equipment. which. as seen above, has a critical impact on ventilation air quality and
temperature. Stachulak and O'Connor (1993) observed an increasrd diesel power
consumption (expresscd as honepower of equipment employed per tonnesiday of production)
with increased depth of mining. A mobile equipment tleet that minimizes the hpitpd ratio

could be a starting point for equiprnent selection and ventilation requirement studies. On the
other hand. the energy requirements per unit of productive capaciry of locomotives and
conveyors. typically powered by electric motors. are much lower than that of trackless diesel
equipment. Even when mine trucks and LHDs are being contemplated. there are additional
issues to be taken into account. Indeed, as seen in Figure 16 trucks have much Iower
operating weight-to-payload ratios (compare to Figure 12). Thus. LHDs should be limited to

short haul distances: a maximum of 150 m. one-way, in normal conditions (Walker, 1988).

ja

The benefits of mine development excavations of smaller cross-sectional dimensions and lighter mine developrnent
equipment mut be balmced against the higher ventilation cost resuiting fiom increased head iosses.
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This thesis postulates hat the muiimization of production cost. dthough a simple and suai_etitforwardconcept. is
not the ody objective of the rnining strate= (set: Section 2.5.1). Untormately. the implementation of a more
integrated approach to decision-making in underground mines is dificult and requires a degree of interaction
between senior management, operations. and cn_@neeringnot common in the industry. However. for spaitic cases
such as equipment selection, the cornprehensive estimation of the impact on total production c m be an etTective
tool.

Trarnming Capactty (tonnes)

-

Figure 16: Trnmming capacity vs. operating weight Tamrock mine trucks

The impact of technologies that could change dnstically the design and opention of deep
underground mines must be considered. It has been suggested that automation and tele-operation

of mobile equipment could result in the absence of humans in underground mines. and that this.
in mm, will "... change the needs for venrilafion. heating or cooling oj'air. ... " (Vagenas et al..
1997). The ventilation needs of a person-less mine would be cenainly different. but it is not clear
how this could result in Iess strict air specifications and, thus. lower ventilation cost. For instance.
diesel engines lose efftciency in high ambient temperatures. they require oxygen for interna1
combustion. and need clean air, Ree of dust and other panicles. to avoid constantly blocked
intake filten. If tele-operation of mobile equipment is being considered. it is obvious that clear
video pictures would be required by the surface operator in order to control the machine.
Extensive research projects sponsored by the Iargest Canadian undergound mine operators have
been airned at automating the operation of LHDs. (Poole et aI., 1998; Piché and Gaultier. 1996).

If, as the literature indicates, large pieces of diesel equipment m i n g on rubber tires can be
auromated or tele-operated, why not replace them with electrically powered steel bins running on

tracks? They could be loaded and dumped autornaùcally and, as discussed above, would

significantly improve ventdation and the economics of the operation. in fact, they would produce
less heat, demand no combustion air, use even less enerw due to the reduced rolling resistance.
and could run in smaller openings because of the precision of tracked guidance systems.
However, some flexibility and the ability to operate in several levels with the sarne equipment
would be lost, and a separate loading device would be needed (at the drawpoints).

4.4 Mine Development
Mine development is a major constnint on deep hard-rock mining operations. The reason for this
is hvofold. First, the pre-production development stage takes much longer to complete. as a direct
consequence of bath the depth of the ore deposit and the difficult working conditions (Le.,
stresses, rock temperature, groundwater, etc.) encountered at such a depth. .4long development
phase ncgatively affects the net present value of a proposed rnining operation. since sizeable
capital investments must be made prier to achieving any tinanciai retum. It should be noted that
this is a problem expenenced by al1 deep mines. regardless of scale of operation and mining
method." For example. Figure 17 and Figure LS plot construction time versus shaft and ramp

depth, respectively, for mining rates ranging tiom 4,500 to 1S. IO0 tonnedday. It can be seen that
the bonom of a 900-rnetre deep orebody could be reached in about 1 10 to 130 weeks with a fully

equipped shaft, or in about 140 to 150 weeks with a 15% ramp. Since only limited lateral
developrnent, and virtually no production work. can be carried out before the main access facility
is operational, its construction becomes part of the critical path of a project. It is interesting to
note that shafi construction tirne increases only by 16% when production rate increases by 300%
Second, even at the production stage of a mine, large amounts of development waste rock are
generated. Indeed, in some hard-rock operations up to 45% of the muck hoisted to surface is
developrnent waste (Scales. 1998, p. 33; Scales. 1996. p. 40). While this is not a unique featwe of
deep mines, the higher cost associated with rnucking, transporting, crushing, and hoisting
deveIopment waste, as well as the restrictions imposed on the production system. have more
This is because speed of deveiopment does not vary significanttywith the size (Le., cross-sectional a m ) of ttie
develaprnent openings. Only when radically different technologies that do not reiy on the drill-blast-muck-support
cycle. are employed. a dnstic improvement in development speed can be achieved.

senous consequences in such operations. As discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, vertical and
horizontal muck nanspon are expensive and time-consuming tasks cntical to the efficiency of the
entire production system. They constitute bottlenecks in the mining process and. particularly
when a hoisting system is used, impose a definite upper limit to a mine's throughput capacity.

Figure 17: Shaft construction time vs. depth

Figure 18: Ramp construction time vs. depth

The problem ofdisposing of development waste persists for the entire production stage of a mine.
Thus, as depth of mining increases and the production system loses flexibility. it has the potential

of severely affecting the operation and its economic pedormance. The analysis of ongoing waste
development production must consider waste that is hoisted to surface for disposa1 and waste that
is disposed of underground. The cost involved in transporting waste to empty stopes as rockfill is
relatively low. at least when compared to the cost of hoisting it to surface. Funhemore, it has the
additional benetit of providing some ground support and irnproving the ventilation system.
However, in bulk mines this practice requires additional scheduIing, may impose tùrther
resmctions to an already complex production plan, and can reduce the Elexibility of the operation.
Although the cost of hauling development waste and its effrct on the mine's cost structure can be
easily estimated it is difticult to quanti@ the impact of development waste transport on the
efficiency, productivity. and tlexibility of a mine. ARer d l , mine development 1s a tùndamental
stage of the production process. Nonetheless. it is rvident that deep mines must strive to reduce
the amom; af pre-production and ongoing mine devolopment. However. it is not clear how this

can be best achieved, or how a general development strategy/policy can be established. The first
step in the process of optimizing mine developrnent is to define its objectives and establish iü
relationship to the specific needs of the operation. An obvious way of minirnizing the amount of
developrnent waste is by increasing the lie height (vertical distance benveen contiguous levels).
This is investigated in the case studies included in this thesis (Chapters 5 and 6).

4.1.1

Mine Development and Design

The overall objective of mine development is to open a mineral deposit for exploitation. In
underground mines, development precedes exploitation. However. both activities coexist
throughout a mine's life due to tinancial restrictions that prevent the development of the entire

mine at once (prior to production), and the evolutionary namre of underground rnining, which
makes it impractical to develop it completely in advance (Hartman, 1987). Mine development
provides access to the ore deposit, allowing enhy of personnel, equipmen~supplies, power,

water. and ventilating air. It also provides extraction routes for the ore and waste produced.

As noted by Young ( 1916, p. 395), "... development shouid be piunned

?O

render accessible rhe

marimnm qrrantiy of ore for a m i n i m m vollrme of development workings ". In other words. whiIe

it is clear that the function of mine development is important. the mine operator must minimize
the amount of time and resources allocated to this activity. This is true even in cases where
extensive in-ore deveIopment is needed. such as in VCR stoping and caving mining.
Design decisions made at the pre-production development stage have a cmcial impact on the
operation, profitability. and, eventualiy. competitiveness of a mine. Therefore. prior to
committing a mine to a certain development pattern that, most certainly, will continue for the rest
of the mine's Me, several mine design and planning aspects must be careîùlly considered and
determined. Such aspects include the mining method. production rate and mine Me, main access
and extraction openings. inter-level spacing. and level development layout.

The relationships berween the mining method and mining sequence in deep hard-rock mines were
discussed at length in Section 3.3. Similarly, main access and extraction openings as well as level
iayout were dealt with in Sections 4.1. 4.2. and 4.3. Furthemore. they are largely site-specific
and, from a mine development viewpoint. they must be analyzed and evaluated in the lisht of the
local mining conditions and requirements. An issue related to those aspects that has a large
strategic potential is the size (i-e., cross-sectional area) of the development openings. It will be
discussed, together with production rate and inter-level spacing, in the remainder of this section.
The importance and need of new development technolo_gy, which could radicalIy change the
development process and reduce al1 associated costs. will also be addressed.

4.42

S h e of Development Openings

From ground control and mining cost perspectives, it is obvious that it wouid be advantageous to
minimize the size of the development openings. This Iogic. however. fails to consider that such
openings do have a purpose. and that they are integral part of the mine's access. suppiy, and
ventilation networks. A comprehensive approach to mine design and planning must evaluate the

effects of development opening size on the overall production process and Ionc= t e r competitiveness of the operation. not just cost.
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4.4.2.1

Opening Size Determination

The two most important parameters in determining the optimum size of access and extraction
openings are mobile equipment dimensions and ventilation requirements." Mobile equipment
dimensions are chiefly dictated by the mining method: both production and development needs
must be met by the equipment selected. Additionally, there are regulations that stipulate minimum
clearances between the vehicles and haulageways walls and backs. The Ontario Mininp Act. for
example, indicates a minimum of 1.5 m (5 feet) benveen any vehicle and the haulageway walls
(i.e., a drift must be at least 1.5 m wider than a vehicle. thus leaving a 0.75-m clearance on rach
side). However, it does not address the issue of minimum vertical clearance."'
Equipment selection demands a compromise between capital investment, ventilation and cooling
requiremenü. tleet size. mechanical availability, and production cost (in dollars per ton of
material msponed). Acquisition. ventilation, and cooling costs are usually higher with farger
equipment. but actual figures would depend on the total number of units required. Although
larger equipment usually results in lower production costs. this ultimately is a hinction of the
location of the active mining areas. haulage distances involved. and production rate. Fieet size
should be carefully detennined. A small tleet of larger units reduces the cornplexity of
maintenance schedules and operating labour requirements. but restricts the tlexibility of the
production plan by assigning larger percentages of the production capacity to individual units.
Grade control could be adversely affected if a smaller flect were in operation. as well as the
ability to meet production targets when equipment failures take place (Stevens and Acufia. 1982).
As discussed in Section 4.3, deep mine ventilation requirements are determined by the amount of

heat to be removed. and the need to dilute and remove contaminated air and dust. The optimum
dimensions of the airway (raise. drift, or ramp) will depend on the excavation and ventilation
-
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It could be argued that gound condition should also be included ris an additionai decisive hctor. However. it does
not have to be listed sepantely since it already contrds minine method selection and optimum production rate
determination (aspects that, in nüa, decide equipment dimensions and ventilation requirements). Furthemore. the
\ i d e range OF senerd design toois and support systems available rnakes it possible to achieve the required
excavation dimensions in almost every type o f +gound condition. As expected, there is an additional cost to deai

with deterionting _gound.
'O

in fact, it oniy indicates chat the operator shouid be abIe to sit erect

(operating) costs. There are, of course, m~ximurnand minimum speed Iirnits that must be
observed in openings wwhere either pedestrian or motorized trafic is expected."

4.4.2.2

Excavation Size and Cost

The irnrnediate effect of a reduction (increase) in the cross-sectional area of a development
opening is a reduction (increase) in the volume of muck produced and the unit cost of advancing
it [in S i r n of excavation). TEie impact on volume 1s more signiticant than that on cost.

For instance. the excavation of a 4.0 m x 5.0 m drift produces, in theor)., 20.0 rn3 of muck per
metre of advance. whereas a 3.5 rn .u 4.5 m drift (whose dimensions are only 0.5 m shorter) would
result in 15.8 rn'hetre: a 1104 reduction in muck volume. The respective decrease in
developrnent cost would not be as pronounced. The actual cost differential would depend on
operational practices. crew size, bonus regirne, depth, availability of equiprnent. md mucking and
haulage distances. Figure 19 presents a breakdown of developrnent cost for various excavation
sizes. The figures. calculated using firsr principles. were provided by a deep. base-metal. bulkmining operation. It can be seen rhat the unit cost of a 13.4-m' drift is about S1.900imetre.

whereas that of a 24.5-m2 drift is about S2.400lmetre. Although the area of the larger excavation
is about 83% bigger, it only would cost about 26% more to advance it.

Figure 19 illustrates other points about the cost of excavating development openings. First. Iabour
and equiprnent cost remain virtually constant. regardless of area of excavation. In the case of

labour, this is because. for the range of excavation sizes shown in the p p h . the çame nurnber of
workers was smployed to drive thern (SLY people per day). Similarly, ahhough smaller LHDs and
trucks were considered to calculate the unit cost of the srnaller excavations, the increase in hours

of operation are offset by their lower houriy operating and maintenance costs. On the other hand,
the cost of supplies shows an increasing trend. which is explained by the higher consumption

rates of drilling steel, explosives. and support materials of the larger openings. [ndeed. the higher
"

Larger opening m l t in less resistance to airflow. but air velocity is reduced, + M o wspeed m u t exceed tfiat of
vehicles mvelling through a haulage route (in the same direction as the airtlow), othenvise the concentration of
dust, %nes, and heat genented by such a vehicle wiIi continue CO increase. ïhïs is particularly criticai in main
raaips, w here toaded trucks and other vehicks operate simultaneously.

supplies cost of the 26.0-mL drift is mostly due to the use of shotcrete. This highlights the
discontinuous nature of this "cost fincrion

". An increase in the cross-sectional area of

a

development opening will result only in a slight increment in the corresponding excavation cost,
unless such an increase demands different operational practices ( e g , more personnel, much
larger equipment, more ground support due to the larger span. etc.).

1.1.2.3 Discussion

Several interrelated factors must be accounted for in development opening sizing. The effect on
capital and operating cost is an essential consideration. However. the dimensions of development
openings determine and Iimit an operation's productive capacity. tlexi bility , and lon,-= term
planning. This makes it imperative that an integrated approach to excavation sizing be adopted.
'Ille use of smallcr development openings cannot be justifieil on excavation cost savings or other

short-term considerations. The impact on production cost. profitability. and the competitivesess
of the operation must be evaluated in order to make sure that the excavations are properly sized.
In deep operations, the determination of the oprimitm dimensions for mine development and
extraction openinps must consider the eftècts on the mining strategy. Special attention must be
paid to the tiollowing:
new ventilation and air conditioning requirements:
labour requirements;"
production of waste rock, including direct (i.e., horizontal and venical uansportarion)
and indirect (Le.. reduction in hoisting capacity) costs:
dilution and ore recovery:
ground control:
flexibility of the operation (smaller production units could facilitate grade controi.
blending and just-in-time changes to production schedules): and.
overall economics of the operation (the ability to reduce dilution may in fact increase
profitability by maximizing the use of resources on revenue-generating activities).

-C1

The labour component of an u n d e p u n d mine can always be increased, but oniy to a point beyond which the
remking operating cost is too hi&. regardless of the operational benefits that could be achieved by the new minine
strategy. This imposes a lower limit to the size of the equipment.
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Figure 19: Breakdown of developrnent cost for various excavation sizes

44.3

Production Rate

The production rate of a mine is a function of the ore reserves (tonnage and &-de

of proven plus

probable reserves). unit value of ore. financing capabilities of the owneaoperator. and the mining
cost expressed in dollars per unit of cornmodity produced. In the specific case of deep hard-rock
underground mines. two additional parameters (or. more properly. two additional limiringfictors)

are mine development and mining sequence. The pre-production mine development phase. as
previously noted. c m be rather long and, depending on the cost of capital and inflation rate. it can
eliminate any economies of scale to be achieved by higher production rates. The mining
sequence, which in deep mines is dicrated by ground control considerations, may impose
restrictions on the speed of ongoing developrnent and ore extraction. In the case of rxisting
operations, the ability to increase the production rate is p v e m e d by the production capacity of
equipment and faciiities, mainiy in the areas of ore processing and extraction. In fact. the hoisting
system is usualIy the limiting factor when the expansion of a deep mine is being considered.

4.4.3.1

-

Production Rate Determination Rules of Thumb

Over the years. a number of rules of thurnb have been developed to determine the so-called
oprimzrm prodzrction rate. They al1 aim at balancing ore reserves. capital expenditures. and

expected revenues (Smith, 1997; Smith, 1996). The most common are Taylor's Law, the sevenyear minimum productive mine life. the rule that the cash flow must be sutEcient to repay the
capital cost tsvice, and the maximization of net present value of expected cash tlows.

Taylor's Law
Taylor's Law (O'Hara and Suboleski. 1992: Taylor. 1986) is expressed as:

where:

T:

tonnage of' ore rnined per operating day (in tonnes)

T,:

total ore reserves, diluted (in tonnes)

Dy,:

nurnber of days per year of opention at hl1 capacity. Usually. D!T is equal ro
250 (using a five-day weekj or 350 (seven-day week)

As noted by Taylor himself, his forrnulae are not directly applicable to deep underground
mines. He correctly pointed out that. in very deep mines. "a long and strong(y seqrrentid
series of' varieci rrnderground activities precedes the m t r d prodzrction of ore" (Taylor.

1986). This retèrs to the long development phase and the need to build the mine structure
before any actual mining activity takes place in the stopes. The net effect is that a somewhat
high proportion of the ore reserves adds to mine life without significantly increasing
production rate. Thus, if applied to a deep deposit. Taylor's formulae would result in
production rates higher than operationally tèasible ones.
Seven-year minimum mine Ive
The seven-year minimum mine life critenon has its origïns in the need to re-pay the initial
capital invesmient, mwimize the recovery of the ore reserves and, equally important. provide

for the proper development of the mine. However, the conditions under which these factors
start playing their envisioned roles are usudly related to smailer open pit deposits. This
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criterion also may rule out the selection of unseasonable high production rates in the design
of deep underground mines (in which mine development critically affects the pre-production
stage). Its application is discouraged. however, since there is no sound justification for this
rule of thumbj3 and more suitable criteria have been developed.
Marimitarion of net presmt value of txpected cash flo w

In contrast with the previous hvo rules of thumb, which cal1 for simple calculations based on
the ore reserves to calculate so called oprimtim production rates. this criterion requires the
development of several scenarios to investigate the project's performance under various rates.
Each mining scenario would include estimates of yearly production plans. revenues.
operating costs, and capital expenditures. This is not difficult to do for open pit mines". In
fact. rnost of the published case studies that analyze this option fa11 into this categoory. h s
discussed in Sections 2.5 and 1.6. the significantly more cornplex nature of underground
operations (and of the corresponding design and planning processes) makes the development

of such scenarios extremely time-consuming, at least w i h current tools and methodologies.
The application of the rnaxirnization of the net present value criterion appears as a
straightfonvard solution to the determination of the optimum production rate of a mine.'' On
the other hand. it has been reponed that this method consistently results in very short mine
[ives, is insensitive to increased minable reserves. and may not yield an operationally
optimum production rate (Smith, 1997: Taylor, 1986). Nonetheless. the process of thoroughly
analyzing several mining scenarios is always very constructive and must be undertaken at the
late feasibility stage as part of a comprehensive sensitivity analysis. If properly rstimated.

i.e., if operational restrictions are taken into account, a production rate that maximizes the net
present value of expected cash fiows could be considered as the upper limit of the range of

"

"

The nuthor is not mare of my study (empincd or theo~ucai)that demo~stratesrhût a seven-yex mine life results
in increased protitability. enhances the economics, or othenvise benefits the opention of under_mund mines.

Koniaris (199 1) suggests rbat these analyza should be cax-iied oufon a regular bais while developine medium and
long term plans for open pit mines.

"

..\fier ail. this method is fully in agreement with the school of thoughr that postulates that the maximiza1lon of the
net present value of expected cash flows is the objective of any minine venture.

possible rates for the project. A more conservative estimate of such an upper limit is the value
obtained using the seven-year
Cashflow must be sufficien2 ta repay the capital cos2 at Ieast twice

This mle of thumb, a "banker's rzrle" according to Smith ( 1997). has its origins on the
"coverage ratios" required by financial institutions that provide loans to mine developers. If a
project satistïes this criterion. it is very likely that such ratios will be met. In general. the
optimum production rate determined using this concept is lower than that obtained with other
cnteria, with the exception of very small. shallow deposits in which the seven-year rule may
result in unreasonably Iow production rates. For econornical~ykasible projects. usually there
are several production rates will meet this criterion. In such cases, the operator has a wide
range of rates that could be investigated in order to determine the one that also complies with
operational requirements and restrictions. As in the case of the rnaximization of the NPV. this

mle requires the development of several complete mining scenarios, which rnay or rnay not
be 3 reasonabte proposition at the feasibility stage of a project.

4.4.3.2

.Mine Development and Production Rate

The speed of mine development is an important factor that resmcts the production rate of deep
underground mines (Taylor. 1986). As illustrated by Figure 17 and Figure 1S. new deep mining
projects should expect extremely long pre-production development phases. This can be a strong
incentive to design an operation with the highest possible production rate. which would rnitigate
the negative impact of tie tint severai yean without any positive cash Row. Unless sound mine
design and planning are part of the production rate determination process. this may lead to rates
that are not operarionally feasible and. thus. to senous financial problems. The trouble is. very

rarely the quality of the data available at the tèasibiIity stage of deep mines allows the evaluation
of severai mining scenarios. as required by the more elaborate criteria. This is further complicated
by the compIexi~of underground mine design and planning and the lack of efficient tools to

cany them out (see Section 2.6). It could be argued that, given the poor qualicy of the data, there
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O'Hara (1992) has noted that if the ore reserves c m sustain the mining rate for seven years or mote, an increase in
mining rate will resuit in a higher discounted cash flow.

is no point in using tirne-consuming sophisticated techniques and tools to produce approximate
results only. However, there is a real danger of comrnitting the operation to unattainable mining
rates, or to low rates that prevent it Eom achieving a better economic performance. The length of
the pre-production development period tums deep mining projects very sensitive to delays in

reaching the proposed production rate due, in most cases, to ground control problems.
In existing opentions. ongoing mine development is needed to bnng new mining areas inro
production. Depending on the mining method. it mostly consists of horizonta1 openings and short
orepasses excavated both in-ore and waste rock. The intensity of ongoing deveIopment is dictated
by the mining sequence and the geometric characteristics of the orebody. and is usually expressed

in terms of rnetres of development per tonne of ore brought into production. In practice. the
number of developrnent headings that can be advanced simultaneously is limited and. thefore,
this constitutes an additional restriction to achieving higher production rates.

44.4

Inter-Level Spacing

The inter-level spacing, i.e.. the vertical distance or interval benveen levels. is a tùnction of
several factors such as orebody geometry. geotechnical characteristics of the rock. mining
method, and financial considerations (Hartman. 1987). In his analysis of underground hard-rock
mining practices in Ontario. Pelley (1994) shows mine layouts with inter-level spacings ranging
ftom 38 m ar Lakeshore. Kirkland Lake to 90 m at Kidd Creek. Tirnrnins." h revirw of mining

rnethods and description of operations compiled by Hustrulid ( 1982. pp. 227 - 997) indicates that
the interval ~ehveenmain levels c m Vary from 45 to 122 m in sublevel stoping mines: %om 30 to
200 m in shnnkage stoping; and fkom 30 to 75 m in cut-and-fil1 mining.
Lewis and Clark ( 1964. p. 316) noted that "The qtresrion of*selecting the interval tu be tised
benveen levels is basicallv one of' determining the distance that gives the feast cost per ron
"

R e s m h carried out by Pelley (1994. pp. 54 - 140) shows that therc has been a slow but persistent cvoIuuon of
inter-level spacing in Ontario hxd-rock mines over the past few y m . in Sudbury and Kidd Creek opentors have
traditionally used 60-merre spacing of main Ievels. whereas at Campbell a 45-mçtre inter-level spacing has b e n
strictly enforceci, At the Hem10 mines. the inter-IeveI spacing was expanded to LOO metres wirh 25-meue intemals
benveen mucking sublevels at the David Bell and Williams opentions. and 3hnetre muckig sublevels at Golden
Giant, Campbell is now considering 30-mea-e spacing for development below the 30 Level (Pelley, 1996).

or (sic) ore mined for the method of mining chosen. " The effect on rnining cost is very important

and evident: increased spacing results in fewer levels, which in turn reduces mine development
and level maintenance costs, accelerates the mining process, and decreases financial
requirernents. Furthemore, it is relatively simple to evaluate, fiom a mining cost perspective.
sevenl level spacing alternatives. This is illustrated by Figure 20. which plots the mining cost (in
dollars per tonne) vs. the level interval for a shallow shrinkage mining operation exploiting a
narrow, steeply dipping scheelite vein. The main criticism to this kind of analysis is concerned
with the unit of measure employed: instead of mining cost in dollars per tonne of ore. the
verticaI avis should plot mining cost in dollars per pound of tungsten. This is not a trivial
observation, since the inter-level spacing has a profound effect on ore recovery and dilution,
which detenine ore grade and, eventually, the profitability of the operation.

On the other hand. direct production cost is not the only issue to be considered: the relationship
between inter-level spacing and the mining s n a t e g is also critical. This implies evaluating the
long-term impact of several configurations on the entire operation, both tiom economic and
operational viewpoints. Main operational aspects inctude ease of orebody delineation, time
required to bring a new stope into production. ground support systems required for mined-out
stopes, accessibility for equiprnent and personnel, equipment size. and ovenll tleaibiliry.
Unfortunately, and unlike the mining cost. such issues cannot be evaluated with "hard"numbers.
As in the case of mining rnethod selection (or. most probably. in conjunction with such a
process"), several mining scenanos would have to be developed in order to test theoretically the
economic performance of the operation under different level intervals. Each scenario would be
optimized in terms of type of equipment. development opening size. and mining sequence.

In Canadian hard-rock mines, trackless mining and sublevel sroping require the use of ramps to
connect al1 active mining areas in order to allow the movement of equipment, personnel, and
supplies. This has certainly increased the eficiency and flexibility of the operations. However.
are the higher efficiency and flexibility justified in the light of the increased costs of excavation at
58

Lewis and Clark (1964, p. 417) correctly pointed out that most of the issues that influence the determination of the
"optimum" inter-levei spacing are related to the characteristics of the orebody and rock m a s . Shce such f e a m
determine the choice of minhg methoci, both processes are closely related.

depth? To some extent, fewer levels (and iess horizontal development) can balance the additional
cost of having to excavate the main service rarnps, without atrecting flexibility.
The fact that direct mining cost improvement is not the only important consideration when
determining the inter-level spacing of deep operations is illustrated by changes experienced at the
mines in HemIo, Ontario. Over the years. various sublevel intervals together with mining and
extraction sequences have been tried at each of the three mines (Pelley. 1994 pp. IJI

- 160).

Indeed, 25-metre levels were used at Williams, 25 and 33-metre sublevels have been used at
Golden Giant, whereas at David Bell 100-metre level intervals were used at the shallower cutand-fil1 stopes and 25 and 50-rnetre sublevels at the blasthole stopes (see Footnote 57). The main
justification for the changes can be found in enhanced dilution and ground connol. Shoner
distances benveen sublevels resulted in increased drilling accuracy and lower dilution because of
reauced stope sidewall spans. Furthemore, the subsequent reduction in roc kburs~activity. which

in some cases resulted in entire stopes being 10% irnproved safety and ore recovey.

4.45

Development Technology

The issues previously discussed in this section have prompted mining cornpanies and
manufacturers of underground mining equipment to spend significant amognts of research money
into the quest for alternative mine development methods and technology (Gertsch. 1994). In
addition to the expected benefits noted in Section 2.4.2. which apply to the introduction of new
technologies in any area of the mining process. the justification for innovative mine development
technoloa cm be found in:
increased speed of development;
lower unit development costs (in S per rnetre of excavation); and.

reduced production of waste.
Achieving one or more of such objectives could result also in decreased direct operatin,= COSE.
but as discussed in Section 3.2, the benefits of new technologies must be evaluated in the context

of the overall mining strategy. It is especially critical to analyze the effects on the next phase of
the production process, Le., actual mining. The following issues must be considered:
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Figure 20: Effect of inter-level spacing on mining cost - shallow shrinkage mine

S a p e of the rrcavation

The shape of the development opening rnust allow rranspon systems to take full advantage of
the available spacr. At the same time. it rnust meet both support/geotechnical design and
ventilation requirements. Balancing such demands is not an easy task. For instance. a subhorizontal opening with circular cross-section. which could be excavated with a tunnelboring machine (TBM).has the ideal shape tiom ground support and ventilation viewpoints.

but would require additional work to allow the use of existing m s p o n systems. Not
surprisingly, industry and research have placed a strong emphasis on developing openings
with profiles that support such systems. While this may be adequate in the short-term. it could
be argued that the long-tem solution to the mine development problern. a major issue that
affects the competitiveness of deep underground mines. requires also an innovative approach

to haulage. It is imperative. for example. that continuous transport systems. regardless of their
type of operation, take hl1 advantage of the circular shape of tunneI-bored openings.
StabiIity of excavation

Both the excavation technique and the shape of the opening have a sigificant impact on its
stability. Mechanicd excavation systems would provide smooth and less darnaged walls thzt

not only have tess ventilation resistance, but also could be amenable to innovative and more
eficient support systems such as spray-on linings. However, traditional drill-and-blast
excavation systems result in a damaged area around the openings that, when supponed and
kept in place. provides a destressed region which is highly desirable in the saessed
environments typical of deep hard-rock mines. Such an area most probably will not be
present in mechanically excavated openings. On the other hand, the ability to excavate
rounded and honeshoe shaped opening. which are more etficient Eom a stress mana,mement
viewpoint. is cenainly an advantage of mechanical excavators (Bullock. 1994).
Maintenance

Traditional mine development methods result in openings that require high levels of
maintenance during most of their operating Iife? An improvement in this area would require
the adoption of different transport systerns. i.e.. a departure from LHD-and mine truck-based
systems. which demand extensive haulageway maintenance. Another important aspect is
ground suppon maintenance, an area that could be enhanced by designing the shape of the
openings with this aspect in mind.
Ventilationcit aracteristics

The issue of ventilation has been dealt with extensively in Section 4.3. However. it is
pertinent to note that. unless expensive pre-splitting or smooth blasting techniques are
employed. traditional development methods result in excavations diat have poor to fair
ventilation amibutes. iMechanica1 excavation techniques, on the other hand. have the potential
of improving simultaneously the ventilation and suppon characteristics of development
openings, hvo issues critical to the long-terni profitability of deep underground operations.
Furthemore, if coupled with continuous material transport systems designed to take full
advantage of the available space, the amount of waste and development t h e could be
reduced drastically by minirnizing the cross-sectional area of the excavations.
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.As discussed in the real case snidy pmaited in rhis theris ( s e Chapter 5 ) under-mund maintenance and support
can account for up to 12% OF total mining cost. Major components of such a cost item are gound support and
haulageway maintenance costs.

For several years the mining industry has been ~ i n tog develop procedures and technologies that
facilitate the rapid excavation of single levels (Pelley, 1996). The perception is that, by
concentrating production capacity in fewer levels, development and ground control problems can
be solved, and the costs associated with ventilation, personnel. and supplies distribution c m be

reduced (Moss et al., 1995).0°
Rapid excavation and exploitation of a level demands timely availability of access openings for
the following level in order to maintain the established mining sequence and production rate. This
may be feasibIe in an operation that exploits a large orebody with only a tèw stopes in production
at a time. It may be impnctical. however. in a narrow-vein mine that requires the simultaneous
exploitation of several stopes located in many levels. Deep bulk mines such as Kidd Creek
sometirnes require mining sequences that span more than one level (see Figure I I ) . In those
cases, npid level development would demand a re-evaluation of the mining sequence in order to
match the speed of mine development without having to maintain several levels in stand-by.
Obviously. rapid development also requires npid removal of the muck producsd (ore or waste).
This rnay be the reason for the failure of in-backtïll development at Inco mines (PelIey. 1990).

Innovative underground excavation technologies "... hme the potenrial

to e x c m t e hard rock

when the appiicarion is right " (Bullock, 1994). The trouble is, 'indergound mine development is

a dynamic activity, with varying working conditions and applications even in a sinsle operation.
This is why existing mechanical excavating machines are unable to fully replace traditional dnlland-blast methods (which do have the ability to adjust to changing conditions and requirements)
in underground hard-rock mines. However, it is believed that, given the fact that rnost mines have
already optimized traditional development methods to the ma~imum.the future competitiveness
of this segment of the industry depends largely on new technolo_ey.

*

In fact. at l e s t in theory. jus-in-rime (Jmdeveloprnent cm have an enormous beneficiai effect on the protitability
of an undeyund operation. This is mostiy because the si_aii&cmtfianciai burden associateci with advanced
devetoprnent is lifted. Since there are fewer levels to maintain and ventilate. kwer deveIopment crews are required,
The amount of development waste is ais0 minimized and the eficiency of the operation. particularly ti-trit of
exaction systems, is _ereatiy improved. It shüuld be note& however. that npid development and JIT development
are not necessarily the same. The former refers to developrnent speed. whereas the Latter is focused on the abiIity to
excavate development openings as they are requiredwith minimal lead t h e -

4.5

Delivering Personnel and Suppiies

This is the sojjest of the five factors affecting the profitability of deep underground hard-rock
mines. Although it is relatively simple to define the scope of this factor, it is difficult to generate a
hard, reliable estimate, Le., one that expresses its tme cost in dollars per pound of metal produced.
Its caiculation and evaluation, in conjunction with other minin2 cost items. is hrther complicated
by the lack of appropriate data. Indeed. typical cost collecting and mine management systçms

routinely keep track of the usage of semice equipment (service hoists, scisson lifts. personnel
carriers, service trucks. etc.). However. they rarely speciG the specific areas of the mine that are

serviced, the tirne involved in such activities. or, in the case of mobiIe equipment, the transport
routes followed. Furthemore. in most cases only partial information is collected. preventing the
calculation of the actual cost involved." I[t is believed that the main reason for the lack of accurate

personnel and material m s p o n cost figures is related to the fact that. when not properly
calculated, it is only a minor percentage of the total production cost. Thus. there is little incentive
to spend the resources needed to adequately track it down."
It c m be argued that even the actual cost per se is not as significant as the impact that these

activities have on the mining operation. As discussed with the sponsors of this research project.
there is the perception that the cost of delivering personnel. materials. and supplies to
underground working areas can become an issue in deep hard-rock mining due to the following:

The long haulage distances involved in deep mines, which increase the cost and time
needed to distribute persomel and materials to the corresponding work sites. This has a
direct effect on the cost structure of deep mines. However. the actual costs would be
probably small. at least when compared with other components of the mining cost.
Deep mine operators must be able to allocate such costs accurately. since they c m have

"

As an example. &ta provided for the fiat case study show that the opention does keep mck ofa cost item called

undergmmd~ersonnefand materials trumport (see Chapter 5). However. careh1 analysis of the data indicates
that the item is composed mostiy of the cost of maintainhg and repairing scissors l i h (41.Ooh) and personnel
carriers (tO,Z%j, as well as moving hm- quipment (2 I2?/o). In other words, the openting costs involved in such
activities. ix.. the cost of labour ruid hel oil. are not recorded. Funhermore. the cost of hoisting personnel and
supplies (si_enif?cantin a deep opencion) is not knowvn. Not surprisingly. this item udy represents 0.9 9'0 of the totaI
production cost at this mine.
6'

in fact, one of the opentions studied as part of this research project does not keep a separate cost item for
personnel and materîals aansportation.

a direct and significant impact on the total production cost of isolated areas of the mine.
This is particularly true when both financial and operating costs are considered."'
The decreased eficiency on the utilization of the resources of the operation (personnel,
matenals, and equipment) resulting from the additional tirne required to deliver them to
the actual workplace. Longer transportation routes increase also the nsk of delays and
interference ivith other production activities, and demand smcter scheduling. The
indirect consequences of longer delivery times are not easy to deterrnine in an ongoing
operation. First. it requires a thorough understanding of the production process and the
interactions behveen the various components of the system in order to establish the
differences between the optimum (or designed) and actual operating conditions.
Second. the mine management system would have to collect data that allow the actuaI
determination and quantitative evaIuation of such dit'ferences. In the particular case of
personnel transport, the sensitive issues of etTiciency and productivil anse, which c m
only be dealt with in conjunction with other labour relations' topics.
Lack of adequate data. public domain or othenvise. does not allow a detailed analysis and
evaluation of this particular factor. However. based on the limited information provided by the
sponsors and previous experience. it is possible to discuss (quantitatively) its signitlicance and
impact on deep hard-rock rnining.

4.5.1

Personnel

The actual cost of transporting personne1 in an underground mine is small. Even in deep
operations such as those studied in Chapters 5 and 6. this cost is only mcked down partially. or

as pan of another cost item (in which case it is impossible to determine is actual wonh). As noted
above. however, the investment required for setting up the facilities and equipment needed to

cany out this activity can be quite significant: as a minimum. they include a dedicated hoisting
system and mobile transport equipment. Nonetheless. the corresponding operating cost is
typicaIly a small percentage of the total mining cost.
Personnel must be transponed to and from the working weas according ro either a pre-determined
schedule or particular requirements of the job. Failure to do SQ can have senous consequences to
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The invernent required ta sec up personnel and material m p o n systems can be significant. in a deep hard-rock
mine. such an investment would indude, as a minimum a service hoist znd suppiy and personnel trucks and cars.

the operation, since personnel are required to carry out most production and service activiries.
Therefore. the efficiency of the personnel transport system and its ability to deliver personne[ as
required are critical to the efficiency and productivity of the entire ore-production system. Deep
hard-rock mines sti Il rely heavily on personnel for directIy operating most production and support
equipment, supervising equipment that runs more or less on its otvn. and coordinating and
supervising the progress of the work. The problern is that even if existing transport systems work
as planned, it still takes a long tirne for personnel to reach their respective work sites at the
beginning of every shift. Sirnilarly, extra tirne is needed for them to go to surface at the end of a
shitl. Thus, the actual available working time for both personnel and equipment that requires the
presence of personnel to mn c m be drasticaily reduced. In k t , deep mine operators use
experience-based factors to estimate the effective number of operating hours in a shift."

4.5.2

Critical Materials and Supplies

With very few exceptions (the Kidd Creek Mine being one of them). al1 materials and personnel

must enter and exit deep mines through the main shaft. In spite of its inherent long-tenn economic
and operational disadvantages, financial restrictions and tirne Limitations demand the use of a
single, multi-purpose shaft for transponing muck, personnel, and materials in deep mines. Thus.
the logistical aspects of the transport operation have to be specifically addressed in order to
optimize shafi utilization. Napier and Stones (1990)noted that. in very deep and large-scale
mines, up to 60% of the shaft time (cage operation) is dedicated to the transportation of materials
(the remainder is used for personnel transport, shaft and rope and examinations. and breaks).
Appropnate loading facilities and schedules, together with suitable containers and
communication systems can increase the productivity of the delivery system, and reduce overall
production costs by minimizing delays and maximizing the utilization of both personnel and
equipment.

&

For example, when cdculating operating costs for projet evaluation purposes. the operation studied Üi Chapter 5
reduces the effective working cime of personnel by up to nvo hours and one half (in an ei@t-hour shifij. This
effectively reduces the productivity of personnel by 3 1.3%. [t should be noted that a mandatory 30-minute break at
mid-shifi and 5-minute breaks for every 60 minutes of work are incfuded in those 2.5 hours- Thus. it is ;issumai
b
t about 1.5 hours are needed for personnel to reach their work sites, get ready to work and r e m CO surface.

The following items are considered as constituting the largest classes of materials or supplies
required to support a modem undergound hard-rock mine where sublevel stoping (or one of its
variations) is the predominant mining method.
&piosives

In mine development, the explosive has to be delivered in appropriate quantitirs

at

the

required time if the drilyblast/muck cycle is to be completed timely. and the productivity of
the crews maintained. The explosive cost and the cost of transponing it to the development
face are not crirical if delays in creating the opening c m negatively affect the operation (Le..
if they result in failure to meet production plans). As discussed in Section 4.4. alternate
development technologies can potentially replace traditional drill/blast/muck methods. Such
technologies would eliminate the reliance on explosives for mine development. and
drastically couid reduce overall materials distribution cost and related problrms.
For production blasting, the explosives must be delivered to the drilling horizon. In large
mechanized mines. ramps c o ~ e c t i n gsuch horizons with the main access routes allow the
distribution of explosives by specialized mechanized handling devices. If sublevels that do
not allow the access of mobile equipment to the drilling horizons are used. the blastholes c m
be loaded frorn the Ievel above through hose systems. Unlike the case of development. where
rounds are fired almost every shift. typically production blasts involve large quantities of
explosives. they are more carefully designed, and there is more time to plan and accomplish
them. Thus, although the actual transportation cost is more significant. a one- or two-day
depamire from the originally scheduled date would rarely constitute a major problem.
Finally, it is not expected that altemate rock-breakage technologies will replace explosives
for ore production in the near f ù t ~ r e . ~ ~

There ;ire three main reasons for this. F i a chernical rne-y delivery. ris provided by explosives. is presrntly more
efticient than mechanical energy delivery and results in Iower per-tonne production costs. Second rilthough
explosives generate sigiticant amounts of heat when they detanate. such heat does not have a signiflcant impact
on the opention, since most o f it is removed in conjunction with the p e s aiso produceci by the blast. Conversely.
mechanical excavators p e n t e tess heat. but it is released while there are personnel ruid other equipment operating
simultaneously, thus drasticaiiy increasing ventiIation requirements in the working areas. Finally. continuous
excavahg machines require the honzontd slicing of ore, as canied out in non-bulk mining operatiom. a move not
considered wise in highly snessed ceround (see Section 3.3).

Fuels and Maintenance Supplies

ï h e use of bulk mining methods and the virtuai dimination of cut-and-fil1 stopes requiring
captive equipment have simplified the transportation and delivery of maintenance supplies.
fuel, and lubricants used by mobile diesel equiprnent. Maintenance areas are concentrated and
underground warehousing and better communication systems have greatly reduced the down
time resulting kom waitinp for pans. This is not likely to change in a deeper mine.
Changes in operating practices such as using srnaller or more sophisticated mucking and
haulage equiprnent would not drastically affect consumption rates. since these are directly
related to actual work accomplished. A reduction in the number of mobile diesel units and a
respective increase in the use of electric equipment would cenainly alter diesel consumption
patterns. As in the case of explosives for mine development, prompt delivery of these
supplies is more critical to the operation than the actual cost of transporting them.
Ground Support Materials

These materials usually constitute major cost items in bulk mines. Furthermore, as mines
mature and the working places become spread over Iarger areas in different levels. the cost of
maintaining and supponing the excavations. as well as the comesponding materials tmspon
and deliveïy costs, increase drastically. As in the case of explosives. it is pertinent to
distinguish behveen development and production requirements. Prompt suppon of mine
development openings is necessary, frorn both geotechnical and operational perspectives.
Delays in installing the system(s) may not only affect the stability of the excavation (and
increase the total cost of supponing it) but also can have a negative effect on the development
and production prograrns. Systems used to support stopes in deep mines must be installed
readily also, but without the urgency typical of mine development. Furthermore. with the
exception of backfill, which in bulk mines is put in place afier an entire block is mined, stope
support systems such as cablebolts are typically instaIled well &ad of production activities.
Thus, within certain lirnits, delays are not cntical to the production cycle.
As mines become deeper, more complex (and, unfomuiately, more expensive) suppon
systems are needed. In particular, there has been a significant increase in the use of cable
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bolts, especially in secondary and tertiary blasthole stoping areas. The need for intensive
support systems for both development and production openings is not likely to change with
depth. The only potential relief rnight corne from smaller development excavations that have
Iower consumption rates of support materials (on a per-metre basis), or From the use of lighter

and easier to appiy innovative support systems such as spray-on liners.

This review of the process of delivering personnel and matenals to the undergound work sites
indicates that the actual msportation cost, although important, rnost likely will not be a critical
factor in deep hard-rock mines. On the other hand. the tïnancial cost involved in setting up such
services can be high. and is a function of the depth of mining, mining method. and production
rate. However, the question of at'fecting other aspects cf the operation, including its overall

eftlciency, is already a major concem and its effects are expected to rspand tiinher as the depth
of mining and the corresponding transportation distances and times increase.
It is firmly believed that this particular aspect of deep mining can benefit greatly tiom thoughtful

development and introduction of innovative technologies. Indeed. automation and tele-operation
have the potential of dramatically increasing equipment utilization and efficiency. For example.

the productivity of longhole drills bas been enhanced by tele-operation. which allows a single
operator to be in charge of up to three drills simultaneously (Poole et al.. 1998). The need for a
comprehensive approach is highlighted by the fact that. although drill availability increased to

85%. utilization rose to 64% only. This was attributed to reliabiiity and maintenance problems
which. of course. were accentuated by the higher drilling rates. Mso. machine set up and
coordination problems were more noticeable due to the use of traditional planning and scheduling
methods that did not account for the irnproved availability. In spite of such setbacks (which c m
be corrected through better operations management), the ability to allow a drill to continue
operating in the absence of the operator or during a shifi change constitutes a major gain in
productivity. ï h e next step is to identiQ other areas or activities that can be enhanced through

similar procedures. and develop and introduce the required technologies.

The impact ~Pautornationon this particular facror is not easy to evaluate. mostly because it would
involve a new technology that would have not been used previously in deep underground hardrock environrnents. In fact. such an evaluation would heavily rely on subjective estimates of, and
speculations about. equipment and personnel performance. For example. if equipment efficiency
were improved by automation. this could lead to a reduction in the number of units required by
the operation which. in mm,may result in decreased personnel and materials requirements. Fuel
consumption rates may not change greatly as (within certain ranges) they are tùnctions of work
accomplished. not of the number of units. Another example could be the switch to smalIer access

and extraction openings that would result in the use of smaller mobile equipment: higher unit
consumption rates and etficiencies would probably balance out.

Sumrnary and Generai Discussion

4.6

Chapter 4 has reviewed pertinent literature and provided a theoretical discussion on the five
factors constraining the operation and future development of deep underground hard-rock mines.
This section surnmarizes briefly the main points nised during the analysis and theoretical

evaluation of every factor.

It also

discusses the issues involved in the pracrical assessment of the

relative importance of such factors. which is highly dependent on the particular tèatures of a
mineJproject. This establishes the general Framework for the three case studies that make up the
final chapters of this thesis.

4.6.1

Summary - The Factors

Hoisting systems" used in deep Canadian mines are approaching rapidly their maximum hoisting
depths." Short of lobbying the govemment in order to modiQ existing reylations and reduce the

4e

The vast majorïty of the hoists used in Canadian hrud-rock mines are single and double h m hoists. Indeed
Lazurko et al. (1959) reponed that of 169 hoists opcnting in Ontario in 1957. 145 (5656) were dnun hoists. and 24
(14%) fiction hoists. Aithou& rnultiplednim, Blair-type hoists are the most suimbie for deep hoisting, they have
never been installed in a North h e r i c a n mùie (Edwards, 1992).
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Shaw and Chaddock (1990) pointed out that. with current technolog (Le.. double-rope. multiple-dnirn, Blair type
hoists) the maximum depth for large-tonnage (6.000 tonnes per day) suigie-Iifi hoisting systems would be L S S O m.

rope factors of safety," the industry has two main options to provide long-term solutions to the
vertical ore and waste transport problem:
Install multiple drum, BIair-type hoists.
Depending on hoisting rates, this would allow mining to depths of up to 3.300 m with
single-lifi shafis (assuming a static factor of safety of 5.0; see Greenway, 1990).
Turn tu ir~novurivesysterns. suçh as venicai conveyors and slurry pumps.

The advantages and dmvbacks of innovative vertical m s p o r t technology were
discussed in Section 4.1. The author is not aware of any hard-rock mine currently using
non-traditional systems for oreiwaste transport. However. they could drastically change
existing rnining systems. not just the transport component. and reduce (maybe
eiiminate) the depth and tonnage limitations imposed by rope hoisting?

It must be remembered that, regardless of the type of hoisting systern in place. improving the

usage of the installed capacity is of the utmost importance. An essential aspect in this regard is
the minimization of the amount of waste that must be hoisted, which cm be achieved by et'ticient
dilution control and underground disposa1 of development waste.
Horizontal transport of ore and waste is an important but otien neglected component of the
underground haulage system. In fact, although shaft hoisting systerns can consistently achieve
utiiization rates of 90% to 95'96, horizontal transport systems sometimes operate at rates as low as
25% to 30% (Ebersohn and Visser, 1990). There is, therefore, ample room for improvement even

within the limitations of conventional technology (i.e., üack and trackless equipment)." However.
a As noted by Sykes and Widldie (1990).the rope factor of sakty is the most important single influence on the
maximum dcpth of hoisting. In South Afncan mines. where regdations stipulate a minimum static factor of safety
of 4.5. it c-iirrentiy limits hoisting depths of large-tonnage mines to behveen 2.500 and 3.000 m.
"

Slurry pumpine with the threechaber pipe feeder system, in panicular. can address simulmeousIy the backfilI.
cooling, mine watcr pumping, and ore ruid waste transport pniblerns (Worsley. 1990: Hindmarch. 1990).

In their snidy. which was focused on a ni1 transport qstern capable of aarnming over 640.000 tonnes of muck prr
month. Ebersohn and Visser (1990) hund out that the low utilization was due to lack of control. poor
communications, and mliability of the ûack and roiling stock. Furthemore. in discussing u p _ e n d i ~existing
technologies to improve the operation of deep South .4fiicm gold mines, Van JaatsveId ( 1990) suggested that rail
riansportation systems are ideal candidates for such an overhaul, He nated that "The general srare of rhese Vstems
as fotind in most mines rad# is nothing short of abysmal. Great fosses are c m e ù . and the fatel of expertise on
mosr mina regarding rail iramporîation underground is unacceptnbly low. "

onerous ventilation and cooling requirernents coupled with very high operating weight to payload
ratios make LHD-based systems expensive and inefficient. Electric LHDs are cleaner machines,
but suffer frorn lack of flexibility and lirnited operating ranges. For sirnilar reasons, and unless it
is used in bulk-minmg operations spread over large areas, track transport (i.e., with locomotives)

is not suitable for level-haulage.
Continuous rnining systems capable of fully replacing traditional ddling, hlasting, rnucking, ml
transport technology, have not been successfÛlly deployed in hard-rock environments. They c m
potentially decrease direct production costs and irnprove productivity, gound control. and
ventilation. However. continuous syçtems also are inflexible and expensive. and require a degree
of fragmentation that is not typical of bulk operations. tt should be noted that the design and
planning of mines using non-traditional horizontal transport systems would have to address the
openting requirements of the new technolog, different fiom that of naditional equipment.
Ventilation is the only factor that. on its own rnerits, can severely restrict the development and
operation of a deep hard-rock mine. Underground South Affican operators have been able to
exploit narrow gold reefs-' to depths of up to 3.600 metres. Viljoen (1990) argues that high
thermal conductivities have made mining feasible at geat depths in the Witwatersrand Basin.
Canadian underground base and precious metal mines. however. not only face rocks with higher
thermal gradients, but also make extensive use of bulk rnining methods and mobile diesel
equipment. They result in stringent air conditioning and ventilation requirements that could
impose serious limitations at rnuch shallower depths than in South AFncan mines.-'
Long pre-production development phases coupled with large tonnages of waste generated by
ongoing development impose severe restrictions to deep rnining operations and seri~uslyaffect
their profitability. Properly addressing this factor requires sound understanding of the strong
-1

There are some exceptions to this rule. For example the thickness of the South Deep deposit currently being
developed by Western .J-eas Gold Mining Company. varies between Z to 40 metres. The depth of this flat orebody
is beniveen 2.500 and 3300 rn below swface and the rninùzz methods considered indude mm-and-pillar and
verticai Crater retreat (Tregoning and Barton, 1990).

interrelationships between mine developrnent and mine design and planning. In fact, design issues
affected by development include rnining method, production rate, mine life. main access and
extraction openings, inter-level spacing, and level development layout. The interaction between
such issues is complex and demands an integrated approach dificult to implement without proper
computer-assisted tools.
Mine development is tightly integrated with vertical and horizontal ground transport. Thus. it c m
also benetit greatly fiom the introduction of innovative technology that accelerates the excavation
process. reduces the direct development cost, and minimizes the production of waste. Regardless
of the type of technology employed. however, the shape (i.e.. cross-section) and stability of the
resulting excavations. as well as their maintenance requirernents and ventilation characteristics.
will detennine its applicability to deep mining environrnents. New technology may allow a
drastic increase in both the speed of level developrnent and ore extraction. This would certainly
demand the use of different mining sequences in order to cope with the higher rates of stress
reieased as a result of the increased (and concenuated) stoping activity in a particuiar level.
There is no doubt that. in deep mines. the cost of delivering personnel and rnaterials to the
working places increases in absolute terms. However. since other cost items increase with depth
of mining aiso. it is Iikely that its relative significance is either maintained or reduced. On the
other hand. this factor has two important effects on deep operations that rely on a single multipurpose shah for transponation. Fint. and because personnel are required for die operation and
control of most of the equipment used in a mine, proper coordination and execution of the
transportation schedules are cntical to accomplishing production targets. Second. even when
personnel and matenals are delivered as planned, the long transportation routes and the bottleneck
This
created by the single shafr result in ever decreasing personnel and equipment pr~ductivîty.~
It is aho q p r d that hi& therrd gradients. resulting hom norite and gabbro fomationc rhm act as good
insulators, have prevented the sarne level of deep mining development (beiow 1.500 metres) in the Bushveld
CompIex (Viljoen. 1990). Similar rock formations found in the Sudbury uea may parziaily expiain ventilation
in Hamnan et al., 1997. p. 591).
problems encountered at moderate depths (see dso geothemial &gradient-ph

Shaw and Chaddock (1990) discused a 2.850-metre deep South .=can gold minhg project expected to produce
1S0,000 tonnes of ore per month. They estimateci that. on average. each worker would have to spend 90 minutes of
every eight-hour shifi travelling to and from Wher workpiace (about 199'0 of the shift). [t was also noted that the

coordination of the various transportation systems involveci pmbabty would be complex and dificult to manage.

is an area where technology, for example, by allowing equiprnent to operate unattended during
shift changes or lunch breaks, could greatly enhance the effectiveness of existing production
systems.

4.6.2

Practical Assessrnent of the Constraints

It has been noted already that the relative importance of each of the factors discussed in this

chapter is highly site-specific. For instance. mines in Utah and Arizona experienced extrernely
hot environments at depths of less than 1,000 m. whereas South African mines only reached the
sarne conditions at about 3.000 m below su6ace (Hartman et al., 1997, p. 39 1). The stress regime.
stxuctural geology. and physical characterÎstics of the orebody are unique feanires that dictate
important design and planning panmeters such as mining method. level development layout. and
extraction equipment size. The? also are beyond the direct control of the mine operator.
Therefore, the firsr and most substmtial reason for assessing the constraints is to identiS, their
relative sipificance in the light of the envisaged mining operation. It must be stressed that the
assessrnent is concemed with a particular type of operation: changes in rnining rnethod. transpon
technology, or production rate. for example. may drastically modify the "ranking" of the Bctors.
The identification of the critical ones helps in establishing objectives for mine design and
planning, and in effectively addressing them dirough the mining strate@. In theory. once a factor
has been dealt with. it ceases to be an issue anymore, although the measures taken to minimize its
effects on the operation will continue to affect it for the entire mining lik-"

The second reason has to do with the dynamic nature of underground mining: it is necessary to
anticipate changes in the way the factors \vil1 continue to constrain the operation as it evolves
over the years. For instance, even if ventilation were not an issue when a mine was first started.
open stopes (without backfill) and/or higher water inflows rnay render the initial system
ineffective and demand a new approach. SimilarIy, a strateg that called for intensive mining n e z
..--
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For instance. if heat is the most pressing issue in a deep pmject once the air conditioning systern capable of
dealhg with it is desiged, and the economic feasibility of usin_esuch a system is determineci, heat becornes a nonissue. This does not mean that air conditioning is not important anymore, but that this panicular aspect of the
operation has aiready been optimized. and that another consaint can now be tackled and simitarty optimked,

the production shaft and benefited frorn shon horizontal transport routes may have to be radically
changed to cope with longer haulage distances after the immediate ore is depleted. Although it is
impossible to predict accurately the evolution of a deep mining operation, the exercise will
certainly help in understanding its future development and the likely changes in cost structure.
Regardless of its tiamework (i.e.. explicit versus implicit; forma1 versus emergenr: etc.). the
application of strategic concepts to underground mining requires careh1 consideration of the
factors identified as critical to deep operations (see Chapters 2 and 3). In other words. studying
and monitoring them must be an ongoing exercise. However, the evaluation of the issues
affecting deep mining is most likely to take place on& when:

> the possibility of developing a new deep mine is being considered:
> an already deep mining operation is deciding on a deepening project: or.
> an existing deep rniw is having econcmic or operational probtems.
In the first case. geological and geotechnical data are likely to corne fiom sevenl exploration
prograrns that, due to the depth of the orebody, in most cases included underground drilling.
Unless a similar ore deposit is mined in the area, such data constitute the only source of
information for the feasibility study. Thus. the degree of uncertainty regarding the deposit itself
and the mining environment is high. Depending on the operator. decisions in the areas of mining

methods and technology may not be based on first-hand experience. in which case the risk
component concerning those two areas wouId be also large. The evaluation of the deep mining
issues, an important part of the main feasibility study, is based on estimates obtained throughfirsr
principles calculations.
As discussed in Section 3.2.2.2, deepening projects are nsky because. in addition to venturing

into a cornpletely new area, they usually involve newi'modified mining methods and technologies.
In this case, hotvever, the evaluation of deep rnining issues and the proposed expansion may
benefit from the experience gained in the ongoing operation. Such an expenence could play two
important roles: €mt, detailed knowledge of the local operating conditions would have been

acquired. Regardless of the extent (Le., depth) of the expansion, the main features of the orebody

and surroundhg rock mass in the deeper zones would most probably resemble those of the
1O4

currently active mining areas. In the worst case scenario, any extrapolation of current conditions
would be based on sound grounds. The operation would be quite capable, for exarnple, of
determining if the methods and equipment in use could be applied in the deep project with
reasonable chances of success. Second, a wealth of operating and cost data would have been
accumulated, which, in theory, could help the operator in deciding the feasibility of rnining the
deeper ore. The problern with such data is that not always are collected and stored properly, but
with the objective of tùltilling accounting or other non-managenal requirernents. Thus. poor

decision-making could result if the data were used for evaluating a deep project.

The last case requires caretùl analysis of the reasons for having such problems. Once it has been
determined that they are related to depth of mining only, conditions similar

:O

that of the

deepening project would prevail. In other words, the analysis of the current situation. and the
evennial solutions to be proposed. would be strongly detrrmined by the existing operating data

and conditions. Due to the ongoing economic and/or operational problems and the need to
embark on a major investinent program. the chances of success in this case would be a tùnction of
the financial capabitity of the mine operator.

4.6.3 Case Studies
The emphasis on the practical aspects of deep hard-rock mining demands the analysis of cases in
order to demonstrate the validity and applicability of the concepts presented in this thesis. This
was accomplished through hvo case studies. The first case study is based on acnial operational

and cost data supplied by a Canadian deep mine which are adequately disguised in order to

protect its confidentiality. The second case study was created using an artificial (and very simple)
orebody modeI, operating data calculated using first principies, and cost information obtained
£kommine suppliers, cost surveys, and other publicly availabIe data.

5. Case Study 1: Lynx Brook Deep Mine
This case study investigates stntegies for the deepening of the Lynx Brook Mine tiom the 7200
Level to the 7500 Level. It focuses on several equipment and inter-level spacing options, as well
as on operating aspects such as dilution. mining sequence, and production rate. The case study is
based on an actual Canadian mining operation. The information has been disguised in order to
protect its confidentiality. It should be pointed mit that this practice hm ~Fectec!neirhtr the
validity nor the applicability of the analysis.

5.1

Introduction

The information that serves as the basis h r this case study was furnished by the operator of the
Lynx Brook Mine. Two site visits provided opportunities to discuss several iniportant issues with

the mine's personnel and. thus, focus the analysis.
The objective of the case study is to determine a mining ssrategy that optimizes openting
conditions and ensures the long-term profitability. The study is based on general development
and production plans. as weIl as operating and capital cost estirnates. Instead of working out the
details of the mine design and plan, it concentrates on the relative advantages and disadvantages

of every option considered, which are then analyzed from strategic viewpoints. tt is hoped that
the conclusions drawn From the case study demonstrate the applicability of the concepts presented
throughout this thesis.

5.2

The Existing Operation

Over the years, teçhnological development and changes in mining conditions led to the adoption

and/or modification of several mining methods including undercut-and-fill. mechanized cut and
fiIl, shrinkag, blasthoie stoping, and post pillar cut and fill. Currently. mining activity at Lynx
Brook is concentrated between the 4500 and 7400 Levek (between 1,350 and 2,220 metres below
surface).

5.2.1

Geological and Geotechnical Features

This section is a general introduction to the geological and geotechnical characteristics of the
Lynx Brook orebody and surrounding rock mass. Sound understanding of these aspects will
ensure that the analysis is properly focused and the results are applicable. even at the conceptual
level. Major sources of information have been interna1 reports as well as electronic spreadsheets

and .4ictoc-iD drawings provided by the operator.
5.2.1.1 Summary Regional and Local Geology
The base metal ore of Lynx Brook Mine is associated with a iarge matic intrusior. in a footwall

composed of felsic igneous rocks and metavolcanics. The intmsive dips at about 60" NW but c m
vary locally from 90' to 30". Diarnond drilling has confirmed that the orebody extends to a depth

of 3,000 rnetres. The main source of ore in the region concerned with this research (from the

2,I 60-metre to the 2.340-metre elevation) is a massive sulphide lens found at the contact. with a
large nose of massive sulphide that stretches out into the foohvaii. The foonvall rocks close to the
orebody consist of medium--gained -ganite containing a high proportion of matic minerais. This
rock unit is interspened with bigmite gneiss and fine--mined metavolcanic rocks. Since these
rocks have been rnetamorphosed and the contacts fùsed. the rochass is relativeiy homogeneous.

5.2.1.2 Geomechanical Issues

There are three main structural domains: the hangingwall. the sulphide domain (the mineralized
zone and the adjacent footwall), and the footwall region. Each of these domains c m be
considered isotropie. The geomechanical properties of the rock mass at Lynx Brook c m be
considered as good (Pareja and Pelley. 1996). Furthemore. Baker et al. (1996) carried out
Mathews analysis and numerical rnodelling (Examine 1D p r o + m ) with the same geomechanical
data. They concluded that only the fooovalls of 30-metre high stopes would require some support
if they were more than LO metres long. The walls and backs of longer and raller stopes would
require ground support, but nothing unusually expensive.

5.2.1.3 Summary Economic Ceology

In general, the ore tends to be quite homogeneous within the mineralized sulphide zone. In upper

levels. there was a definite zoning pattern with a high-grade foonvall and a gradational lower
m d e hangingwall. At Lynv Brook Deep, the _mdational hangingwall has disappeared and the
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large nose of massive sulphides that used to extend into the footwall at higher elevations has
becorne onIy a minor feature of the mineralization. The main orebody becomes significantly
thinner and elongated with depth. losing its three-dimensional character and adopting a pseudotabular nature.
For the purposes of this thesis. it has been assumed that the metal-bearing minerals are uniformly
distributed over the entire orebody. This maintains the confidentiality of the data and elirninates a
factor not relevant to the present project (variability of ore spides). The orebody outlines have
bren obtained fiom AutoCAD drawings provided by the opentor and it is assumcd that the
ordwaste contacts are clearly defined. For instance. Figure 21 shows the main orebody outline at
the 7350 LeveI elevation. It can be seen that the nose in the foohvall is still quite signiticant.
Using average in situ *-de

figures and June 1998 metal prices, the ore of Lynx Brook Deep has

an in situ value of US S 193.8honne. The average ore and waste specific gravity are 4.2 and 3.0.
respectively.
Tonnages for every level cm be calculated based on orebody outlines such as the one shown in
Figure 2 1. The formula employed in the calculation procedure is as follows:

tonnage of ore at level i (in tonnes)
area of orebody outline at level i-1, i.e., at the level above i (in square metres)
area of orebody outline at level i (in square metres)
verticai distance between levels i and i-l (in metres)
in sint density of the ore (in tonnes per cubic metre)

-

Figure 21: Lynx Brook Deep Ore o u t h e at 7350 level elevation

The use of the above formula caries nvo implicit assumptions regarding the continuity and
eeometry of the mineralkation. First, it is assumed that the ore varies continuously benveen
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levels (i.r.. a point in the upper orebody outline corresponds to a unique point in the lower
outline). Second. that such a variation follows a step hnction: the average &-de and horizontal
area of the orebody suddenly change halfway benveen levels. The resuits are s h o w in Table 1. ft
is evident that the orebody is becoming narrower with depth: at the 7800 Level the area of the
orebody outline (plan view) is only 49.6?'~ of that of 7400 Level. The operational implications of

a narrower orebody are senous and will be specifically addressed in a later section.

5.2.2

Hining

The overview of current mining practices inchdes mine design and mining method. access and
ore transport, ground support, and ventilation. The objective is primarily to gain a thorough
understanding of the operating conditions so that the case snidy is properly focused. Oniy issues

pertinent to the general purpose and scope cf the thesis wiil be addressed.

Table 1. Lynx Brook Mine - Ore resewes for 7250-7800 levels
Level

5.2.2.1

Area

Volume

Tonnage

(m')

(m3)

(tonnes)

7190

7.0 18.9

---

---

Total

86,679.9

1,257,919

5,283,258

Mine Design and Mining Method

Although cut and fi11 and undercut-and411 mining methods were used in the recent past at Lynx
Brook Mine. a vm-ation of the well known verrical cruter retrear (VCR) method (Lang. 1982:
Osborne and Baker, 19921, currently accounts for most of the ore produced. In fact. in 1994 about
95% o f the ore extracted came from VCR stopes (Ernst & Young, 1995). The evolution of rnining

methods and corresponding sequencing strategies at Lynx Brook Mine are well documented
elsewhere (Pelley, 1994) and will not be discussed here.
Access to the deeper areas of Lynx Brook Mine is obtained through a 2.175-metre deep shafi.
Interna1 ramps connect the deep ievek in areas of mining activity. In June 1995. the 7200 Level
was the deepest active production level. In general. the VCR method involves drilling sub-

vertical blastholes from the topsill level and blasting 2.4 to 3.0-metre thick slices of ore

progressively from the bottorn of the panels. Depending on the ~onfi~euration
of the orebody, the
horizontal cross-section of a panel c m vary fiom 4.5 x 18-m to 12.6 x 18.0-m. Blastholes are 16.5
110

to 20.0 cm (6% to 8 in.) in diameter and are loaded either with ANFO or slurry. A typical deck
incorporates a 33.1-kg charge (powder factor ranges betsveen 0.40 - 0.60 kgtonne). SequentiaI
blasting is used for Iarger VCR blasts in order to reduce vibration and the resulting wall damage.
Hydraulic backtill is used to provide support to stope walls and is required by the mining
sequence. Backfill matenal consists of mil1 tailings with blast furnace slag as a binding agent
(Portland cement is also used). Currently, high-density paste fil1 is being tested (but has not been
formally adopted). The mining sequence dictates that mined out panels are filled before adjacent
panels are blasted, and to mine away fiom backfilled areas to avoid the creation of pillars that
could dangerously load up. The general mining sequence at Lynx Brook Mine is as follows:
a. A rectangular panel is tint mined in (approximately) the centre of the orebody.
b. After backîilling the first pmel, adjacent panels are extracted so that mining radiates
orrnrards from it, panel by pmel, creating a dimond-shaped slot.

Known problems with this sequence include:
L.

Both hangingwall and footwall access are required to expand the dot in four directions.
This results in long and more expensive development pro-g-rams and senously resuicts the
productivity of mining areas.

2.

The sequence is diffcult to follow when the orebody loses irs three-dimensional nature

(Le., when it becomes thinner) or there are significant amounts of internai waste that must
be Ieft behind.

3.

Some ore is lost in wedges left at the topsills and bottomsills, resulting in reduced planned

ore recovery.
4.

The level below only can start production after the above-mentioned slot has been
established across the entire orebody (fiom hangingwall to footwall).

5.2.2.2

.Mine Access and Ore Transport

Personnel and matenais are brought to the active rnining areas via the main shafi. There is a drifi
comection at 7000 Level and a loading pocket at 7080 Level. As mentioned above, severai ramps
provide access and ordwaste transport routes. The shaft is 6.3 metres in diameter and uses

wooden guides. Stations and drift connections have been excavated every 200 metres. The shafl

has been equipped with two double drurn hoists (5.4 metres in diameter, with face widths of 2.03
metres), a cage, two 11.8-tonne skips, and scapeway and service compartments. The cage motor
is rated at 2,800 kW (3750 hp) and the skip rnotor at 5,220 kW (7000 hp).
Load-haul-durnp units are used to muck ore and waste From production areas and development
headings. Since ore and waste passes are generally close to dumping areas, low profile trucks are
not required for haulage. Although several locomotives are used at L y m Brook to haul broken
rock in the upper levels (down to 7000 Level) only trackless equiprnent is employed currently in
the deeper section (7200 and 7400 levels). This situation will not change in the future as long as
loading pocket 7080 is the deepest skip-loading facility at Lynx Brook Deep.

5.2.2.3

Cround Support

In addition to backfill (discussed above), the ground support system at Lynx Brook comprises the
following elements:
Ruckbolts and screen
This is the primary ground support method in development headings and VCR topsills and

bottomsills. Several rockbolting patterns have been developed to address expected gound
conditions for diverse types and sizes of development headings.
Cable bolting
Cable bolts are installed in excavations with spans greater than 7.2 metres or where ground

conditions demand additional support. Twin cables are nomally insralled but the h a 1 design
and pattern will depend on the specific conditions of the area being supported.
Shotcrete
This is the primary support method for development headings through rib pillan driven with

backfill in the walls andior back. It is aIso a secondary support systern when applied on top of
bolts and screen in VCR brows.

Other
Other support methods, not used systematically at Lynx Brook, include cable lacing, and
timber and steel sets.
112

Rockbolts must be installed to within 0.6 metres of the active face, whereas screen is to be
installed within 0.9 metres of the face. This, together with sh-icrly observed distressing practices.
significantly affects the speed of mine development since the normal cycle must include one more
time-consurning phase.
Mined-out panels/stopes are backtilled before starting mining activities in adjacent panels/stopes.
In these cases. the backfilI must be reinforced with Portland cernent. limed slag, or some other
cementing agent (the minimum cementilirned slag to backfill ratio is 1:30). Backfilled panels
must cure for at least three days if reinforced with cement and t'or at l e s t seven days if poured
with limed slag, before mining begins immediately adjacent to them.

5.2.2.4

Ventilation

Current installed ventilation capacity at Lynx Brook Mine is 1.200.000 cfrn. Mest Fresh air is
drawn from surface through broken rock in an open pit. By acting as a heat exchanger. broken

rock wams the air in the winter and cools it in the summer. rnaintaining it at a temperature of
about '3 C al1 year round. The rock gradient at Lynx Brook is la C per 54 rnetres with a virgin
rock temperature of 42' C at 7000 Level (2.100 metres below surface).
Two sets of fans acting in parallel suppIy air to active mining areas dowi to 7200 Level. The

main exhaust system extends from Level 7 150 to surface. Three exhaust fans operating in parallel
have been installed on surface at the collar of a 1.500-mene deep shaft. The existing ventilation
system is capable of removing about 15,000 BTU/hour (4.4 MW) of heat. About 14% of the heat
generated is produced by the compressors installed in the 6000 Level. while diesel equipment.
wall rock, water. and other eiectncal equipment (fans, pumps. crushers. etc.) account for the rest.
It is generally accepted that the system was not designed to accommodate the underground
compressors. Current ventilation air shortfall has been estimated at about L!0.000 CFM.
In spite of the natural heat exchanger, ventilation and air conditioning at L ~ Brook
Y are dificuit

and expensive due to the multi-level operation and the nurnerous mined-out workings found in
the upper levels. The result is significant air Iosses, and cornplex and long ventilation nenvorks.

5.2.3

Analysis of Production Cost Structure

The strategic significance of production cost to base and precious metal-mining companies has
been discussed extensively in previous chapters. Adequate grasp (and, eventually. management)

of the cost structure of deep underground hard-rock operations is critical to their survival. This
section analyzes L y m Brook Mine's cost data provided by the operator. The objective of the
exercise is threefold: first, to gain an understanding of the operation's cost smcture: second, to
determine the adequacy of current cost collection methods for decision-making: and. tinally. to
investigate changes in the cost smcture as depth of rnining increases.

5.2.3,l Introduction
Main sources of cost information were Ernst & Young's b'ndergrouritf .Clining Performance
Benchmurking Qiresrionnaire (Ernst & Young, 1995), and wo intenial reports. one providing

detailed operating cost information and the other one focused on mine management data. .Ml cost
information used in this chapter was disguised to protect its confidentidity.
In agreement with its benchmarking objectives. Ernst Sr Young's questionnaire was concerned
with general aggregated cost and production information. In fact. its layout was designed so that
it would fit diflerent underground mining methods and faditate comparisons. However. some

inconsistencies regarding labour cost and its components were identified. For example. it was not

clear fiom the questionnaire if the mine services labour cost and the management. administration,
and support labour costs were considered as part of labour cost. Given the degree of aggregation
of the cost data, it was assurned that they were part of the labour cost. Thus. the mining cost can

be broken down as shown in Table 2. The mining labour cost component is very hi& (47.236)
and total labour cost (mining plus maintenance labour cost) is 58.8%. a fiamire higher than the

corresponding average for Amencan mines in the Iate 1950's (see Footnote 19 on page 32).

The inadequacy of Ernst & Young's cost toms is tùrther ihstrated by Table 3, which shows a
breakdown of the mining labour cost. First, it is debatable that management and administration
labour cost (sic) should be part of mining labour cost. AAer ail, they are normally considered
components of the management/overhead cost. Second, mine seMces labour cost, accounting for
Il4

22.6% of mining labour cost, is suspect. When stope support labour cost is added to this figure,

(which is believed to be composed mostly of level upkeep), auxiliary and service tasks are

r
40% of mining labour cost. This is in spite of the fact that management and
responsible f ~ about
administration costs are included in the total.
The degree of aggregation and the above-mentioned inconsisrencies greatly reduced the
usefulness of Ernst & Young's questionnaire. For the purposes of this case study. it was used as a
reference only, and to contirm results obtained with the raw data provided by the operator.

5.2.3.2

Main Mining Cost Components

Table 4 is a summary of 1994 labour and production costs for Lynx Brook Mine. Costs included
cover the mine production process. From orebody delineation and mine development to primacnishing, hoisting, surface handling and loriding, aiid transponation to the mill. Ore processing

costs are not included. The seven largest production cost items, shoun in Table 5. account for
74.7?6 of the total mine production cost (ore delivered at the processing facilitv). Similarly.

64.6% of the mining cosr (see Footnote 78 on page l 18) is comprised of its six largest

components. Only two of the items listed in Table 5 correspond to the actuaI mining cycle
(crushing, hoisting and conveying, and rnucking,kemovai of ore and waste). The largest item.
overhead cost, comprises ore transportation to the mil1 (7.5% of total overhead), arnortization and
drpreciation (50.0?/0of total overhead), and divisionaI overhead. (42.5% of total overhead). It
accounts for 28.6% of total production cost and. as a cornparison, is equal to 40.100 of total
rnining cost.
Table 6 shows 1994 operating and repairs costs. Operating costs have been broken doitri into
operating labour. maintenance labour and supplies. and other cosü. Repair costs have been
broken d o m into labour. materiah and supplies, overheads. and other costs. Pertinent operating
and repair accounts have been added to facilitate the evaluation of the relative importance of
every cost item. Althou& mine management is the second largest cost item. the reports do not

provide details about its composition. In fact, the detailed report shows oniy three entries under
this heading, including one for S 4.7 million.

-

Table 2. Lynx Brook mine Total mining cost data7'
1tern

Mining labour

$

OO
/

26,235,57 1

37.3 1

Mining consurnables

9,360,500

16.84

Maintenance Iabour

6,420,700

1 1.55

Maintenance consumabIes

4,297,900

7.73

Contractors

1.396,200

2.5 1

Other'"

7,867,500

14.16

Total Mining Cost

55,578,671

100.00

Table 3. Lynx Brook Mine - Breakdown of mining labour cost'

1 Production drilling

1 Production blasting

1

(

3.59

Stope support

4,l 10,400

15.66

Mucking

2,203,922

S .40

Backfilling

1,072.500

4.09

Ore and waste hauling

1.914.100

7.30

556.400

2.12

Ore and waste crushinghreaking

1 Ore and waste transport to surtàce
Mine exploration drilling

1

1.354.7851
76,900

O .29

2,2 18.800

8.46

Mine services

5,934,607

22.62

Total mining labour cost

Source: Ernst Young, 1995.
Other costs include electrical power. dewatering, and ventilation costs.

rr Source: Ernst Young, 1995.

1

5.161

Mine development

1 Management. administration and support
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Tablc 5. Lynx Brook Mine - Seven largest cost items in 1994

Item

Overheads, services, depreciation. R&D. transport

L

2 1.343.1

21.2 1

28.63

NA-'

Mine management

6.180. 1

7.35

5.69

12.15

Underground upkeep and suppon

6.462.2

7.33

5.67

12.15

Crushing, conveying. hoisting & surtice handling

6,300.0

7-15

5.45

1 I.SS

Ore Br waste muckingremoval

5.78 1.3

6.56

7.76

10.87

Electric power

5,185.6

5.59

6.96

9.75

Mine development & delineation drilling

4,155.7

1.7 1

5.58

7.5 1

74.74

64.61

1 Total

1

-.

1

L

O

63.21

(

Underground upkeep and support amounted to S 6-46 million in 1994 (12. 1°/o of mining cost). It
is mostly cornposed of level upkeep and maintenance. the operation of aÿxiliary mobile
equipment (scissors Iifis. personnel carriers. etc.), and rockbolts and screens. .A reduction in the
number of ievels in simultaneous operation. achieved through adequate mine development and
extraction sequencing, could reduce greatly this cost item. This should be a high priority for Lym
Brook Deep. since such a cost tends to escalate rapidly with depth due to increasingly poorer
ground conditions and reduced availability (Le.. productivity) of equipment and personnel."
Crushing, horizontal ore and waste aanspon, hoisting, and surface handling constitue the founh
Iargest item: about S 6.30 million. or 11.8% of rnining cos. As long as a bulk rnining rnethod is
employed, crushing will be needed in order to reduce the muck to a manageable size. Conveying
and hoisting. on the other hand, can be replaced by other buIk transportation methods (see

Chapter 4). In the particular case of hoisting, the system does not have mcch room for
productivity improvement. Indeed, even under curent conditions (i.e.. skipping fiom 7080 level.
ï h e minhg cost accounts for ail costs h c d to deIiver ore at the surface shippins tàciIity. It does not include
division overtieads. depreciation. research ruid developrnen~and svrface transportation to the pmessing facility.
items that are included in the total production cost,
At the t h e the data were cornpiid the mine was in the process of r e c o v e ~ gpiilars lefi in the upper levels. It
couid be argued that this distoned somewhat the cost smicture. On the other hanci., the economic evalurttion of
pi1la.r recovery must consider the need to maintain simuItaneously primary and secondary mining areas-

11.8-tonne skip paytoads) the static factor of safety is already close to the minimum of 5.0
required by Ontario legislation." In order to maintain current production levels from deeper ore
sources using the existing installations, the safety factor would have to be lowered even further.
The f i f i largest cost component in 1994 was ore and waste mucking (S 5.78 million. 10.9% of
total mining cost), which

at

Lynx Brook is exclusively can-ied out with LHD units. The

importance of considering maintenance and repair

C Q S ~ Swheri

xk!ressing h e prcbicm of deep

mining is undencored by the fact that $3.12 million (j4.0°h of mucking cost) were spent in
repairs. It is possible through technological innovation to reduce (even eliminate) the direct
labour component of some unit operations such as rnucking and tramrning in order to increase
overall productivity. However, it is not clear how this would reflect on the corresponding
maintenanceirepair costs. Would more sophisticated systerns require additional rnzintenance and
co~trol? W ~ u l d they depend on increasingly more sophisticated and expensive support
equipment? These questions are dificult to answer presently, mainly because similar systems
have been used almost exclusively in other segments of the underground mining industry (Le..

coal, potash. etc.). not in deep hard-rock operations. As the depth of mining increases. and unless
operational changes are made, the mucking component of mining cost will keep on expanding.
Not surprisingly. electric power is also a large cost item: S5.Z million (9.5% of total mining cost).
A deeper operation of similar production levels would probably dernand higher power

consurnption rates, due to increasing hoisting, cornpressed air. and ventilation and refrigeration
requirements. It would have been interesting to be able to disaggregate the electric power cost
into its various constituents so that they are added to every major item in the mining cost
structure. The report shows a single entry for the electric power purchased by the entire operation.

'O

.L\ssurning that the skip weight is 3 3 of payload, the sutic srifety factor (SF)at the head shaves with the skip hlIy
loaded at the 7080 loading pockrt is calculated as follows (in Enzlish units. Edwards. 1992):
J I

-

SF =

- -

weight o i rompe
+ weight of skip

-

+ skip payioad
530.000 fb

[8.55 Iblfi* (7080 fi + 270 fi]+ (0.625 * 13 tons * 2000 lb/ton]+ [13 tons

* ZOO0 lb/ton]

-

530,000 Ib = 5-04
105.093 lb

Y:

3

?.
3

rC.
Cr.

The seventh largest cost component is mine development, which in 1994 was S 4.2 million or
7.8 % of total mining cost. It inchdes principally labour and supplies costs incurred during the

development of VCR sills. Only a drastic change of mining method or the introduction of an
entirely new excavation system would be able to reduce the cost of mine development. Although
mine development produces important amounts of ore, large and complicated mine development
programs delay actual production, reduce the flexibility of the operation, and impose severe
restrictions to mine sequencing and production plans (see Section 4.4).

5.2.3.3

The Cost of Labour

Significant attention has been given recently to the labour cost of underground mining operations.
Subjects discussed include its impact on profitability and effkiency, as well as the need to reduce
it through better process design. organizational structures. and the introduction of new
technologies (Poole et al.. 1996; Scoble, 1994; Holmes. 1993; Udd, 1993). It wilt be interestin-.
thus, to analyze and quanti@ the impact of Iabour on total production cost at Lynx Brook Mine.
Table 7 shows aggregated 1994 operating and repair cost tlgures for Lynx Brook Mine as
percentages of their respective total values. It can be seen that direct operating labour cost
accounts for 32.2% of total mining cost. The corresponding percentages for maintenance and
repair Iabour cost, operating supplies and other, and repair supplies are 1 1.796. 43.596,and 8.0%.
respectively. AIthough direcr labow cost is still significant when compared with similar figures
tiom other industries such as manufacturing, it is not nearly as high as it has been reported in the
past (Baiden, 1993a; Gentry, 1976). When divisional overheads are added to calculate total
production cost (ore delivered to the processing facility), operati~glabour and maintenance and
repair labour costs become 24.5% and 9.7% of such a total, respectively.
Tramming ore and waste, underground upkeep and support, and production developrnent and
delineation drilling are the three items with the largest operating labour components (64.0%.
63.3%, and 59.6%, respectively). A reduction of the relative importance of operating labour cost
in these cases (which together account for 256% of total mining cost) would invo1ve the
modification of curent operating procedures in short-hole horizontal drilling, support systems
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installation, and horizontal orehaste transport. The operating labor components of rnucking and
production drilling are 38.1% and 34.4?6, respectively. Although such items represent only 15.5%
of rnining cost, they seem to receive a lot of attention fiom recent mine automation projects
(Poole et al., 1996;Baiden, 1996).
Direct operating labour cost tends to increase as the depth of mining increases. This is a
consequence of longer personnel transport times. difficult working rnvironments [heat, g n u n d
conditions. etc.), and a reduction in the effciency and productivity of manned equipment in deep
operations. However, the relative significance of such an increase is difficult to assess. since it is
sensitive to modifications to the mining method and the type of equipment employed. In the next
section, the impact of relatively minor modifications to the mine d e s i g parameters, mining
sequence. and equipment configuration will be investigated. It is believed that there is still some
room for impmvement within the existing trchnological framework. Notwithstanding. if no
changes are made at al[, it is very probable that labour cost not only will increase in absoiute
terrns" but also will represent a larger percentage of the total production cost,
If radically different mining equipment is introduced or a new mininp method is devised. the

direct operating labour cost may in fact decrease. However, the reliance on more sophisticated.
possibly unproved technologies and processes could result in escalating repair and maintenance
labour costs. and rnay also lead to increased overheads and a higher overail production cost.

5.2.3.4

Cost Data for Decision-Making

There is an exmordinary arnount of detail in the intemal repons provided by the operator.
However, they are rnostly concemed with accounting procedures. and disretard the kind of
information required by operations management and decisior,-making. For instance, mucking cost
data are shown in Table 8 and Table 9. Table 8 summarizes overall rnucking costs: the
information is gathered according to mining method and is m e r broken down into its operating

and repair cost components.

''

increasuig the production cost in do1Iars per pound of metal produceci.

Table 9 displays the details regarding mucking costs for two production levels. Several
observations are pertinent. First, repair accounts are not employed: maintenance and minor
repairs are charged to operating accounts (major repairs and scheduled maintenance jobs are
charged to repair accounts). Second, data are aggregated on a level-by-level bais. making it
impossible to identiS the individual pieces of equipment (in this case. scooptrams) that incurred
such costs. Third. it is not possible to detine the specific working area (i.e.. stope or heading) that
originated the costs. FinalIy, even though total labour cost of mucking in 7000 Level was
$326,683 (63% of the 7200 Lrvel cost), the corresponding supplies cost was only S2.430. or

about 5% of the 7200 Level supplies cost figure. Most probably. this highlights a cost-allocating
oversight, difficult to evaluate uniess one is fuIly famikir with the operation.

The Iack of pertinent details on production cost data makes it impossible to produce the foIlowing
operating panmeters. deemed criticai to efficient mining operations mana,mement:
a. production cost (expressed in dollars per ton of material producedltransponed) for
individual pieces of equipment: and.
b. production cost (expressed in dollars per ton of material extracted) for specif-icareas of each
level or even particular stopes.
In order to be able to obtain these and other equally important cost figures and ratios. data would
have to be collected at the source in a dit'ferent manner. This would not represent an exaerne

proposition. since repair cost information is already being gathered with a good amount of detail.
However, even in the case of repair accounts, expenses are charged against geneni accounts.
without specitjing the actuaI working areas in which they were incurred (panels. stopes, or
development headings). There would be a definite increase in administrative cost associated with

more detailed reports (i.e., the tirne taken by operators. foremen. a . shift bosses to fil1 out the
forms or enter the data into the cornputer), Nonetheiess, it is firmly believed that the wealth of
information they would provide in turn would improve decision-making, compensating such a
cost. The reports would have to be designed so that only relevant data are collected and the rest is
properly aggregated.

-

Table 8. Lynx Brook Mine Summary of mucking costs by mining method

I

Operating Cost

hlining blethod

Totat
---

Shrinkage stoping
Blasthole rnining
Vertical retreat mining

1 Total

577

---

5,08 1

---

3,322,443

!

2328.101

1,

-

577
5,OS 1

2,322,443

1

2,328,101

1

-

Table 9. Lynx Brook Mine Operating mucking costs for 7000 and 7200 levels
Level

Labour ($)
,

Bonus

Base

1

7000

155,019

48,289

7200

238,590

100,23 1

Total

1

396,609

1

118,520

Overtime
4,155

1

7,151

1

Supplies

Total
($)

Fringe

Total

($1

i 16,221

326,684

2,430

296365

1

848,945

1

50,188

329.1 14

1

899,133

1

Initially. the current system (devised rnainly for accounting purposes) and the operations
management-oriented one would have to coexist. A full transition could take a couple of yean to
complete. On the other hand, a sysresrem (most certainly. a cornputer-assistedone) would have to be
put in place in order to make sure that al1 data are processed in an efficient and error-free manner.
and are employed for the intended purposes. The mine-wide communications system already

installed ai Lynx Brook would facilitate the reporting phase. Sofnvare would have to be acquired
or developed to manage the resultant (and fairly large) database and produce relevant reports for
several levels of operations management, including surnrnaries, charts. and figures.

5.2.3.5

Summary and Discussion

Proper manipulation and aggregation of the data as shown in Table 6 and Table 7 above have
provided a more accurate and clear picture of the production cost structure at Lynx Brook.
indeed, Figure 22 and Figure 23 are two different ways of looking at and presenting its cost data.

The former illustrates the fact that the four largest cost items account for almost one half of totaI
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mining cost, whereas the latter highlights the significance of operating labour cost (32.2?' of total
mining cost). It is obvious that proper data acquisition and aggregation are critical to the analysis
of mining cost and the evaluation of the impact of changes to existing operating practices. This
implies an adequate understanding of the existing operation and a clear definition of the
objectives of the proposed modification. Since the reduction of production c o n is always an
important issue in mining projects," the additional effon involved in gathenng and processing the
ciata is more than compensated for by the improved quality of the information thus obtained.
Unless major operational changes are introduced,13 a deeper operation at Lynx Brook would
certainly see an increase OC
electric power requirements: equipment in general will not be as productive and oreiwaste

1.

transportation routes will be longer:

2.

production development cost: narrower orebodies will require more feet of developmcnt
per ton of proven/probable ore reserves:

3.

backfill cost: in addition to longer transportation distances (which increase the cost as

welI), higher stresses may demand stronger backfill: and.
4.

hoisting cost: the productivity of the entire system is drastically reduced as it approaches
the critical hoisting depth."

On the positive side, level upkeep could be kept at a minimum if an extraction sequence is
carefully developed so that only the required Ievels are rnaintained at any point in time. This

would also have the advantage of lowering overall support requirements. In order to quanti@ the
previous qualitative statements. some kind of simulation/sensitivity analysis would have to be
carried out. Purely theoretical analyses, such as those employed in open pit rnining (see Koniaris.

199l), are not applicable due to the complexity of the u n d e r g ~ u n dmine production process.
K
!!

It m u t be remembered that underground hmi-rock mines compete almost rxclusiv;tly on cost (sec Section 2.4).

Y3

These include (but rtre not restricted 10): a chanse in rnining method: the adoption of new technologies for mine
development and production: and innovative ore and waste transpomtion systems (such as vertka1 conveyors.
s l m y puxnps. etc.). in order for them to have a signitïcant impact on the tocil production cost. they would have to
resuit in a reduced labour cost component. incmsed productivity of the equiprnent. lower dilution, and higher ore
recovery. it is not clm. however. what the impact of such changes would be on the overhmd costs.
Aiready there is a serious restriction CO the venicai transport of ore and waste h m the deeper seas (not senriced
by the existins hoist). indeed the muck must be hauied to an e-gle cnisher. crushed, and transporteci to the deepest
loadin_epocket. This expensive and time-consuming process is not expected to change in the near future.

Mine management

Other

Surface services
Underground upkeep

Crush~ng,hoisting &

-

Figure 22: Lynx Brook Deep Structure of 1994 mining cost.
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averheads/other
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32.299

Operating
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0.99'0

Operating supplies
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-

Figure 23: Lynx Brook Deep Operating and repair components of 1994 mining cost

Labour cost has afways been (and will continue to be) an important constituent of the cost

structure of underground mining operations. As s h o w in Figure 23. the labour component at
Lynx Brook was in 1994 43.9% of total mining cost. When overheads, depreciation,
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amortization, and surface ore transport are taken into account, total labour cost drops to 34.2% of
production cost (see Table 7). It should be noted that mine management, the largest comporient of
mining cost, is not considered a labour cost, Unless the adoption of innovative production
technolog is coupled with equally sophisticated (and effective) repair and maintenance systems
and equipment. it will be dificult to reduce repair labour cost (in 1994. 10.7% of mining cost).
The overall cost smicture of Lynx Brook is illustrated by Figure 24. Overheads plus mine
management accounted for 37.3% of total production cost. These hvo large cost components
should be carefully analyzed. If, as expected, new technologies introduced into underground
hard-rock mining reduce the direct labour minin; cost, will this result in increasingly higher
overhead costs'?Lyn.. Brook was developed as a traditional drill-blast-muck-hoist mining system.
Thus. it might be better to keep and optimize the existing technologies and processes instead of
adopring innovative systems h a t may demand extensive rnoditicatior;~to the ore-production
proccss. The answen io these and other equally critical questions have to corne from a weli
developed and implrmentrd mining strategy, i.e.. an integai approach must be adopted.
However. it is possible to ascenain that the cost implications of the options considered. although
dificult to evaluate, wiil have considerable impact on the tinal decision. Nonetheless, there is a
good chance that, as the mine becomes deeper. the significance of overhead and mine
management cost will increase (both in absolute and relative terms).
The cost structure shovm in Figure 24 will definitely change as the mine deepens and
modifications to the mining method as well as new equipment are introduced. The impact on the
profitability of the operation will depend on the stntegy adopted. Escalating maintenance. repair.
and overhead costs wouId certainly negate any campetitive advantages that could be gained
through a reduced labour force. It would be better to target specific components of the cost
structure with the highest labour cost component (such as underground upkeep, and tramrning ore
and waste) so that significant labour cost reductions are achieved more easily. In cases such as
mucking, where repair costs are 54.0% of total cost (repair labour alone accounts for 23.6% of

such a total) a specid analysis should determine how the new systedequipment would reduce an
existing troubling condition.

a
Mine

-

-

Figure 24: Lynx Brook Deep Structure of 1994 total production cost

The main conclusions from this overview of the cost structure at Lynx Brook Mine are:
cost analysis rnust be comprehensive: it should focus on specific aspects or componsnts
without losing perspective and considering direct and indirect effects on other cost items:
as currently gathered, cost data c a n o t be used to produce adequate information for

operations management and decision-making. A prime exampte is the case of trackless
mucking equipment: it is not possible to calculate the cost of operating them in diiTerent
parts of the mine (different levels. mucking development headings. stopes. etc.); and.

a working model of the processes and equipment~technologiesinvolved must be developed
with significant input fiom operations personnel. Such a model should FaciIitate the
identification of areas that can be irnproved (i.e., with high cost-reduction potential) and the
evaluation of proposed changes to the cost structure as indicated in the previous parabgaph.
In addition. it would allow a more accurate understanding of the complex interactions
between the several cost components.

5.2.4

-

Future Development of Lynx Brook Deep Main Issues

In the light of the distribution of existing mineral reserves and resources at the entire mining
complex, the operator has appropriately determined that its future resides on Lynx Brook Deep.

In fact, at the time of the site visits, medium-term production commitments demanded that mining
on 7400 Level commence within eighteen months. The area below 7000 Level would then be
producing ore at a rate of 6,180 tonnesiweek (853 t o ~ e s l d a y seven-day
,
schedule). whereas in
1993 it only produced about 4,535 tomesiweek (907 tomesiday. five-day schedule).

Several pressing issues must be taken into account in designing and planning the development of
the deep reserves. They span the five factors identitied in Section 1.4 and analyzed in Chapter 4.

The following have been deemed to have the highest impact. From both operational and smtegic
viewpoints:
1.

Vertical ore transpon

a. Shaft access
b. Ramp access

2.

Horizontal ore transport

a. Equipment selection
b. New technologies

3.

Mine Development

a. Production rate
b. Dilution control

c. Ore recovery
d. Dimensions of mine development openings
e. Horizontal mine development

It should be noted that ventilation and delivery of personnel and supplies also present challenging
problems. The former cannot be adequately analyzed without explicit knowledge of the actual
ventilation network, production schedule, and personnel and equipment requirements. Even if
such data were available. the analysis would not only require extensive use of computer assisted
tools, but also would depend on decisions regarding ore transport and mine development. The

latter cannot be evaluated without detailed information about the ongoing operation. Its snidy also
would demand familiarïty with labour-relations and supplier policies. Thus. it was decided to
focus on the factors listed above without neglecting to consider the effects on ventilation and
delivery of personnel and supplies.

Vertical Ore Transport

5.3

In the light of the current depth of mining, existing ore reserves, and the need to meet short- and
medium-term production commitments, the option of sinking a new shafl From surface is not a
valid solution to this issue. Similarly, innovative technology such as vertical conveyors or
hydraulic transport would not be economically feasible at this scale. Furthemore. thsy certainly
would not complement well the existing hoisting and ore-handling facilities. Thus. Lynx Brook
Deep is lefi with the following alternatives for the vertical transport of ore and waste From the
deeper areas: deepen the existing shaft. sink an interna1 shafi. and drive a ramp. They will be
reviewed in this section using the following common rnining parmeters:"
3

Ore production rate:'"

> Waste production rate:

2.500 tonne!day (900.000 tomeiyear)
500 tonnw'day ( 150.000 tonneiyear)

> Elevation of lowest production level: 2.378 m
5.3.1

Shaft Deepening

The operational and economic feasibility ofthis option depend on:
the capacity of the existing hoisting system:
the ability of the operation to meet its production commitments while the shafi is being
deepened; and,
resulting capital and operating costs.
5.3.1.1 Capacity of the Existing Hoisting System

The tirst step is to evaluate the operating conditions of the existing hoisting system assuming that
al1 production is hoisted from 7080 loading pocket. Input parameten. rope specifications. cycle
calculations, safety factors. and power requirernents (calculated using fomulae provided by
Edwards, 1992), are shown in Table IO. The second column of cycle times and distances uses
current rope speed and acceleration rates (both of them higher than those usually allowed for steel
guides). The static factor of safety is dose to the minimum of 5.0 required by Ontario Iegislation.
This section has benefited korn ideas and information provideci by Djan-Sampson ( 1996).
j6

In 1994, Lynx Brook hoisted about 900,000 tonnes of ore md 90.000 tonnes of waste. n e upper Ievels pmduced
the majority of the ore (about 650.000 tomes), which was loaded h m the two upper loadig pockets.

Table 10. Lynx Brook Mine - Operation of existing hoist - 7080 loading pocket
Daily Tonnage (tonnes)

1
1

Ore
2,500

1
1

Waste
500

Hoisting depth
Headframe height (sheaves)
Dumoina heiaht lfrom surfacel
Total hoisting distance

2,158 metres
82.30 metres

Shifts (skipping)
Shift duration
Availability forordwaste skipping
Tirne svailable for r)re/waste 53ippInj
Hoist utilization
Actual skippinq tirne
Hourly Tonnage

2 per day
12 hours
8 0 . ~ 0?b

1
1

40 mettes

....-9n

-

II

233 tonsfhovr

2.25 inches
530.000 Ibs
8.55 IbsJit
15.00 feet
31.51 feet
7.88 feet

0.50 nlsec2
lime (sec) distance (ml
1 .O
0.3

Accelerate Io 0.5 Wsec
Creep Q 0.5 tnfsec
Accelerate to maximum speed
Run at full speed
Decelerate to creep speed
Creep 42 0.5 Wsec
Decelerate to stop
LoadJDump

1

..

4.6 rnetres
9.6 rnetres
2.4 metras

Skipping Cycle Maximum speed
Acceleration

feet

hmm.Id
YI^ J -3,

Rope Specifications (flattened strand, fibre cored 6 x 27 UHT)
Diameter
5.72 cm
Breaking strength
240.403 kg
Weight
12.72 kglmetre

3rum diameter

Total
3,000

7,211 feet

tni

74.00 w~
14.21 hours/day
211 tonneslhour

3rum face width, single layer of rope
hum face width, two layen of rope

1
1

7,080 feet
270 feet

2,198 metres

10

m e r

0.54 nlsec2
distance (ml

I

11.8 tonnes
13.1 tons

I

11.0 tonnes
12.1 tons

Safety Factor at loading pocket

1

5.03

1

5.1 8

Motor Power Requlrements
Self-ventllated d-c rnotor mis Power
induction {a*) rnotor mis Power

1
1

1
1

I

tirne (sec)

Skip load
Skip load

4,460 kW
4,414 kW

1
1

4,732 kW
5,061 kW

a

l
1

Table 1 I displays an estimate of the operating conditions of the enisting hoist when al1 production
is Ioaded from 7955 Ioading pocket. Apart from hoisting depth. the only other change made to the

parameters shown in Table 10 is hoist utilization, which was increased to a reasonable 80%. It

can be seen that. regardless of rope speed, the static factor of safety would drop below 5.0. If
permission to operate the hoist under such conditions were obtained (there is already a case of
such permission being granted in Ontario), the exishng hoist which is equipped with 11.S-tonne
skips, bigger drums, and a 5,220-kW motor, would be capable of cat-rying out the job.

Table 11. Lynx Brook Mine - Hoisting systern design: Shaft-deepening option
O

1
1

Waste

Daiiy Tonnage (tonnes)

2,500

Hoisting depth
Headframe height (sheaves)
Dumping height (fmm surface)
Total hoisting distance

82.30 rnetres
40 rnetres

500

1
1

2.425 rnetres

7.955
270
131
8,086

2,465 rnetres

Shifts (skipping)

Other

1
1

Total
3,000

feet
feet
feet
feet

1

215 tonslhour

1

2 per day

Shift duration
Availability for ordwaste skipping
Time available for ore/waste skipptng
t10ts1uullza~on
Actual skipping tirne
HouriyTonnage

12 hours

80.00 9'0
19.20 hou&day

80.00 9.b
1536 houmday

195 tonneslhour

Rope Speciffcations (flattened strand, fibre cored 6 x 27 UHT)
Oiameter
5.72 cm
Breaking strength
240.403 kg
Weight
12.72 kg/metre
h m diametsr
h m face width, single layer of rope
hum face width, two layers of ropa

2.25 inches
530.000 Ibs
8.55 lbvft

15.00 feet
35.16 feet
8.83 feet

4.6 mettes
10.7 rnetres
2.7 rneîms

-

Skipping Cycle Maximum spwd
Acceleraffon
time (sec)

1

nlsec2
distance (m)

0.54 nhec2
tirne (sec) distance ( m l
1.0
0.3
5.0
32.3
115.8
30.3
5.0
1.O

Accelerate 10 0.5 misec
Creep Q 0.5 rnlsec
Accelerate to maximum speed
Run at full speed
Decelerate to creep speed
Creep Q 0.5 rnisec
Decelerate to stop

Coad/Dump
Skip load
Skip load

Motor Power Raqulrernents
Self-ventiiated d c motor mis Power
Induction (a-cJrnotor rrns Power

5.3.1.2

I

11.9 tonnes
13.1 tons

4,404 kW
4,646 k W

l

I

11.0 tonnes
12.2 tons

5,011 kW
5,323 kW

Impact on Current Operation

As noted by Makuch (1994, p. 66) maintaining full mine production while deepeninz a shafi may
be difficult. A major concem would be blasting in the shaft. Indeed, al1 activity in the shaft would

have to stop while blasting gases are ventilated. Al1 the waste produced by the deepening project

(shaft sinking, shaft stations, main levels, etc.) would have to be hoisted to surface, since it could

not be disposed of underground. Hoisting of personnel and materials to and h m the bottom o f
the existing shaft would add also to the aiready busy schedule of the s e ~ c hoist.
e

Assuming a shafi-sinking rate of 1.25-metre/dayq7and 100 tomes/day of rock broken at other
excavations, about 250 tonnedday of additional waste would be produced. Such a tonnage would
demand a higher hoisting rate fiom 7080 loading pocket (229 tonneshour) and higher power
requirements (that could still be met by the existing motor). It also would lower the factor of
safety to about 5.02, assurning that curent skips. rope speed. and acceIeration rate are used.
Once the shaft has been deepened. the loading pockets inîtalled, and orelwasre passes cmqdered.

the excavation of ventilation raises and main levels c m commence. If one 2.4-rn round per day
were achieved in each of nvo 3.1-ma 4.1 -m headinçs, about 3 0 tomes/day of additional waste
would be generated. Such a tonnage would have to be added to the 3.000 tonneslday already
being hoisted from the upper loading pockets. .4s s h o w in Table 1 1. the existing system would
be capable of hoisting from a single loading pocket al1 of the ore and waste produced by Lynx

Brook Deep. Therefore, the additional 250 tonnedday of waste could be hoisted from the deep

loading pocket by slightly increasing the skip size (and fùrther lowering the safety factor).
In summary. shafl deepening would aitèct seriously the ongoing operation. Preliminary estimates
indicate that existing hoisting facilities would be able to meet curent production commitments.
However, the final static factor of safety at the deep loading pocket would be 4.69. about 6.9'6
lower than the minimum of 5.00 required by Ontario legislarion.

Capital and Operating Costs

5.3.1.3

Capital Costs

TabIe 12 presents estirnates of the tirne and cost involved in excavating each of the major
openings." The table does not show the time to install the shafi-sinking arrangement (30
days), and the time needed to install the new wire rope and bring the production hoist into

operation (30 days). Total time for the completion of the shaft-deepening project is, thus.
864 days (about 29 months).

"

-

-

-

Makuch ( 19941 reviewed past shafi deepeniq projectç and found that the average advance rate was 1.O rnetre'day.

III this section, the purpose of &mathg capitai and operatine costs is to compare the aitemauves considered. not
produce accurate kïgures. ïhus. the reIationships developed by O'Hara (O'Hara and SuboIeski, 1992, pp. 405424), together with capitat and operating. cast estimates compiled by Western Mine Engineerùie (1996) and
information supplied by the operator, were used to provide preiiminary cost fi-mires.
to

Table 12. Lynx Brook Mine - Excavation costs: Shaft-deepening option
Excavation
-

-

Dimensions (m)
--

Shaw)
Orepasses (two)
Ventilation raises ( h o )

Main levels (four)
Loading pocketlbins

Cost
US $lm

Lengîh

Tonnage

Excavation

Oiameter

metres

tonnes

Time (days)

6.4

2!57

24,004

206

2.1

582

6,049

146

1,131

1,277

2.4

-

582

7,901

146

1.000

54,181

226

30

-

3.500

100

9,000

50

-

N.A.

1,753

N. A.
t ,460

1') Shaft-stnkingcost estimateci using O'Hara'sformuiae (O'Hara and Suboteski. 1992)

The only additional item is 2% inch, 6x2? tlattened strand. UHT wire rope, whose cost is
calculated: 16,250 ft * U.S.$25/ft * 1.0718014 = US, $436,640. Total capital cost would be:
Total capital cost = U.S. 58.7 16.9 10 + U.S. 5436.640 = U.S. $9.153.550.

Operating Costs
The hourly operating cost of a 5.220-kW (7.000-hp) double-dnim hoist equipped with 4.6-m

(1 5-ft.) diameter drums c m be estirnated as îbltows (Western Mine Engineering, 1996):
Parts:

U.S. S58.63/hour

Maintenance labour:

U.S. S42,23/hour
U.S.S292.95ihour
US. S 16.62hour
US. S33.52~hour
U.S. %44495/hour

Electric power:
Lubricants:
Operating labour
Total

5.3.2

Interna1 Shaft

An internai shafi could be sunk so that ore and waste From the deeper levels would be hoisted and
transferred to the deepest loading pocket for transportation to surface through the current
production shaft. The exact location of the intemal shafi is not relevant to this snidy. However. in
order to minimize initial invesment (i.e., shafi sinking) and reduce total transportation time, it
would be sunk 75 metres away fiom the existing shaft and collared at the 6900 Level elevation, A
60-m long conveyor belt on 7000 Level would transport muck to an ore pass connecting to 7080

loading pocket. Given the production rate and mine life, a senice hoist would be needed as well.

It has already been concluded that. provided permission is obtained to opente with a safety factor

lower than 5.0, the current facilities cari hoist the entire ore and waste production from the 7080
loading pocket (see Section 5.3.1). Thus. the operational and economic viability of this option
would be determined by the ability to continue mining at current rates while the interna! shah is
being sunk, and the capital and operating costs related to the operation of the new hoist.

5.3.2.1

impact un Curren t Operation

Sinking the intemal shah could greatly affect the production capacity of the ongoing operation.
M i l e there are several areas that could be influenced. the most critical would be the ability to
continue hoisting the required daily tonnage of ore and waste. In order to estimate the arnount of
waste generated by shaft-sinking, preliminary dcsigns of the production and service hoists"' were
carried riut and the results summarized in Table 13 and Table 14. Duc ro the shallow hoisting
depth (322 m) and relatively low hoisting requirements (3.000 tonnedday). the factor of safety
for the production hoist would be about 5.8 or 5.3, depending on skip Ioad and rope speed.
Preliminary estimates of the diarneter of the shafi, area of the corresponding hoist room. and
headtiame height (in feet) were obtained using O'Hara's formulae (O'Hara and Suboleski. 1991):

w here:

"

D:

shafi diarneter (in ket)

T:

hoisting rate (in tons per day)

A:

area of hoist room (in fi2)

Dl :

drum diarneter of production hoist (in inches)

DI:

d m diarneter of service hoist (in inches)

H:

headframe height (sheaves, in feet)

S:

rope speed (in feet per minute)

The analysis of the alternatives for vertical ore and waste pan does not consider the capital and opentin_g
costs associated with the service hoist Its specifications were determinai so that the hoist room and headfnme ter
the internai six& option could be sir& (and costed) properiy.

Table 13. Lynx Brook Mine - Production hoisting system design: Intemal shaft
1

1 Daily Tonnage (tonnes)
1

2,500

Shifîs (skipping)
Shift duration
Availability for orefwaste skipping
Time available for ~r~?EWasto
~kipping
Hoist utilization
Actual skippinq tirne
i-îouriyTonnaqe

Diameter
Breaking strength
Weight

2
12
80.00
10 29
80.00
15.36
195

Waste
500

1
1

1

215 t o n d h o u r

(

O'a

Ob

hoursiday
tonnedhour

1

1.25 inches

8.33 feet
5.38 feet
2.17 feet
3.0 mlsec
0.50 nIsec2
time (sec) distance (ml
1.O
O. 3

5.0
6.4
87.6
6.4
5.0
1.O

127.4

1

Sklp laad

feet
feet
feet
feet

h~-~-Id=t,t

3.5 mlsec
0.50 nlsec2
time (sec) distance (m)
1.O
0.3

Accelerate ta 0.5 misec
Creep Q 0.5 misec
Accelerate ta maximum speed
Run at full speed
Decelerate to creep speed
Creep Q 0.5 rn/sec
Decelerate to stap
Load/Dump
Total

Total
3,000

perday
hours

2.5 meGes
1.6 mstres
0.7 rnetres

- Acceleration

1
1

m e r

1.055
120
49
1,104

(flattened stmnd. fibre comd 6 x 27)
3.18 cm

Drum diameter
Drum face width, single layer of m p e
Drum face width, two layers of rope

1 )l

1
1

322 metres
37 metres
15 rnetres
337 metres

Hoisting depth
Headframe height (sheaves)
Dumpinq height (from collar)
Total hoisting distance

1
LROP~
Specifications

Ore

1

15.0
142.2

336.6

6.9 tonnes
7.6 tons

1

7.7 tonnes
8.5 tons

336.6

1

1

I)

Safety Factor at loadlng pocket

1

5.82

1

5.28

1

(1

Motor Power Requirernents
Self-ventilated d-c motor mis Power
Induction (as) motor mis Power

1

1

294 kW
305 kW

1

275 kW
284 kW

1

1

1

IOad

1

f

Assuming a 5.5-rn intemal shaft, an average shaft-sinking rate of 2.0 miday," and a maximum of

150 tonnes of additional waste, the production hoist would have to transport about 3.300 tonnes
of muck per day during the excavation phase. If existing hoist utilization. skips, and rope speed

were kept, the safety factor wouid drop to 4.99 but the current motor would be able to meet the
new power requirements, even if the entire production is hoisted from the 7080 loading pocket.
--

--

--

-

is a somewhat optirnisuc rate. Halls (1982) reporced that the averase construction rate for 305-men derp.
6.1-rndiameter shah was 43.7 weeks (306days). This is equivalent to a 1.0-m/&y shaft-sinking nte.

This

Table 14. Lynx Brook Mine - Service hoisting system design: interna1 shaft

1 Maximum hoisting depth
Headframe heiqht (sheaves)
Total hoisting distance

Diameter
Breaking strengîh
Weight

,Drumdiameter
Drum face width, single layer of rope
Dnim face width. two byers of mpe

322 metres
37 metres
322 me-

1,055 feet
120 feet
1,055 fset

3.18 cm
73,935 kg
4.08 kgmetre

1.25 inches
163,000 tbs
2.74 Ibs/fi

2.5 m e b
1.6 metres

8.33 feet
5.17 f w t
2.07 feet

0.6 met=

*
time (sec)

Accelerate to 0.5 &sec
Creep Q 0.5 m/sec
Accelerate to maximum speed
Run at full speed
Decelerate to creep speed
Creep Q 0.5 m/sec
Decelerate to stop

-

Cage load personnel (50 minem)
Cage load personnel (50 miners)
Maximum cage load (materials)
Maximum ca&? load (malerials)

-

1

1

-

Safety Factor at lowest level materlaIs

1
1

0.50 mhecZ
time (sec) 1 distance (m)

distance (ml

5.7 tonnes
6.3 tons
8.0 tonnes
8.8 tons

I
1

5.7
6.3
9.0
9.9

5.55

1

4.99

235 kW
241 kW

I

tonnes
tons
tonnes
tons

1
1

I

Motor Power Requirements
Self-ventilated d-c motor rms Power
lnductlon (ac) motor mis Power

5.3.2.2

263 kW
269 kW

Capital and Operating Costs

Capital Costs

Table 15 shows estimates of the tirne and cost involved in excavating each of the major

openings. Hoist-related costs (in 1988 U.S. dollars) were estimated using O'Hara's formuiae

(O'Hara and Suboleski, 1992):
Production hoist = 5700 * (0.9 * DI'.'* H~"' = 5700 *!IO'.'

* 4 ) ~ =' ~9 1364.400

Hoist installation = S64 * D'." S64 * 1OoL-' = 5254.500
Headframe = S19*(1.2*0.12*~'* (D/IOO)')"'= 519*(0,144*120' *(100/t00)~)''-'= $1,364.500

Ore bins, skips, etc. = 5700 * T"' = 5700 * 3,307"' = 5203.600
Total hoist - related cost = S 1,264,400 + SX4,8OO + S 1,364,800 t $203,600 = $3,087.600
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TabIe 15. Lynx Brook Mine
Excavation

1

- Excavation costs: Interna1 shaft
1

Dimensions (m)

Tonnage

Excavation

tonnes

Tirne (days)

Shaftr)

Cost
US am

Headframe (37 m)
Holst room (400 m2)

1

N.A.

165

USS
5.1 12,632

24

1.460

53,396

28

l6.ûûO

1 12.000

Orepasses (two)

146

1,131

658.657

Ventilation raise

73

1.2TI

371.823

Main levels (four)

226

1.753

1.752.810

Loading pocketmins

30

Shaft stations (four)

50

1

N.A.

1.t60

1

218.932
111.985

1

('1 Shatt-sinkingcost estimated ustng O'Hara's lomuiae (O'Hara and Suboreski. 19921

Total hoist-related costs in 1996 US. dollars (the units used throughout this section) are
$3,087,600 * 1.2383907 = S3,523,700. The installed cost of a 60-m long conveyor with a

0.60-mwide belt and capable of handling up to 450 tome/hour is US 9126,000 The cosr of
II4 inch, 6x27 flattened strand, FC wire rope is: 2.450 feet

* 99.50ifoot * 1.0718 = S25.000.

Therefore, total capital cost for this option is:
Total capital cost = $8.426200

A

S3.523.700

+

S25.000 -+ S 126.000

=

S 1Li1OO.900

Table 15 does not include the time required to install and commission the new production and
service hoists ( 150 days). Total time to complete this option is 592 days (about 30 months).

Operuring Costs

TabIe 16 shows the hourly operating cost of the production hoist installed in the intemal
shafi. the existing production hoist. and the conveyor belt installed in 7000 Level.

Table 16. Lynx Brook Nine - Operating costs: Interna1 shaft
Operating Cost (US Slhour)

300-kW Production hofst

17.16

5,220-kW Production hoist
Conveyor belt (60-m long)

Total
Saurce: Wesrem Mine tiigineenng (1996)

78.79

Maintenance

Electric

Labour

Power

Lubricants

Operating
Labour

Total

5.3.3

Truck Haulage

Access to the bottom of the mineralized area c m be obtained by driving a 15% ramp in the
footwall. Starting at the 7200-Level elevation (the lowest level currently developed), the ramp
would connect al1 main levels down to the 7800 Level. Total length of the ramp would be 1,220
metres. Apart from the main levels (which must be excavated regardless of the type of access).
the only other openings required by this option are re-muck stations (to facilitate driving the

rarnp) and a ventilation mise. Muck would be transported to the 7000-Level crusher via an
existing ramp and then loaded into skips through the 7080 loading pocket. As in the previous

case. the feasibility of this option depends on the degree of interference with the ongoing
operation, the relateci excavation costs, and the cost of operating the vertical transport system.

5.3.3.1

Impact on Current Operation

The tlexibility of truck haulâge systems makes it more difficult to estirnate accurately the impact

of driving the 1.220-metre long ramp on current mining operations. In fact. development waste
could be dumped in old workings (stopes. levels, ore-passes. etc.) already found below 7000

Level. This practice would simultaneously reduce any interference with the production hoist
(which then could be devored to hoisting frorn the upper levels) and the acnial cost of dnving the

ramp (since pan of the muck would not have to be hoisted to surface for disposal). Nonetheless.
in order to make valid cornparisons with other vertical transport alternatives. it will be assumed
that a11 of the waste pmduced at the ramp and related excavations will be hoisted to surface.
As discusscd in Section 4.42, ventilation requirements and mobile equipment dimensions

determine the cross-section of development openings. In this case. equipment size is not the
limiting factor. Indeed, 30.. 40-, and 50-tonne mine trucks have very similar dimensions: about

3.0 m wide, 2.7 m hi&, and 10.0 m long. On the other hand, Lynx Brook is a hot mine and
already has senous ventilation problems. Thus, a 5.0 m x 4.9 m ramp, wider and higher than
required by safety regulations, will be assumed. An average daily advance rate of 3.3 rn will be
used, retlecting the fact that the ramp would be driven in a deep environment, prone to ground
control, ventilation, and iogistical probtems. This would result in about 250 tonnes of muck per

day. If a rna..imum of 150 tonnes per day are generated by other excavations. the production hoist
would have to transport 3,000

i-

(250 + 150)

=

3,300 tomedday. In order to meet the new

hoisting rate of 139 t o ~ e s / h o u(assuming
r
80% availability and 7470 utilization, and maintaining
rope speed and acceleration rate), the skip payload would have to be increased ta 12.5-tonnes.
The corresponding safety factor would fall to 4.93.

5.3.3.2

Capital and O p c n t i n g Costs

Capital Costs

Table 17 shows excavation tirnes and costs for the major openings involved in providing

rarnp access ro Lynx Brook Deep. It should be noted that orepasses are not required in this
option, since LHDs would directly load trucks to rninimize both trucking distance and
development time."
Figure 25 was used to determine tramming capacity and fleet sire for the trucks that would
transport muck to 7000 Level dunng the production phase. It can be seen that three 40-tonne
micks would be able to haul the entire production (3.000 tomes/day) kom the first three
levels. In fact. as long as production is still coming from the upper levels. hvo such trucks
would be enough to initially haul muck frorn 7350 Level. A third truck would be needed once
production shifts completely to 7350 Level, and an additional truck would have to become
avaiIable to haul exclusively from 7800 Level. The cost of each truck is U.S. 5500.000.
The only other significant capital investrnent would be in ventilation and air conditioning. It

is inevitable to employ diesel equipment for dnving the ramp, but the use of diesel trucks for
transponing 3.000 tonnes/day of muck to 7000 Level must be avoided. Unformnately. it was
impossible to obtain capital and operating cost data for trolley-assisted mine trucks.
Therefore, diesel mcks will be assumed and an estirnate of the addirional ventilation cost

associated with the operation of the trucks will be included.

"

An important advantage of the use of a ramp for acceççing the deep reserves is that there is no need to wait until
the bonorn of the orebody is reached to commence production. Indeed, provided adequate ventihtion is supplied.
hoisting capacity exists. and XI adequate miaing sequence is deviseci, stopes coutd be mined as soon as their
corresponding access openin3 are developed. This wouid have the additionaI benefit of facilitating ri top-down
mining sequence that. as discussed in Section 3 -3. c m heIp in reducing p u n d control pmblerns,

Table 17. Lynx Brook Mine - Excavation costs: Truck haulage option

One-Way lnclined Tramming Oistance (metms)

Figure 25: Lynx Brook Deep -Truck tramming eapacity and fleet sUe

The air requirements of four 335-kW (450-bhp) 10-tonne mcks is estimated using the rule of
thumb indicated by Hartman et al. ( 1997. p. 524): 0.0949 m ' l s - k ~(1 50 cmiibhp)

-

Total air = 150 cmiibhp * 450 bhp * (1.0 i 0.75 0.5 + 0.5) = 155.625 c h
The cost of a 200.000-ch axial fan complete with accessories is US. SlJ3.000 and that of'
the corresponding 300-kW electric motor is U.S. $37.000. To estimate the additional air-

conditioning requirements it is necessary tirst to calculate the heat liberated by the diesel
engines of the four trucks ( H a m m et al.. 1997, p. 601):
Heat load = 12.3 gaVh * 140,000 Btu/gal*0.9 +2.75 = 1,26L -950 B N h = 1,250.0 kW

Table 18. Lynx Brook Mine - Total capital cost: Truck haulage option

l

Excavation
404onne mine trucks (4)

200,0001cfmaxial fan

I

1 43,000

300-kW motor (fin)

Air conditioning plant

37,000
1,325,000

Totat

8,306,957

I

L

d

Whillier ( 1982) noted that the total cost of air conditioning in a mine is about US SZOOikW of
cooling per year, of which 330h can be attnbuted to the capital investment. If it were assumsd
that the equipment is depreciated over a 10-year period, and converting the amount to 1996

U.S. dollars, it would result in capital invesment requirements of S1,060/kW. In this case.
total investment in air-conditioning would be 1.250 kW

*

S1,060/kW = S 1,325,000. Total

capital cost fat this option is summarized in Table IS (see above).

Operating Costs

Table 19 shows the hourly operating cost of the mine trucks, fan. and air conditioning plant
required by the tmck hauIage option.

5.3.4

Evaluation of Alternatives

The three options for vertical ore and waste transport presented in this section c m be evaluated in

terms of their economic impact on the operation and strategic significance.

5.3.4.1

Economic Analysis

A surnmary of the capital and operating cos& involved in each of the three vertical transport

dternatives can be found in Table 20. Based on the known reserves (see Table 1) and a yearly
production rate of 900.000 tonnes, a mine life of about 6 years was detemined (dilution was not
accounted for). Total construction aod commissioning times were 29 months for shafi deepening,
30 months for intemal shafi, and 23 months for truck haulage. Operating costs were detemined
using the net operating h o m estimated for each piece of equipment (shaf?, conveyor, truckt etc.).

Table 19. Lynx Brook Mine - Opcrating costs: Truck hiulage
Operating Cost (US Slhour)
Lubric.
-

40-tonne truck

7.24

5,220-kW hokt

42.23

N.A.

292.95

4.52

N.A.

N.A.

200,000-cfm axial fan

9,83

---

N.A.

1.36

N.A.

20.93

N.A.

NA.

82.50

N.A.

396.38

1

0.64

4.60

9.83

Labour

16.62

300-kW motor (fan)

59.95

1

Operating

3.35

Air condltloning plant
Total

Tires

1

20.61

Sources: Westorn Mine Engineering ( 10%); WtMior ( 1882)

Tirblc 20. Lyrix Brook Mine - Verlicd cire trmsport: Econoniic cviilulition
Year

Type of Cost
Capital

1 3,784.1

2.815.0

1
2.554.4 1

Capital

(

5,849.4

2.562.5

C1

Shaft Oeepenlng

3.989.1

Internai Shaft

Truck Haulage

Nota. All figuros in Ihousands ot 1896 U S dollars

C2

C3

1

O1

02

NPV @ 10%
03

04

05

06

-

-

1

9.153.6

1

7.ôû5.7

1

-

-

1

12.400.9

1

10,385.8

1

Shaft deepening resulted in the lowest total operating cost (514.8 million. the cost of operating
the existing production hoist) and the second lowest capital investment (S9.2 million). Although it

requires 29 months to become operational, the NPV of the total cost of this option is S 15.7
million, the lowest of the three vertical transport alternatives considered in this section.
The construction and commissioning of an intemal shaft would require the highest investment
(512.1 niHior,) over 30 months (the !ongcst prc-produccion pcr;lûd). Its apcming coa is higher

than that of the shafi-deepening option, since it requires the additional operation of an interna1
winze and a conveyor belt. The NPV of the total cost of using an intemal shaft for vertical ore
transport is S 19.5 million.

Truck haulage requires the lowest capital investment ($8.3 million) and the shortest preproduction penod (hvo years). However, due to the 24-hourlday operation of the air conditioner
and 200,000-ch fan. as well as the need to use the current production hoist to bring the muck to
surface. if has the highest operaring cost (S5.4 millioruyear. with four 40-tonne trucks in
opention). The NPV of the total cost of the truck haulage option is 922.7 million.

5.3.4.2

Discussion

In spite of its lowest total cost. deepening the current shah may not be the optimum solution to
the vertical ore transport problem, The following issues must be further considered:

Without knowing current operating pmcedures, it was difficult to quanti@ adequately
the impact of shafi deepening on the production capacity of the entire mine. If. for
instance, hoist availability for skipping were reduced to 70%. actual skipping time
would fa11 to 12.4 hours. In order to sustain current production rates during shah
deepening, a 13.6-tome skip and a larger hoist motor would have to be installed. and
the factor of safety would drop to 3.75. If production targets were not met. the loss of
income could significantiy increase the totai cost of this option.
The resuking static factor of safety at the Ioading pocket is Iower than 5.0, even when
assuming a hoist utilization of 809% (that results in 15.4 hourslday of net hoisting time).
It is not clear if permission to operate under such conditions would be obtained.
ï h e production capacity is virtually fixed, with very little chance of increasing it

in the

future. Furthemore, if deeper ore reserves were found, an alternative verrical transport

system would have to be found, since M e r extending the shafl would not be a
feasible option at that time.
The construction of an intemal shafi takes longer to complete. but does not directly interfere with
the ongoing production process or require changes in the operating parameters of the existing

production hoist. Although the amounr of waste generated wouId be slightly higher than in the
case of shafi deepening, total tonnage would be still within the range of the curent hoisting
fiiciiities iprovided permission to operate a hoisr wirh a safety factor of tess than 5.0 is obtained).
A major disadvantage of both the shaft deepening and intemal shah alternatives is bat the only

route for access to the deeper levels is through the shah. which become et'fectively the
bottlenecks of their respective transport systems. As discussed in Section 4.5. the overail
eficiency of a deep operation can sufTer sipificantiy if the delivery of personnel and materials is
not ched

out as scheduled. Therefore, both options would require a service nmp to complement

maintenance and materials transport hnctions, as well as to increase the flexibility of the
operation. However, the cost of such a rarnp (around $3.3 million) would reduce the economic
attractiveness of the shafi-related alternatives and increase the amount of pre-production waste,
further affecting the ability to rneet production requirements during construction.

As presented here, tmck haulage is not a viable alternative for vertical transport of muck.
However, by assuming the use of diesel units, this alternative was unfairly penalized in relation to
the other two transport options. In fact. if eIectric (Le., trolley-powered) units had been
considered, ventilation and air conditioning requirements as well as energy costs would have
been much lower. In spite of the need to install the trolley lines. this would have reduced
drastically both initial invesmient and direct operating costs.
Truck haulage does have important advantages. As pointed out in Footnote 9 1, the operation does
not have to wait until the ramp is complete to initiate tnicking fiom the deeper levels. In theory.
mining couid start at the beginning of the second (and l a s ) construction year. By allowing the
early generation of positive cash flows, this could significantly improve the NPV calculations of
the truck haulage option. However. the ventilation and air coi~ditioningsystems wouId have to be

also in operation at the end of the first construction year (withour the ventilation raise, which can
be excavated only after reaching 7800 Level), eliminating some of the financial benefits of early
production. On the other hand, and provided the performance of electric trucks is similar to that
of their diesel counterparts, four 40-tonne trucks could support production fiom nvo more 45-m
levels ( d o m to 8 100 level). Likewise. production and/or development rates c m be increased
frorn the upper levels if deemed necessary. In theory additional tmcks can be added to achieve
sucn rargets. but iarger deets create trafic problems in the rarnp, reduce the overall et'ficiency of

the transport system and, thus, can be counterproductive,
Last but not least, a ramp greatly enhances the ability to deliver personnel and materials to actual
working places, tàcilitates supervision and coordination of the work. and can be located so that
allows additional exploration and mine development. Unfortunately. these opentional aspects are

n a easy to quanti@ and demand thorough icnowledge of the operation to be evaluated properly.

5.3.5

Conclusion

The final decision on the vertical transport issue has to consider both hard (i.e.. capital and
operating costs) and soft (i.e., Aexibility and efficiency) issues. .-\lthough the economic
evaluation clearly shows that shaft deepening would result in lower ovenll costs. serious issues
regarding this solution cannot be addressed adequately at this stage. Furthemore. since the
governent would have to authorize the operation of the production hoist with a safety factor of
Iess than 5.0, this alternative is not feasible at this time. The intemal shaft is expensive and
somewhat inflexible. but is not constrained by the limitations imposed on the existing system.
Although expensive and time-consuming, proper design and planning could allow both increased
production rates and hrther expansion into deeper ore reserves. The use of electnc trucks would
have made ramp haulage a realistic vertical transport option. The flexibility, direct level access.
and expandability associated with this aiternative certaid y enhance its attractiveness.

This prelirninary assessrnent of the vertical transport options for Lynx Brook Deep indicates that
shaft deepening is not feasible. Similady, truck haulage must be re-evaluated assuming the use of
electric units. The t'mal selection would have to consider ody an interna1 shaft and ûucking.
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Horizontal Ore Transport

5.4

The presence of an ongoing mining operation at Lynx Brook limits the number of options
available for horizontal transport in the deeper areas. The adoption of sigificantly different
technologies would certainly conflict with the current LHD-based systerns, not to mention the
increased training, maintenance, and warehousing costs. Furthemore, the tabular nature of the
deep reserves coupled with more stict ground connol practices would prevent the use of
continuous loading and conveying systerns. whic h typically require high production rates to
become economicaliy sound. Thus, this section will address equipment selection issues for LHDbased systems as well as discuss briefly the possibility of employing innovative rnethods for
horizontal transport at Lym Brook Deep.

5.4.1

-

Equipmeitt Seleetion LHDs

In undergound mines. equipment selection heavily depends on the choice of mining method.
planned production rate. and productivity of single mining units (stopes or panels). At Lynx
Brook. proper sequencing has managed to provide effective ground control. although dilution has
increased and the ability to recover al1 of the ore resource has been affected. It is reasonabk ta
assume that VCR stopes will be the main source of ore in the deeper areas. As noted in Section

5.3.3. Lynx Brook Deep is expected to produce about 6.200 tonnes of ore per week. Wowever.
limitations imposed by the existing production capaciry of the shaft and hoist, and the mining
sequence itself. demand a more conservative estimate.
At Ieast d o m to the 7600 LeveI, the current productivity of stopes and panels will be
rnaintained.v' If 10.5-m x 10.5-rn panels were used and each blast was 4.8 rn high. about

2,223 tonnes of ore would be produced. This wouId be enough to satisfi more than one half of
the required daily production rate of about 900 tonnes for four days. To account for deIays and
unexpected operational pmblems, this panel configuration would result in a minimum of three
paneIs in production (i.e., mucking stage of the production cycie) at any given time.

''

The orebody becornes very thin as the 7500 Lrvel elevauon ad.as previously indicated. could be considered 3s a
vein-srpe deposit of irrepular strike for al1 practicai purposes, including mining sequencing and -gound connol.

To illustrate the range of choices available for equipment selection, an attempt will be made to
determine the size and number of uni& needed to muck and haul ore fiom the panels ro the dump
located at 6970 Level. It will be assumed that standard LHDs and Iow-profile trucks wiIl be
employed. Additionally, the following assumptions have been made:
number of shifts per day:

2

shift length:

8 hours

shift delays (transporting personnel. materials, etc.):

1 .O hourishifi

mid-shift break:

0.5 hourishifi

etyective minutes per hour:

50

production rate of Lynx Brook Deep:

908 tonnesiday

Based on these assumptions and using the calculation procedures suggested by Wagner Mining

Equipment Co. ( 1987). it is possible to plot the one-way horizontal tramming distance venus the
minimum rated capacity of the scooptram(s) employed. The relationship benveen LHD capacity
and tramming distance is expressed by the following formuia:

where:

L:

rated capacity of the LHD unit, in cubic metres

R:

production rate, in cubic metres per minute

,,,

fixed time to Ioad/dump/maneuvereach cycle. in minutes

D:

one-way horizontal tramrning distance. in metres

S:

average speed over distance D. in kilometres per hour

Results obtained are s h o w in Figure 26 and Figure 27. The tonner presents the case of a single
LHD unit mucking al1 the Lynx Brook Deep ore production. The latter assumes that nvo identical

LHDs share the production of 454 tomesishifi (908 tonnes/day) of ore. Two lines representing
different average speeds (6.0 km/hour and 8.0 kmhour) were plotted in each figure to investigate
the impact of varying working conditions on productivity. It can be seen that as m i n g

distance increases such as impact is more severe. Let us apply these concepts to the specific case
of Lynx Brook Deep. Figure 28 and Figure 29 show plan layouts for levels 7350 and 7500,
respe~tively.~'Based on such layouts, it was found that the average horizontal one-way trammirtg
distance for LHD units from muckpiles to a dumping area close to the main access nmp is about
427 metres. Minimum and maximum tmnming distances Vary between 300 and 360 m. and 480

and 580 m. respectively. As depicted by Figure 26, the minimum rated capacity increases From
3.75 m' to 4.8 m', (a 2 8 . ~ 9 0increase) when one unit 1s in operation and the average speed drops

from 8.0 to 6.0 km/hour. Figure 27, shows a similar et'fect (Le., a 28.096 increase in rated
capacity) when two LHDs are employed.
In addition to the assumptions listed above, the following parameters were used to calculate truck
requirements for the haulage of ore up the main ramp to the dump located at 6970 Level:
truck loading time:

5.5 minutes

m c k speed, loaded up:

5.1 kilometres/hour

mck speed. empty down:

10.1 kilometres/hour

average main ramp grade:

15.0%

The calculation procedure in this case is also a modified version of the one proposed by Wagner
Equipment Co. (1987). The following formula can be used to determine the minimum truck
payload that will meet production requirements for a certain one-way inclined tramrning distance:

D
16.67 * v,

16.67 * ,v

where:
L:

single tmck payload, in tonnes

R:

production rate, in tonnes per shiA (note: two s h i h per day)

n:

number of trucks in fleet

fhb:

effective working minutes per shifi (without delays or breaks)
-

V3

These layouts conespond to the 45-rnetre lifi height case that is analyzed in the following section.
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Average ditance for Lynx Brook Deep
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Figure 26: Lynx Brook Deep LHD capacity versus tramming distance, one unit
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Figure 27: Lynx Brook Deep LHD capicity versus trarnming distance, two unit~

r I:
r,:
D:

truck loading tirne, in minutes

v,:

average truck speed over distance D, loaded going up the ramp, in kilometres/hour

v

fixed time to Ioad~dump/maneuvereach cycle, in minutes
one-way inclined tramming distance, in metres
:

average truck speed over distance D, empty p i n g down the ramp, in kilometres/hour

-

Figure 18: Lynx Brook Deep Proposed development for 7350 Level
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Truck fleets with one, two and three units were investigated with this formula (see Figure 30.).
Since truck payload is invenely proportional to fleet size, significant reductions in required truck
payload can be achieved by adding units to the smaller fleets only. Indeed, a 50.0% reduction in
truck payload is accomplished by going from a one-truck to a two-truck fleet, but only a 33.3O4
payload reduction is obtained by adding one more unit to the two-truck tleet. This sû-aightfoward
(inversely proportionai) relationship is sornewhat artificial. since other factors that nlrvqs v a l
according to the size of the truck have been considered as fixed in the previous torrnula. These
include truck loading tirne and time to load/dump/maneuver (smaller fixed times in srnaIler units).
and average mick speeds: higher maximum speeds cm be achieved normally with larger trucks
(Wagner Equipment Co.. 1987). tf their mie variability were also taken into account. real cunres
(not straight lines) would be plotted in Figure 30.
Three vertical doned lines that depict one-way indined tramming distances from 7 190. 7330. and
7500 levels. respectively. to the dumping spot on 6970 Level are shown in Figure 30. On a tïrst
impression, it seems as if there would be a wide selection of truck sizes that could satisfi the
production requirements down to 7500 Level, ranging fiom 7.5 to 40.0-tonne units. Most mine
operators, however. would prefer larger trucks to reduce maintenance and repair costs. irnprove
discounted cash flow indicators. and rninimize labour needs.
Equipment size intluences excavation dimensions. which should be minirnized to facilitate
ground control, and reduce mine development time and cost (see Section 4.4.2). In this case. the

truck fleet at least wouid have to be able to meet 7190 Level production requirements, and then
provide a reasonable fieet expansion path to cope with the increasing tramming distances tiom
deeper levels. If only one truck were to be purchased initia& (a likeIy option), it would have to
be in the 25- to 35-tome class. Although it would be over-designed for production tiorn 7190

Level, the need for a second tnick would not arise until7350 Level has been mined out. The nvotruck fleet would be capable of handling ore production requirernents do~vnto 7500 Level."

4.1

in fact, using the above formula and parameters (which c m be considered as conservative). it was found that nvo
30.0-tonne trucks should be able to transport 454 tonnesishifi (eigfit-hourshifis) of ore h m the 7800 Lrvei. The
one-way inclined tramming distance ( 15.0?/0nmp) would be about 1.950 rnetres.
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Figure 30: Lynx Brook Deep Truck payload versus inclined tramming distnnce

LHDs in the 3.5 to 4.5-m' range match trucks in the 25.0 to 35.0-tonne class (a minimum of four
passes should be needed to load a truck). This means that. even under the pessimistic scenario
(average speed of 6.0 krrvhour) a single 4.5-m' scooptram would be able to produce the required
tonnage over the average horizontal mmming distance of 427 m (see Figure 26). However, it
would not be able to sustain the required production rate if the tramming distance increases. as is
expected to occur for a large percentage of stopes located in the edges of the orebody. The best
choice in this case would be to acquire nvo 3.5-m3 LHDs. which would be capable of producing

454 tonnedshifi of ore for horizontal tramming distances in excess of 750 m (see Figure 27)
It is quite evident that the selection and sizing of mucking and tramming equipment presents a

number of options that, depending on the focus of the analysis. may or may not consrirute socalled oprirnzirn alternatives. This is not an isolated case in mining equipment selection. Lt is also
the case of hoisting systems (see Section 41.1) and almost every other underground mining
subsystem. Minimization of capital expenditures and direct operating costs is only one of several
factors to be considered in the final decision. Technical and economic studies are required to
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed solution. An intebpl evaluation should ultimately
determine its impact on the operation as a whole over the medium- and long-tems.

5.4.2

Applicability of Innovative Technologies

This section briefly considers the pros and cons of new technology adoption for horizontal muck
transport at Lynx Brook. The discussions of the factors affecting deep underground mining (see
Chapter 4) addressed the introduction of new technologies (Le., hydrauIic transport, automation,
etc.). It was seen that they had the potential of rninimizing the negative impact of the deep
environment, and genenting sipiticant operational and/or economic benefits.

At Lynx

Brook.

evidence of a challenging new mining environment at depth is provided by current trends in:
ground stress;
ventilation and air conditioning; and,
orebody geometry and shape.

Indeed. ever-increasing ground control problems have prompted the development of strict mining
sequences capable of re-distributing stresses efficiently while allowing high production rates from
single mining units and enhancing overall productivity. Similarly. as discussed in Section 5.3.
high rock temperatures have resulted in stringent air-conditioning and ventilation requirements.

virtualIy eliminating the possibiIity of using diesel equipment for long hauls. On the other hand. it

is Iikely that the narrow and tabuIar nature of the deep orebody (compare Figure 21 and Figure 3 1
below) will render current ground control and mine development pnctices ineflective (they were
developed for wider ore). Therefore, there is a need to modi& both current technologies and
production methods. As discussed in Section 3.2.2.2. the simultaneous change of nvo variables of
the product-market-technology signitïcantly decrease the chances of success. It is reasonable,
therefore, to assume that the mine operator would try to test new methods with existing
technology in order to reduce the initial risks involved."
Ventilation and air conditioning restrictions will rnake it very difficult to continue justifjting the
use of diesel LHDs for drawpoint mucking. Electric units could be used. but they would require

the adoption of a rigid planning philosophy (to ensure that they are deployed in suitable stopes)
and extensive use of ore passes, which are dificult and expensive to maintain in stressed gound.
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This assumption is validateci by research carried out by Abegglen and Stak (1935). who noted that the adoption of
automation in japanese factories followed sevenI years of process improvement.

-

Figure 31: Lynx Brook Deep Ore outline at 7800 leveï elevation

The main disadvantages of the use of continuous Ioading and conveying systerns are related to the
geometry of the deep orebody and a rnining sequence dictated by gound control principles. In the
light of previous expenences in deep Ontario mines (Pelley. !994), and based on the cunent
practices in the shallower sections of Lynx Brook, sound ground control most probably will cal1
for thin and fairly hi& stopes at depth. However. such stopes may not be able to provide the high
extraction rates required to justify the hi@ capital costs of such systems. Moreover, they may not
be large-tonnage stopes either. Short extraction periods increase both the compIexity of the mine
plan and overall operating cost. since transporting, installing, and setting up the loading and
conveying equipment are time-consuming and labour-intensive (i.e.. expensive) tasks.
Hydrotransport c m o t be considered exclusively for horizontal msportation. [n fact. as noted in
Section 3.1.3, one of the main advantages of hydrohoisting is that it facilitates the integration of
several compunents of the mining process (i-e., hoisting, cooling, drainage, etc.). Therefore, its
use for horizontal m s p o r t would be justified o d y as part of a comprehensive plan that radically

changes the entire muck transport system and targets ventilation and pumping issues as well.
IS6

In summary, it is very likely that the development and exploitation of Lynx Brook Deep will be
carried out with conventional LHD-based systems for horizontal rnuck transport. The application

of non-traditional transport systerns such as continuous loaders and sluny pumping would
conflict with current mining practices and may not be economically feasible, given existing
a-ound stresses and orebody geometry. Moreover, the full benefit of new technolog introduction

C

can be achieved only when a comprehensive approach to the problem is adopted. Thus. it would
require the concurrent and extensive modification of both vertical and horizontal transport
systems. It is believed that this is neither pnctical nor econornically sound in rhe case of Lynx
Brook Deep.

5.5

Mine Development

Based on the stmcture of Section 4.4 and relevant aspects of mine development at Lynx Brook.
this section reviews and discusses critically issues related to production rate. dilution. ore
recovery, the dimensions of development openings, and horizontal (i.e., lateral) development.

S.S. 1

Production Rate

Table 1 indicates that a downward trend in ore reserves (on a per-level basis) is expected as the
mine deepens and the orebody thins. [ndeed. at the 7800 Level the deposit could be considered as
a vein for al1 practical purposes, including mine design and sequencing (compare the outlines

shown in Figure 2 1 and Figure 3 1). This will be certainly a deciding factor in mine development
and production plans, and indirectly will affect the determination of the production rate.

5.5.1.1 Application of Rules of Thurnb

Two of the d e s of thumb discussed in Section 3.4.3.l (Taylor's law and the "seven-year

minimum mine life critenon") can be used to determine quick estimates of the preliminary
production rate for Lynv Brook Deep. Their validity in this case, however, shoutd be cautiousty
investigated, since they are not directly applicable to the expansion of deep underground mines.
The corresponding production rates would be:

Taylor's Law:

Seven-year minimum mine tife criterion:

P, = 5.283.258/7 = 754.75 1 tonnes
The respective daily production rates wouId be 3.019 tonnes (five-day week) and
2,156 tonnes (seven-day week).

5.5.1.2

Discussion

The mining sequence and current extraction facilities impose senous resmctions to the optimum
sustainable production rate. As seen in Section 5.3. the rnost important \imitation to an increased

(or, with depth, sustained) production rate comes From the eitisting hoisting system. In 1994. it
hoisted 88 1.41 5 tonnes of ore, which is equivalent to 3.526 tonnes/day assuming a Rve-day week.
As currently configured. it c m hoist 213 tonneshour frorn the deepest loading pocket. If we

assume 17 eflectiÿe hoisting hours per day (Edwards, 1992). this would result in a maximum
hoisting rate of 3,621 tonnes/day (ore and waste). Existing ore reserves in upper Ievels allow a

higher global production rate for the entire complex.

It

must be remembered that

il

will not

aiways be possible to dispose of a11 of the waste produced by mine development underground

and. thus, some of it will inevitably end up being hnsported to surface. Given the size of
development openings. the tonnage of waste generated is significant and could further limit the
ore-hoisting capacity. It is interesting to see that the rates obtained with Taylor's Iaw and the
seven-year mine life criterion are within the limits of the existing production system.
Speed of mine development restricts the production rate of deep mines (Taylor. 1986). At L - m .
Brook, this is true for two reasons. First, the minhg method requires extensive and cosdy in-ore

and wall development, which must be completed ahead of production. The operational
restrictions and large financial requirements involved in properly addressing those issues
probably would prevent a higher production rate than that is presently achievable? Second. the
existing ore reserves do not justim sinking a new shaft from surface to hoist larger tonnages of
ore and waste." An additional ore handling system would have to deliver muck from the deeper
levels to the existing loading pocket. This is expensive and results in a complex transport system.

5.5.2

Dilution

Two types of dilution must be dit'ferentiated. Some dilution is an intrinsic part of the minable
reserves. It is generated by intemal waste that cannot be segregated tiom the surrounding
economic ore. It is also created by waste coming From irregulanties in the hangingwall/footwall

contacts that cannot be avoided at the scale of the equipment or mining method employed. The
mining plan takes into 2ccount this builr-in dilution and the entire mineimill system is designed
accordingly. The ongoing switch to large-tonnage underground mining methods. for instance. has
resulted in design dilution figures that would have been considered unacceptable only 10-15
y e m ago, when more selective mining methods were popular. Indeed, Pelley ( 1994) concluded:
"... grade control and dilzition ... have been adverse-. ufected &y... bulk metllods ".

On the other hand. dilution also results from inadequate mining practices. poor choice of mining
method a d o r equipment, and sudden. unexpected changes in ground conditions or geological
characteristics of the orebody. This optirarional dilution cornes from barren rock and/or backfill
and (at Ieast according to the mine design and production plan) shouId have been avoided by
properly following the established miningioperational procedures. It is not related to parameters
such as the minimum mining width or ground support system, and is added to the btiilr-in dilution

previously discussed. In general. operational dilution c m be managed by applying sound ground
control measutes. adopting appropriate mining sequences, and efficient drilling and blasting.
-- -
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Careh1 application of the mauimization of the net present value criterion cm help in determining the economic
fmibiiity of expmdiig the existing underground rock handling system ( s e , for emnplc. Section 5.3).
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As discussed in Section 5.3.1, the= are ais0 design difficulties with this option. since increased depths of hoisting
would lower the safety factor below 5.0, the minimum required by Ontario replations.

Dilution can only be controlled at a cost. either by adopting additional ground control systems,
switching to more selective mining methods or reducing the extraction rategq to lessen
contamination from the walls. Dilution control is an economically feasible option as long as the
increased production cost is less than the economic benetits directly derived frorn reduced
dilution. The problem is. the determination of such benefits is ofien not easy or straightfonvard.
The dif'fïculties in dealing with and properly identifying and quantiQing dilution are illustrated

by the Lynx Brook case. The operator reported that. regardless of inter-level spacing (lift height),

the average dilution for 21 stopes From 6700, 6900. and 7100 levels was 14.0%. However. if we
assume that the figures made available to the public are correct (Scales, 1996). a 14.0?'0 dilution
does not explain a 28.0% decrease in gradeu. Furthemore. the reported 1991 production grade
represents a 15.0% decrease from the reported in situ =mde (Scales, 1996). It is not clear if the
14.0% figure mrntioned by the operator corresponds to the blriir-in or the operarionul dilution.
since it seems as if the in sitzr reserves already account for some kind of dilution.

5.5.2.1 The Cost of Dilution

The most obvious consequence of dilution is the reduction in the profitability of an operation by
increasing the mining (production) cost as expressed in dollars per unit of commodity
produced.'") This, unfortunately, is not the only problem with dilution. It has a dual economic
effect on an underground operation: lost production due to rnaterial with no value taking the place
of ore in the production process, and resources being wasted on barren material. In an open pit.

barren or low-grade material could be sent to a waste dump or to a stockpile for later processing,
if required (Koniaris. 1991). However. in an underground mine dilution resuIts in the extraction,
transportation. and processing of material with no econornic value. Thus. it is not only the
revenues lost due to the smaller metal production rate that must be considered in the analysis. but
9s

TypicdIy, smaller sections of the hangingwall are exposed simultaneously (and for shoner periods) when lower
extraction rates are used, significantiy facilitatins dilution control.
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Since minedization at Lynx Brook is fairly reguIar. an average in situ ore _grade was assumeci (the actual value
was not made avaikible). If the ore at the upper ieveIs (which currently contributes about 75.09% o f totai
production) is sirnilx to the one found rit depth. it codd be ugued thrit this is an overIy coaservative assumption.
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Obviously, the overai1 production cost in terms of dollars per ton remains the s m e . but the resultant Iower _grade
due to dilution increrises the cost of rnining-ch unit of metal contained in the ore produced.

also the resources wasted in mining and processing matenal with no revenue-generating
capabilities. The total cost of dilution can be calculated as follows:
Total Dilution Cost = Lost Revenue

+ Resources Wasted

Table 21 shows the value of the snleable metal contained in a tonne of diluted ore pmduced at

Lynx Brook during 1994 ( 1994 metal prices were used). Brcause the actual mi11 recovery couid
not be obtained. a figure Iower than the nne reported for a ~irnilaroperation \vas ured inctead
(Scales, 1996). In that year Lynx Brook ore had a value of US $ 139.0/tonne. Le.. equal to gold
ore having an average diluted grade of 0.366 oz Aw'tonne"" ( 11.4 eltonne) which can cenainly be
considered as high-grade ore. For every tonne of waste andior backfill that became rnixed with
real ore. the operation lost US S 139 (CAD S 187.65) of revenue.'" Table 21 also shows that the
value of diluted ore was 52.5% of in situ ore. Then,if waste matenal contained no saleable metal.
each tonne of in situ ore was mixed with 0.2 13 tonnes of waste (Le., 2 1.3% dilution).

The assessrnent of the effects of dilution is funher complicated by the lack of adequate cost data.
For instance, Table 22 shows pertinent'"' Lynx Brook costs items taken directly fiom the
summary report provided by the operator. Based on such data. ir was determined that the cost of
bringing one tonne of material (either ore or waste) to surface was S27.95. On the other hand,
basic cost data were analyzed and re-aggregated in Section 5.2.3 and the results shown in Table 4.
Using the new data. the cost of dilution was determined to be S36.90/t0nnel'~(see Table 13). or
32.0% higher than the previously calculated figure.
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Vdue calculated using s goId pnce of US S 3SO.OOtoz and a miil recovery of 90.0°'o.

i 02

The implicit assurnption is that the mine exceeds production capacity. tn other words. ttiere exists ore that could be
mined md hoisted instead of the waste originating diIution. Sce Konixis (199 I ) for a discussion on stockpihg and
production stmtegies-

'O3

[t h
a b e n assumed that o d y direct costs incumd aper blasting are relevant to the malysis of dilution. Other
components of the mining cost such as ventihtion. management. and overheads (that may or may not be
applicable. depending on the focus of the malysis) have not been considered in this case. Mine development.
drilIin& and blasùng definitely are not relevant components in this case. since these activities rue not cmied out
with the purpose of exacting waste,

1M

A more cornpiete estimate of the cost of dilution would indude the ore processing cost. This is because such a cost
(in Sitome of materiai processed) does not si_enificantly change with the de of the ore. In fact. repdless of
_ende, the materid has to be crushed, gound, floated, etc.

Table 21. Lynx Brook Mine - Value of diluted ore, 1994 Data

Value of Ore

Mill Reeovery

Value of Saleable
Metal Contained

in situ Reserves

Diluted

US $/tome

US Sitome

54,

US $/tonne

187.2

154.4

90

139.0

Table 22. Lynx Brook Mine - Cost of dilution: original data
Cost Item

Mucking

1

Underground mobile equipment fuel ail

1

Underground transport equiprnen! repain

1

Unit Cost
(!Wonne)
2.64

0.33
4.98

Crushing and conveying

3.43

Hoisting

3.76

Sudace handling

0.95

Electric power

5.89

Total

27.95

Table 23. Lynx Brook Mine - Cost of dilution: re-aggregated data
Cost Item

Mucking

Crushing, conveying, hoisting & surface handiing
Underground upkeep and support
Electric ~ o w e r
Ore transport to processing tàcility
Total

Unit Cost
($/tome of ore)
6.56

7.15

7.33
5-89

2.24
36.90

Waste and backfill dilution rnust be calculated to estimate the total cost of dilution for Lynx
Brook in 1994. The operator's formula for calculating dilution (as a percentage) is as follows:105
diiution =

tonnes of waste rock + tonnes of backtill

* 100

tonnes of ore

We know that total material produced in 1991 (ore plus dilution) was SSl.415 tonnes and that

average dilution was about 2 1.3%. Thus. replacing the values in the above formulae we obtain:
tonnes of waste + tonnes of backtïll =

11.3 * 8 8 l . - l l j

= 154.774 tonnes

121.3

Total Iost revenues due to dilution are:
Lost Revenue = 154,774 tonnes x S 1 87.65; tonne = SZ9.043.341

Depending on the data used to detemine the per-tonne extraction cosr. the cost incurred in
extracting waste and backfill as dilution would be:
Rsources Wasted,,,,
Rcsourca Wasted

, = 154.774 tonnes x S27.95itonnr = S4.325.933
,d

= 154.774 tonnes x 536.901tome = U . 7 1 1.1 6 1

Assuming the re-aggregated data provides the best estimate of the actual costs involved in ore
extraction, the total cost of dilution at Lynx Brook in 1994 was:
Total Dilution Cost = S29.043.34 1 + S5.7 1 1.16 1= S34.754.502
It could be argued about the validity of using lost revenues to determine the cost of d i l u t i ~ n . ' ~

However, the second component (Le.. resources wasted) represents acnial resources employed in
manipulating barren matenal and, thus. the figure obtained has a very reai (and measurable)
meaning. [ndeed, it represents 7.7% of the tstal production cost at Lynx Brook.

los

A variety of methods for cdculating and reporthg dilution is u e d in the mïning industry (Tapp. 1992: Murray.
1982; Cokayne, 1982).
AS calculated here. such a -if
implies that the mine is capable of replacing rhe tonnage of dilution with ore at
the average _mde. This may not be a feasibIe proposition in somr buik under-mund mines.

5.5.2.2

Discussion

Dilution usualIy increases as the thickness of the orebody decreases (Florez, 1982). This is

because the ratio of surface area of hangingwall and foobvall contacts to ore volume increases as
the thickness of the orebody decreases. In other words, there is a higher percentage of border
panels (i.e., panels which are limited on at least one side by either the hangingwall or footwal1) in
t h i ~ e orebodies.
r
Therefore, since the mining method will not change drastically in the near
fiiture, it is reasonable to expect increased dilution figures in Lym Brook Deep. Moreover, the
shallower dip of the orebody will result in iriclined panels (between 50" to 65') which. in turn.
will produce increased dilution corning from both the hangingwall and adjacent backtilled panels.
Depending on the configuration of the orebody, another method of controlling dilution is by
sacrificing ore recovery. Some of the drawbacks of this option are increased deveiopment cost
(expressed as dollars per unit of commodity recovered) and shorter mine lives (since the ore
reserves are reduced). However, the protitability of the operation may benefit significantly.
mainIy if level upkeep and ground support costs can be reduced.

5.5.3

Ore Recovery

Ore recovery is the percentage of minable reserves that is extracted during the mining process.
Maximization of ore recovery and dilution control are in most cases opposing objectives. Indeed.
increased ore recovery usually affects dilution negatively and vice versa. These two issues must
be balanced so that profitability is improved (as measured by the retum on the investrnent) and. at
the same time, the eficiency of the operation is not aI'fected, The switch h m labour-intensive,

seiective mining methods to high-tonnage bulk mining has undermined the ability to control ore
recovery (PelIey, 1994). At Lynx Brook, ore recovery is affected by three main factors:

a. Ore wedges at both the topsill and bottomsiil of the panel cannot be extracted because they
provide access to mined-out areas for backfill purposes. At least in theory. they could be
extracted after the panels that surround them (in the Ievels above and below hem) have

been mined and backfilled. However, the cost uivolved would certainly exceed the potential
additionaI revenue, not to mention the resources that could be best employed in other areas.

b. Ore lefi against backfill. There is usually a certain arnount of ore immediately adjacent to
the backfill that cannot be retrieved due to irregularities of the ore-backfill contact surface
and limitations of the drilling pattern.

c. Oxidization of ore stuck to the foohvall. This is a direct consequence of the extraction
sequence: ore blasted at the beginning of the extraction phase must remain in the stope until

the last slice of ore is blasted and exaacted. In large panels. and due to increased lift height
ancilor horizontal cross-sectional elçtcnt. this c m be a considerable amount of time. For
exarnple, if a panel has a horizontal area of 120 mLand each slice is 3.0 metres high, every
blast would produce about 1.500 tonnes of ore to be mucked in three days. If the lift height
were 60 rnetres, ore from the first kw blasts would have to remain in the stope for more
than hvo rnonths and one half before being mucked (assuming a tive-day week schedule).

Table 21 shows dilution and ore recovery estimates for one cross-section of Lynx Brook Deep. It
can be concluded that:
1.

Ore losses increase as the inter-level spacing (Le., panel height) increases. In rhis particular
section, an increase from 30-m to 60-m lifi height would increase total ore Iosses by 61.0%
(t'rom 12.26% to 19.7 1%).
Whereas losses in ore wedges tend to become less signifiant as the panel height increases.

2.

losses due to oxidization and ore le%against backfill npidly scale up.

3.

In spite of the fact that the same mining method was assumed in every case (vertical retreat
mining),'"' there is a good direct correlation between ore losses and dilution: an increase in
Iift height increases both diIution and ore losses.

However, Table 24 does not reveaI one eftect of increased Iift height: the absolute value of
backfill dilution has remained constant, although (in theory) it should increase both in value and

as a percentage as the height of paneIs increases. This is due to the larger area of backfill walls
exposed to blast darnage over the longer periods required to extract higher. larger-tonnage panels.
As the orebody becomes b e r , shallower, and more tabular in nature. ore recovery at Lyn..
Brook Deep will certainly deteriorate. This wi11 be particularIy critical to the operation if efforts
IO7

As opposed to modiQing the min@ method to take advantage of, for example, the Ulcrea~edinter-level spacing
and thus faditate the recovery of a larger percentage of the ore reserves. Such a modification, however. could
result in e.xtremely hi& dilution .-if

are made to reduce dilution in order to improve its economics. In any case. several dilutiodore

recovery scenarios would have to be studied to determine the optimum %om both operational and
economic viewpoints.

5.5.4

Sizing Extraction and Access Openings

The issue of determining the cross-sectional dimensions of extraction and access openings was
discussed in Section 4.4.3. As is the case of the vast majority of underground mines. the Iargest
possible (i-e., available) equipment is being used at Lynx Brook. Nonetheless. and in the light of
the ventilation, ore transport, dilution. and ground control problems recentty ençountered. it is
very likely that it would benefit Rom a review of its excavation and equipment sizing practices.
In fact. they bave the potential of improving significantly the ovenll eficiency and protitability
of the deepening projet. However. the existing mining operation constitutes the major consmaint
to reducing the size of development openings and mobile equipment. and modiQing opentional
practices. Two main areas of concern can be identified:
CompaiibiIiîy issues
Smaller equipment would not be compatible with the Iarger units that wouid still be in
operation in the upper levels. Indeed. older equipment would not be able to access the deeper
sections of the mine. There would be an increase in the maintenance and inventory costs. as
more spare parts would have to be kept in stock. Furthemore. depending on the new
equipment's type and manufacturer. additional maintenance crews may be needed.
Mining/operational p hilosuphy
As noted in Section 4.42, the advantages of smaller development sizes c m be fully realized

only when they are coupled with simultaneous changes in operational practices. At L y n ~
Brook this would mean improving both grade and ground control. This is not simple. since it
would irnply extensive training of supervisory and hourly personnel so that the benefits of the
proposed changes are clearly undestood. The buk mining name of the operation would not
be altered by the use of smdler openings and equipment, but the new emphasis on more

effective and efficient rnining would require a long transition fiom the current methods.

It is believed that L y m Brook should evaluate the option of using smailer openings in order to
optimize its deep operation. Even if the results did not justiQ such a drastic change. the exercise
would serve to identiQ potential areas far operational improvement.

5.5.5

Horizontal Mine Development

From a strategic perspective, there are two important horizontal mine developrnent issues:

> cross-sectional dimensions of the openings: and.
> relationship between horizontal development and ore reserves.
The topic of development opening sizing in general has been dealt with in Sections 4.4 and 5.4.
as well as in Section 5.5.4 above. In this case. having detennined that it is veq likely LHD-based
systems will be used for horizontal muck transport, the size of deveIopment operiings will be
dictated most probably by ventiIation requirements. regardless of the dimensions of mobile
extraction equipment. Development cost per se would not become a deciding factor. given the
importance of ventilation and air conditioning issues in a deep environment and the virtual lack of
alternatives for horizontal muck haulage.
It has been noted already that the orebody adopts a tabular nature and simiticantly thins with

depth. Thus. if current development practices are maintained (i.e.. sirnultaneous foohvail and
hangingwall access), the horizontal deveIopment cost in dollars per tonne of ore will certainly
increase. Hangingwall access in addition to standard foonvall development is the result of the
mining sequence developed to control stress te-distribution at depth. As such. it cm be eliminated
onIy if the new sequence demonstrates that it can provide better ground controI management
capabilities. This aspect of mine development is discussed further in the following section.
Two additionai incentives to rationalize mine development are current limitations in hoisting

capacity and the high cost of maintainine openings at depth. The mining sequence determines the

speed of ore extraction. which in tum defines the need to develop and maintain infiastructure at
one or more Ievels simuItaneously. The current sequence advances one level at a time. but
geotechnical considerations and the reduced unit extraction rate typical of a thin orebody may
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require switching to a multi-level sequence such as Kidd Creek's (see Figure II). A multi-level
operation results in higher development rates (metres/month), ventilation and air conditionings
requirements, and level upkeep costs. This would affect L y n ~Brook severely. since it already has
serious problems in such areas.

5.6

Evaluation of Mine Development Alternatives

The objective of this section is to analyze and discuss concisely mine development alternatives
available for the exploitation of the deeper ore at Lynx Brook. This is an issue of the greatest
importance for the operator, from both in~estment''~and operational penpecrives. The study
focuses on the orebody behveen the 7190 and 7500 Levels. Such levels define the upper and
Iower limits of the orebody information made availablo by the mine operator.
Two development aspects have been identified that could potentially become the starring point of
a new rnining pkilosophy at Lyn.. Brook: inter-level spacing and hangingwall a c ~ e s s . "It~should

be noted that a detailed evaluation and quantification of the alternatives is beyond the scope of

the thesis. In tàct, the purpose of the study is to discuss and analyze options available. but not to
produce actual rnining plans or investment progranis. Nonetheless. an effort was made to
establish the impact of alternatives on the long-term protitability of the opention.

5.6.1

Main Assumptions and Methodology

The analysis is based on the information provided by the operator and surnrnarized in Section 5.2.
Other basic assurnptions inchde:
-

-

.-.

los

The operator estimates that the development of the 7400-7600 lcvei will require investing between S 14.2 miition
and S 19.6 million in new equipment. and benveen S 9.0 million and 5 13.1 million in underground construction.
The variation is due to different mining methods and inter-level spacings. A s discussed in Section 5.3. just the
vertical ore transport system needed to expIoit the ore down to 7500 Lçvel would demand an invesunent of close ro
U.S. 10.0 million.
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A
. third development topic (extraction and access opening sizing) was also deerned signifîcant tiom a smtegic
viewpuit- However. aiier completing the discussion on LHD and uuck requirements ( s e Sections 5-33and 5.4.1)
it was evident that. for the m d y to produce relevant resuits. it wou[d have to consider additional site-specific
information. Moreuver. such a study wouid have to cover mine dcelopment issues other than direct capital and
operatince costs (e.g., ventiIation and the d e l i v q of personnel and materiais). Since pertinent information was not
supplieci by the operator. and cost data was too agpgated to dlow detailed studies without having to rely onfirst
principles estimations. it was concluded h t it could not de considered for the current anaiysis.

a. Mining method: vertical Crater retreat rnining as applied currently at L ~ Brook.
Y
Panels
with 10.2 m x 10.2 m horizontal section would be mined using the sequence described

previously (see Section 5-32).
b. Extraction (ore and waste transportation) method: standard diesel-powered LHDs for

mucking and horizontal tramming and low-profile trucks for ramp tramming.
c. Excavation costs were taken fiom a spreadsheet supplied by the operator. Costs per metre

for diftèrent driwramp sizes are as foilows:""
3.6-m x 4.2-m drift: S7,,050.5!"
4.2-rn x 4.2-m drift: S2,O 17.7

4.2-m x 4.2-mramp (-dient

= I5?6): 52.427.8":

d. DiIution and ore recovery are iiot considered in the analysis, Le., dilution is zero and mining
recovery is 100%. As will be discussed later. these aspects deserve special attention and
w m t additional research to investigate their effects on the tindings of the present project.
e. Ore and waste must be delivered to the dumping spot on 6970 Levet.
f

Topsill development is carried out immediatrly undrmeath the backfilled bottomsills.

p. No mine layouts of the existing operation were provided: the AutoCAD files contained only
orebody outlines for several elevations, cross-sections. and longitudinal sections. Some
liberty was taken to define the location of the main access ramp and other existing
underground installations.

The approach adopted is straightfonvard but time-consuming: first. three-dimensional AutoCAD
mine Iayouts are used to determine the generalized development scheduIe for the option being investigated. Then. the mining sequence is established taking into account the guidelines discussed
above. Finally, the cost of development is determined (both capital and production/mine development) and the results anaIyzed. Due to the time-consuming nature of the process described. only

''O

"'

The originai spreadsheets were modified to bcner retlect the conditions of this case study and protect confidentid
information.
The apparent contradiction of a smaller size dnft being more expensive to excavate is the resuit of different
quipment being used in a c h case. in the opinion of the author. the 3.6-m ?r 4.2-m drifi is being unfairIy penaiked
(the truck employed is too smdl for the voiume of muck pruduced).

"'The otiginaI spreadsheets did not cousider such a smdI rame (the srnailest ramp included rvas a 5.0-m x 4.8-m).
The figure shown here was calculateci multiplyin_ethe unit cost of a horizonta1 drift of similar dimensions by a
factor of 1.2. The factor \vas determined after andyzing the dmelopment cost of drifts and ramps of similar sizes.

one complete set of mine layouü, development prograrn, and mining sequences was developed.
The figures thus obtained were then used to estimate that of the remaining alternatives.

5.6.2

Inter-Level Spacing

Undergound operators have given special attention to the issue o f inter-level spacing. This
hiçhlights the importance of what it is believed constitutes a major factor in the future of deep
mining. Three different inter-level distances have been considered for rnining the deep orebody
between 7190 and 7800 levels: 30.5 metres, 45.7 metres, and 61.0 metres. They imply the
development of seven, five and four main levels, respectively. The 45.7-metre option, which
requires five main levels. was the only alternative developed in detail. Development and cost
figures for the 30.5 and 6 l .O-meue cases were obtained by avenging vaiues %om the tùlly
devefoped 45.7-metre option. The objective of the exercise is to quanti@ the impact of adopting
different level configurations and determine its sigificance to Lynx Brook Deep.

5.6.3

Hangingwall Access

A major drawback of the current rnining method at L y m Brook Mine is the requirernent of both

footwall and hangingwall access. Indeed. the rnining sequence dictates that it is necessary to mine
kom the centre of the orebody toward the orebody extremities in order to esrablish the initial

diamond-shaped dot. Such a d o t is required for ground connol. The development of fooovall and
hangingvall access is extremeIy expensive. in tems of both excavation and maintenance costs. It
also significantly delays the development program. On the other hand. it provides some flexibility
to (and simplifies) the mining process.

The rnost obvious way around having sirnultaneous hangingwall and footwall developrnent is to
excavate through backtïlled panels (Pelley. 1990). Major drawbacks of this sotution include the

large arnounts of waste backfill produced, the danger of backtill collapse. and gound control
problerns. However. this limitation may soon become academic: as illustrated by Fibpre 28 and
Figure 3 1, the thickness of the orebody drastically reduces with depth and becomes tabuIar-like.

in fact, of al1 the levels considered in this case study, oniy 7500 could be considered as massive

(i.e., three-dimensional, see Figure 29). The need for hangingwall access disappears as the
horizontal dimensions of the mining panels approach the thickness of the orebody."' In this case.
occasional hangingwall development would be needed for ventilation purposes only.
Horizontal development plans produced for this case snidy dernonstrate (at least in theory) that
simultaneous footwall and hangingwall access is not required for the deeper areas of L y m Brook.

Only f00hvall development was considered. In fact. due to the reduced thickness o f the orehody,
it was very difficult to develop the diamond-shaped dot in most levels. The final sequence

virtually resembles that of a vein-type orebody: opening up the orebody in the middIe (i.e.. in
longitudinal section) and retreating toward the extremities. In thin ore. such a sequence would
provide the same kind of stress re-distribution as the one based on the diarnond-shaped dot.

Some backfill devdopment would be :equired, but only on those leveis in which the orebody is
still thick enough to warrant it. The return raises are ail located in the hanginpvall. thus
additional excavations in backfill also will have to be carried out to maintain the airtlow.

5.6.4

Analysis of the Results

The process of constructing each mine development option Stans with the study of orebody

configuration. Figure 32 shows a plan view of level 7190 and the grid system employed for
sectioning. Figure 33 depicts a cross-section looking northwest that more adequately displays the
mie thickness and dip of the nose that intrudes into the footwall rock (see Figure 32 to locate the
section on plan view). Figure 34 and Figure 35 show cross-sections looking east at the 4200 and
4700 east coordinates, respectively. Al1 sections display mine development excavations (access
drifts, crosscuts, rarnps. and ventilation raises). Orebody sections were obtained fiom the three-

dimensional solid mode1 provided by the operator. It cm be seen that the deep orebody is
hegular and tends to thin with depth, becoming only a thick vein at 7800 Level. ï h e footwall
nose, which accounts for a sizable percentage of the reserves of the upper levels. poses a major
-

Il3

-

in fact. as far as the rnining sequence iç concerned once the orebody thickness is reduced to about mice the
horizontai dimensions of the panels, there is vùniaily no reason to have hangin_mdl access- ïhe mining sequence
in that case can start by minhg the hangingwaI1 panel fmt and then proceeding with the foorwall panel, Aftemate
panels would be mined so that the numbrr of exposai backfill wails is reduceci.

challenge to mining due to its proxirnity to the main orebody and shallow dip (< 40"). As
illustrated clearly by Figure 33 and Figure 35, the nose disappears midway between 7500 and
7650 Ievels.

Figure 36 provides a three-dimensional view of al1 the development work for the exploitation of
the deep orebody between 7190 and 7800 levels. In addition to f00hvdI and in-ore level
development (topsill development for 7190 Level and h o t t o m d l development fer

2!!

cher

levels), the main access ramp"' and four ventilation mises are shown. Some of the rninor
excavations (refbge and re-muck stations. lunchrooms. etc.) have been ornitted since they do not
affect the analysis.
Figure 37 depicts the proposed mining sequence for the 7500 Level. Even in this IeveI. the
thickest of those analyzed, the creation of a diamond-shapcd slot is not obviouz. It could be
argued that it only works as onginally designed in the easteni section of the orebody. where the
presence of the foonvall intrusion to the South of the main orebody requires the extraction of
sevenl waste panels. However. such a support mechanism is not required in thin areas. where
three or fewer panels are mined across the orebody.
Table 25 shows a summary of horizontal development for the 45.7-rn option.'" It is evidrnt that.

as the orebody becomes thimer and tabular with depth. the arnount of horizontal development
decreases (in absolute figures). In general, the thinner the orebody. the more developrnent per
tonne of ore it requires. However. the geometry (in plan view) of the deposit also plays an
important: role: 7330 Level has 93% of the reserves of 7500 Level. but requires 7*6 more
horizontal development due to its irregular outline. Similarly, because of its elongated s hape.
7800 Level demands 97% of the horizontal development of 7650 Level. although it only has 74%

of its reserves.

'"
II5

Since the location of the ore was known with a fair d e w of accuncy. it was possible to d e s i p a nmp with long
straight segnents and very few curves. .& noted by Wdker (1988. pp. 243-244) this improves safeq. t'acilitates
road maintenance. and increases productivity by allowùig higher ma..imum speeds.
Vertical and ramp development. althoupi considrred in the plans. are not included in the final analysis since they
are v i d l y constant, regardIess of the inter-level spacing.

Figure 32: Lynx Brook Deep - Ore o u t h e at 7190 level elevation and N W sections

-

Figure 33: Lynx Brook Deep Section O02 northwest

Figure 34: Lynx Brook Deep - Section 4200 east

Figure 35: Lynx Brook Deep - Section 4700 east

Table 26 presents a summary of horizontal development for the inter-leveI spacings considered. It
is clear that a reduction in the number of levels required to access and mine the ore significantly
decreases mine development. Indeed, if the lifl height is increased fiom 30.5 rn to 45.7 m (a 50°/~
increment) the number of main levels is reduced from seven to five. and mine devetopment
decreases by 30.3%. However, if the inter-level spacing is increased by an additional 15.3 m to
61.0 m. only one more level is eliminated. The corresponding reduction in mine development
( 1,684.3

m) 1s not as dramatrc and represents about 50% of the previous decrease.

Table 17 shows capital expenditures in horizontal development by size of excavation for each of
the alternatives investigated. The reductions in capital expenditures achieved by decreasing the
number of levels are directly proportional to the respective reductions in total length of horizontal
development. Indeed. total capital expenditures in horizontal developrnent for the 6 1.O-rnetre
option are 54.4?%of that of the 30.5-metre alternative. whereas the corresponding fisure for the
45.7-metre case is 69.7%.
For each level, mine development must be completed well before the majority of its reserves are
extracted. Thus. tiom a cash tlow viewpoint. a reduction (or increase) in the number of levels
required to mine a section of the orebody has senous implications and warrants careful
consideration. Operational issues, however, must be taken into account in the analysis. At L y m
Brook. 6 1 .O-metre Iifi heights have been ernployed before. AIthough the resulting distance
between levels would be pushing the limits of blasthole drilling equiprnent. the potential for
savings is so great that the option must be seriously considered.

The main concem in this case would be the effect of increased inter-level spacing on dilution. ore
recovery, and ground control practices. As discussed in Section 5 - 5 2 dilution is already a
problem at Lynx Brook. Similady, the current mining method does not facilitate full recovery of
the ore reserve, even in cases in which the geometry of the orebody is favourable. FinalIy.
increased stress levels will certainly result in higher support costs, but an adequate extraction
sequence could lessen the impact on overall profitability. The impact of these three factors must
be assessed before committing the deep mine to a definitive development plan,

d

Figure 36:

-

Lynx Brook Deep - Development between 7190 7800 levels, looking SW

Figure 37: Lynx Brook Deep - Mining sequence for 7500 Level

TabIe 25. Lynx Brook Mine - Horizontal development: 45.7-metre option

1

Horizontal Development (metres)
Main Level
4.2m .u 3.2m

(

Total

1

Ventilation Drift Ventilation Drift Drift/Crosscut
4.2m x 4.2m
4.2m x 3.6m
4.2m x 3.6m

382.1

2,493.2

4,679.9

121.4

Total

1

7,676.6

Table 26. Lynx Brook Deep - Summary of horizontal dcvelopment

I

Option

1

Horizontal Development (metres)

I

l

Main Level Ventilation Drift Ventilation rift DriftKrosscut
4.2m x 4.2m
4.2m x 4 . î m
4.Zm x 3.6m
J.2m x 3.6m

30.5-m level spacing

3.570.7

15.7-m level spacing

2.4932

61.0-m ievel spacing

1,920.3

1

I

1

Table 27. Lynx Brook Deep - Capital expenditures in horizontal developrnent

I
Option

I

Horizon ta1 Development
4.2m x 4.2m Drift

4,2m x 3.6m Drift

Total
S

len-gth (m)

S

length (m)

S

30.5-m level spacing

4.157.3

8,388,236

6.863.6

14,073,975

22.4622 1 1

45.7-m level spacing

2,875.3

5.80 1,603

4.801.3

9.545.125

15.646.728

61.0-m level spacing

2,257.4

4554,790

3.735.0

7.658.6 11

12,213.40 1

5.7

General Discussion and Conclusion

The approach to the deepening of Lynv Brook and its eventual success will depend on decisions
made at corporate and operations Ievels. Input from senior management is cntical since the
deepening project is a major step toward securing the long-term survival of the operation and
cannot be based on technical grounds exclusively. Options presented to top management are
evaluated in the light of their financial and economic merits. metal market conditions (current
prices and trends), and corponte strategic value. This case study was concerned with the strategic
implications, from an operational viewpoint. of decisions made regarding issues such as ore and
waste transport, mine development. and (indirect1y ) ventilation and air conditioning.
The analysis of the production cost structure was carried out so that more "solid" operating cost
estimates could be used in the evaluation of alternatives. However. a%er processing the data
supplied. it was found thac it had not been collected with the intention of using it for decisionmaking or planning purposes. This prompted a more in-depth analysis that eventuaily detemined
its unsuitability for the objectives of this case study.

The lack of adequate operating cost data made it impossible to achieve ail of the objectives

initially established for this case study. narnely the evaluation of changes of cost structure with
depth. Nonetheless. the availability of a computerized orebody modei and detaiIed cost data.
coupled with first princip[es estimates developed From cost surveys. allowed a valid cornparison
of various approaches to developing a strateg for the extraction of the deep ore reserves. Certain

assumptions had to be made, but they were controlled by available information.

5.7.1

Ore and Waste Transport

The only realistic options avaiiable for vertical muck transport at Lynx Brook are deepening the

existing shaft, sinking an intemal shafi, and driving a ramp for truck hauiage. Based on a
preliminary assessrnent of the current hoisting faciiities it was detemined that deepening the
existing shaft, an apparently cost-effective proposition, would not be the best solution to the
problern. The mo remaining alternatives need M e r investigation to allow a sound final

decision. It is believed that, by considering diesel trucks for ramp haulage, such an option was
penalized in this study. Trolley-powered trucks not only would result in lower direct operating
costs, but also would demand significantly lower ventilation and air conditioning support. This
alternative becomes more amactive when it is considered that it provides the ability to phase the
initial capital invesûnent (i-e., initial number of trucks) and shorten the construction stage to less

than two years. Both the intemal shafi and m p haulage options c m accommodate production
rate increases and iurther deepening.
fn general, deep mines should minirnize the arnount of waste that is hoisted to surtàce. This c m
be achieved only by three means: by rnavirnizing the ,mde of the ore extracted (i.e.. reducing

dilution), minimizing the arnount of waste development, and disposing of the inevitable waste
rock produced underground (e-g., as rock fil\). The deeper areas of Lynv Brook will not require
hangingwall development, thus significantly reducing the amount of development waste. On the
other hand. dilution control must become a priority of the operation. not only to increase the
eficiency of the system. but also to allow more tirne to be devoted to ore hoisting. Underground
disposal of development waste requires tight scheduling, which cm be achieved only with proper
opentions management.
Although it is not the ideal mucking system (particularly for deep mines). LHDs most probably
Brook Deep. Electric units must be carefully assessed. Their
wiIl continue to be used at L y n ~
deployment will require mine designs and production plans that specifically address their
operational limitations (limited flexibility, need to set up the power infiastructure. etc.).

5.7.2

Mine Developmeot

Deep mining can be accomplished only by strict adherence to proven ground control procedures.

In the upper levels of Lynx Brook, this meant using a single-pass extraction sequence that caused
stresses to be systematically shed to the abutment. This. coupled with Iimited hoisting capability

from the deepest loading pocket, will result in a lower extraction rate for ore below the 7200
Level than would normaily be expected for a reserve of that size. A major impact on the future
cost stnicture should be expected.
180

Dilution is particularly cntical in highly stressed environments. Dilution control, although
expensive, can be achieved through decreased inter-level spacing, smaller stopes, and smaller
blasthole diameters and more efficient blasting practices. Such solutions. however. could increase
development cost and time, reduce the productivity of mining units. and hrther restrict the
production rate. There are two components in the cost of dilution. The first addresses revenues
lost due to barren material displacing ore frum a production system with a definite upper
production limit such as Lynx Brook's. whose hoisting system is operating near to its design
capacity. In 1994. lost revenues due to dilution were S 29.0 million. The second component
accounts for resources wasted handling barren material. Using re-aggregated cost data. it was
deterrnined that in 1994 this cost was about S 5.7 million.
At any underground operation. a compromise must be reached between the number of pieces of
haulage equipment and their respective nted capaciîy. This is a critical issue in deep mines. In
fact, there are pmblems of waste rernoval: heat generation from the equipment and the rock walls:
resistance created by moving ventilaihg air through the openings: and increased cost of providing
personnel and supplies to operate the equipment. In general. larger equipment requires larger
excavations, which accentuates the above-mentioned problems."" The tonnages and distances
involved in hauling fiom Lym Brook Deep to the existing durnp on the 6970 Level suggest that

larger units are the prefened solution."' This study was not able to properly evaluate the other
factors involved.

5.7.3 Cost Structure
Cost data provided by the operator were aggregated according to accounting requirernents and
showed some inconsistencies caused probably by deticient cost-collecting methods. Thus. such
data were not adequate for the evaluation of deep mining issues and potential cost changes with
depth. It must be noted that the manner in which cost data were aggregated and recombined in the

Ilb

The only exception wouid be personnel requirements: for a set praduction me. fewer large pieces of equipment
reduce the labour force, It shouid be noted that even if the number of equiprnent operators codd be drasticdly
reduced (or even if opentors could be eliminated dtogether)the other problems wouid stili subsist-

1 If

Interestîngly enough, such units would not be as large as the ones that are presently used at L-mx Brook.

summary reports provided could lead to a different and most probably erroneous interpretation of
the actual case. However, this case study processed and recombined raw cost data From the
detailed reports. The following conclusions can be drawn h m the analysis of the 1994 cost
structure:
Mine management, the largest direct mining cost item, accounted for 12.20h of total mining
cost. Typically, thz significance of this item is a h c t i o n of the management style of the
corporation. If it is considered that overheads are not included in the mine management
cost, it could be argued that it is particularly high at Lynx Brook. The second Iargest item
is upkeep and support (12.1% of mining cost). This can be partially atuibuted to the fact
that the upper levels of the mine are undergoing pillar recovery in areas previously mined
by cut and fil], demanding high services and rehabilitation costs. AS mining activities
become more concentrated in the deeper levels. where single pass mining rnethods will be
empioyed, upkeep and support costs should decrease despite the highly stressed ground
conditions. Crushing, hoisting and surface handling, and mucking and the third and fourth
largest items. accounting for L 1.8% and 10.9% of mining cost. respectivety.
2.

Labour costs accounted for 43.9% of the direct rnining cost. As depictcd by Figure 38.
upkeep and support; cmshing, hoisting and surtàce handling; and ore and waste mucking
accounted for 53.9?/o of total labour cost (operating, maintenance and repair labour)."\
MostIy through automation. existing technology makes it possible to reduce significantly
the openting labour component of cnishing, hoisting, surface handling, and rnucking.
However. a reductionlelimination of the repair labour component would be more difficult
to achieve. Underground upkeep and support is very labour intensive (labour accounted for

70.0% of this cost item) and could be better addressed by optimizing operational practices
such as mining sequencing and ground control.

3.

Overheads, depreciation and surface ore transport accounted for 25.6% of the total
production cost (ore delivered to the processing facility). If mine management were added
to this figure, it would become 37.3% of total production cost.

4.

Mine development costs represented 7.5% of the mining cost. The unit costs of
development (in dollars per tonne of ore) will likely Uicrease with depth as the orebody
narrows and level spacing is decreased. The downtvard trend in ore reserves and horizontal

I l s It

is interesthg to note that, after mine management these are the three l a r p t rnining cost items (see Fi-mire 22).
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development with depth can be bener appreciated in Figure 39, which plots such figures
against level elevation. Indeed, reserves dropped fiom 1.34 million tonnes at 7650 Level to
1.00 million tonnes at 7800 Level, but horizontal development was virtually constant at

1,300 metres in each case. This could be overcome by altering the mining sequence, stope
geometry, and reducing hangingwall development.
5.

The cost of ore and waste handling to surface. (crushing, hoisting and surface handling,

exclusive of the ore and waste mucking by LHD units) was i 1.806 of direct mining cost. '4
portion of the electrical energy cost would have to be added to obtain a total figure. This
item will increase with depth unless an alternative technology is adopted. Furthemore, the
direct unit operating cost of skip hoisting will increase as the depth of mining increases,
and as the throughput of the existing system decreases and fixed shaft maintenance costs
corne into play.

5-7.4

Condusion

The hture of Lynx Brook depends on its deep ore reserves. Due ro their high -gade. they will

remain economic. even under the current depressed base metal rnarkers. In îàct, the 1994 total
unit production cost (J83.6itome) represents 13.6% of the unit value of recovenble metal in the
deep ore reserves (Si93.8honne. using average grades and June 1998 metal prices).
The economic benefits of developing an integrated strategic plan that includes gound control

practices. rnining sequences and layouts, and innovative technology, particularly in die areas of
dilution conaol. mine development, and venical and horizontal muck transport. are very high.

The assessment of such a plan can benefit greatly korn the experience and information gained
during the exploitation of the upper levels. This has the potential of rffectively reducing the
uncertainty and risk typically associated with this type of projects. Cost-collecting methods will
have to be improved significantly so that changes in cost structure and operational practices c m
be properly evaluated using site-specific data.
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Figure 39: Lynx Brook Deep - Horizontal development and ore reserves vs. eievation

6. Case Study 2: Fox River Project
Due to insufficient data, the case study presented in Chapter 5 did not aIlow the analysis of
several important deep underground hard-rock mining issues. Most irnponantly. the information

provided by the operationsH9did not lend itself to the study oE
1.

the impact of the use of smaller equipment and smaller excavations for mine development
and mine extraction: and.
changes of cost structure with increased depth of mining.

2.

Since such analyses are crucial to the subject of this research project. it was decided to create an
artificial case snidy with the specific purpose of carrying them out. The Far River Project was
assembled using an artificial (i.e.. cornputer-generated) orebody model. and capital. operating,
and labour cost data obtained fiom cost-estimating handbooks md mine cost surveys. Data from

the previous real case study were extensively used to check the validity of the assumptions made.

This was particularIy true for labour and supplies costs. as well as for mine equipment selection.

6.1

Objectives and Scope

Using concepts discussed in previous chapters. this case study wiIl airn ar analyzing the mine
development issues of a new, deep, base metal operation. The importance of the other four factors
affecting deep mining will be acknowledged by addressing their relationships and interactions

with mine developrnent. Moreover, the operational and strategic benefits (or lack of thereof) of a
solution to a particular development issue will not be measured and assessed in isolation. but
based on the effects it has on the remaining factors. The specific objective of this case smdy is
twofold:
1.

To investigate the impact of the use of various sizes of equipment and various sizes of
development openings on:
a, mine development;

Cost information supplied was rtlready aggrqated when it was f i t rntered in the respective -stems. This made it
impossible to break it d o m according to specific working areas (i.e., levels and stopes). pietes of equipment or.
more importantly. activities (stoping mine development. backf'ill. etc.).

b. labour requirements;

c. ventdation requiremerits;
d. waste rock production;
e. flexibility of the operation; and.

f. economics of the operation in tems of dilution and dilution control: ore recovery; and
overall efficiency (principally use of labour and equipment).
To study changes to the project's cost structure as depth of mining increases.

2.

On the other hand. it should be noted that this case study is not concemed with issues such as:
mining method selection;
mine sequencing;
short-term planning;
detailed mine design; and,
specific ground control problerns.

Methodology

6.2

Scenario analysis was used to investigate the relative signiîïcance. fiom operational and

economic viewpoints. of various equipment configurations and development opening sizes.

6.2.1

Scenario Analysis

Scenario analysis is a sound approach to considering and assessing future courses of action. This
technique has been used as a forecasting tool for long-term planning (Pearce and Robinson, 1991.

pp. 154459); as part of comprehensive sensitivity analyses that involve interrelated variables

(Ross et al., 1993. p. 23 1; Fraser et al., 1997, pp. 371-378); and for the rvaiuation of nuclear fuel
waste disposa1 alternatives (Goodwin et al., 1994). and new technologies for natural gas

conversion (Szladow and Fernet, 1990). Kahn and Wiener (1967, p. 6), noted that scenarios are
"...especialiyvalzrable in the sttre and evaharian of the interaction of compla a n h r
uncertain jùcrors. Scenarios are hypothetical seqrfences of events constntcted for the
purpose offoarsing attention on cmisal processes and decision points. T h q ansiver nvo
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kinds of qlrestions: Il) Preciselv how might some hypotheticai sihration corne about.
step by step? and (2) What alternatives exist. for each acror (sic) at each step. for
preventing, diverting, or facilituring the process V "

The main advantages of scenario analysis include:
The factors and variables that determine the outcome for a given condition, as well
as the mechanisms that have the greatest effect in deciding the results, constitue
the focus of the anaiysts.
Information that cannot be quantitied easily is incorporated into the evaluation
process,

The outcome of different scenanos can be assessed in a relative way.
If required. the process can be carried out iteratively, with Irarning scenarios
leading to more refined/focused scenarios that investigate in depth the salient
aspects identified during the first phase.

In this case study. a scenano defines a possible finire exploitation of the Fox River orebody. and
includes a set of cntical mine developrnent factors that determine its operational and economic
feasibility. Such factors are the cross-sectionai dimensions of major mobile mining equipment.
the thickness of the orebody, and the vertical distance between contiguous levels. Scenario
analysis provides a logical frarnework that facilitates the comprehensive evaluation of the relative
significance of each factor, as well as the impact on the issues identified in Section 6.1.
It must be noted that this case study is not concemed with scenario analysis as used for risk

assessrnent in project evaluation (Tomes, 1998. pp. 5j-59).120Indeed, the scenarios were built
with the specitic purpose of studying mine development alternatives. They were not based on any
predetermined assumption regarding their profitability andior operational advanrage. Rather than
using meaningless probabilistic estimations, the relationships between the various design.
development, and planning parameten were determined by carefùl analysis of the independent
conditions of each scenario.

'"

Scenario analpi; in projeet evaluation consim of developing n base case usine so-cdled '*besrW
estirnates of the
main project's parameters. Then. some assumptions are made re-earding the possible perîôrmance of mch
parameters, and "oprimistic"and 'pessimisric" scenarios are built. The former assumes that al1 the parameters
impmve, whereas the latter is based on their deteriontion. As conectiy pointeci out by Tomes (1998. p. 58). the
use of this technique without adequate understandin_eof its shortcomings is dangerou.

6.2.2

Structure of the Case Study

The Fox River case study was developed through seven distinct phases:
Definition of rnining scenarios.
General assumptions.
Construction of mining scenarios.

Cost d m campilati~iiaiid srganizatim.
Investrnent program.
Determination of cash flows.
Analysis of the results.

The iterative nature of the scenario development process is pphicaIly illustrated by Figure 40.

6.3 Definition of Mining Scenarios
The main scenarios were defined according to the choice of mobile mine development and ore
extraction equiprnent. Based on the information provided by the world's nvo largest

manufactures of underground mining equipment,"' small. mid-size. and large equipment
scenarios were established. As shown in Table 78, each scenario was distinguished by the rated

capacity'" of

LHDs and low profile mine trucks."' Table 29. Table 30. and Table 3 1 show the

main specifications of the LHDs and mine trucks, long-hole driIIs, and jumbo drills. respectively.
that were taken into account in each scenario.

"'

ln

"

The North .Amencan representatives of both Atlas CopcolWager and Tamrock were contacted to obtain updated
technicd specifications and list pnces for their actiiess equipment. Both compmies responded promptly. but
Tamrock supplieci the most complete set of technicd and operational data covering its rntire product line of
undagound mining equiprnent. Thus. in order to ensure consistency and simpliCy the cquipment selection process.
it was decided to use e.clusively Trunrock data for this case snidy.
ft shouid be noted that the determinhg chmctenstic of a LHD is its payload capacity (in tonnes). rilthough most
people are usai to idenuehg them according to bucket capacity. The volume of the standard bucket is providd
for reference purposes.

Other pieces of quipment are &O different in each main mining scenario. However. the dimensions and
ventilation requirements of mobile mine devetopment and ore extraction equipment atablish the minimum
dimensions of access and ore transport excavations (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4). Therefore. they are the detennining
parameters for each scenario.

Definition of Mining Scenarios

Construction of Mining Scenario
t

Cornpllacion of Cost Data
*
Investment Pmgnm

*
Cash Fiotv Ueterminatfon

--

.4nalys 1s of Resul ts

-

Figure 40: Fox River Project Stages in the developrnent of the case study

Within each main scenario, it was deemed imponant to investigate the operational and economic
performance of the rhree sets of equipment under di fferent orebody geometries."' Thus. each of
thern considers three orebody thicknesses: 10.0 m, 15.0 m, and 20.0 m. While a 10.0-rn thick vein
cannot be considered as thin, 20.0-m thick ore is not unusual in Canadian underground mines. In

fact, of the 39 precious and base metal underground operations that provided orebody data to a
1996 Canadian mines survey, 17 exploited orebodies that were 20.0 m wide or wider (Scaies.
1996). The average thickness of the 19 orebodies rhat were 10.0 m thick or thicker was 48.0 m.
whereas the average thickness of orebodies that were less than 10.0 m wide was 4.7 m.

"' The impomce of the orebody geometry on the equipment selection pmcess cannot be overemphasizd For
instance. before bulk mining methods became popular, the thickness of the oretiody dictated the maximum width of
captive mucking and dnlling equipment. As noted by PeIIey (1994). l q e r equipment is used in buIk mines that
exploit thick deposits in order to take advantage of increased productive capacity of single stopes and mining
blocks. This case study will try to determine. under the pztrticular circumstances of the Fox River projet. the
vdidity and applicabiiity of such cornmon practices.

Table 30: Fox River IBrojcct- Spccifications of long-hole drills

I

rurning Radius Pawer Hcyuirenicnts

1 1

I

I

Hole Slm

Minimum
Drift Size

Lengih Width Height

mm
Small Equipment

mm

mm

l'iriirock 1 Solo 606 RA

Mid-Slze Equipment Tuiiiroçk / Sido 630 RA/('
Large Eyuipment

ï'aiiirock 1 Solo IWO RAIF

Tahlc 3 1: Fox Hiver lDroject- Spccifications of jumbu drills
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-
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Drilling
Capahility
Scenurio

Manufaclurer / Model

Booms

Maln ~ i m c n s i a n s ' "

ï'ariirc)ck 1 Miiiiriiniiiic 11 I O S D

Mid-Sizc Equipment 'l'üriirock / Miiiiiiiiiiic 112051)

I,urgc Equipmcnt

'I'niiirock / Miiii 20hD

Turning Hsdius

Ixngth Width b i g h i lnncr
nlm

Smull Equipmcnt

I

1

nini

mm

mm

Qutcr
mm

I

~~~~~l Halc Diameter Fecd
Hale
I'owcr
Length Lcngth
Min.
Max.
k '

nim

mm

45

57

10%

4s

57

133

35

57

O

mm

nlm

Having defined the equiprnent type and orebody geometry, the next step was to establish a factor
that could allow the analysis of mine development, mine planning, operational flexibility, and

dilution issues. This was achieved by taking into account various inter-level spacings for each
combination of equipment size and orebody thickness. Three inter-Ievel spacings were
considered: 25.0-m. 50.0-rn, and 75.0-111 intervals. Although 25.0-rn and 50.0-m

lie heights are

within the normal range of bulk underground operations in Canada. a 75.0-m lift height would be

pushing the limits of standard production drilling equipment. Indeed. in 1995 17 Canadian
precious and base metal underground mines utilized stopes that were 50.0 m high or higher. with

an average stope height of 68.0 metres. In that year. there were 17 underground operations that
mined shorter stopes with an average height of 29.4 rn (Scales, 1996). The 27 mining scenarios
that this case study comprises are schematically shown in Figure 4 1.

6.4

General Assumptions

The analyses carried out in this case snidy involved a depree of detail typical of mine feasibility

tud dies.^'" Thus. a high level of confidence on the data available was assumed. Given the overall
objective of the study. areas such as rquipment selection. excavation design. and production
planning were dealt with in more detail dunng the construction of the scenarios. Similarly.
general assumptions were made to facilitate meaningful comparisons and analyses. and focus on
relevant issues. They were applied to every scenario. regardless of equipment size. orebody
thickness, and inter-tevel spacing, and covered the following areas:

> Location of the project.
B- ln sirtr ore reserves.

>
>
>
>

Geological characteristics of the orebody.
Geotechnical considerations.
Main access and ore and waste extraction method.
Mining method.

"'At the feasibility stage. the mining method. mine layout.

and the selrction of major mining quipment are
optimized. and a prrliminary geotechical assessrnent has been cornpietai. Similarly. capital costs are rstirnated to
within i lO%, openting costs are based on mine plans. and detailed discounted cash flow maiysis is required. The
estimates obtained in such a way can be used for budgeting purposes (Smith, 1994).
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Figure 41: Fox River Project - Mining scenarios
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6.4.1

Location of the Project

Fox River is a deep base metal ore deposit located in Nonhem Ontario. Based on geological and
geotechnical data obtained through a diamond dnlling exploration campaign, a decision has been
made to develop an underground mine. Sulphide ore will be supplied to an existing concentrator
plant located within 2.0 km of the project site.

6.42 Ore Reserves
Total geological in sim resewes are 12.0 million tonnes of base metal ore with a unit value of

US S 100.00/to~e.'~'
The specific gravity of undiluted ore and barren wall rock are assumed to
be 4.0 and 3.0, respectively. The minable resenles (tonnage and grade) are different for each
mining scenano. This is because dilution and ore recovery. the nvo determining factors of
tonnage and grade, Vary according to equipment size. orebody thic.4ness. and inter-letid spacing.

6.43 Geological Features of the Orebody
Assumptions are related to orebody geomerry. geological continuity. and grade distribution.
Orebody geonrefiy

The orebody is tabular (i.e., nvo-dimensional or vein-type) and vertically dipping. There are
no changes in either orebody dip or strike. The smke length is fixed at 1.000 metres. which
allows the smdy of the impact of increased haulage distances on cost and productivity. T'he
bottom of the deposit is located 2,000 meees below surface. The volume of the orebody (and
tonnage of geological reserves) is kept constant for a11 mining scenarios, Therefore, the
overall height of the orebody changes according to orebody thickness: 300 m for IO-rn wide
ore; 200 m for 15-m wide ore; and 150 m for 20-rn wide ore.

'"

Ushg Iune 1998 rnrtai priceî (copper: US S 0.75/lb: zinc: US 5 O.jO/Ib: lad: US S 025ilb). this figure is. for
instance, equiotaient to that of ore +prading 2.0% Cu, J.OO/oZn,and 4.0% Pb- -4s a cornparison. and employing the
same metal prices, seventeen of the thirty-si, under-mund operations that responded to ri 1996 mine s w e y
reported ore with an in situ vaiue o f US S LOO.OO/tonne or -=ter (Scales. 1996).

Ceological continuiîy

It is assumed that the continuity of the mineralization is not affected by tàults or any other
structurai feature.
Grade distribution

The ore is uniformly distributed over the entire orebody. Ore grade does not change along the
strike of the deposit or with depth. The hangingwall and foobvall contacts are well detined.
Both walls are barren and, thus, diiution fiom the rock walls does not contribute to the total
metal content of extracted ore.

6.4.4

Geotechnical Considerations

This case study is not concemed with the details of the geotechnical design of the underground
opt?ration. Howevrr. it is pertinent to indicate that, regardless of orebody thickness md inter-levrl
distance, average support requirements for permanent and temporary openings were assumed.
Main access and txiraction routes

The excavations will be supponed with rockbolts. wire mesh. and shotcrete 10096 of the time.
Secondav access and exîraction routes

The excavations will be supponed with rockbolts and wire mesh. Shotcrete will be used 50%
of the time.
Stopes

Al1 stopes will be backfilled immediately after extracting the muck and recovering the upper
wedges. Stope brow plugs will be poured using a tailings-to-cernent ratio of ten to one ( 10: 1).
The remainder of the stope will be filled using a 30:l ratio. It has been assumed that
cablebolts will not be needed to suppon the walls of the stopes. Higher stopes will be
penalised with increased dilution.
Stope Brows

Stope brows are supported with mesh, rockbolts, and shotcrete. Crosscuts leading to
drawpoints are similarly supported for a distance of 10 m from the stope brow.

6.4.5

Access and Extraction Method

With the bottom of the mineralized zone located 2,000 metres below surface, the oniy valid

option for access and oreiwaste extraction is through a shafi. The main shatt will be located in the
footwall, at a prudent distance from the orebody. Given the size of the ore reserves. Fox River
will result in a medium- to high-tonnage operation. Therefore, hvo hoisting systems will be
installed in the shafi: one to handle exclusively the muck (ore and waste) and one for mine
services (i.e., to hoist personnel, supplies. and materials).
A main ramp will be driven Frorn the uppermost level to the main haulage level at the bottom of

the mineralized area. It will be used to transport personnel. materials. and supplies benveen levels
and into the stopes anaor working areas."' An auxiliary ramp will be dnven from the haulage
leveI to the loading pocket level in order to provide access to the crushing and rnuck-handling
facilities at the bottom of the shafi. The main haulage level. located 25 metres beIow the deepest
main level, will be used to tram ore and waste from the ore/waste passes to the shafi.
Three main ordwaste passes will be raise-bored at reguIar intervals dong the strike of the
orebody."' Access to every working level will be provided by crosscuts. The bottom of the
vertical orepasses will be located at the olevation of the main haulage level.

The ventilation requirernents of every scenaiio will be met with the aid of nvo dedicated
ventilation shafis: one for fiesh-air and one for return air. They are to be sunk to the top and
bottom of the active mining area, respectively.

6.4.6

Mining Method

The orebody wil1 be mined using a modified version of the sublevel stoping mining method (also
known as longhole stoping, see Haycocks and Aelick. 1992). The details of the mining method
-

-

:x In spitc of the resulting increased devetopment cosr and time. this arrangement c m be considered as standard in
modem under-mund mines. regardlas of their depth. number of working levets. and production nte. For instance.
the frnal design of Barrick's Meikle Mine in Nevada included a n m p to be driven Ftom the 925-foot tevei to the
bottom of the pmductioa shaft. located at a depth of 1900 feet (White and Kra[. 1994).
It9

It couid be argued that fewer orepasses (rnaybe two) wouId have been adequate for the projrct's hauiage
requirements. This issue couId be fiirther iwestigated in a second round of analyses.

are not relevant to the purposes of this case study. Nonetheless. it is important to outline the main
steps of the ore-production cycle, since they affect both productivity and mining cost. and
detemine level development and Iayout as well as the extraction sequence.
Mine development

Main levels are driven in the f00hvall at intervais that Vary according to lift height. Crosscuts
connect every level to die main ramp and each of the odwaste passes. Depending on lifi
height and orebody width. some of the levels are connected to the main shaft. To provide
direct access to the orebody and create the drawpoints. a number of crosscuts are dnven at
regular intervals from the main levels to the oreihangingwall contact. ï h e distance benveen
the longitudinal axes of two consecutive crosscuts/drawpointsis 25.0 m for 10.0-rn thick ore.
and 20.0 rn for 15.0-m and 20.0-111thick ore.

At each Ievel eievation. an in-ore sublevel c?r undercut. centrd on the mid-plane of the
orebody, is driven aloncg the orebody suike. Once the top and bottom sublevels of an ore

block or stope have been developed, the next step is to create the initial tiee face for
production blasting. This is achieved by excavating a drop-mise in die middle of the stope
and then using it to open a four-metre deep slot to the full height and width of the block.
Before starting production activities in a particular level. it must have been previously
connected to both ventilation shah.
Production driihg
Electric-hydraulic. top-harnmer. longhole-dnlling machines are used for production drilling.

The diarneter of the blastholes varies according to equipment size (see Table 30). Up-holes
and dom-holes are dnlled in niig patterns. This eliminates the need to develop the drilling
si11 to the full width of the orebody. which not only extends the development stage. but also

may create ground control problems.
Blasting

Blasting is canied out with standard Anfo. since it is assumed that no sigificant water

problems exist at the mine. The powder factor"' (in kg of Anfo per tonne of rock) varies with
biasthole diarneter, which, in turn, is a function of equipment size. The powder factors for the
small, mid-size. and large equipment scenarios are, respectively, 0.10 k g t o m e (0.8 Ibiton).

0.50 kg/tonne (1.0 lbiton), and 0.60 kgltonne (1.2 lbiton). In other words. when compared to
the mid-size equipment case, the explosive consumption rates of the small and large
equipment scenarios are 20% lower and 20% higher. respectively.
Mucking

LHD machines are used to muck broken ore tiom the drawpoints and transport it to the
nearest orepass.
Backfill

As discussed in Section 6.44.cemented backtill is used to support the stopes.
Mining sequeme
A top d o m . single lifi. singIe-pass mining sequence. sirnilar to those discussed in Section

3.3.3. is followed. The use of such a sequence is expected to benefit the operation by:

> eliminating the creation of an ever-decreasins sill pillar. typical of bottom-up
sequences. prone to rockbursts and other ground control problems;
3

reducing the need to develop and maintain several levels simultaneously: and,

> increasing ore recovery, and minimizing ground control problems and maintenance
costs associated with multi-pass sequences.
Each stope or panel will extend the Full width of the orebody. thus eliminating the need to
develop a transverse componeni in the mining sequence. Typically. the sequence in any level
wiil stan at the centre of the deposir and expand towards its extremities, effectively shedding
the stresses to the abutrnents.
ItO

The powder factor is a standard method of expressine the explosive consurnption required to achicve the desired
rock hpentation. Fra-menution and particle size distribution are hctions of blasthole diameter and burden
(Airnone, 1992). ïherefore. different powdrr factors will be needeci in order to obtain the same degree of
tiagmentation and particie size dismbution with varying hole diameters and drilling patterns. While the sptxific
changes in powder factor will depend on rock stren-gh and other gxilogicai and geotechnid characteristics of the
rock mass. low powder factors will typica1Iy resuIt in coarser hgmentation and vice versa. in eeneral, a lower
powder factor will be required to achieve the desired d t s if sinaller holes drilled in a tighter pattern are useci,
This is due to berter distribution of the explosive c h q e and increased blasting efficiency.

6.5

Construction of Mining Scenarios

An iterative approach was required for the constmction of the 27 mining scenarios defined in

Section 6.3. In general, scenario development progressed through the following stages:
a. Sizing of permanent and temporary excavations.
b. Mine Iayout design.

c. Estimaticrn of minable reçervec.
d. Preparation of mine development and production progmns.

6.5.1

Permanent and Temporary Excavation Sizing

The main dimensions of permanent (main ramp. levels. ventilation shahis.etc.) and temporary
(sublevels, crcsscuts, draw-points. etc.) excavations were detemined based on a prelirninary
estimate of ventilation requirements and mobile extraction equipment dimensions. The quantiof air needed to ventilate trackless mines is established essentially by the power of the engines of
the diesel units. Thus. the prelirninary assessment of ventilation requirements requires making
initial assumptions regarding the ore production rate and. indirectly. speed of development.
Based on 12.0 million tonnes of in situ reserves, it could be assumed that the minimum and

maximum yearly production rates would be 1 .O million tonnes (2.800 tonnesiday) and 1.5 million
tonnes (4.200 tonnesiday), respectively. Then. if a single LHD coutd muck 700 tonnesiday tiom a
stope, 2,800/700 = 4 LHDs would be required in the former case. whereas the latter would need
1,200/700 = 6 units. Similarly, a development crew would use one LHD and two trucks. Two

such crews would be necessary when 2,800 tomesiday are produced and three when mining at
the higher rate. As noted by Hartman et al. (1997, p. 524), about 0.0949 m 3 / s - k(150
~ cfmibhp)

are needed to dilute the hvnes produced by diesel equipment. Table 32 shows the ventilation
requirements of major diesel equipment for the two production rates considered. It is reasonable
to assume that diesel equipment accounts for 70% of total air dernand and that about 30% of the
air never reach its intended destinations (Hartman et al., 1997, p. 529; Bise, 1986. p. 23). Thus.

total air requirements wouid be 76 1.000 c f h (@ 2,800 tomesiday) and 1,141,000 c h

(64,200

Table 32: Fox River Project - Air requirements for mobile diesel equipment
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The procedure proposed by Hartman et al. (1997, pp. 437444) was folIowed to produce a
preliminary estimate of the diameter of the main ventilation shah. The average of the previously
detemined minimum and rna~imurnair requirements was employed:
Air quantity = (76 1.O00 c h

- 1-141.000 c h ) i î = 95 1.O00 c

h = 1.OU0.000 c h

Table 33 presents the main parameters used for the determination of the optimum diameter of the
ventilation shafts."' The results are graphically shown in Figure 42. It can be seen that the total
cost curve is flat for diameters ranging fiom about 5.5 to 6.0 metres. This indicates that there
would not be a critical difference in total ventilation cost if shafi diameters within such a range
were used. The higher end of the range (Le.. 6.0 metres) was selected. so that air requirement
increases could be easily accommodated without having to incur in higher operating expenses.
The specifications of'development openings were detemined after considering ventilation needs.

the dimensions of major mobile extraction equipment (see Table 29, Table 30, and Table 3 1).and
Ontario replations (Ontario, 1996. pp. R62-R63). Table 34 shows three sets of specifications (for
small, mid-size. and large equipment scenarios), together with equiprnent dimensions. and
minimum opening dimensions. Due to current trends in equipment design. excavations of the

same type (i.e., ramps. levels, etc.) resulted in having similar heights (differences of 20 to 30 cm)
but very different widths (differences of up to 80-90 cm).
AS noted in Section 6.45. two ventilation shah would be needed: a fresh-air shafi that conaects to the top of the
active mining area. and a r e m & shft that reaches the main haulage at the bouom of the mineralizird area. Since
similm air qumtities are expected to flow through both ventihtion s h a h (the production shaft would be neutral).
they wouid have to have shilar diameters. The calculatiom were carieci out using r e m & shah data

Table 33: For River Project - Parameters for determination of ventilation shaft diameter
Shaft depth

2100 metres

, Operating life

15 years

Friction factor

2.00E-09 lb*min2/ft4

Fan efficiency

65.0 %
0.066 U S . %Wh

Energy cost
Interest rate (for annual capital cost calcutation)

, Taxes, insurance. and maintenance

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

10.0

3.0

7.0

8.0

O10

'/O

9.0

t 0.0

Shaft Oiame!er (m)

Figure 42: Fox River Project - Determination of optimum ventilation shaft diameter

As in the case of the ventilation shafts, the production shaft and ore'waste passes will have the

same specifications, regardless of mining scenario. For the production shafi. the depth of the
orebody, coupled with expected production rates and mobile equipment dimensions (which have
to be brought into the working

Ievels h o u & the shaft). made it necessary to speciQ a 6.0-metre

diameter opening. Similarly. 3.0-mdiameter ore and waste passes will be used.

Table 34: Fox River Project - Basic specifications of developrnent openings
Equiprnent

S b

Srnall

MidSlre

Zquipment ~imenstons' Minimum ~ i m s n s i o n s Design Dimensions
Excavation

1
Gradient

Height
(ml

Wdüi
(m)

Height

(ml

(9'0)

4.00

3.00

4.50

4.00

15.00

4.00

3.00

5.00

3.60

15.00

Wdth

Height

Width

(ml

(m)

(4

Main Ramp

2-44

254

Auxiliary Ramp

2.44

2.44

Main Level

0.50

Sublevel

0.50

Cmsscut

0.50

Main Xamp

15.QO

Auxilfary Ramp

15.00

Main Level

0.50

Sublevel

0.50

Crosscut

0.50

I

Large

"

Main Ramp

15.00

Auxiliary Ramp

15.00

Main Level

0.50

Sublevel

0.50

Crosscut

0.50

Maximum dimensrons of trackless equiprnenr 10 be used in me excavanans.
Minimum dimensionsaccoaing IO Ontano Regulatrons for Mmes and Mtntng Plants.

6.5.2

Mine Layout Design

The basic mine layout of every scenario was constmcted according to the access. extraction. and
mining methods described in Sections 6.4.5 and 6.4.6, as well as using the previously determined
opening dimensions (see Section 6.5.1).
Actual three-dimensional mine layouts were established with the aid of the AutoCAD pro-.

ln

addition to compatibility, portability. and ease of use, the main advantage of the use of AutoCAD
for mine layout design is the ability to use true three-dimensional objects. Such objects (i.e..
stopes, levels. ramps, etc.) can then be joined. intersected. and sectioned using planes of arbitrary
orientation, greatly simplifying the task of building the mine models. Similady. the objects
corresponding volumes and other data are automatically computed by the program.
Figure 43. Figure 44, and Figure 45 show perspective views of three large-equipment models
built for 15-metre ore and 25-metre, 50-metre, and 75-metreinter-level spacings, respectiveiy.

The layout of stopes or mining blocks was determined by inter-level distance, orebody thickness
and equipment size. As noted above, stopes in 10-m ore are five metres longer than in the case of
15- and 20-m ore. This is not only to account for the fact that. assuming that al1 other factors
rernain constant, slender stopes are more stable than wide ones, but also to increase the
productive capacity of IO-rn thick mining units and facilitate achieving reasonable production
rates. Figure 46, Figure 47. and Figure 48 display cross-sectional views of stopes designed to
exploit 15-m ore using mid-size equipment. Each section shows the corresponding undercut or
sublevel, stope, and upper and lower wedges. It should be noted that this case study assumes that
the lower wedges cannot be recovered by the proposed mining method. Pertinent dimensions and
volumes are included in the drawings.

6.5.3

Estimation of Minable Reserves

Estirnating minable reserves involved making assumptions regarding ore losses and dilution in
the light of the mining method, equipment size. and level spacing. Threr types of ore losses were
considered: ore lost against backfill: oxidation of ore (sulphide ore) stuck against the stope walIs:
and, as noted above, ore leR in the iower wedges of the stopes. The amount of ore lost against

backfill and due to oxidation is a function of the wall area (the larger the area. the larger the ore
losses), inter-level spacing (higher stopes have, generally, more irregularities), and equipment
size (the use of large drilling equipment typically results in greater wall damage). In the case of
oxidation of ore, and additional factor is the amount of time that the ore is lefi in the stope before
mucking, which is directly related to stope size (Le.. the significance of this factor increased with
orebody thickness). .As depicted by Figure 46, Figure 47. and Figure 48, the volume of the lower
stope wedges depends on orebody thickness and equipment size.
Table 35 presents the resultin; ore losses for each of the 27 mining scenarios. Figure 49. Figure
50, and Figure 51 show graphically how total ore reserve recovery changes with inter-level

spacing, equipment size, and orebody thickness. The following trends c m be identified:

> With only two exceptions, the rna.ximun ore reserve recovery for an equiprnent
size/orebody thickness configuration is obtained with 50-metre levels.

> Regardless of orebody thickness, the highest ore recovery for 50- and 75-metre
levels is achieved when small equipment is used. In the case of 25-rnetre levels. the
highest recovery is obtained with mid-size equiprnent.

> Significantly higher ore recoveries are achieved in 10-meûe ore. with the
exception of mining with 75-meue levels where marginally higher recoveries are
obtained in 15-metre ore.

Two different sources of dilution were taken into account: rock walls and hacktill. In hoth cases,
the amount of dilution was calculated as a fùnction of waIl area. inter-level distance and
equipment size. Table 36 presents the results obtained for every mining scenario. Such results are
graphically surnrnarized in Figure 52. Figure 53. and Figure 54. It is. ihus. evident that:

> Dilution increases with inter-level spacing.
> Dilution increases with equipment size.
> Dilution decreases with orebody thickness.
Once estimates for ore losses and dilution are obtained. the calculation of the corresponding
minable reserves is straightfonvard. The results are s h o w in Table 36 as well as Figure 55 and
Figure 56. Although the in-sirrt reserves were 13 million tonnes for every scenario. the minable
reserves range fiom 9.6 million tonnes (20-m wide ore mined with mal1 equipment and 25-m
levels) to 13.2 million tonnes (10-rnore mined with large equipment and 75-m levels).

The minable ore reserve tonnage rapidly increases when inter-level spacing is raised from 15 m to
50 m, but it shrinks (or expands only marginally in the case of large equipment) when the
distance behveen levels is increased to 75 metres. On the other hand. due to higher diIution. the
ore reserve tonnage aIways increases when equipment size is increased. The rate of ore reseme
tonnage increase is higher when equipment size changes fiom rnid-size to Iarge.
Finally, the minable reserves of individual mining blocks were calculated as shown in Table 37.
Development ore. produced by the excavation of the subleveI (undercut) and crosscut, is not
diluted. As noted above, only the upper wedges c m be recovered with this rnethod, but some of
the ore is lost against backfill and due to oxidation. Also, both rock wall material and backfill

dilute the wedges.
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Table 36: Fox Hiver Project - 1)ilution und diluted ore rescrvcs
Equipment
Sire

Orebodl
Wldth

Inter

Stope Specificatlons

Level
Spaclnl

ore

1

1

Dlluted Resenres

( Hangingwalldr Footwall
Volume

Wldth

rn

0.60

0.81

1.14
0.90

Small

1.22
1.71
1.20
1-62

2.28
0.90

1.22
1.71
1.20

Mid-SIzû

1.62

2.28

Large

Volume

Total
Dilution
m

tonnes

tonnes
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Figure 19: For River Project - Ore rererve recove- venus level spncing
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Figure 55: Fox River Project - Ore reserves versus inter-level spacing
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6.5.4

Mine Development and Production Programs

Mine development prograns covering the entire productive life of each mining scenario were
assembled based on the respective three-dimensional layouts and ore reserves. Such programs
were developed through the following steps:
Calcufution~measurement
of sub-hori:ontalt3'development distances

Using the above-mentioned 3D mine layouts. and with the help of the XutoCAD pro-mm. the
length corresponding to each development opening was either directly measured or
calculated. Similady, the tonnage of ore. waste. and backtill"' produced by the excavation of
each opening was obtained either by multiplying the respective length by its cross-sectional
area. or directly from the AutoCAD layout. The level-by-level results are shown in Table 70
to Table 78 (one table for each equipment size/orebody width combination) and gaphically
summarized in Figure 57 and Figure 58. It can bc seen bat:

> Rrgardless of orebody width and interlevel spacing. the total length of
sub-horizontal development remains virtually constant when the size of equipment
increases (Figure 57).
Development distance and the corresponding amount of waste generated depend
on the number of levels to be excavated.

> The amount of waste (rock plus backfill) produced significantly increases with
equipment size (Figure 58).
The thicker the ore, the shallower the siope of the development-waste versus
equipmentsize curve. This is due to the fewer number of levels required to exploit
thicker orebodies (Figure 58).

Mining cycle calculaiions
Details about the mining cycle are needed to determine the productive capacity of a single
mining block and the minimum speed of development that can support a determined
production rate. Using operating data provided by equipment manufacturers and based on the
assumptions made in Section 6.1, the duration of the mining cycle for each of the 27
Neither the main m p (that gocs h m the uppermost Ievel to the Iowest level) nor the auxiliary ramp (driven tiom
the lowest Ievel to the main haulage levei) are included in this category.
Once the backfiil placed in a m i n d o u t szope is cure& ~ ! corresponding
e
sections of the crosscut ruid
subIeveVundercut are re-excavated (in the bacW111) in order to -gin access to the top cf the stopes Iocated in the
next tevel. See Petley (1990) for a discussion of the pros and cons of backfill development.

scenarios was calculated. The results are shown in Table 79, Table 80, and Table 81. The
following additional assumptions and calculations were made:
Drilling rates of 125, 150. and 180 metres/day were assumed for 2 5 , 50-, and 75-metre
levels, respectively. This is to account for the fact that less set-up time and longer
blastholes are required for mine designs that include longer inter-level distances.
Number of rounds blasted on each block. It was determined that there was a minimum
tonnagehound that was practical fkom both blasting and mucking perspectives (about
4.500 tonnes) and that there was a maximum number of slices that could be eftïciently
blasted on 20- and 25-m long blocks (nine). As a result. the number of rounds:block
fluctuated From 5 for 25-m Ievels, 6 for 50-m levels (with the exception of 20-m ore.
which required 7 rounds), and 8 for 75-m levels (with the exception of 20-m ore, which
needed 9 rounds).
The mucking rates for each equipment size were determined according to the mucking
rate of the corresponding LHD. haulage distance. shift duration. efficiency. fixed cycle
tirnes, and mechanical availability. Table 38, for example. shows the calculations made

for the large-equipment scenarios. It has been assumed that the project will operare two
s h i h per day and eight houn per shift (no ovenime).
Backfill. The arnount of backfill required was obtained by dividing the volume to be
filled in each stope by the specific gravity of the backfill. Archibald (1999) provided
backt?Il specifications: specific gravity of backfill = 1.75, backfill plant production
rate = 250 tonnes per hour (142.9 m'hour). A backfill cure time of seven days was
assumed for every case.
Figure 59 shows agraphically how the length of the mining cycle increases as the iriterlevel
spacing is raised fiom 25 to 75 metres. Larger cycles are the result of larger mining blocks.

Totai cycle times range From 47 days (large equiprnent mining 10-m thick ore with 25-m
Ievels) to 279 days (small equipment exploiting 20-m thick ore with 75-m levels). It c m be
seen that the dopes of curves for small equiprnent are sipificantly more steep than those for
mid-size and large equipment. This indicates that, due to its higher productivity, the increase
in cycle length is not as siGgpificantfor larger equipment.
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Figure 57: FOK River Project - Horizontal developtnent versus equipment size

Figure 58: Fox River Project - Waste production versus equipment size

Table 38: For River Project - LRD cycle for large equipment cases
-

-

--

Capacity of loading equipment (LHD)

10.0 yd3

15 tonnes

Input Parameterç

Effective working hours

6.0 hourskhift

Effective working minutes

55.0 minutes/hour

Mechanical availability

80.096

Average one way haulage distance

228.0 rn

Average traveling speed, loaded

6.0 kmhour

Average traveling speed, empty

6.0 kmhour

Time to load LHD bucket

1.6 minutes

LHD travel time - loaded

2.3 minutes

Tirne to position LHD 8 orepass

0.8 minutes

Time to dump LHD bucket

0.8 minutes

-

LHD travel tirne empty

2.3 minutes

LHD time arranging muck at beginning of shift

30.0 minutes
-

--

-

Production Calculations
Total effective working time

264.0

minutes

Effective mucking time

234.0

minutes

Total LHD cycle time to dump one bucket

7.8

minutes

Number of mucking cycles

30

Production Der shift

450.0

tonnes

Figure 59: Fox River Project - Mining cyde versus interlevel spacing

Determination of ore production rate
A mining block produces ore due to bath development and stoping activities (see Table 37).

Therefore, the detemination of the actual production rate of each mining scenario is based on
assumptions made regarding the number or stopes to be exploited simultaneously. and the
number of development crews to be kept in operation at the same time.
The number of active stopes depends principaHy on the mining sequence. In th:IS case, a
"1-3-5" single-Iift mining sequence was employed (see Section 6.4.6). Since it uses primaq

and secondary stopes only, the maximum number of active stopes is equal to one half of the
total nurnber of stopes in a level. However. space and extraction routes are very resuicted in
underground mines, and there is a practical limit on the amount of equiprnent that cm operate
on the same production level simultaneously. On the other hand. the need to sustain a
minimum production rate h a t justifies the large capital investment, coupled with the
restrictions associated with a mine with very few producing blocks, puts pressure to bring as

many stopes into simultaneous operation as possible.
An initial attempt with four simultaneous active stopes resulted in very low production rates.
Thus, although four could be considered as a tàir number of stopes. it was decided to
continue the case study with five active stopes. Such a decision is supported by the fact that

the mine layour includes three orepasses (Le., trafic congestion in a level c m be avoided
with proper scheduling and equipment dispatch). It was expected that the correspondincg
increase in capital investment would be more than compensated by the larger production rates
that would be thus achieved.
The resulting effective stope production rates are s h o m in Table 82, Table 83. and Table 54.
The ntimber of'dqs per /me/ (i.e., the number of days required to mine out an entire IeveI)

for each rnining scenario was determined with the help of the computer program .LE
Projecr
98. Such nurnbers were obtained by assembling comprehensive production programs for one

Ievel using mining cycle data and, as noted above, assuming the sirnultaneous exploitation of
five stopes and the 1-3-5 mining sequence. It was dso assurned that, by rnining two
consecutive sets of pnmary stopes at the begiming of the sequence of every Ievel. it wouid
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not be necessary to wait for the backfiii of the first set to cure in order to continue mining
succeeding sets.
Figure 60 shows the relationship behveen stope production rate and orebody thickness."' In
the case of small and mid-size equipment. the curves are more or Iess clustered. indicating
that, for a given orebody thickness, the difference in production rate between scenarios with
5.50-. and 75-m levels is not cignificant. The? a l w prewnt definite (but moderate)

increasing trends: thicker orebodies resulted in slightly higher production ntes. On the other
hand, the behaviour of large equipment scenarios is quite distinct. First, produc!ion rate
greatly increases with higher inter-level spacings, suggesting that large equipment can more
adequately match the higher productive capacity of larger stopes. Second. the (generally
positive) slopes of the curves are more pronounced. panicularly in the case of 25-rn interlevel
spacing.'" This trend suggests also that large equipment can take full acvantage of thicker
stopes.

Matching developrnent and producrion programs
The previous calculation of stope production ntes was strictly based on stope geomep.
mining sequence. and assumptions regarding equipment and personnel productivil. it did not
consider the impact of mine development. To reconcile those wo important issues in this
case study, it was assumed that enough resources (Le.. personnel and equipment) u-ould be
devoted to mine development in order to allow the production levels obtained above. The
intensity and speed of mine development, in turn, are controlled by two main factors: advance
rate (e.g.. metres per round) and the nurnber of active developrnent crews.
Although important. the details of determining an optimum mine development speed are
beyond the scope of this thesis. Funhermore, local factors typically affect such a speed.
[t is assumed chat the mine operates seven days per week. 52 w e h per y=.
It shouid be noted that production ntes obtained for 15-m ore mined with 75-m inter-bel spacing are higher than
expected. This is because the production-rate calculation procedure assumes that. under such scenruios. thraz
complete levels with 75-m stopes will be extracted. ï h e truth is, a 15-m thick orebody is oniy 200 me= high and
rhus. there are only nvo sets of 75-m hi& s t o p to be mhed (the f i t Ievel has 50-m stopes). Since the mount of
development and pmduction dnlling in these scenarios are vitnially the same. re-prdless of stope height. the
o v e d l production rate for the f i t level would be Iower than for the last hvo.

making it difiicult to define accurately a development rate that c m be used for lon,- term

planning. Thus, in order to simpli@ the analysis and eliminate the effect of developrnent
speed variability, it was decided to assume a single advance rate for al1 heading (levels,
sublevels, crosscuts, and ramps) and al1 scenari~s.'?~
Such a rate was calculated as follows:

It is obvious that, as more development crews are deployed. the overall production rate cm be
thus increased (e.g., additional stopes could be brought into production simultaneously, not
just tive). However. space. schedul hg, and financial limitations restrict the amount of
development acrivity that an operation :an undenake withou t afiecting its ore production
process. Thus. an "optimam" development rate that simultaneously fulfils short-term
production needs and provides a degree of flexibility to the operation must be detlned.
The number of simultaneous development crews was determined by assuming that. in
addition to sustaining the corresponding siope production rate. the objective of the
development program was to bring the mine into production in sis years (Le.. to start
producing fiom stopes at the beginning of the seventh year). The application of the same
consuaint to every scenano is validated by the fact that. at the begiming of the mine life. the
amount of mine developrnent is virtually identical for al1 of them (the main differences being
the distance between levels, and the number and length of in-ore crosscuts). This was
confirmed by the resuits s h o w in TabIe 85.

The mine life (and, thus, the intensity of mine development) of a scenario is a function of
equipment size: production equipment can achieve a certain production rate, which. in tum.
demands a corresponding deveIoprnent rate. The larger the equiprnent, the higher the

It could be argued that large equipment excavating I q e development openings could achieve sigificandy higher

development rates. However, this reasouing negiects to take into consideration _gound-control issues. For instance.
the requirernent to rockbolt and rnesh a heading right to the face severeiy resmcts advance. regardless of
equiprnent size and heading cross-sections! dimensions.

respective development rate (and the shorter the mine life, see Table 82, Table 83, and Table
84). This is graphically depicted by Figure 62, Figure 63. and Figure 64, which present the

number of yearly development crews required by the production p r o - m s of srnall, mid-size,
and Iarge equipment rnining scenarios, respectively, over their entire mine Me. It can be seen
that. as the size of production equipment increases and the mine life decreases. the
development rate rapidly increases, dernanding a larger number of development crews. It is
interesting to note that, regardless of equipment size, the number of development crews
required by the various orebody thicknesshterlevel spacing combinations is virtually
constant (see Table 85). As expected, the number of active development crews decreases
towards the end of the mine life of every scenario.
Total ore production program

Total ore prr'duction programs for small, mid-size, and large equipment scenarios are shown
in Table 39. Table 10. and Table 41. respectively. The higher concentration of both stopiiig
and development activities in larger equipment scenarios is evident. Also. it cm be seen that.

as inter-level spacing is increased and the production capacity of single stopes nses. the
contribution of ore from the corresponding devetopment program becomes irregular and less
significant.
Changes of total effective ore production rate (i.e., the production rate that includes both
stope and development ore) with orebody thickness are shown in Figure 6 1. As expected. the
curves in this case are similar to those displayed in Figure 60. In fact, apart tiom the obvious
increase in production rates (due to the added ore coming from developrnent activities), small
and mid-size equipment curves are virtually the sarne as their Figure 60 counterparts: they are
aIso cIustered and present the same general trend. Large equipment curves. on the other hand.
are now more clustered, indicating that the addition of development ore balances to some
extent the differences in stope production rate that result from using different inter-level
spacings. Finally, it is interesting to note that, regrdless of equipment size, 25-metre interlevel spacings result in the highest production rates for 20-metre thick ore.

Figure 60: Fox River Project - Stope production rate versus orebody thickness

-

-

Figure 61: Fox River Project Effective production rate versus orebody thickness

Table 39: Fox Hiver Pruject - Ore production progranis - Small ~yuiprncnt''~
-

Thlcknos: Lewl

-

-- ---

Yea r

Source

1

2

3

4

6

6

SIWJ

Total

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

679

679

679

679

679

679

670

679

679

679

679

679

679

679

679

158

733

735

737

745

707

725

737

745

734

704

781

709

731

713

719

158

721

721

721

721

721

721

721

721

721

721

721

721

721

721

721

384

754

754

736

762

745

730

780

742

750

757

728

741

729

744

734

384

il9

719

719

719

710

719

710

719

719

719

719

719

719

719

719

128
128

10,341
78i

Total

21

-

S1W
10-ni

11.194

394
Tolal

17

slope
Total

17

-

SI-

736

738

733

739

752

734

753

721

748

753

736

735

719

719

719

703

703

703

703

703

703

703

703

703

703

703

703

703

500

-

776

775

748

757

742

773

777

779

742

765

760

742

742

742

270

753

753

753

753

753

753

753

753

753

753

753

728

-

779

779

740

759

752

757

766

771

774

740

764

160

740

740

136

743

743

743

743

743

743

743

743

743

743

743

M3

743

743

111

778

743

774

758

743

743

772

763

769

761

743

143

743

743

111

1S.m

Total

,

11,13!

15

-

Slow

-

20-rn
Total

14

-

siope

Total

1

-

11

-

1l , m

Table 40: Fox River Project - Ore producliun progranis - Mid-sim equipment""
Year
Total

Source

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

16

17

18

19

-

222

-

-

10,701

.
-

-

11,585

-

953

953

953

953

953

953

953

953

953

953

953

Devebpneiil

46

71

79

79

83

81

79

83

83

76

91

31

Total

46

1,023

1.032

1.032

1.036

1.034

1,032

1.036

1.036

1.029

1.044

984

222

1,005

536

Qope

-

siope

1,005

1.005

1.005

1.005

1,005

1.005

1.005

1.005

1.005

38

37

38

39

60

46

16

27

78

43

19

1,043

1,042

1.043

1,044

1.005

1,051

1,021

1.031

1,082

1,048

1,005

536

984

984

984

984

984

984

984

984

984

984

984

623

-

.

19

19

34

23

38

14

19

13

41

19

7

45

2

19

1,003

1,018

1,007

1.022

999

1,003

997

1,025

1,003

892

1,029

625

l.ûû5 1,065

308

1.065

1,065

1,065

1,065

1,065

1.065

1,065

55

87

87

74

78

84

54

89

77

45

1,120

1.152

1,152

1.139

1.143

1.149

1.119

1,154

1,142

308

1,014

1,014

1.014

1,014

1.014

1,014

1,014

1,014

1,014

1,014

17

30

42

42

37

23

38

63

42

21

17

1.053

1.056

1.056

1.051

1.037

1,053

1,077

1,056

1.035

9.892
730

913

.

-

1,014

913

-

-

11,410

1,016

829

-

-

10,083

829

-

-

11,257

-

10.622
11,054
365

1,016

1,016

1.016

1.016

1,016

1,016

1,013

1,016

1.016

38

40

42

33

11

28

19

7

38

17

1,054

1.056

1.057

1,049

1,027

1.044

1.032

1,023

1.053

1.016

I.OD6 1.066 1,066

675

.

-

9,201

.

-

9,830
10,666

-

10,901

-

10,720

-

10,937

1.066

1.066

1,066

1.066

1,066

44

72

94

50

61

88

89

75

56

44

1.138

1.160

1.115

1,126

1,154

1.155

1,141

1,122

-

-

274

675

629

1,056

1,056

1.056

1.056

1.056

1.056

1.056

1,056

16

45

44

19

50

41

44

17

39

Total

16

1,101

1,100

1,075

1.106

1,097

1.100

1.073

1,095

1.056

1.056

106

1,057

1,057

1.057

1,057

1.057

1,057

1.057

1,057

159

30

25

28

22

1.087

1.W2

1.085

1.0Ï8

1.057

159

-

1.057

1,057

Devebprmnl

16

-15

44

Tolal

16

1,102

1,101

AI1 uiiioiiiits iii tlii~isitiitlsoL'~t)iiiicscil'orc.

295

-

Devabprmnt

siope

11,448

11,743

-

*

12,030

17

*

stope

11,588
442

Devebpmnl

-

J3H

-

Total

45

22
884

1,005

-

2î

-

19

-

20

*

1,057

1.057

1,W 1.056

106

-

315

-

1,057

210

Table QI : Fox River IDrojcct- Ore production progritms - Large equipment'"
Yea r

Source
1

2

3

4

6

6

Sl0pa

7

0

O

10

11

12

13

14

15

1.155

1.155

1,155

1,155

1.155

1.155

1.155

1,155

1.155

16
847

17

-

18

10

20

21

22

Total

11.243
1.079

12,322

12,491
539

28

Toiat

-

SI-

Total

26

-

SlW
Tolal

45

slow

Total

13

-

Sta~e

Total

20

Stw
Total

1

-

34

1,302

1,318

1.307

1,305

1,336

1.312

1,303

1,329

1.298

1,193

-

1,345

1.345

1,345

1,345

1,345

1,345

1,345

1,345

1,345

688

-

1,392

1.366

1,388

1,390

1,392

1,390

1.369

1.369

1,383

688

1,115

1,115

1,115

1,115

1,115

1,115

1,115

1,115

1.115

173

1,252

1.167

1.215

1.226

1.207

1,231

1.177

1.249

1.156

173

1.168

1.168

1.168

1.168

1.168

1.168

1,161r

1,168

1,168

1,129

1,497

1.465

1.453

1,468

1.468

1,467

1.329

-

1.326

1,326

1,326

1,326

1,326

1.326

1,326

1,326

475

-

1,381

1,378

1,370

1.394

1,409

1,373

1.338

1.36

475

1,394

1.394

1,394

1.394

1.394

1,394

1,394

1.394

225

-

1.44 1

1.440

1.400

1,445

1.445

1.412

1.394

1.394

225

-

.

13,030

Other pre-production development
It is assumed that the early mine development of al1 scenarios is similar and follows the same
schedule. This assurnption is supponed by the fact that. regardless of equipment size. orebody
thickness. and inter-level spacing, initial mine development of every scenario complies with
the following logical sequence:'"'

a. Sink production and return-air shafis.
b.

Develop loading pocket level.

c. Drive loading pocket nmp.
d. Develop crusher station Ievel.
e.

Excavate ore and waste bins.

f.

Excavate cmsher station.

With the exception of level development. whose dimensions Vary according to equipment
size (see Table 34). al1 the above excavations have exactly the same specitications. Thus. it is
safe to assume that construction tirne will be very similar in al1 scenanos. and the sarne
schedule with a total duration of 44 months was used in al1 of thern. Table 42. Table 43. and
Table 44 list major pre-production mine development for srnail. mid-size. and largeequipment scenanos. respectively. It must be noted that. although the main production shah
has a diameter of six metres in every scenario. different diesel equipment requirements
resulted in varying main ventilation shah diameters. in fact. whereas a 3.5-metre shafl was
needed in al1 srna11 equipment scenarios, 4.0-metre and 5.5-metre ventilation s h a h were
required for mid-size and large-equipment cases. This highlights the iterative nature of
scenario anaiysis: an initial estimate (see Section 6.5.1. Table 37. and Figure 42) indicated
that about 1,000.000 c h and a 6.0-meme ventilation shaft were required for ventilatins Fox
River.

'"

Tbe oaly major development task that is not included in the lin is sinking a kh-air ventilation shaft. This is
because, as noted in Section 6.45. such a shaft is sunk to the top o f the active mining area Le.. it comects to the
uppemost production levei. Thus. since it must wriit for such a IeveI to be developed, the shafl is not part of the
"criricalpath" of initial mine development

Table 42: Fox River Yroject - Other pre-productiuii developnient - Smull equipnient
Length

Duratlon
months

ExcovationlConstructlon Cost (US S)
total

per month

per year

Production Shan (Diameter = 6.0 metrer)

2,090

35

31,373.006

Return-Alr Shafî

2,025

34

22,221,803

653,582

7,842,989

Fmrh-Air Shafî 1 O - m ore

1,700

28

18,587,938

663.855

7,966,259

Fresh-Alr Shaft 1S-m ore

1,600

30

19,702,633

656,754

7,881,053

Fmsh-Alr Shaft 16-m ore, 76-m levda

1,775

30

19,423,662

647,455

7,769,465

F m n h d i r Shsft 20-m ore

1,850

31

20,261,153

653.586

7,843,027

204

2

295,395

147,697

N.A.

Loadlng Pocket Ramp

337

3

488,071

162,690

N.A.

1

161,236

161,236

N.A.

Om\Warte B l n i

N.A.

2

182,100

91,050

N.A.

Crurher Station

N.A.

1

48,960

48,960

N.A.

Note: Return and trerh-air .ha*

111

Yeor 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 6

896,372 10,756,459

Loadlng Pocket Lavel
Crubhar 8 W o n Level

Investment (US $)

have a 3.S-metre dlameter.

Tsible 43: Fox Hiver IDrojcct- Oihcr pre-production devclopnicnt - Mid-sizc equipnicnt
Inventment (US S)

ExcavatlonlConntructlon Cont (US $)

Length
months

total

Production Shatî (Diametet = 6.0 metrer]

2,090

32,575,215

Return-Air Shett

2,025

Frenh-Alr Shan 10-m ore

1,700

Frenh-Air Shah 15-m ore

1,800

per month

per year

930,720

11,168,645

24,302,699

717.138

8,605.650

20,392,789

728,314

8,739,767

21,616,701

720,557

8,646,680
8,524,159
8,605.140
N.A.

Freih-Air Shaft 15-rn ore, 75-m levels

1,775

21,310,396

FrerhAlr Shan 20-m ore
Loadlng Pocket Lsvel

1,850
204

22.229.945
319.471

7 10.347
717,095
159.735

Loadlng Pockst Ramp

337

527,851

175,950

N.A.

Cruiher Station Level

111

174,378

174,378

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

Ore\Waste Blnn

N.A.

182,100

91,050

Crusher Station

N.A.

48,960

48,960

Note: Return and fresh-alr s h a h have a 4.O-metre diemeter.

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Yesr 5

Table 44: Fux Hiver Project - Other prc-production dcvelopment - Large equipment
ExcavationlConatructlon Cost (US S)

tength
monîhs

total

per month

per year

Investment (US $)
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 6

Total
(US $1

Production Shaft (Diameter = 6.0 metrea]

2,090

33,758,380

9ô4,525

1 1,574,302

33,758,380

ReturwAIr Shaft

2,025

30,424,785

894.847

10,738,154

30,424,785

Fmih-Alr Shaft 10-mare

1,700

25,438,524

908,519

10,902,225

25,438,524

FreahAIr Shaft 15-more

26,968,069

898,936

10,787,227

Freahalr Shntt Il-rn ore, 76-m levels

1,800
1,775

26,505,275

886,176 10,634,110

26,968,069
26,585,275

Fresh-Alr Shaft 20-m ore

1,850

27,734,451

894,660

Loadlng Pocket Level

204

351,105

175.553

N.A.

351,105

Loadlng Pocket Ramp

337

580,119

193,373

N.A.

580,l19

111

191,645

191.645

Cnraher Stetlon Level

1 0,735,917

27.734.451

N.A.

191,645

Ore\Waite Blnr,

N.A.

182,100

91,050

N.A.

182,100

Crusher Station

N.A.

48,960

48,960

N A.

48,960

Note: Return and fresh-air r h a b have a 6.6-metre dlameter.

Operating Cost

6.6

In this case study, cost data are used to facilitate the evaluation of the benefits and drawbacks of
every mining scenario kom both economic and financial perspectives. It must be noted, however.
that the objective of this section is net to obtain accurate cost items, but to provide a common
basis for analysis. Furthermore. it is beyond the scope of this thesis to estimate the total cost of
developing and carrying out every mining scenario. OnIy pertinent aspects of the mine
development and mining processes wil1 be considered, focusing on:
major equipment-related costs (both capital and operational); and.
personne! requirements.
Main sources of cost data are Western Mine Engineering (1996). Schumacher (1996). and the
sponsors of this research project."' The operating cost of every majm piece of equiprnent used for

mine developrnent and production was estimated fiom the followiiig basic cost data:
Operating Labour Cost

The effective hourly labour cost for al1 development and production activities was estimated
assuming an average base hourly rate of CAN 525.00, a WCB rate of 10.096 of the base
hourty rate. fnnge benetits equaI to 65.0% of the base hourly rate, 5.0% of ovenime work.
and a 10.0% bonus. The calculation of such a cost (in 1996 US S) is shown in Table 45.

Major Operating Cost Components
Major components of the operating costs are: parts, maintenance labour. diesel fuel,i42

gasoline,'" elecmc power."' lubricants.'" and tires."' In order to maintain consistency and
aIlow meaningful comparisons, the hourIy rates corresponding to such cost components were
obtained directly corn Schumacher ( 1996) and Western Mine Engineering ( 1996).
Supplies Cost

Includes suppIics and consumables. Supplies are mostly used in activities such as drilling,
blasting, ground support. and level upkeep.

"'
142

--

-

-

-

Cost dam provided by the sponsors of thk projecr were disguised in order ta protect their conftdentiaf nanue.
Whenever applicabk.

Table 45: Fox River Project - Estimation of general labour cost

I
Rate
Operating labour (Shan-hour)

1 Oprating labour (Shan-shift)

6.6.1

(

I

Labour Rate (US $ 1 hour)
W.C.B.

Fringe

OK

Total

Bonus

16.67

1.67

10.83

0.83

1.67

1 33.33

13.33

86.67

6.67

13.33

31.67

1

253.33

1

Mine Development

Tabie 46, Table 47. Table 48, and Table 49 show capital and hourly operating costs for driliing,
mucking, haulage, and ground support equipment, respectively. Operating costs for mine
development were calculated using such data. tozether with the mine development programs
elaborated in Section 6.5.3and basic assumptions regarding consumables consumption. and work
schedules. For instance, Table 50 and Table 5 1 show the per-metre cost of advancing main ramps
with srnaIl and large equipment, respectively. On a more general level. Figure 65. Figure 66. and

Figure 67 graphically illustrate how unit development cost (in US S per metre of excavation)
increases with the cross-sectional area of the opening in smalI. mid-size, and large scenarios.
respectively. It c m be seen that. even though the slope of the curves is remarkably similar, the

cost of the excavation (expressed in US $lm2)is significantly higher with larger equipment. This
is in spite of the fact that it was assumed that laser equipment scenarios benefited tiom important
economies of scale.

Based on the level-by-level horizontal development pro-ams s h o w in Table 70 to Table 75 (see
Appendix t), the corresponding yearly development programs and budgets were produced (see

Table 52 to Table 57). Total (i.e., Iife-of-mine) development metres are very similar for scenarios
having with the same combination of orebody thickness and inter-level spacing (see. for instance.
Figure 57). However. and as direct consequence of higher per-metre rates. the tables also show
that in such cases developrnent COS increases by about 10.0% as equipment size increases from

small ta mid-size, and from mid-size to large.

Tublc 46: Fox Hiver Pruject - Cupitirl und operuting costs - 1)rilling equipment
Equlpment

Unit
Cost

Decrlptlon

-

Anlo Loador

Rubbor-tirod. articulalod; d~oselcarrier

61-kw (82-hp) angine

Drillor

Hydroulic

32 mm Io 43 mm dianiolor hdo

Drillor

Hydraulic

38 rnrn l a 51 mm diamolor hdo

Drilter

HyJrauLc

iip Io ô4 mm diamolor holo

-

Dritler Feeds

45 inm 61 mm diainolei sloel

4 O m drill stuel lenglh. 3 7 m holo doplh

Orilter Fooûs

43 mm - 51 min diamelor sleel

5 5 rn drill sleel lenglh, 5 2 m M e dopth

Drillor Faeds

Toloscoping, 38 mrn 43 tnm diamolor sleel

2.2 rn 4 O rn drill sleol ionglh, 3 8 m halo

Oritler Faods

Telescoping, 43 mm 51 mm diamelor sleol

3.1 in 5 5 m drill steel lenglh, 5 2 rn hole

-

Tires

-

Tolal

Large

%L&

-

Hourly C

Mlnlng Scenarlo

1

1

1

-

-

Jumbo Doll

1 boom; 4.7 m x 3 8 m man laco

4 1 kW, drills no1included in prico

Jumbo Drill

2 boom, 6 2 rn x 7.8m rnax lace

B8 104 kW, drills no1inclidod in prico

Jumbo Drill

2boom;63rnx87mrnax laco

3û - IO4 kW, drills no1 included in prico

Longhde Drill

Rubbar-liied,45 mm - 76 mm diamuler hdo

Win drill sizo 3 3 m high x 2 4 m wldo

-

Longhole Drill

Rubbof-lired, 45 nint 76 mm diamolrrr hdo

Win diitl sire 3 3 n, high x 2 4 m wdo

Longhole DIIII

RubMr-lired, 45 mm 76 mm diarnelor hde

Min. drill sizo 3 3 i n high x 2 4 m mdo

1

1

1

Table 47: Fox Rivcr Projcçt - Cupitîil uiid operiiting çosts - Mucking equipment

1

Decilptlon

Equipment

Speclflcatlons

""lt
Cost

Mlnlng Scenarlo

(USS)

Sniall Modium Largo

Parts

Loador

Diesel hard rock LHD

-

2 7 1713,104 kW uri~ine

227.600

Loador

Diosol liard rock LHD

4 6 1113,138 kW ui~gino

.UNi.SOO

.

5 4 m3, 172 kW unyirio

395,600

Diesol hord rock LHD

Mino Etiy~tirturiii~
f WQBl Schutir&choi ( 1986)

Hourly Operating CosCs (US 5)

1
1
1

""'
Laimur

826

714

11 14

Q63

1436

1241

Fuol

Power

Lubricaiils

Tirus

Tolal

145

4 68

369

-

1 95

384

3045

466

-

251

5 17

39.31

252

24.45

Table 48: Fox Hiver Project - Capital and operating custs - Haulqp equiprnent
Unit
Cost

Decription

Equlpment

Hourly O ~ r a t i n n
Costa (US

Mlnlng Scenario
Maint.
labour

Small

Tolal

-

Truck

Dlesel - toar durnp; arllculaled

Locomolcve

Troley

13.6-ionne(15-tm)

Locornolrve

Troloy

18 O.lonne ( 2 0 4 ~ )

25.18

Locomolive

Troley

22.7-tonne(254on)

30.95

Truck
Truck

Dlosel rear dump; arliculaled

PO-tmno(22-ton), 205-kw engino

Diesel rear dump. arliculated

274onne (30-Ion), 207-kw enocnu

25.38

50-tonne(554on); 354-kwongcno

35.92

Rail Car

Granby - sida dump .61111dumping

Ra11Car

Granby srde dump still dumping

Rall Car

Granby. side dump siill dumping

-

-

1

22.4B

I

- 14' whoels - 24-30' lrack
3.4-4.5m3 - 16' wtieols - 30-36' lrock
4.5.5.7 m3 - 16' wheols . 30.42 trdck

18.42

2.3-3.4 m3

O 69
1

0.84

1 28

Sources Wslem M m Eng~~ioerlng
(1996J. Schuniacher (1996)

l'ablc 49: Fux Hivcr IBroject- Cupitul and upcriiling costs - Ground support cquipment
Equlpment

Decription

Speciflcations

Unit
Cost

Minlng Scenaiio

Hourly O

I
Parls

Small Medium Large
Rock Boller

Rubber-lirod,acticulaleû, diosol; ono.boom

6 2 m - 7 O ni vertical roach, 2 4 rn bits

Rock Bollor

Rubbor-lired,arllculalod, dieselr, Mio.boom

6.5 m 7 3 rn verlcal reach, 2 4 m W i s

Rock Bdlor

Rubbor-liraci,articulalad, diosol, ono-boorn

8 5 rn 9 3 m vorlical mach, 2 4 m b l l s

1

-

9.17

10 28

1

1

11 69

1

0.89

Sholcfeling

Truck rnounlod. rornolo conliollo<l(truck n i )

3 8- 19 Im3 (5.25 yd3)lhr Robolic arm

1

Survice Truck

Ailiculalod, llnl dock, 4 5-torine, !or sholcrolo

61 kW (a2HP)

1

1

1

2 19

Scaler

Volriclo rnounted, leloscopic scalor

fi1 kW (82 HP)

1

1

1

5.73

Scissors IR
i

Rubbor-lirod,arliculalod, diosol carrier

61-kw (82-hp)ongine

1

1

1

2 85

Sources WesCrri M m hiuinttering(IOOBJ. Scttuii~acher(1886)

1

Maint.
Labour

iratlne
- Costs IUS
Eleclric
Powr

Lubricanis

Tires

Table 50: Fox River Project - Development cost - 4.5 x 4.0 m ramp, srna11 equipment
Cross-section(width x height)
Average net advance rate

1 Openting labour (Slmanhour)

1

Operathg labour (Slmanahlft)
Operating labour cost ($/round)
O~scatlnalabour coat 1Simeirel
Major Equipment
Total operating cost (U.S. $heur)
Houn of operation per round
Total operating cost (US. Yround)
Total operatinq cost (U.S. Ymetre)

1 ~ r e wsize

4.5 m x 4.0 m
3.36 mlday

Rete
t 6.67
133.33

W.C.B.
1.67
13.33

Boîter

Shotsrete

hlnge
t 0.83
86.67

5 miners

OIT
O.83
6.67

Bonus
3.33
26.67

LHD

Truck

1
1

1

Total
33.33

1
Jumba
16.3t
4.00
65.24
18.12

31.10
2.00
6220
17.28.

1 SO

20.16
5.60

Total major equiprnent (US. tlmetre)
Other service etquipment @ 5% (US. Simette)
Total equipment cost (U.S. Vmetrs)

1 TOTAL DMLOPMENT COST (U.S. $!metfa)

2.21

22.49

32.08
1 .O0
32.08
8.9 1

96.27
4.81
101.08

Bolts. 2.4-m long. rebar
Welded wire mesh. No. 6 galv.
Shotcrete
Anfo
Non-etectric delonator dw accesones
Button bit. 4.5-cm diameter
Dnlling md. 4.2-m long. rope threaded
Rigid ventilation duct. 0.91 m diameter
Water line. 5.0-cm diam., clw finings
Air line. 10.0-cm diam.. c/w fittings
Drainage line. 5.0-cm diameter
Puwer cable. 4 0
Power cable. amer
Switch
Water pump
Tools and mlscellaneousmaterials
Waste andor rework
Total supplles cost

1Hoistlng

24.45
6.50
158.93
44.15

7.95
1 .O0
7.95

13.44

Train

8.17
12.33
80,OO
1.25
3.00
52.80
293.33

38.95

ea.
l sheet
bag
/kg
t hole
ea.
ea.

29
10
10.00
194.40
38
0.67
0.22

11

bits

rods
feei
11.81 feet
11.81 fwt
11.81 feet
11.81 feet
11.81 feet
14.44 Ym

Ift

1 1 81

1.47 i tt
2.80 1 fi
1.47 I h
9.50 1 iî
12.33 1 R
4.333.33 ea.
1.500.00 ea.
7.5%
tO.O?b

1

boltç
sheets
bag
kg
holos

7200

1

2.33

1

168.00

1

1,581-1O

Such an increase in devetopment dollars is accompanied by a reduction in the development phase.

For instance, it would take about 16 y e m to deveIop 15-m ore for mining with small equipment
and 25-m levels. On the other hand, if large equipment were used. the deposit could be lülly
developed in about 1L years. However, the correspondhg development budget wouid jurnp from

US $79 million to US $93 million (about 18% higher). As this effect is coupled with a diminished
ability to control dilution (see Table 36) it is evident that it has a significant impact on the
economics of a scenario.

Table 51: Fox River Project - Developrnent cost - 4.5 x 4.0 m ramp, large equipment
C m - s e c t i o n (width x height)
Average net advance rate

1 Operating labour (tlman-hour)

1

Operathg labour (Wmanshift)
Operating labour cost (Slmund)
Operating labour cost (Srnette)
Major Equipment

Total operating cost (U.S. 9hour)
noun or operanon per round
Total operating c o s (U.S. Yround)
Total operatin cost [U.S. Srnetre)

1 Cmw size

5.3 m x 4.2 m
3.36 mlday

Rate
16.67
133.33

W.C.B.
1.67
13.33

0.83
6.67

Bonus
3.33
26.67

1
1
1

Bohr

Jum bo

Shotcfete

13.44
1.50
20.16

39.75
2.00
85.15
23.65

79.50
22.08

5.60

ScissOm

LHD

Lm
7.95

39.31
3.50
137.59
38.22

2.00
15.90
4.42

1

Totd
33.33
266.67
1.428.51
396.83 A

Truck

35.92

t01.12
5.06
106.18
Unit Cost ( U A S)
6.40 ea.
8.17 ea.
12-33 / siteet
80.00 bag
1.25 1 kg
3.00 / hole
62.40 ea.
293.33 ea.
56.17 I f
1.47 / f i
2.80 1 î i

Supplies
golts, 1.8-m long. rebar
Bolts. 2.4-m long, rebar
Welded wire rnesh. No. 6 galv.
Shotcrete

Cnishing
Hokting

OIT

Ffinge
10.83
86.67

1

Total major equipment ( U S Simettre)
Mer senrice equipment @ 5% (U.S. Wmetre)
Total equiprnent cost (U.S. Ymetre)

Anfo
Nonalectnc detonator c/v: accessones
Bunon bit, 5.5-cm diameter
Orilling rad. 4.2-rn long, rope threaded
Rigid ventilation duct. 1.21 rn diarneter
Water line. 5.0-cm diam.. c/w fittings
Air line, 10.0-cm diam.. ciw tittings
Drainage iine. 5.0diarneter
Power cable. 4/0
Pawer cable. other
Switch
Water oumo
.
.
Toolr and mlscsllaneous matefiab
Waste rndlor rswork
Total suppllris cost

5 minen

11

1.37 I f t

9.50 / fi
12.33 I f t
4,333.33 ea.
.-

1
1
I

-

-

-

-

32
11
11.O0
336.57
$4

0.77
0.26
1t.81
11.81
11.81
11.81
11.81
11.81
14.44

bolts

stieets

bag
kg
holes
bits

rods
feet
feet
feet
leet
feet
feet
S/m

-

7.5%
10.Ow~

tonnsslm
89.04
89.W

Won
1.O0
2.33

U.S. Wmetre
89.04
207.76

.

Daily production rates are similar for scenarios using the same equipment size. Thus. both to
estimate equipment requirernents and compute yearIy rnining operating cost the average values
were used: 2,100 tomedday, 3.O00 tonnedday, and 3,750 tomes/day for srnail. mid-size and

large equipment, respectively.

.Jao

1.3W

1.500

1.600

1 .;O0

7 .BO0

1.900

Devalopment Cost (U.S. flmetre)

- -t

15% Ramp

Figure 65: Fox River Project
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Figure 66: Fox River Project - Development cost - Mid-size equipment
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Figure 67: Fox River Project - Deveiopment cost Large equipment

A pmcedure similar to that used for mine development was followed to estimate mining operating

costs. Table 58. Table 59. and Table 60 show hourly and yearly operating costs for major pieces
of mining equipment. It must be noted that truck and LHD requiremenü were calculated using
actual production cycle data. Also. since there are five active stopes at any time (see Section

6.5.4) five longhole drills are required at al1 times in every scenario. Only one Iocornotive is
needed by the operation. but the criticality of its operation rnakes it impentive that a stand-by
unit is maintained at al1 tirnes. Finally. one Anfo loader and two scissors 1iftS were included in
every scenario to support stope operation.

6.6.3 Hoisting and Ventilation
As in the case of mining, hoisting and ventilation requirernents were determined using average

mining rates. Furthemore, in the case of hoisting average development waste production rates
were used: 240 tomes/day, 350 tonnes/day. and 4 0 tonnedday for small, mid-size. and large
equipment scenarios, respectively.

Table 52: Fox River IDroject- Horizontal devclopment progriini - Smttll equipmcnt

-

Yoarly Horizontal Dovelopment (metres)

Level

Total

25-rn
50-m

76-m

25-m
60-rn

75-m

25-m

50-rn

75.m

I'liblc 53: Fux River I'rojcct - Yelirly dcvclopnient cost - Snlull cquiprncnt

Ore
Wldth

Yearly Devefopment Cost (thousandr, of US S)

Leve

26.m

60-m

75-m

25-m
5Om

75-m

25.m

50.m

76.m

1

2

3

-

4
1,266

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

6.318

6.522

6.757

6.687

6.733

6.289

6.917

6.766

6.557

6.885

6.296

7.062

6.481

5.082

3,204

3,286

2.559

.

Table 54: Fox Hiver IBroject- Horizontul development program - Mid-size equipment

-

. ....-

Yearly Horizontal Development (metrea)

Ore

Total

Wldîh

IO-m

15.m

20.m

-

r

Ore
Wldîh

Leve

25-m

10-rn

50-m

75.m

25.111

15-m

50.m

75-m

25-rn

20-m

Som
75-in
-

Table 55: Fox River I'roject - Yeiirly devclopnient cost - Mid-sizc eyuipincnt
Yearly Development Coat (thousands of US 5)

Total

Ore
Width

l'tiblc 56: Fox Hiver Pruject - Horizontal dcvclopmcnt program - Large equipment
Yearfy Horizontal Development (metres)

Level

-

Toîal

25-ln
50-m

75-m
26-rn
60.m

75.m

25-m
50m

75-m
-

Ore
Wldîh

Leve

25-m

50.m

75.m

25-m

50.m

75-m

25-m
5O.m

75.m

Tahlc 57: Fox Hiver 13rojcct- Yeurly developmcnt cos4 - Lurgc cquiprncnt
- -

-

--

Yearly Development Cost (thousinds of US S)

Total

Table 58: Fox Hiver IBroject- Mining operating cost - Smull equipment
Hourly Coat

Operating Hours per Unit

US $ 1 hour

Equlpment
Parts

Longhole Drlll

Maintenance Operating
5.37
31.67
4.54
2.78
31.67
2,Q6

6.17

An10 Loeder

Labour

Operaling

4.23

I

Operatlng Llfe

tiouislday

Total

-luniber a
3pemtlng Jumber o
Unlh

Yearîy Cost

--

10.83

5

1

10.83

LHD

12.94

4.37

7.14

31.67

10.83

1

rruck

9.72

7.84

4.93

31.67

10.83

1. a l

S c i r r o n Lltt

3.22

2.68

2.05

31.67

10.83

2

Locomotive

4.33

7.51

7.58

31.67

12.00

1
--

Table 59: Fox Hiver IBroject- Mining operating cost - Mid-sizc cquipmcnt

1

~ouriy
Cart

Operating Houm per Unit

US S 1 hour

Equipment

7

Labour
Mainlenanc

Availabilily haurslshill

Operating

hourslyeai

hours

1-

1

Yearly Coit

Operatlng Number o

Longhole DiIII
An10 Loader
14.98

Truck

11.57

8.13

Sciamon L M

2.05

Locornotlve

-

'I'iible 60: Fox Hiver Prriject - Miriing operating cost - Lurgc cquipnicnt
Houriy Cort

4 iperatlng Houm per Unlt

US $ I hour
Paris

Operating

Labour
~aintenancdOperating

Total

Availability

Longhole Drlll
Anfo Loader
LHD

Truck
Sclssom Llit
Locomotive

6.90

1

11.99 1

12.06 1

31.67 1

62.62 1

N.A.

Operatlng Llfe

Ysarly Coat

I

1

hours

yeais

Total US S

I

Hoisting calculations were camied out using the method descnbed in Section 5.3. For example.
Table 6 1 shows hoisting calculations for mid-size equipment. Based on hoist power requirements,

hoisting operating costs for every equipment size were calculated as s h o w in Table 62.
Preliminary ventilation requirements were determined in Section 6 - 5 1 to provide initial estimates
of ventilation shafi dimensions. At this stage, with more accurate estimates of diesel equipment
üsagc. ir is possibk tii, rèfine such requirrmenih. The rrsuits are s h o w in Figure 68. Figure bY.

and Figure 70.
Table 61: Fox River Project - Hoisting system design - Mid-size equipment
1 Ore 1 Waste 1 Other [ Total
L Daily Tonnage
1
3,aoa 1
350 1
1
3,350
Hoisting depth
Headframe height (sheaves)
Dumping height (frorn surface)
[ Total hoisting distance

2,075
49
40
2,115

Shifts (skipping)
Shift duration
Availability for oretwaste skipping
Tme available for oreiwaste skipping
Hoist utilization
Actual skippinq time
( Houdy Tonnage

2 per day
12 hours
80.00 ?O
19.20 hourdday
95.00 O'o
18.24 hourslday
184 tonneslhoui

1 R o m Specifications
Diameter
Breaking strergth
Weight

metres
metres
mtres
metres

6.808
160
131
6,939

feet
feet
fee!
feet

1

202 tonsfhour

(

(flattened strand, fibre cored 6 x 27 UHT)
5.08 cm
2.00 inches
189,948 kg
418.765 Ibs
10.05 kglmelre
6.76 Ibs/R

Drum diameter
Drum face width, single rayer of rope
ptum face width, two layen of rope

-

Skipping Cycle Maximum speed
Accrtleratkn

1 Safety Factor at loading pocket
Motor Power Requirernents
Self-ventilated d-c motor nns Powe
n
Iduco
itn
(a-c) motor m Power

13.33 feet
30.21 feet
8.53 feet

15.0 mlsec
0.75 nlsclc2
time (sec) listance Cm
1.O
0.3
5.0
19.6
120.6
19.6
5.0
1.O

Accelerate to 0.5 rnlsec
Creep Q 0.5 m/sec
Accelerate to maximum speed
Run at full speed
Decelerate to creep speed
Creep Q 0.5 misec
Decelerate to stop

Skip load
Skip load

4.1 metres
9.2 meîres
2.6 metras

I

9.5 tonnes
10.5 tons

1

5.1 6

3,288 kW
3.443 kW

1

16.5 mlsec

9.0 tonnes
9.9 tans

1

5.28

3,691 kW
3,896 kW

1

It is quite evident that, apart Eom large equipment scenarios, the initial estimate of about
1,000,000 c h and 6.0-rnetre diarneter shaft was too generous. The resulting fm power and yearly
operating costs are 738 kW and US $420,712,585 kW and US 551 1,485?and 1,035 kW and US
$598,548 for small,mid-size, and large equipment scenarios, respectively.

Table 62: Fox River Projcct - Hoisting operating cost
Operating C o d (US Slhour)

Qaintenance Elecûic
L
Labour
Power

Total
Labour

1,990-kW Senrice holst

20.15

14.52

100.63

5.71

34.52

175.53

2,456-kW Production holst

25.71

18.52

128.36

7.28

34.52

214.38

3,443-kW Productlon hoist

373

27.01

187.21

10.62

34.52

296.85

4,240-kW Production hoist

47.00

33.85

234.65

13.31

34.52

363.32

SOurm. Wenern Mine Eneinsennq(1996)

1.5

2.5

3.5

4.5

6.5

5.5

7.5

Shaft Diameter (m)
+Construction

cost +Operating cost +Total

cost

Figure 68: Fox River Project - Optimum ventilation shaft diameter - Smaii equipment

1.5

2.5

3.5

4.5

5.5

6.5

7.5

Shaft Diameter (m)

Figure 69: Fox River Prnject - Optimum ventilation shaft diameter - Mid-size equipment

3.0

5 .O

4.0

6.0

8.0

7.0

9.0

Shaft Diarneter (rn)
-Construction

-

cost +Operating

cos; +Total

cost

Figure 70: For River Project Optimum ventilation shaft diameter - Large equipment

6.6.4

Backfili and Ore Processing

Instead of using first principles, backfill and ore processing operating cosrs were estimated using
fomulae provided by O'Hara and Suboleski ( 1992). For example, Table 62 and Table 63 show
backfill plant and concentrator operating costs for large equipment scenarios. SimiIar tables were
developed for small and rnid-size equipment.

6.7 Capital Cost
This case study considers capital investment in pre-production mine development. mining and
mine development equipment. and processing plant consmiction and equipment. Although some
of such costs may be expensed in the year they were incurred instead of capitalking them for
subsequent depreciation, it is believed that in this way a more adequate return on the investment
can be cictermined.
in addition

to

the excavation and support of al1 sub-horizontal and ramp development camed out

dunng the tlrst six years of every scenario (see Table 53. Table 55. and Table 57). mine
development capital cost comprises the construction and implementation of al1 excavations listed
in Table 42. Table 43, and Table 44. as well as and hoisting al1 the corresponding muck produced.
The investrnent programs for mining and mine development equipment retlect the corresponding
ore production and underground development programs presented in Section 6.5.4.They are
shown in TabIe 65 to Table 68. it must be noted that the investment pro=orams in rnining and
developrnent equipment consider replacing mobile units as they deteriorate over a certain period
of time.
As in the case of operating costs. the estimation of the cost of constructing and hirnishing the
processing plant was carried out using the formulae developed by O'Hara and Suboleski ( 1992).

For example, Table 69 shows the detailed calculation of the concentrator capital cost for srna11
equipment scenarios using such formuiae. It is important to note that, even within the srnail
equipment cases, there was a difference in total capital cost of about US 6 1.7 million between the
ones with the lowest and highest concentrator capital requirements.
25 1

Tablc 63: Fox Hivcr Project - Bsckfill plarit opcruting cost - Largc cq uipmcnt

I

I

I

1

Actlvity

I

Caplîal Cort (US $1

I
1

'
'

Backlill Plant = $4,50~.00'p
Plant Operation = $12 00'7'

Opemllng Cost (US Wday)

Scenarlo
llbn oio.25m Ivl IOm oro30nr Ivl 10m ore-75mlvl 15m oro-25m Ivl 15m ore-50mlvi 15m ore-75mlvl 2tm ore-25mIvl 20m ore-!iOm Ivi

Formula

3,882.6

4,017 8

4.232 3

3.722.2

3,733.9

4,431.2

4,500.1

4,238.2

1,464,1839

1,488,693.3

1,555,317.8

1,421,575.7

1,424.699.0

1,606,108.8

1.623.565.5

1,556.836.1

3,904 5

3.999 2

4,147.5

3,790.9

3,799.2

4.283.0

4,3295

4,151.6

3.759 9

3.851.1

3.994.0

3,104.0

3.1 10.8

3,506.9

3,159.7

3,029.8

Correction Factor = (wJW)04
Source OHara and Suboleshi. 1992

**

Tablc 64: Fox Hivcr Project - Concentrutor opcrutiiig cost - Large Eyuiprncnt
Scenarlo
Formula

Prlmary Crurhlng
Flne Crurhlng

15m oie.75m Ivl 20m oie.25m Ivl 20ni ore.50m IV

Prirnary Crushing = $2 O O ' p e
Fine Crushing = $ 1 2 . 6 0 ' ~ "

Orlndlng and Elni

Grindinu and 8ins ;:$~.Bo'T''

Procenshg Sactlon

Processing Section = S40.00'To

Eloctrlc Power
Total (USUday)
Source O ' H m ifrid Suboiesh~,lP9Z

Elecliic Power

-

'

$ 1 6 4 . ~ ~ ~

Tublc 65: Fox Kivcr I'rojcct - Investment - Small mining cquipmcnt
Yearly lnvestmenl(Thousands of US S)

Equlpment
1

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Tolil
16

16

17

18

qg

20

21

22

Longhote Drlll

Anto Loader

LtiD
Truck
Scliiorn Llft
Locomotive

' h b l c 66: Fox Hiver Projecl - lnvestment - Mid-size mining cq uipmcnt
Yearly lnvestment (Thousands of US $)

Equlpment

Total

Longhote Or111

Anfo Loader

LHD
Truck
Sclssors Lltt
Locornotlve
Total

Tublc 67: Fox Kivcr Projcct - Invcstnicnt - Lurgc niining cquipnicnt

!
1
'

Yearly lnvestment (Thousands of US $)

Equlpment
1

-

2

3

4

5

6

7

-

-

3,586

Anfo Loadei

-

192

LHD

-

396

-

499

-

283

-

684

-

Longhole Dr111

1 Truck
ScIsr5onr Lltt

Locomotive
Total

I

-

6,639

-

8

9

10

11

-

3,586

-

192

-

396

*

499

-

4,672

-

-

12

13

14

Toîal
16

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

1

Table 68: Fox Hiver IDrojçct- Investnient prograni - Dcvclopment cquipmcnt
Ore

Width

ieve
25-m

1Om

50-m
75-m

25-m
Small

16m

Yearly lnvestrnent (thousands of US $)

Total

10,273
9,086

6,963

8,150

50-m

6,963

75.m

6,963
8,150

-

6,963

6,370

10,677
8,578

7.878

9.278

Mld-Slze

7,878

7.1 79

8,578

-

7,179

5,485

13,243

1 1,234

0.226

12,239

Large

9,226

7,155

9,163

7.155

7,155

Table 69: Fun River IDrujert- Concentrator capital cos4 - Smill equipmenl
Scenarlo
Acti vity

Mlll Slte Clearlng (acres)
Clearlng Corte

A=O 05'~'
Cloarlng Cos16= a2000'~""

Sol1 Slrlpplng

Soil stnpplng = $ ~ o o o * A ~ ~ ' D ,

Mars ExcavaIlon

Mass Excavalion = $ 2 0 0 ' ~ ~ ~

'
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6.8 Preparation of Cash Flows
Having determined the main components of the cash tlow of every scenario in the previous
sections of this chapter. it is now necessary to:
calculate the unit value of the ore produced (in $/tonne):'''

> calculate the total ore production c o ~ t ;and.
'~

r make assumptions regarding depreciation and tax regime.
The value of the ore was determined based on the ore production progams and ore recovrry and
dilution estimates. It was also necessary to make an assumption regarding the cost of smelting
and refining the metal contained in the concentrates sold. Since it was already assumed that Fox
River produced a base metal concentrate. it seemed adequate to consider a 10.OO/O treatment
charge. This is in spite of the fact that, in reality. treatment charges depend on concentrate grade.
contaminant content, tonnage sold, etc. However. diis case study has only briefly considered the
existence of the concentrator (basically, only to estimate its operating and capital costs) and. thus.
it would not be appropriate to make assumptions regarding the quality of the concentrates

produced by the various scenarios considered.
Total ore production costs were readily calculated from the cost data obtained in Sections 6.6 and
6.7.

Finally, and in order to sirnplim the calculations. it was decided to use straightfonvard
depreciation and taxation systems: it was assumed to depreciate in five years, at 20.0% per year.
and to apply a flat 40.0% ta,, rate.

The yearly cash flows corresponding to each of the 27 scenarios considered in this case study are
included in Appendiv I(see Table 86 to Table 1 12).

'"
lu

The value of the ore is a function of waste and backfill dilution. which vary for mch scenario.
This procedure was deerned to be more appropriate that estimatins the unit ore production cost (in St'tome) .which
changes over the Iife of the mine due to the additionai tirnc required to deliver personnel and materiais to the
workplaces as the depth of minine increases. Furthemore, ore and waste extraction mutes are also lonoer, and
ventilation requirements increase due to higher resistance to airfiow and heat generation. Since it was not possible
to simuiate such canditions in this case snidy, it would have been inadequate to use a singie per-tcnne production
cost for the anaiysis of cash flows.

6.9 Analysis of the Results
The results obtained in this case study must be evaluated in the light of the objectives established
in Section 6.1. Thus, it must be said outright that the second goal, i.e., the smdy of changes in
cost structure as depth of mining increases, was not achieved. The reason for this is nvofold:

The impact of depth is heavily dependent on local condition^."^ In order to focus the

1.

analysis, the case snidy would have required rnany assumptions. turning it very specitlc
and limiting the applicability of its results.

2.

It would have required the addition of one more dimension to the three-dimensional
problem already in place (the current "dimensions" being equipment size, orebody
thickness. and inter-Ievel spacing). This would have meant having to deal with at least 27
additional scenarios: one shallow and one deep case for every equipment size. thickness

and level spacing combination. This was considered impractical.

On the other hand, and as seen in the first sections of this Chapter. the case study successfully
addressed al1 the issues included as part of the first p a l . The remainder of this section will
discuss them critically, focusing on the econornic aspects and the overail impact of the various
mine development alternatives considered.

6.9.1

Economic Evaluation

As previously noted. the economic modeIs of the mining scenarios developed in this case study

constitute only approximations to what proper feasibility studies would have accomplished (with
adequate data and resources). In fact, mine development and stoping (the main focus of this
research project) were the areas in which detailed estimation of the time and resources involved

was carried out. Thus, it is safe to assert that the estimated mine development and stoping costs
are very close to what a feasibility snidy could have determined. On the other hand, the formulae
used to produce some of the operaring and capital cost estimates (see O'Hara and Suboleski.

'"

For example, in one of the operations visited as part of this research project. it wris possible to observe moderate to
strong mckburst activity at 3 depth of about 1500 menes. However. in nvo other mines thrit expiaiteci much \vider
base meta1 orebodies, such d e p of damage was onIy found at a depth of more than 2.000 rnetres. Local factors
such as in-situ stresses, stiffness of the rock, the presence (or absence) of water. etc.. determine how saon depthrelated -gound conwl issues will be critical to an operation.

1992) do not have the same degree of certainty and. most probably, underestimate the reality of
the deep mining operations being investigated. However, since costs estimated with the same

methodology were used in al1 scenarios. it is believed that the procedure followed did not prevent
from achieving results that alIowed relative evaluations.

It is pertinent to note that the purpose of the Fox River case study was not to determine the mine
develo~mentprogram that would result in the optimum prnduction prcgam. Ycnethe!ess. it is
dificult not to make a cornparison that takes into account production cost and economic benefits
achieved by al1 scenarios."" Therefore. the net present value (NPV) and interna1 rate of return

(IRR) of the after-tau cash tlow of every scenario were calculated. The results are graphically
shown in Figure 71 to Figure 76.
Figure 7 1, Figure 73. and Figure 75 depict changes in Net Present Value (NPV) of the cash flows

as the inter-level spacing of the mining scenarios increases From 25 rn to 75 m. Figure 72. Figure
74, and Figure 76. on the other hand. present changes in Interna1 Rate of Retum (IRR) with interlevel spacing. It should be noted bat. in order to facilitate the visual analysis of the data. the scale

of the Y avis of al1 plots of the sarne type (Le.. NPV and IRR plots) has been kept constant. In
hct, the NPV scale goes from US $45.0 million to US 535.0 million, whereas the IRR scale

ranges from 7.5% to 15.0%. Not surprisingly (see Gentry and O'Neil. 1984. pp. 253-2993 NPV
and IRR plots of the same cash flows produce strikingiy similar graphs.
Two main genenl trends c m be observed:
1.

With only one exception"'. this case study indicates that the profitability of mining thicker
orebodies is higher. It is also evident that the use of larger mining equipment accentuates

'*

In hard mck mining. production cost is in most casa the dominant factor in any comparative walysis. Although
not entirely correct (see discussion in Section 2.5.5) it must be remembered t h . after dl. cost is the cornpetitive
parameter in base- and precious metal minine. Nevertheless. an attempt was made in this section to use quaiitative
factors such as fisxibility and efficiency to evaluate the resulting tigures.
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Such an exception is the scenario in which 15-m ore is mined with 25-rn levets and rnid-size equipment. This
scenario is a unique emnple of ri situation in which a reduction in mine Iife. ore reserve recovery. and o v e d l
revenues, coupled with smaller IeveL interval and higher mine deveIopment and concentrator expendinires, resulted
in higher profitabihy. The i n m e c i operating and capital costs were more than compensated by mining higher
grade ore at a faster nte over a shoner period (almost two years shorter. when cornpared with the 50-in level
scenario).

the differences in profitability. In fact, the curves for small equipment scenarios are more

clustered that those for large equipment.
2.

Within a particular ore type, an increase in level spacing From 25 rn to 50 m has, with only
two exceptions, a beneficial effect on the economics of the operation. On the other hand.
increasing the Iifi height from 50 m to 75 always has a negative impact. In both cases, the
etièct is more pronounced with larger equipment. In an extreme example. increasing the iift
height from 50 m to 75 m when 10-rnore is mined with large equi~rnentresults in a NPV
decrease of about US $21 .O million (the NPV drops from US S6.2 million to US 9-14.7
million).

3.

In al1 orebody thickness/inter-level spacing combinations, mid-size equipment resulted in
the most profitable alternative. However. the difference in NPV (or [RR) behveen small
and mid-size equipment scenarios is not as significant as the one observed behveen mid-

size and large equipment.
Perhaps one of the rnost critical conclusions tiom the economic evaluation of the Fox River cash
flows is that production cost is not the important issue when evaluating several alternatives for

the exploitation of a certain deep orebody. Indeed, Figure 77. Figure 78. and Figure 79 show
changes in production cost as inter-level spacing is increased from 25 to 71 metres.'" The shape

and general trend of the curves is similar to the one shown in Figure 20. They clearly indicate that
as inter-level spacing increases fiom 25 m to 75 m, the pmduction cost. expressed in dollars per
tonne of ore produced, decreases accordingly. This information alone would suggest that
significant economic benefits would be obtained tiom increasins the lift height. However. as
discussed above, the reality is that 75-metre level intervals are the l e s t economically attractive
scenarios for Fox River.

There are three reasons for this inconsistency. First. the production cost in do1Iars per tonne 4'
ore produced is not an adequate indicator of mining performance. Two major factors such as
dilution and ore reserve recovery are not induded in such a fi-me. Once they are factored in.
scenarios resulting in high dilution and poor ore reserve recovev significantly increase their

'"

When Iooking at the absolute values ploned in these figures it shotiid be kept in mind k a t operational and
corporate overheads have not been considered. As noted in Section 5.7.3. overheads c m riccount for up to 3796 of
total pmduction cost

corresponding production costs. A more appropriate (but not perfect) performance parameter
would be production cost in dollars per ounce (or pound) of rnetal produced (see Section 2.5.5).
Second, the production cost employed is the so-called cash c m , Le., an operating cost that does
not take into consideration the use of capital and other financial issues. This is incorrect since, for
instance, indiscriminate use of capital (for example, the acquisition of very expensive equipment
through heavy debt loads) c m indeed lower the cash production cost even in terms of dollars per
unit of metal content, but it may also bankrupt the Company if the investment is not adrquately
recovered. Third, the time value of money is not accounted for. In other words. it is necessary to
balance unit production cost with quantities produced over the entire litè of the opention.

6.9.2

Mine Development

It is remarkable that the scenarios with the smallest investment in mine development (i.e.. 75-

metre inter-level spacing scenarios) and shortsr mine lives resulted in the Ieast economically
attractive alternatives. This is a direct result of the loss of dilution control invoived in increasing
the distance between levels, which, in turn is a consequence of less efficient drilling and blasting
pwctices. tt is important to note that the in-situ value of the Fox River ore cannot be considered
as high (see Section 6.42). In high-*=de

mines the impact of dilution or poor ore reserve

recovery is even more pronounced. since the corresponding loss of revenue caused by dilution
can be very considerabte.
Not even the longer development periods that significantly extended the productive life of the
25-m Ievel scenarios rnanaged to completely eliminate the advantages of mining higher-grade
material. In this regard, this case study clearly showed that mine development is the most
important factor limiting the production rate of an underground mine. In fact, in spite of assuming
the simultaneous operation of five stopes, the average ore production rate ranged from 2.100
tomes/day with srnail equipment to 3,750 tomesiday with large equipment (a 78.6% increase).

The use of Taylor's Law would have resulted in production rates ranging fiom 2,800 to 4,000
tonnedday, whereas the seven-year minimrim mine

lifz mie of thumb would have indicated a

5.000-tonndday operation, regardIess of equiprnent, lifi height, or orebody thickness

considerations (see Section 5.51). It is, thus. evident that niles of thurnb, very popular (and
useful) in open pit mining, have very limited applicability in deep underground mining.
The shape of the curves obtained indicates that there is a mine development scenario that can in
fact maximize the profitability of an underground operation. In the case of Fox River. it is
apparent that the optimum lifi height must be between 25 and 50 metres (in fact. it may be closer
to 50 m han to 35 m). The rapid deterioration of the economics of 75-m scenarios meam that.
unless the assumptions regarding the effects of the increase in leve! spacing are wrong, the
chances of not achieving the mmirnum benefits by the exploitation of the orebody with such a
development configuration are not very good.
The impact of equipment size is noticeable but not as evident as in the case of level spacing.
Nonetheless, it is also clear that the size of the equipment cannot be increased (or decreased)
without reaching a point at which the benefits of larger units are outweighed by the negative
impact they have on grade control and flexibility. In Fos River. mid-size equipment results in
better economic performance. However. it is the definition of micLske that really matters. The
equipment must be large enough to facilitare a cost-effective operation. while at the sarne time ir
should allow an optimum degree of selectivity.

It is believed that there is no point in trying to develop a formula to estirnate!calculate the "right"
development equipment configuration. As demonstrated by this case study. the efforts should be
devoted to establishing a sound methodology for the evaluation of the various aspects involved in
working out different mine development equipment scenarios. For instance. in addition to dilution
and ore recovery, the Fox River scenarios have esrablished die significant importance of hoisting,
ventilation, and production rate both in terms of investment and operational requirements.
As noted in Section 4.4.4,

the Canadian mining industry has atready acknowledged the

importance of balancing the smdler capital requirements in mine development resulting from
larger lift heights, and the corresponding loss of dilution control and Iower ore recovery.
Therefore, the results of this case study are in accordance with reai-life observations.
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Figure 75: Fox River Project NPV versus level spacing - Large equipment
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Figure 77: Fox River Project - Production cost vs level spacing Small equipment
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Figure 79: Fox River Project - Production cost vs level spacing - Large equipment

6.10 Summary and Conclusion
Twenty-seven mine development and mining scenarios constitute the Fox River case smdy. Their
construction and evaluation has shown that changes in mine development regarding equipment
size and inter-level spacing can have significant impact on the economics of a proposed mining
operation. The use of the scenario analysis technique was pmicularly suitable for this case smdy.
since it enabled the investigation of the effects of choices made at al1 stages in the process of
constnicting the scenarios.
Under the conditions of the Fox River case study. mid-size equipment and 53-metre inter-Ievei

spacings resulted in the most profitabte rnining configurations. regardess of orebody thickness.
Such outcornes cannot be generalized. but they indicate that an oprimm solution can be achieved
by evaluating feasible alternatives using a procedure similar to the one presented in this Chapter.

The very existence of an optimum solution, and the significant benefits that its identification and
application could generate, make it imperative that mine operaton carry out as part of a standard

mine investment analysis, the determination of its main characteristics. This should be done even
when developing the so-called optimum is not practically feasible, since knowledge of the
deviation from such an optimum could be very usefbl for future decision-making.
The successful application of the concept of mining srrarep requires the development of tools
that enable the mine operator to control key aspects of the production process (see Chapter 2).
This case snidy has shown that one of such aspects is mine development. Therefore. additional
research should focus on pnctical tools that tàcilitate the interactive and intepted evaluation of
mine development alternatives. It is believed that significant improvements in underground mine
design could be achieved by allowing the optimization of mine deveIopment design and
planning."' The process of building the Fox River mine development scenarios with XutoCAD
modeis. MS Excel spreadsheets. and MS Project schedules was slow, tedious. and inefficient.
Foiiowing such a long and convoluted procedure. even whcn considering the prospective (and
quite important) benefits that could br obtained from the results. would not be an acceptable
proposition in real rnining situations.
The analysis of the cash flows that resulted fiom the Fox River mining scenarios has nvo
interesting implications for decision-making in underground opentions. First. production cost by
itself is not a good parameter for the evaluation of the economic performance of a mining
operation or project. In its simplest form (Le.. when rneasured in dollars per tonne of ore
processed) it does not account for dilution. the use of capital. and the time value of rnoney. This
case study has demonstrated that a much more reliable set of parameters can be obtained from
cash flow analysis.
Second. mine development stands as the most important aspect of a deep underground mining
project fiom both economic and operational perspectives. Long and expensive development
penods cal1 for carefbl consideration of their impact on mine Me, production rate and several
aspects of the mine operation such as dilution, ventilation, and muck transportation.
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To the author's

knowledge, there was not a single piece of comrnercidly rivailable rnining sofivare rit the
b e g b g of year 2000 that couid provide al1 the required capabilities.

7, Conclusion
The original proposa1 submitied to the sponsors of this research project had three well-defined
objectives:
to evaluate the pros and cons of using activity-based costing for decision-making in
deep underground mining operations:
to establish the constraints that most affect the protitabilip of ore extraction.
particularly at depth; and,
to develop the specifications for an integrated cornputer-aided mine design and planning

system that facilitates the evaluation of the compIex options tàcing mine operators.
The premise behind this proposal was that. while uemendous advancement was being achieved
in, for instance, the areas of rock stress management and underpround mine equipment design.
there wûs not an inte&gratedstrategic approach to general mine design and planning. M e r
consultations with the sponsors of the project. the overall objective of the research program was
modified to becorne '%IIi~~vesrigution
oj'rhefuc*rors rhut most sigriificanr[v u$6eccr rnining ut deprh
in orcier to determine their efecr on rhe econornic viubility of'deep mir~ingin Ontario" (see

Section 1.2). This Chapter surnma.rizes the main findings of this research with regards to the
established goals.

7.1

Strategic Significance of the Factors

The theoretical evaluation and background research of the strategic significance of the five
factors (see Chapter 4) coupled with the hdings of the cases studies (see Chapters 5 and 6) make
it possible to draw important general conclusions regarding their impact on deep underground

hard-rock mining.

7.1.1

Vertical OrelWaste Transport

Conventional vertical cable hoisting, which has been an integral part of Canadian mining for

many decades, will continue to play its roie in deep operations. This is because the other
(theoreticaily) feasible alternatives for production hoisting have restrictions on the size of the
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material to be transported to surface (with the exception of trucking). Furthermore, there is
always the issue of using so-called iinproven technologies, such as vertical conveying and slurry
pumping, in a very conservative industry such as mining.'" Nonetheless. the use of vertical
conveying for hoisting be!ow the current bottom of an existing main shafi has significant
potential, but requires primary crushing of the muck. In mm, this would cal1 tor a re-Iocatable
crushing station if development is to just precede production at depth. As seen in Section 41.2.
carrying out vertical conveying to surtace would need severaL tlights and transt'ers. a system not
welcomed by most maintenance-conscious mine operators. [t does not represent significant
economic or operational advantages either.

Slurry pumping offers a great potential for deep hoisting in a single stage al1 the way to surface.
However, it also requires underground secondriry crushing, with the correspondhg problems of
increased k a t generation and the need to centnlize the hoisting function. On the other hand. the
added potentiat for significant underground pre-concentratian, which could result in important
production cost reductions. and the continuous nature of the pumping process greatiy enhance the
attractiveness of this alternative.

7.1.2 Horizontal Orefivaste Transport
The nanire of the technologies currently used to carry out this task results in significant horizontal
muck transport costs. As pointed out elsewhere, the potential exists to lower these costs (in
dollars per tonne of material m s p o r t e d ) by automation andior tele-operation. which reduce the
labour content and increase equipment utilization. However. the maintenance cost component
may not be reduced significantly due to the increased complexity and sophistication of the
machinery. From an operational view point, the need to excavate orepasses in competent ground.
away from the orebody. could increase haulage distances significantly, thus overcoming the
potential savings tiom the improved operation of mucking equipment.

-

'"

-

-

The author has seen intemal repons producecf by well esmblished and fonvard-thinking Canadian underIeroimd
minhg companies in which. atier thoroughiy evaluating several technologies suitable for a particular task. the most
promisine and ecoaomically attractive soIution is discardeci due to its unproven and, thus, rkky nature.

The mining industry must senously investigate the use of more efficient technologies for
horizontal muck transport. LHDs have very low payload-to-weight ratios and tend to suiTer fiom
low maintenance availability. Tracked conveyances do not have such drawbacks, but do not
provide the flexibility inherent to trackiess equipment and require a separate loading system.
Similarly, conveying systems need primary cmshing, unless current primas, blasting practices are
modified ta reduce fragmentation. Furthemore. most alternative transport systems require that
ore production Or concentrateci on intermetiiate levels through temporary orepasses to justifj,

economically their high capital cost.

7.1.3 Ventilation
Most rnining opentions do not break down enerm cost by use (Le.. hoisting. pumping.
ventilation, etc.) and, thus, it is not pssible to determine the exact ventilation cost. As seen in. tbr
instance, Figure 68 to Figure 70. t'an operating cost (i.e.. energy consumption cost) c m be very
significant if the airways do not have the optimum cross-sectional area and shape. Nonetheless. at
Lym Brook, ventilation cost accounted for about 2.0% of mining cost (without e n e r a cost).

whereas in large equipment scenarios at Fox River it fluctuated benveen 3.0% and 3.5% (with
energy cost included).
Adequate mine design. in panicular mine development design. can result in significant savings in
ventilation costs. Efficient mine sequencing also cm have an important beneficial effect on
ventilation. For instance. for a number of reasons most old operations such as those visited as part
of this research project still ventilate areas (in fact, several Ievels) in which production activities
had not taken place for several years. In deep opentions. this not only increases ventilation
demand but ais0 endangers the future deveIopment of deep ore resources. Ventilation and general
upkeep costs c m be reduced drastically by properly decommissioning mined-out areas.

7.1A

Mine Development

The examination of the cost structure of deep hard-rock mines has shorvn that the cost of mine
development can be very high in this type of operations. Data provided by existing operations

show that it c m fluctuate between 20.0% and 25.0% of total mining cost, depending on the
mining method. In mid-size equipment scenarios included in the Fox River case study. mine
developrnent varied between 42.0% and 53.0% of total operating mining cost. Even when
considering that other components of the mining cost may have been underestimated (see Section
6.9.1), and that mine development in this case study included al1 costs related to such an activity
(including ground support and hoisting the muck produced by mine development) these are very

.nigh
- percentages.

As the Fox River scenarios clearly indicate, development cost can be expected to increase at
depth because of increased support requirernents and the cost of removing the waste. To properly
rissess the alternatives, good cost data (such as that obtained with activity-based costing systems)
and equipment productivity are required. For example. in one particular case. the cost of
openting mucking equipment ir charged against the level in which they work based on
cumulative buc ket capacity, thus prec luding the di fferentiation benveen the various equipment
sizes that are available in evexy level. This practice, not uncornmon in mining operations.
illustrates how poor data gathering cm affect the ability to properly evaluate production cost with
real (Le.. not estimated) data. Indeed, in this case it would be impossible to establish the operatin3
efficiencies (and costs) related to different equipment working in the various faceslstopes
available in a particular level.

7.1.5

Cost of Delivering Personnel and Supplies

With the exception of some papes on deep South Afncan gold mines, there is scant information

on underground personnel and materials distribution. Thus, it was difficult to address properly
this important factor. In fact, cost information regarding distribution of personnel and supplies
was not availabie readily at any of the operations that took part in this research project.
At one mine. underground materid and personnel handling accounted for only 1.4% of total
direct mining coas. Separating out the portion of the hoisting cost charged directly to the cages at

the various shah, it represented about 3% of direct costs. Other direct shaft maintenance items
were certainly applicable to the service hoists but could not be broken dotvn. These distribution
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costs however, considering the wide diversity of materials used underground. do not seem to be
significant. Sometimes, these supplies are distributed to individual working locations, mainly on
an allocated basis. Another practice is to distribute the supplies such as gound support devices
and explosives to individual levels, and are not firrther allocated to individual job sites. The paper

work to attempt to do this is likely not justified and, as s h o w in one particular case, is tikely not
accurate.
It is surprising to note the high proportion of costs amibutable to general services. The total cost
of general operating and maintenance consumables costs at L-mx Brook amounted to over 23?h of
the total direct mining cost. These costs are indicative of an operation spread over many IeveIs.
funher demonstrating the need to more careh1 mine design and planning. To ovrrcome these
potential inefficiencies of disnibuting personnel and supplies to depth the entire mining system

has to De examined. The cost advantagcs of sucli changes are qualitatively obviaus, but
unfortunately cannot be adequately quantified using existing cost data.

Al1 of the exarnined factors are significant components of the mine production cost. Vertical ore
and waste transport is particularly significant because it represents m area where sigificant cost
increases and technological limitations will certainly take place with increased depth of mining.
The capital cost of developing new conventional shafis to depth are enormous. as is the lead time.
The remaining factors are very interrelated. with mine development being the key element linking

al1 of hem.
It is postulated that, until traditional hard-rock mine development technology (mobile drilling,

mucking and haulage equipment coupled with traditionai blasting techniques) is replaced by
continuous/automated systems, it will maintain its position as the most strategic constituent of the
rnining process. This is not only due to the significant time and resources devoted to mine
development, but aIso because of the impact it has on the entire production systern. The Fox
River case study has s h o w that different choices of mine development equipment and opening

configurations can result in drasticaily different econornic results. Furthemore, there is not a
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direct relationship between the amount of time and resources devoted to mine development and
the resulting economic parameters. In other words. more intensive development (such as in the

25-m scenarios in the Fox River case study) can result in a more economicaliy attractive
operation, in spite of the higher direct capital and operating costs.
The future development of deep mining has to be examined in a strategic and integrated marner
incorporating rock mechanics, production svstems automation. and extraction sequences. With
ore fngmeniation playing such a cntical role in hard-rock mining, new dnlling and blasting
systems are needed. It is important to consider the fact that systems that require continuous access
to long horizontal slices of ore. such as some of the proposed mechanical excavation devices. will
conflict with current mining sequrncing practices that have pmved to be very successful in
dealing with the dit'ficult ground conditions typical of deep rnining. The level of innovation that.
for instance, made mining 400-toot stopes

at

the Geco Mine economically possible is now

required to help overcome the cost and technological problems of mining at depth.

7.2 Additional Comments
The cash flows resulting from the Fox River mining scenarios clearly indicate production cost in
dollars per tonne of ore (an industry-accepted measure of mine operating peiiormance) is not a
cood indicator of the economics of a mining operation. This is because such a parameter does not

C

consider the effect of dilution. capital usage. and time value of money. On the other hand. even
simple cash flow-based evaluation critena such as NPV and IRR permit the comparative analysis
of mine development alternatives. In fact. such criteria facilitate the determination of the mine
developrnent configuration and corresponding production plan that mavirnizes the renim on the
invesmient. Acknowledging the existence of an optimum mining scenario is cntical to the
underground mine evaluation process.

The problem (as demonstrated by both case studies) is that the preparation and evaluation of the
underground mining scenarîos required to perform cash flow analysis cannot be carried out
without devoMg significant resources to the process. In contrat this has become a standard

procedure in open pit mining, where even mathematical formulations are used to determine
optimum pit limits and mining sequences. This is why, in spite of the potential benefits that c m
be achieved (pdcularly in deep mining conditions), it is believed that the industry will not adopt

the methodology followed in the preparation of the case studies unless efficient cornputer-aided
tools are available.

The mining industry should senously consider the application of concepts successfiillv employed
in other indusnies such as just-in-time production systems. Just-in-time mine development. for
example, could reduce drastically Ievel upkeep and suppon costs. but may also require re-design

of curent rnining sequences. Renirning to in-ore development. such as in the cases of Lynx
Brook and Fox River. rnay o f e r potential savings but would reduce tlexibility and increase
supplies and personnel delivery costs. Changes such as these must be evaluated integally.
stressing the nced count. in the tint place. with adequate mine design and planning tools.
The following comments are made in connection with the secondary objectives of this project.

7.2.1

Existing Cost Data

The cost data as presently collected is highly aggregated. Cost data must be compiled so that
activity-based analysis can be perfonned routinely. This relates to direct production equipment
costs, labour cost. maintenance cost, and distribution of overhead costs. The objective of this
increased management effort would be to be able to project with an acceptable degree of cenainty
the evolution of the cost stnicrure of an operation as depth of mining increases.

7.2.2

Specifications of a Cornputer-Assisted Planning System

The case studies carried out were painfully slow, in spite of the use of AutoCAD, a spreadsheet
and other cornputer programs. Expenenced mine planners farniliar with their operation c m
becorne very proficient

at

accomplishing these tasks, but it is not believed that results obtained

with existing (i.e., inadequate) tools could be usefui for short or even medium term planning. If
alternatives regarding mine development of sequencing are not evaluated promptly, the decisions

corne too late. Developing a cornplex three-dimensional numerical stress model, for example, is
usually carried out for back-analysis as the mining extraction must proceed before the model is
complete. While great strides have been made with existing software, more work is required in
mine planning system development before these and other useful analyses c m be carried out in a
timely and efficient fashion.
In general, an effective underground mine design and planning tool wouId have to consider the
tàct that the process relies on large arnounts of information that are distnbuted in threedimensional space, consists of numerical. textuai and agaphical elements. and contains very
cornplex data structures and relationships. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide speci tic
software requirernents, but in general it must be able to integrate a11 components of mining
activities, provide a common database (which would contain data of several types). and allow
simultanrous updates and calculations. Furthemore. it should allow easy development of graphic
intertàces into currently available mining software. such as software use for numerical analysis of
opening stability, geological modelling, ore reserie estimation, etc. Final1y. it would be inte-mted
with more genewl management sohvare that pmvides information pertinent to business and

corporate decision-making.

7.3 Future Work
Future research in the following areas is proposed:

Cornpuîer-aided mine design and planning
The construction of the Fox River scenarios has provided important insighî into the process

of evaluaring mine development alternatives. An extension of this research with the specific
objective of designing and implernenting mine development sohvare would significantly
benefit from the practical experience gained in the process.

Cost coffectingsystems
An initial objective of this research, the study of alternative costing systems did not interest

the potential sponsors fiom the mining industry. it is beIieved that this research has made it

evident that decision-making in deep underground mining c m take great advantage from
proper compilation and analysis of the cost data produced by an on-going operation. The
ability to evaluate changes in cut-off grade and general grade control policies c m rnake a big
difference not only in the current bottom-line, but in the future cornpetitive position of

Canadian mining industry. It is believed that activity-based costing, by concenmring on the
main cost drivers of every stage in the production process. can greatly enhance decisionmakrng at al1 levels. Additional research is still needed to facilitate the irnplernentation of
activity-based costing systems in mining corporations. a non-trivia1 and expensive task.

Mine development equipment
The strategic importance of mine developrnent. sternming frorn the fact that it is through this
activity that the actual production infrastructure of the mine is constructed. has been stressed
throughout this research. Mine developrnent is still dominated by traditions! ddling and
blasting pnctices and the use of mobile mucking and haulage equipment. The adoption of
different deveiopment technoIogies would certainly affect the entire minin process.
hopefulIy with resulting econornic and strategic advantages. The real benefit of the new
technology, however, can be deterrnined only in an inte-ated manner. after investigating its
impact on al1 aspects of the rnining operation.
Further research in mine developrnent equiprnent should focus on technologies that eliminate
drilling and blasting, facilitate the irnplernentation of efficient mining sequences at depth.
make better use of energy, and do not impose additional ventilation requirements. The
possibility of radically modifying the mine developrnent system (maybe even the entire
production process), not just the equiprnent or technologies involved, must be senously
considered. For example. the removal of inefficient LHDs fiom the mucking phase rnust also
have beneficiai impact on horizontal and vertical muck transport andior ventihtion (as a
result, for instance, of better fragmentation and lower diesel equipment requirernents). It is.
thus, imperative that future research is provided with enough perspective to be able to
evaiuate the impact of its findings comprehensively.
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Tablc 73: Fox Hiver I'roject - Horizontal develapment - Mid-size equiprnent, 10-m ore
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Table 74: Fox Hiver Projcct - Horizontlil development - Mid-size equiprnent, 15-ni ore
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Table 75: Fox River Project - Horizontal develupment - Mid-size eyuipmeiit, 20-m ore
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Table 76: Fox River Projecd - Horizontal developnicnt - Large cquipmcnt, IO-m ore
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Tiblc 78: Fox Hiver Projcct - Horizontal development - Large equipment, 20-m ore
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Table 79: Fox Hiver Projrct - Mining cycle - Sniall cquipment
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Table 80: Fox Hiver I'roject - Mining cycle - Mid-sizc cquipment
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Table 83: Fox Hiver Pruject - Ore production rate - Mid-sim cquipmcrit
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Table 81: Fox River IBrujcct- Orc production rate - Large equipment
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Table 86: Fux Hiver fDrojcçt- Cash llow - Small cquipmcnt, IO-m ore, 25-m levels
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Value of Oro (Wlonno)
Mill Rocovory (Wlonno)

1

Gross Sales (US 5)
Trealmenl charge (10%)
Revenue (US $)
Openllng Cost (US S)
Mino Devolopmonl
Mining
Hoisltng
Vanlilslion
Backfill
Procossing
Total Oporalinfj Cos!
Oro88 lncome (US $)

lncome Tnr (@ 40.0%)

Inveatment (US S)
Mino Davolopmonl
Minlng Equipmont
Mino Clov. Equipnioiit
Plant
Total InvosIrnofil
Afier-Tau Camh Flow (US S)

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

B

10

11

12

13

14

16

16

17

10

18

20

21

22

Total

Table 87: Fox Hiver I'rojert - Cash flow - SinaIl equipmcnt, 10-m ore, 50-m levcls

1 Mine Developmenl
Tolal Ore Production

1 Vaiw ol Ore (Wonno)
1 Gros6 Sales (US $1

1

Trealrnenl charpe ( 1 0%)

Revenue (US $1

1

Mine Developmenl

+Total Opereling Cost

,

o r o r i Incorne (US s)
DspreclaUon (US S)

Tacirable lncome (US $)
lncome Tax

(a40.0%)

Net Attsr-Tax Profit (US S)
Inventment (US S)

(

Tolal lnvoslrnonl

1 AAer-Tir Cash Flow (US $1

Table 88: Fox River Yrojeet - Cish flow - Smiill equipment, IO-m ore, 75-rn levels
Total

Ore Produciion (tonner)
stopes
Mine Devslapmenl
Total Ore Production

10,920

262
11,182

Revenue Calculntlon
Value ol Oro (Wlonna)

a4

MiII Recovery (Utonne)

Gross Sales (US $)
Trsatmenl charge (IO"%)
Rovsnuo (US $)

808,091
80,809
727,282

OprinUng Cort (US $)
Mine Dsvoloprnenl

28,730

Mlning

44,062

Hoisling

29,690

Venlilation
Backlill

7,152
l4,854

pro ces sin^

142.107

Tolal Operating Cod

266.595

Gmii Incorne (US5)

460,686

1 Daprsclallon (US 5)
1 Tarable lncome (US 5)

319,620

lncome f o r (@ 4D.OX)

127.648

-

Net Attsr-Tan Profit (US $)

141,066

191,772

Inveiûnent (US $)
Mina Devalopment

88,436

Mining Equiptnenl

11.173

Mino Dov. Equipmonl

Plant
Tolal lnvoslmonl
Aiter-Ter Cash Flow (US 5

6,963
24,493
141,066
191.772

30')

Table 89: Fox Hiver Project - Crsh flow - Small equipment, 15-m ore, 25-m levels
Toîal

Ore Production (tonnes)
slopos
Mine Development
Tolal Ore Production

9,642
645
10,287

Revonue Calculatlon
Value of Ore (Ylonno)

94

Ml11 Rocovery (Moniie)
Gross Sales (US 5)
Trealmonl charge (10%)
Revenuo (US $)

1
1

Mine Devolopmen1
Minlng

87 1,589
87,159
7â4.430

65,523
39,560
28,084
6,311
11,175
129.658

Talal Oparaling Cos1

280.311

Omar Incarne (US S)

5O4.119
142,823

Tarable Incorne (US 8 )

361.296

lncome Tan (@ 40.0%)

144,SlB

Net After-Tan Profil (US $)

216,777

Inveatment (US $1

1 Mme
1

Dov~loprnonl

Mme Dov. Equiprnenl

100,429
11,185
8,150
24.731

Total Invosliiionl

144,495
115,105

-

Table 90: Fox Kivcr Projcct - Cash flow Small equipment, 15-m ore, 50-m lcvcls
Ore Pioduclion (tonnes)

stopes
Mine Devolopmont
Total Ore Production

'

Revenue Calculaîion
Value ol Oro (altonne)
Mill Recovory (Ylonnti)
Gross Sales (US $)
Tieatmenl chargo ( 1 0%)
Aavanus (US $1
OpontInfi Coat (US S)
Mine Devolopmon1
Mining
Holsting
VenlilalJwi
Backlill
Processiny

Total Operaiiny Cos1

aross h o m e (US $)

1 Taxabte Income (US $1
-

Net Ami-Tax Profit (US $)
Inverbrient (US $1
Mino Oevolopmont
Mining Equipnionl
Mino Oov Equipmoril
Plani
Tolal lnvostrnonl
Afier-Tan Cash Flow (US 9

Table 91 : Fox Rivcr Project - Cash flow - SrnaIl cquipmcnt, 15-111 ore, 75-m lcvcls
Ors Proûuctlon (tonnes)

Stopos
Mino Devoloprnonl
Total Oro Produclion

Revenue Calculatlon
Valuo ol Oro (Wonno)
Mill Rocovery (Wlonno)
Oross Salos (US $)
Trealnienl charge (10%)
Revenue (US 5)
Opsmllng Coit (US 3)
Mino Dovoloprnonl
Minlng
Holsling
Venlilalion
Backtill
Processing
Total Opeiating Cosl

Net Ansr-Tex Profit (US $)

lnveatment (US $1
Mina Dovoloprnonl
Mining f quiprnont
Mino Dov. Equipnionl
Plant

Tolal Irivosimunl
Afîer-Tau Cash Flow (US $1

+

-

Table 92: Fox River IDroject- Cash flow Sninll equipment, 20-m ore, 25-m levels
Total

Ors Production (tonner)

1

Mine Oawlapment

Tolal Oro Production

0.007
553
9.559

Revenue CalcufaUon
V a t e al Ore ($/Ionne)
Qross Sales [US 5)
Troaiment charge (10%)
Revonue (US $)

95

815,564
8 1.656

734,008

Opemtlng Coat (US 3)
Mine Dovelopmont

51,252

Hoisling

25,029

35,175

Vonlilallon

5.460
8.930

Backlill

117,936
243,782
490,216
142,724

Tsuabls lncome (US 3)

347,402
138,997

1 N i t Atter-Tai PmRl (US 5)

208,495

Invemtment (US $)-Mino Dovolopmonl

100,714

Mining Equiprnonl

8,445

Mino Dow. Equiprnonl

8,150
25,715

Planl
Tolal Invoslnionl

1 Abr-1.1

Ceah Flow (US $1

143,024
208,196

Table 93: Fox River IBroject- Cash flow - Sniall equipment, 20-m are, 50-111lcvcls
Ore Production (tonnei)

stopes
Mlne Dovolopmont
Tolal Ore Produclion
Revenue CalculaUon
Valiie ol Om (Ylonns)
Mill Racovory [Ylonno)
Gross Salas (US $)

Trealmonl charge (10%)
Rovenue (US $)
Opentlng Cort (US $)

Mine Devolopmen1
Mining
Holsilng
Ventilation
Backlill
Procosslng
Total Oporalhg Cost

1 G m u incorne(US 8 )
1 Incorno Tax (840.0%)
1 Nsl Allar-Trx Praflt (US S)
1 invertment (US SI
Mina Developniant
Mlnln~Equipmont
Mine Dov. Equiprnonl
Plan1
Tolal lnvos1rnont

Afier-Tax Carh Flow (US $1

Table 94: FOXRiver Project - Cash iluw - Small equipnwnt, 20-111 ore, 75-m levels
1

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

16

17

10

lB

20

21

22

Total

Oro Production(tonnes)

stops
Mhe Devolopmoiil
Tolal Ore Produclion

10,514
184

10,698

Revenue CaIculaUon
Valu0 ol Oro (Wlonne)

87

Mill Rocovery (Monne)
Gross Sales (US $)
Treetrnonl charge ( 10%)
Revenue (US $)

818,707
81.871
736.836

Opentlng Cort (US S)
Mino Devolopmenl

17,315

Mlnlng

4 1,444

Hoisliny

27,736

Ventilalioii
Backfill

6,731
10,757

Processlng

134.753

Total Oporaliny Cos1

238.736

Gros8 lncome (US S)

498,lW

Depmclation (US S)

139,450

Tarable lncome (US S)

358,650

1 income ï a r (040.0%)
Net Atter-Tar P~oflt(US S)

143,460
215,190

Invertment (US S)
Mino Dovolopmont

98.101

Mining Equipmanl

11,193

Mine Dev. Equipnionl
Plant
TOM lnvostmonl

1 Aller-Ta. Cash Flou (US $1

6,370
24.902
140,565
214,075

Table 95: Fox Hiver Project - Cash flow - Mid-Size eyuipment, IO-m ore, 25-m levels
Year
Ore Produciion (tonnes)

Stops

, Mine Qevelopmoni
Total Ore Production
-

Revenue CalculaUon
Value of Ore (Ylonne)

Mill Rwovery (Monno)
Gross Sales (US $)

Trealrntint ctiargo (10%)
Rovenuo (US $1

Operatlng Cort (US $1
Mine Devolopmenl
Mining
Holsting
Vonlilat~on
Backlill
Procossln~
Tolal Operaling Cos1

Taxabts Incorne (US S)
Incorne Tan ((B 40.0%)

Net Atler-Tan Profit (US S)
Lnvesûnent {US S)

Mino Davolopmont
Minina Equipniiint
Mino Dev Equipnionl
Plant
Total lnvoslmonl

Aflsr.Tax Carh Flow (US $1

Table 96: Fox River Projcct - Cush flow - Mid-Size equipment, I O-m ore, 50-rn levcls
1

Ors ProducUon (lonnea)
Stopos
Mine Oevelopmenl
Tolal Ore Produclion

Revenue Calculatlon
Value ot Oro (Wonne)
Mill Rocovory (Ylonne)
Gross Sales (US $)
Troatrnenl chaigo (10%)
Aevenuo (US $)
1 Operatlng Cort (US $1

Mino Developrnonl
Mining
Hoisling
Venlilallon
Backlill
P~OMSE~Q
Tolal Operaling Cos1

Orore lncorne (US $1

Net ARsr-fax Profit (US $)
lnverbnent {US $1
Mino Dovolopnionl
Mining Equipmonl
Mine Dav. Equipmonl
Plant
Tolal lnveslment
After-Tan Caih Flow (US 5)

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

16

17

10

18

20

21

22

Total

Table 97: Fux Hiver Project - Cash flow

- Mid-Sizc cyuipment, IO-m ore, 75-m levels
Total

Ors ProducUon (tonnes)

Slopos
Mine Developmeni
Total Oro Prduclion

1 1,448

295
11,743

Revenue Calculatlon

Value ol Oro (Monne)

77

Mill Recovory ($ilonno)
Gross Salos (US 5)
Trealmonl charge ( 10%)
Aev~nue(US $)

756,OM
75,609
580,477

Operatlng Cor1 (US S)
Mine Ooveloprnanl

29.926

Mlning

40,288

Holsting

27,596

Ventilation
Backfill
Procossing
Tolsl Qparaliny Casl

Gros8 Incorne {US $)
Depmclatlon(US $)

lnvertment (US S)
Mino Davelopmaiii
Mlning Equipmont
Mine Oov. Eqiiipmetrl
Plan1
Total Invaslrneiil

Afîer-Tan Cash Flow (US $1

-

Tablc 98: Fox River Project - Cash flow Mid-Size cquipmcnt, 15-m ore, 25-m levels

IYear

1

Ors Pmducllon (tonnaa)

stopes
Mine Dovalopment
Tolal Ora Production
Revenue Calculauon
Value of Oie (Wonno)
Mill Recovary (Wonno)
Gross Sales (US $1
Treatrnenl chargo ( 10%)
Revonuo (US $)

1 Mine Doveiopmoni

Tolal Oparaling Cost
Oro88 lncorne (US S)

DepreclaUon(US f)
.

. . .- ..

--

Tnrablo lncome (US 8 )

1
1

Mnlng Equipimnl
Mine Dav Equ~pinonl

Total lnvoslmonl
At)er-Tax Cash Flow (US $1

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

18

20

21

22

Total

Table 99: Fox Hiver I'roject - Cush flow - Mid-Sizc equipment, 15-more, 50-mlevels
Ore Production (tonnes)
stopos
Mine Devolopmenl
Tolal Oro Pfoduclion
Revenue Calculatio~i
Value of Ore ($itonne)
MiII Recovety ($/tonne)
Gross Sales (US $)
Traalmenl chaigo 4 10%)
Revenue (US $)

Operatlng Cor1 (US S)
Mine Dovoloprnonl
Mining
Holsl~ng
Vonlilalion
Backiill
Procossing
Total Oporaling Cost
Oro88 lncome (US 3)

Tarable lncome (US S)

Net Aiûai-Tan Protil (US S)
Inveaûnent (US $)
Mine Devolapmonl
Minino Equiprnont
Mine Dov. Equipmoiil
Plant
Tolal lnvostrnenl
Afier-Tan Cash Flow (US S)

Table 100: Fox Hiver Projcct - Cash flow - Mid-Siw equipmcnt, 15-m ore, 75-m Icvels
Year

1

2

3

4

6

7

6

B

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Total

Oie Production(tonner)
10.983
274
Tolal Ore Produclion

17

1,054

1.056

1,057

1.049

1,027

1,054

1.032

1,023

1,053

1,016

828

.

11,257

100

81

81

81

81

81

81

81

81

BI

81

81

.

81

-

1,492 73.106 73,240 73,402 72,680 70,785 72.212 71,262 70,424 73,041 69.826 57,025

.

778,497

-

1,343 65.796 65,916 66,062 65,412 63.707 64.W1 64,135 63,382 65,737 62.844 51,322

Revenue Calculation

)

Vatue ot Oro ionne ne)

1

1

Gioss Sales (US $1

I

-

77,850

Revenue (US $)

700,647

Opentlng Coit (US 8)

Total Operalirig Cosl

705 24,625 23.220 22.617 22.682 21,459 20.894 20.773 20.675 20.542 18.948 15,521

-

Ororr Incarne (US $)

638 41,170 42.696 43.445 42.730 42,247 44.097 43.363 42.707 45,195 43.895 35.001

-

OepracbUon (U8 $)

638 30.057 30.057 30.3% 30.535 29.898

479

1,253

1,253

1.318

1,318

1.318

11,113 12.639 13,049 12,105 12.350 43.619 42,110 41,454 43.877 42,578 34.484

Tanable lncome (US $)
lncorne Tau (QP 40.0%)

-

Net After-Tan Profit (US $1

.
-

4,445

5.056

5,220

4.878

4.940 17.447 16,044 16,502 17,551 17,031 13.794

-

6,668

7,584

7,829

7,317

7.410 26,171 25,266 24.872 26.326 25,547 20,690

-

-

1,693

700

-

-

1.693

700

.

-

lnveibnent (US $1

1

1

Mining Equipmonl

1 .

Mina Osv. Equipmanl

I

Total Iiivestmenl

-

-

2,393

700

.

6,173

1 1,169 11,169 25,499 35,688 36,683 28,078

-

3.871

.
1,693

3,871

1.693

1,025

-

1,025

-

A h - T a n Carh F l ~ w
(US $) -11,169 -1 1,169 -25,49B -35,688 -38.683 -27.440 36,725 35.947 37.525 37.852 37,307 22.779 24.825 25,101 27,644 26,063 2 2 , ~

-

!

Tliblc 101: Fox Hiver fDrojcct- Cash flow - Mid-Size equipmeiit, 20-m ore, 25-m Icvels
Year

Total

Oro ProducUon (tonnes)

slopos
Mine Developrnonl
Total Ore Production

Q,êO1

629

9,830

Revenue CalculaUon
Value ot Ore (Sltonno]

93

Mill Rscavary (#Ionno)
Gross Salos (US S)

817,018
81,702
735,316

1

Mlno Dwatoprnonl

50,586

30,682

23,093
5.1 15

I

Processiiiy
Total Oporalin0 Cos1

1 Net Afîer-Tax Profit (US $1
1 Mlno Dev. Equipmsnl
Tolal lnveslrnonl

Tahlc 102: Fux Rivcr I'roject - Cash flow - Mid-Sizc equipment, 20-rn ore, 50-m l e \ ~ l s
Ore Producilon(tonnes)

s10pos
Mine Deveiopmenl
Tolal Oro Production
Revenue CalculaUon

Value of Ofe (Ytonne)
Mill Rocwery (Monno)
Gross Sales (US $)
Treatrnenl charge (10%)

Rovonuo {US $1
Opentlng Cost (US S)
Mine Development
Mining
Hoisting
Vontllation
i3acklill

Procossing
Tolal Opereling Cos1
Gross lncome (US $1
Depreciatlon (US $)
Tanable lncorne (US $1
lncome far {@ 40.0%)

Lnveitment(US $)

Mine Devolopmon1
Minino Equipmonl
Mino Dov. Eyuiprnoiil
Plant

Tahtc 103: Fox Rivcr Projcct - Cash îlow - Mid-Size cquipment, 20-m ore, 75-m levels
Total

1 Ore Production (tonner}
Slopes

1

Mine Deniopmant
Tolal Ore Produclion

10,728
210

10,937

Revenue CilculaUon
Value 01 Ore (Wonno)

83

Mill Recovory (Ylonno)

Gross Sales (US $)
Trealmenl charge ( 10%)
Revenue (US 5)

780,135
78,014
702,122

Operatlng Cor1(US S)
Mine Devolopmont

17,168

Minlng

35,973

Holsling

25.1O3

Venlilallon
Bachtill

O, 138

10,092

Ptacussing

121,166

Tolal Operating Cos1

215,639

Orom8 lncome {US $)

486,483

DspreclaUon(US S)

158.725

Tanabla lncoma (US $1

327,757
131,103

Net Afier-Tax Profit (US S)
Inverbnenl (US $1
Mino Dovslapmant
Mining Equipmenl
Mino Dov. Equipmonl
Plan1
Talal lnvoslmenl

1 Afler-Tan Carh Flow (US $1

Tiihlc 104: Fox Hiver Project - Cash îlow - Large cquipnient, 10-more, 25-m levcrls
Year
Ore Production (tonner)
stopes

Mine Devoloprnenl
Total Ore Pioduclion
Revenue Calcufation
Value ol Ore (Vionne)
Mill Rocovery (Ytonne)
Oross Sales (US $)
Trealmenl charoo (10%)
Revenue (US 6)
OpemUng Colt (US S)
Mine Devolopmont
Mining
Holsliny
Venlilalion
Backlill
Processing
Total OperalingCosl
Oro88 lncome (US S)
ûepncinllon (US $1
Tanable lncome (US $1
lncomo Tnr (@ 40.0%)

Invertmant (US $)
Mina Ooveloprnonl
Mining Equipmonl
Mine Oev. Equiprnont
Planl
Total lnvastmanl
Afîer-Tan Caeh Flow (US S)

Table 105: Fox Hiver Project - Cash flow - Large equipment, IO-m ore, 50-m lcvcls

Y
Om Production (tonner)

1 Mine Dovelopmonl
1

Tolal Ore Produclion

1

Valus ol Oro (Wonno)

Revenuo (US $)
Mine Developmeni
Mlning
Hoisting
Vontilatlon

Procossing

Omis Income (USS)

Toial lnvoslmonl
Aiter-Tax C i r h Flow (US 1

Table 106: Fox River Project - Cash flow - Large equiprnent, 10-rn ore, 75-rn1evc.l~

1

1
O n Production (tonnes)

Total Ore Produclion

1 Gioss Sales (US I)
1

Treslment chargo (10%)
Revenue (US $)
OperaUng Cont (US S)

1 Mine Devolopmsnl

Grorr lncornr (US S)

1 Tsxsble lncome {US S)
1

lncome Tax ((p40.0%)

Net Afîer-Tan Pront (US $1
Invertment (US $1

1

Mining Equipmonl

Alter-Tax Carh Flow (US S:

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

B

10

11

12

13

14

16

16

17

18

18

20

21

22

Total

Table 107: Fax River Project - Cash fluw
Ore Production (tonnes)

Siopes
Min8 Developmeni
Total Ore Produclion
Revenue Caleulation
Valiio of Ore (Ytonrie)
Mil1Recovery (Ulonno)
Grosa Sales (US S)

Treatment charge (10%)
Revenue (US $)

1 0 p n t l n g cos1(US $1
Mine Oevoloprnonl
Minmg
Hoisltng

,

Venlilalion
Becklill
Procossiny
Tolal ope rat in^) Cos!
Gros8 lncome (US $1
DspreclaUon(US $)
Tasable tncome (US $)

1 IncorneTax (@ 40.0%)
1 Nel Ahr-Ta&Profit (US $1
Inveabnenl (US $)
Mine Dovolopmeni
Mining Equiprnonl
Mine Dev. f quipmonl
Plan1
Tolal lnvoslmonl
Alter-Ta%Cash Flow [US $1

- Large ey uipment, 15-m ore, 25-m lcvels

Tliblc 108: Fox River Yrojcct - Cash fluw - Lurgc cquipment, 15-more, 50-m lcvcls
Total

Om Productlon (tonner)
slopas
Mine Development
Total Oro Produclion

1 1,642
444

12,087

Revenue CatculaWon
Value ot 010(Ylanne)

81

Mill Rocovery ($nonne)

1 Gross Sales (US $)
Treatfnenl char~e(10%)
Revenue (US $)

835,169
83.5 17
75 1,652

Opentlng Coit (US S)
Mlno Developmont

37.177

Mining

36.799

Holsling

26,568

Venlilalion
0acklili

6,584
11,162

Procsssrng

128,330

Talal Oporaling Cos1

246,620

Gror8 lncome (US $)

505,033

Taiuble lncome (US $)

320,273

184,759

128,108
192.164
invertment (US S)
Mino Dovalopmant

131,304

Mining Equipmenl

1 1.735

Min0 Dev. Equipinonl
Plant
Tolal lnvostmont

Afler-Tar Cash Flow (US $1

0,226
33,322

185,5tl8
i

191,335

-

Table 109: Fox Hiver Projecl - Cash flow Large eq uipnieiit, 15-m ore, 75-m levels
Total
Ore Production(tonnes)

stopes
Mlne Devolopmont
Total Ore Production

1 1,874
333
12,208

Revenue Calculatlon
Valuo ol Ore (Wlonno)

72

Mill Recovery (Wlonne)

Gross Salos (US $)
Troalmenl chargo (1O0h)
Revonue (US $)

720,582
72.058
648,524

O p n U n g Cod (US $)
Mine Devoloprnonl

26,456

Mining

33,420

Hobling

25,7û4

Ventilation
Back!ill

5,985
10,675

Total Opereling Cosl

121,719
224,020

Omsi lncome (US $1

424,504

DopmlaUon (US $)

185.927

Processing

238,577
lncoms Tax (@ 40.0%)
, Ne1Atlsr-Tan Profit (US $1

95.431
143.146

Inventment (US S)

1

Mine Devolopment

130,771

Mining Equipmanl

11,Olf

Mlno Dev. Equiprnonl

y:

7,155
37,019

,""~sl"l."l

After-Tau Cash Flow (US $

Tablc 1 10: Fox River Project - Cash flow - Large eyuipment, 20-ni ore, 25-m lcvels
Ore Production(tonnes)

SlopeS
Mine Dovelopmenl
Total Ore Praduclion

Revenue Calculaiion
Value ot Oro (a/Iwne)
Mill Recovery ($ilonno)

G r a s Sales (US 5)
Tieaimenl charge (1Wh)
Rovtrnuo (US $)
OpenUn0 Co61 (US S)

Mine Developmenl
Mlnrng
Hoislirio
Vantilalion
Backhll
P~ocesslng
Tolal Operaling Cosl
Orosr lncome (US$)
-

-

Deprsclation(US S)
Tanabla Incarne (USS)

1 Ne4 Aftnr- an Profil (US $1 1
Invertmen1(US S)

'
1

Mme D~volopm~nl

,

Plant

Mining Equipnienl
Mine Dov. Equlpirioiit
TOIRIlnveslmonl

1 Amr-Tan Csih Flow (US 4

-

-

320

37,320

37,320

37.835

37,035

37,816

1.750

1,750

-

-

36,170

33,645

32.011

34.543

35.602

72,609

69.042

.

-

21.702

20.167

10,207

20.726

21.361

43566

41,425

.

Table 1 II:Fox Hiver Praject - Cash flow - Largc cquipmcnl, 20-m orc, 50-m lcvrls
Yeai

Ore ProducUon(bnner)
Slopes
Mino Developmenl
Tolal Ore Production
Revenue Calculatlon
Value of Oro (Ylonna)
Mi11 Recovory (Yionne)

Groas Sales (US $)
Treatmont charga (10%)
Revenue (US $)
OperaUng Colt (US O)
Mine Doveloprnent
Mining
Holsting
Vonlilalion
Backtill
Processing

f oinl Opeiatcng Cos1
Orori lncome (US 8)
--

DepreclaUon (US S)
Tarable lncome (US $1
lncome Tan (g)40.W)

Net Amr-Ta* Profil (US $1
Inveabnent (US S)
Mino Developnioni
Mining Equipmenl
Mine Dsv. Eqiiipmenl
Plenl
Toinl Invoslmsiil

Afîer-Tan Caeh Flow (US $

Table 112: Fox Hiver Pruject - Cash flow - Large eyuipnient, 20-m ore, 75-m lcvels

F
Oro Productlon (tonne.)

1

Mine Dovolopmeni

1

Value ot Oie ($/tonne)

1 Tolal Ore production
1 Revenue Calculailon

(

1

Mill Recwsry ($ilorno)
Grosa Salos (US Si

1 Tieaimenl charge ( 10%)

'

~ o t Opetaimg
a~
~osi

Omri Incorne (US S)
Depmclatlon (US S)
Taxnble Incomo (US S)

Net Aiîei-Ta# Profit (US S)
lnvemtment (US S)

Mino Devolopmont
Minino Equipment
Mino Dov. Equipment
Planl
Total lnvosimonl

1 Aiîer-Tsr Caah Flow (US $1

